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FOREWORD

The National Educational Finance Project (NEFP) is a cooperative
endeavor, funded principally under Title V, Section 505, of the Elemen-
tary and Secondary Education Act, involving state departments of education,
universities and the United States Office of Education in the study of con-
temporary problems in financing education. The project represents the first
systematic effort to study comprehensively all state systems of school fin-
ance and to critique them in the light of current educational needs and trends.
The project is designed to accomplish three major objectives; (I) identify,
mlasure and interpret deviations in educational needs among children, school
districts and states; (2) relate variations in educational needs to the
ability of the school district and state to finance appropriate educational
programs; and (3) conceptualize various models of school finance and subject
them to consequential analysis to identify the strengths and weaknessess of
each model.

To accomplish the comprehensive project objectives eleven special pro-
jects were developed and conducted by university-based school finance consul-
tants. The special project, "The Relationship of School District Organization
To State Aid Distribution Systems," was directed by Clifford P. Hooker and
conducted under ccntract between the Florida State Department of Education
(National Educational Finance Project) and the Educational Research and
Development Council of the Tvin Citiea Metropolitan Area, Inc.

The findings and recommendations of the fourteen month study are contained
in a two-part report. Part I, entitled "Patterns of School District Organiza-
tion," contains basic documentation concerning the impact of school district
organisation on state support programs. In part II, "Generalization to State
Finance Models," is found a 48-state summary of school district organizational
development (1932-1968). In addition, part II contains a review of the litera-
ture concerning local district organization, equalization of educational
expenditures and the intermediate unit. Further, the second report contains
findings and analyses regarding the interaction between fiscal conditions and
school district reorganization in a sample of sixteen states. In the final
section of the report, Part II, generalizations to state finance models are
presented.

The contributions of many people were sienificant in the completion of
this study. The contact person in each of the state education agencies
provided valuable assistance in collecting and refining the data base. In
addition, many other members of the state agencies, in the sixteen sample
states in particular, gave of their time and energies during the visits of
members of the project staff. Their assistance and villingness to share
their knowledge of the systees, problems and attempts at solutions within
their own states provided valuable input to the study. A list of the
primary contact person in each state is included in Appendix b.

Research assistants were invaluable in the data gathering analysis and
in the day.to.day work which slakes a research effort possible. In this
respective we recognize the efforts of John reds, James Lindsay, David L.



Wettergren and John Young. Appreciation is extended to Dr. Thomas Stark
and the staff and members of the Educational Research and Development
Council of the Twin Cities Metropolitan Area, Inc. fnr their sponorship
and support throughout the fourteen-month study period. We are indebted
to Helen Warhol and Thresia Moen who served as secretaries to the project
staff throughout the study and in the preparation of the final manuscripts.

In addition to the above individuals, a number of other persons con-
tributed directly to the data collection and content of the reports. The

comprehensive character of the study reports is a direct result of the fine
cooperation of the many persons concerned with solving the organizational
and fiscal problems of our state educational systems. The authors, however,
assume full responsibility for the completeness and accuracy of the data
and interpretations presented.

Minneapolis, Minnesota
Spring, 1970

Clifford P. Hooker
Project Director

Van D. Mueller
Associate Director



CHAPTER I

INTROD=ION

Background ( tt-e Study.

The c <Aitutions in all states contain language to the effect tnat the
legIstatur, as the responsibility for maintaining a thorough and efficient
system of p: lic education free to all young people within certain age limits.
In full-MI.4 this obligation, legislatures have generally enacted statutes
to permit the formation and reorganization of local school units. While most
of the responsirtlities for operating the schools have been delegated to these
local units, LegAly public education remains a function of the state. More-
over, the U.;,.ed States Supreme Court in Brown v Board of Educstionl held that
educational opportunity within a state must be made available to all on equal
terms.

State pi =visions fcr education generally fall far short of this goal.
Scarce eta: egources and faulty state aid distribution systems account for
much of thr served disparity in educational opportunity within states.
Likewi e, nadequate local school district structure contributes to the
problem. a condition is often characterized by an overabundance of dis-
tricts, min of which have limited resources and miniscule school populations.
Other dist have been gerrymandered to create islands of tax privilege
for some. 1- leaving swamps of squalor for their neighbors. Joel S. Berke
observe, the 'cent fiscal conditions of American schools end wrote:

Raising adequate revenues for the support of education
threatening problem in a large proportion of the nation's

school systems. There are, of course, exceptions: a limited
number of enclaves with high nonresidential taxable resources
relative to the number of school children; some very wealthy
suburban communities with high levels of residential property,
income, and educational expectations; and some rural districts
with stable or declining populations and relatively minimal
educational demands. But in most cities, suburbs, and pre-
dominantly rural areas heightened demand for educational
services and salaries on the part of professionals and con-
cerned parents are running head-on into local taxpayer revolts,
state economy drives, and a pause in increased federal spending.
In many areas of the country, we find that school shutdowns,
the elimination of special projects, and increasing average
class site are being seriously discussed at necessary steps
in the fact of fiscal crlses.Z

Also, the flight of the more prnaperous urban dwellers to the affluent
suburbs and a subsequent tightening of lines between the central city and
its suburbs have introduced social, economic, and racial stratification as
well as geographic separation. On the basis of a eomprehenstve study in
Michigan Guthrie concludes:

1.



2.

Societies which have persisted longest throughout
history appear to be those which have avoided vast
social and economic differences among major segments
of their populations. Clearly, the relative success
of the United States in avoiding such extremes has

been fostered significantly by the past successes of
our schools. Today, however, because of a shortage of
resources and an inappropriate distribution of the
resources which are available, schools are no longer
so successful. The preservation of equal opportunity
and the reality of an open society wherein individuals
rise or fall in accord with their interests and abilities
demands a restructuring of present arrangements for the
support and provision of school services.'

Equality of education is more a myth than a reality in many areas of the
nation in 1970.

The legislatures in the several states are confronted with perplexing
problems as they seek to satisfy constitutional mandates and court decrees
relative to Lood schools for all. Three options seem to offer some promise.
The states can direct more resources to the school districts with the greatest
need; establish regional or intermediate districts to collect and distribute
taxes to local operating districts; and create a more efficient school dis-
trict organization through legislative fiat.

Twenty-four states have adoptcd legislation forcing the abolition of
certain types of school districts." However, political considerations have
often deterred legislatures from bold action to reorganize schools. A few
states have attempted to manipulate school aids in a fashion to encourage
local districts to form stronger units through consolidation. Also, several
states are experimenting with regional approaches which are calculated to
equalize tax levies and the quality of schools in multi-county areas.5 The
conditions which contribute to the success or failure of all these efforts
are not urvi.!rstood because there is a paucity of empirical research evidence
to guide the decision-makers.

Opposing forces appear to be operating in the area of school district
reorganization. Concern for economical school operation has been a prime
consideration in the move to develop more effective school district organi-
zations in many states. At the same time, legislatures in some states have
increased state levels of school support under conditions that have sub-
sidized ineffective and inefficient administrative units.6 Likewise, state
aids in metropolitan areas virtually insure a separate and unequal existence
for cities and suburbs.

State aid formulas are political responses to educational needs and may
be classified as neutral, favorable, or negative with regard to school dis-
trict reorganization. These responses are often generated .'ithout adequate
theoretical and policy frameworks derived from empirical research. There is
a dearth of research findings in the literature dealing with this problem.
More knowledge is needed to develop conceptual models fcr the distribution
of the resources allocated to education in order to relate the educational
institution to the emerging patterns of contemporary society.7

10



3.

There is a conspicuous absence of reported research relative to the
relationship between state aid distribution systems aad school district
organization. This is strange because many experts in school finance
have noted that such a relationship does exist. However, there are no
studies which have attempted to measure this relationship. Therefore
all of the knowledge is purely speculative, This may be true because
only a few slates have made direct grants to encourage the adoption of
district organization plans. Moreover, the amount of money provided
through incentive aids typically is very small when compared to the amount
of money distributed through the general state support program. Few of
the states have adopted financial penalties; that is, deny some state monies
to districts for failing to reorganize. Moreover, many states have pro-
visions in the law which may actually discourage school district reorganiza-
tion. These provisions take many forms. The most common one is a reduction
in state aids to one or more partners in the reorganization with less aid
available to the new district than is now being paid to the several separate
districts. Another example pertains to a limitation on bonding capacity in
the new, district. Also, some states have included sparsity factors in their
state aid formulas which encourage the continuation of small inefficient
districts.

Therefore, the research reported in Parts I and II of this study is
unique. It contains a study of those elements In state aid distribution
systems which encourage or retard the reorganization of school districts.
The need for such reorganization is widespread and continuing. The shift
in population, change in economic factors, and technological advances urge
that the organization for education respond to contemporary conditions.

r rposes of the Study

The study has two major purposes. The objectives of the special project,
as stated in the research contract, appear below;

1. Investigate the relationship of state school aids to
local school district organization.

2. Examine the financing of regional of intermediate units.

In addition, several minor purposes of the study were enumerated in the
research proposal. They were stated in question form, as follows;

1. To what extent has school district reorganization reduced
variations in tax-paying ability and expenditure per pupil
within states?

2. Has school district reorganization introduced greater
stability and equity into tax structures?

3. At what level of state support for education does the
greatest amount of school district reorganization tend to
take place? (This level may be expressed in a ratio to
per pupil expenditure.)

11
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4. What types of special incentive aids ate associated with
the greatest amount of school district reorganization?

5. At what support levels must incentive aids operate in
order to yield the greatest amount of reorganization
activity among local districts?

6. What factors in the state aid distribution system retard
school district reorganization?

7. What factors in state aid distribution plans discourage
the consolidation of central city and suburban school

districts?

8. What legal provisions are associated with the greatest
amount of school district reorganization?

9. How do state aid systems relate to the trend toward
decentralization of policy-making in large cities?

10. What is the potential for utilizing intermediate or
regional units to collect and distribute local taxes?

The primary thesis of this study is that an understanding of the relation-
ship of school district reorganization to state aid distribution systems will
provide a needed input to Phase IV of the Na.ional Educational Finance Project
which proposes to design model programs of school support.

School District Organization Defined

Education is recognized as a function of the state. As a result, state
legislatures, subject to constitutional provisions, have the authority to
establish, maintain, and regulate schools. Thus the legal powers held by
school districts are those delegated to them by the state. School districts
are rirely creatures of the state and as such have no intlrent powers. They
may be created or abolished and their powers may be in,-..reased or diminished
at the will of the state.

The legal restructuring of school districts is referred to as school
district reorganization. Such restructuring normally involves the combin-
ing of one or more school districts into a single larger administrative unit.
However, the division of existing districts, such as large cities or counties,
into smaller administrative units is also a type of school district reor-

ganization. This type of reorganization, which creates additional school
districts rather than abolishing existing ones, should not be confused with
the internal modification of administrative organizations. Several large
school systems have moved toward such internal modification or "decentraliza-

tion." However, the units created by this process have no state delegated

powers. Therefore, this type of internal restructuring can logically be
described as administrative procedure, rather than school district reorgan-

ization.

12



5.

The creation of new or the modification of existing intermediate or
regional units with state delegated powers which are held jointly or shared
with local school districts represents sill another form of school dis-
trict reorganization. The reorganization in this instance may represent
a change in the physical boundaries of the unit or it may refer to a
redistribution of powers between regional units and local school districts.
An example of the latter is a transfer of taxing authority from local school
districts to Intermediate units to achieve a greater degree of equalization
of tax effort. This form of reorganization may be contined with the division
of large existing school districts into smaller units. Such proposals have
been advanced as partial solutions to the problems besetting urban schools.

The dimension and breadth of school district reorganization is truly
enormous. Fitzwater9 and other authors have identified all of the following
types of school district reorganization which are occurring simultaneously
in the United States:

1. Continued progress in eliminating non-operating districts.

2. The requirement in an increasing number if states that all
reorganized districts be unified (organized to operate both
elementary and high schools); a related requirement is that
territory of the state be in a district maintaining a high
school.

3. The inclusion of more than one small high school district
in a reorganized district.

4. The merging of previously established small reorganized
units into enlarged reorganized units, in other words
reorganizing the reorganizations.

5. The merger of small or medium-sized city districts with
the open county districts surrounding them.

6. Merging all or nearly all of the territory of a county
into a single administrative unit.

7. The formation of large suburban districts adjoining
major cities.

8. The merger of independent city districts and adjoining
county school districts.

9. The formation of separately organized regional high school
districts embracing the territory of several town (or town-
ship) school districts has been a developing trend in some
New England states and in New Jersey.

10. The creation of intermediate or regional units with state
delegated powers.

13



6.

11. The devision of large city districts into smaller units.

12. The gradual elimination of the office of county superin-
tendent of schools.

Research Procedure and Conduct of the Study

The procedure established and executed on this research project gen-
erated knowledge about the relationship of state financial aid programs
and school district reorganization as outlined below:

1. Identified on the basis of a survey of the 48 contiguous state
support provisions concerning school district reorganization
and other provisions in the law which affect school district
reorganization;1°

2. Utilized data derived from the above survey, selected a sample
of states which presented a range of situatiop which may have
had impact upon school district organization, Among the
criteria for selection of states included in the sample are:

a) Fiscal provisions for school district reorganization,
b) Fiscal capacity of school districts within states,
c) Sparsity and density of population,
d) Number of school districts,
e) Historical development of school district organization in

the state,
f) Geographical and topographical considerations, and
g) Regional concepts of local control of education.

3. Obtained the following data in the selected sample of states.

a) Level of expenditure per pupil from 1948-1968.
12

Expendi-
tures were categorized by fund, type and by size of districts.
Fund types include maintenance, capital outlay, and debt service.

b) Level of state support for education in the districts. Aids
applicable to the funds listed above were utilized. Correction
aid for sparsity and premium aid for reorganization was of
special interest.

c) Nature of the aid distribution formulas legislated during the
20-year period and the years they were put into effect. The
elements of the formIllos were categorized by the fund types
identified above.

d) Local school tax rates in the districts for the 1967-68 period.
e) Progress of school district reorganization including the number

of districts of various types by year during the period.
f) The statutes pertaining to intermediate districts were acquired.

The amount of state and local funds received and distributed by
the intermediate units was obtained.

g) The statutes pertaining to reorganization were obtained. Also,
related statutes which deter or encourage the consolidation of
urban and suburban dirtricts in metropolitan areas were examined.
These statutes pertained to teacher retirement, tenure, and
certification systems.

1 li
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4. Analyzed the data collected to enable comparisons over time
among educational expenditure levels of state support, local
property, tax rates, amount and type of incentive aids,
incidence of factors in the state aid formula vhich deter
school district reorganization, and changes in the nuraber
of school districts.

Overview of "Generalization to State Finance Models"

The chapters which follow are primarily devoted to a systematic examina-
tion of the study's ten research questions in the context of the general data
base presented in Part I "Patterns of School District Organization."

Chapter I, "Introduction" introduces the problem and stresses the impor-
tance and timeliness of research concerned with the relationship of school
district organization to state aid distribution systems. The analytical
design and study procedures are briefly described, and an operational defini-
tion of school district organization is presented.

Chapter II is devoted to a state-by-state description of local school
district governmental arrangements, legal bases and trends in number of dis-
tricts by type during the period 1932-1968. Included in the state profiles
is identification of pertinent legislation along a time line.

A review and analysis of the literature is presented in Chapter III.
The focal points are the process of school district reorganization and the
Implications of state finance programs and incentive aids, the implications
of equalization of expenditures, for education, and the regional approach to
taxation of property for financial support of local school districts.

Chapter IV examines the relationship of state school aids to local school
district organization. The findings and analyses froo the selected sample
of sixteen states are described in terms of the study's major research ques-
tions. The chapter analyzes the differences in how legislation and finance
features encourage or discourage reorganization and concludes with presenta-
tion of analyses. Included are the results of model development and testing.

Alternative regional property taxation plans are analyzed in Chapter V.
The findings from the application of seven alternative taxation Models to
each of the forty-eight sample regions are presented. The equalization effects
of each plan are reviewed according to their impact on fiscal disparity of the
local school districts within the respective regions.

Chapter VI, the concluding chapter in this volume, opens with the presenta-
tion of conclusions drawn from the findings presented in Chapter IV and V,
proceeds to generalizations to state finance models and concludes with a state-
ment of needed additional research.
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The information contained in Appendix E provides additional sixteen-
state statistical data correlation coefficient matrices on school district
size and selected fiscal variables, and summary data on state aid distribu-
tion systems. The contents of Appendix D provides a detailed descriptiou
of the sampling criteria utilized in the study and a summary of the sampling
plan for selection of local school districts and regional units. Other
appendices provide lists of cooperating states and National Educational
Finance Project personnel, a listing of state edtcation agency cooperating
personnel and a description of the special project staff.

A glossary of terms and list of selected bibilographical references are
also included.

16'



9.
SUMMARY

The analyses and model derivations
reported in this volume (Part IIIGeneralizations to State Finance Models) are based on basic data reportedin Part I: Patterns of School District Organization, in addition to therelated information from states, regional units, and local school districtsin the sample. The two-part report of this systematic examination of therelationship of state school support to local school district

organizationand the examination of the financing of education on a regional or inter-mediate unit basis is designed to provide new perspectives for solving theproblems of inequality.
The restructuring of present arrangements for theorganization and financial support of school services is a goal worthy ofthe professional educator and policy-maker alike. The information derivedfrom this research study will hopefully contribute to an increased rationalityin considering the general need for change.
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CHAPTER I

FOOTNOTES

1Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka, 347 U.S, 483, 493, (1954).

2
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3
James W. Guthrie, et al. Schools and Inequality, a report of a

Michigan Research Study published by the Urban Coalition, 1969, pp. 251-52.

4
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Districts," The Relationehip_ of School District Reorganization to State Aid
Distribution Systems - Pert I: Patterns of School District Organization.
National Educational Fintnce Project Specie,. Study No. 11, 1970.

5
Ibid, Chapter III.

6
Ibid, Chapter IV.

7For further elaboration on emerging concepts of state school support
see J. Alan Thomas, Robert Jewell, and Arthur E. Wise, Full State Funding
of Schools, a mimeographed paper prepared for the Education Commissions of
the States, March, 1970.

8
For a treatise on this topic see Clifford P. Hooker and Van D. Mueller,

Equal Treatment to Equals--A New Structure for Public Schools in the Kansas
City and St. Louis Metropolitan Areas, A Report to the Missouri School Dis-
trict Reorganization Commission, June 1969.

9
C. O. Fitzwater, State School System Development (Denver: Education

Commission of States, 1968) pp. 20-21.

10
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11
See Appendix D for detailed treatment of sampling design and listing

of state, regional, and local district stratification pattern.

12
See Appendix E for summary of data by state and type of local district.
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CHAPTER II

STATE PROFILES

Introduction

During the twenty year range of interest for this study, most states
have experienced a decrease in the number of school districts. This can
be expected, as in the period 1948-68, approximately 90,000 school districts
have disappeared on a national level. In those states that have not experi-
enced a reduction in the number of school districts, one is likely to find
some type of county unit, or in the case of a few smaller states, an actual
increase in districts resulting from an attempt to impose cooperative or
regional units on the basic local school district structure. In Chapter IV
and Chapter VI of this volume, it is suggested that only occasionally has
it been a single legislative provision or financial feature, unless of a
mandatory nature, that is given credit for providing major impetus for school
district reorganization. More often it has been a combination of factors or
a total legislative package that has been assembled which encourages reor-
ganization activity. Also, it is evident that similar pieces of legislation
or financial features do not always have the same impact in each state.

To provide a visual display of how different types of legislation have
been utilized to encourage school district reorganization, this chapter
presents a longitudinal profile and descriptive narrative for the time period
1948-68 for the forty-eight states described as being contiguous. Alaska and
Hawaii are excluded due to limitations involved in developing a twenty-year
profile for these two states which were admitted to the Union in 1959. Basic
statistical data was just not available. The longitudinal profiles and
accompaning narratives contain information on the reduction of the type and
total number of school districts over the time period of this study. Per-
centage reduction is noted and discussed where appropriate. In addition,
information is presented on a chronological basis regarding legislation
adopted that pertains to school district reorganization. Where necessary,
pre-1948 data is cited to establish continuity and provide the groundwork
for understanding subsequent legislation. The profiles were not developed
to demonstrate a "cause and effect" relationship between the legislative
variables and reduction of school districts, but rather to graphically display
the legislation that was present during times of reorganization activity.

The basic procedure for developing these profiles was to use the state
legislative descriptions presented in Chapter II, Part I of this publication
in conjunction with the Basic Statistical Profiles contained in Appendix E,
Part I.
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In 1949 Alabama had 1.08 school districts in the state. By the fall of 1968 this
number had changed to 1212, AR increase of l2.

Provisions for the consolidation of schools can be found as early as 1927 when the
responsibility for the administration and supervision of sll public schools in the state
vii vested in county boards of education under direction of the state board of education.
County superintendent. could recommend the consolidation of schools within the county,

The number of districts has shown a slight increase over the year.. After 1059 leg-
islation providing the legal basis for the organisation of s school system within the
prescribed basic county board system, but separate and apart from any legal upper echelon
school authority Alabama has had an increase in approximately 8 districts.

.20
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The major thrust toward school district organization occurred in Arkansas between
1943 and 1951. In 1944 Arkansas had 2,451 school districts whereas the 1951 total was
down to 425.

luring this period of time three major pieces of legislation were passed that seemed
to have en impact on reorganization. In 1943 an act was passed clarifying some of the
basic procedural problems regarding alteration of school district boundaries. In 1947
tae legislature amended the state statutes to include provisions for dissolution and
annexation of school districts within the county after an election is held. In 1950 the
legislature provided for the creation in each county of a united school district composed
of all school districts within the county having less than 350 students.

Between 1951 and 1968 the number of school districts gradually decreased from 425 to
394. In 1969 legislation was enacted incorporating financial incentives with mandatory
features to encourage school district reorganization. It is too early to judge the impact
of this law.
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Free 1140 to 1161 there have bees So laps legieletive *nutmeats that have had a
es)or import ea school dittriet reorasnlesttos. the disttict had teen eltehlioted as
the basic 'sit tot school elmieiotret(on before the period of this seedy end remains
so to the present day.

Theta sere )41 school districts is Mims is 1141. Over the past enemy years IS
diottiste have traholly Voss elisinsted tepoltino la the p 297 with
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In 1045 as art titled loptional reorganisation of School Dimities Sr flattest"
provided prettiest mesa for the first Ilea d the states history for torah% vivified
Clatricto me can be pointed to as a significant piece of legislation for a thane* in the
somber of school districts is 1919.1.1 of 2.561 to a 1954.65 total of 1,934. I ridaction of
sinatt onavfoartb. &etyma 1146 sod 1114 oppteotoototy eS00 son-aparating ST4 elementary
school districts were *Released. A Mao toeelObloo oe School eistricts, Relied,' flat-
sing CoomIsslots, and Local Smarty Cormittres Wife estshlished to formlot* plod end taco*
mendations for vellicatioe or other temernItstioa of school districts. to 1110 this legit.
Cation ass eadadd epee by removing some mitrictive voting remirearsts and giving more
power to the local y cc

to 1949 mother series of ofeedronte vote added to the 1945 statte. The 1141 State
Ccostastos vas Itsseldd sri its pacer transfarted to the State beard of Etatatioe. Ascl9et
eigoiticaot wl/soot at this Hal vat the eaeratery tittoblloteeat of a school distelet
tecrgatitatioe committee la every comity estapt Sae ttmmcisco. la 101 leelelstim provided
is optional reorgemiltatim piss Apes with militia forth baste chows to tte taaolltallas
Ald mad ttsespectatid Aid Propos.

1r 1009 easter plant for reorgssiestim were elegise* to be salmittot by (mote com-
et so Wet the 1eptoolar IS, Ma. these plane vita coatetaed with tad! Calcite
eeeeee atloo sithia the toasty. Pros 1110 to 1964 the amid, of divot districts dropped
free 1,1811 to 1,50. dada, do use dried of li14 districts with almantsr, schools 004
do I by close to MI While ttttt iris coeteleing Lath closeout, oral secondary schools

I by forty-sloa. This eyelid otos to imileste cell.. ea 'ha pod of the satiety
404h . tba 064 legislature praviIed tame }meetly) fonds for these distticts that
hod motivated or %mold agree to de do. the 'trades let %a foramilatine program
for more trilateral, doodled districts. 10 1514 the somber of Sastiacts had Ioc ttttt d
from 1,534 10 1044, to a trail of 1.314.

Nemeth tooltalIf potoloalro lootolettos 04 mafthet of ett,a01 districts Si California
WO 4101941 ft.. 1,334 La 1143-44 to a 1041 twat of 1,114. lomat 194. 41 to a 1114
total et IOU. gamma 104144 Om ballet of mom-aeetottoo 41 ttttt to Ws 4top9d free 111
to 21 tins mkt of eIt000tot, oily 41ottitto free 5,421 to 114; the sweet of seceder,
Delp 4116ttitts free 111. to lilt whit* at the Sem time taw sorbet of atottltto rite eery
Ormolu, eel otestalty otboolo boo Itott000rt Ito. 11 is 229.
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is 1944 Colorado had 1020 school districts. the state's first real Aiattirt tem
geoleatiot frearm' vas initiated it 1149 when mounts tomattees were set up to help
state comassioner in developing reorganisation plane. the tontialiomet vat gives prvet
to approve covet, plats and to teotgaoitstiet could he brought to a vote without hit coo.
mat. burirg the firm tire years after the Iligislitiot thirty-amen rev /Wrists vete
eta /listed bet the total meter vas reduced by ever tvetty1,1 emceed. emitgenitstio*
bellyful pitched .ts MA it 1550 Whet tsestaine merganitattee electlem oat of thirty-
eight vets palmed et !metal, by the voter.. Apendsests vete 'totted In 1951 Ahich

!Mel cottloved progress. the limit tette' of teetganitatioa ltgietatioe espitti
/sty 1, 1954.

lo 1957 the ligialoture poised the District Otganieatiee Act Mitch @libelled many
features of the 19411 legislation. At increase of reetessitatiot activity fellow/ this
set as evidenced by the fact that the mendhet el 'shoot tietticts /topped from 941 it
1191 to 571 Is 1199. to 1943 the asaumptiet of bonded indebtedness betas,, s future of
teotessiratiet 11111181104. the 1144 lagislatute ptevlded mindatery provistots elletnating
Came, Nisi School Districts and their congooint fielestaty disttitts 1 101mIty 1, 100,

17 010 fell of 1969 04 ember' of school timid@ is OA state bill Mopped to 111
free s 1041 total of 1.644. All namepetatini lifetime has tees elivitated and Ow*
11,1t1c11 etmatits rely timettaty schoele hove /topped hoe 1.155 11 1141 to thus..
Outirp thia Sent t Ise the 011$1.1t of districts operating siessistatp and meoeisty ',shreds
hot irate/sea fine 141 to 111.
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In MOO the Connottltat Datil &Att. a low Stating that lath town woo to
Olibtal% the central of all chi public meltoolo within Ito Reiss and far this pArro,e
vat to be a school Itattitt with all the pootib and purposes thereof. In resit*, it
did not drastically alter Oil %sober of school d!stritts bat it 414 mote clearly Wins
the organisational Stlettut4 fet tootroing these districts.

la 1941 tonftectlent hid 171 school 44stficts. St porntstion llontes hart growo by
shoot 10 percent flog 1041 to 1995 the noobot of ilistricia has rroailei fairly constant
OM in 1960). the site of the school Cooties. has increased consistently. In 1151 lot
etkamole. Coonecticat had only 67 41st ttttt oath mist 100 enrollment white by 1361 this
figure hal doubled (lIty.

Is 1967 tho legislavre enacted provisions inclediog sooe financial incentive thtongh
the goo of braes aid and s:hoel beilifrs grants fat the encooragement of regional 'Owl
districts. $1.4 1367 thee has been se Increase in fool trete, Aired districts (11-11) In
04 past too
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School district organtratIon legislation to Delaware dates Dirk to the early 1920',
rhea both urbas area erd fetal districts were established by the stute leglalatute.

School district reargentratton was digressed a number of 11041 over the ¶1880 but with
virtually no legtelatlee ammo resulting. in 19411 a school survey townie* recommended
ro tttttt Moe. Shoff work malted In a cotprehe.flve study end report on reorgaallat toe
that was gins to the leglItleturo In Mi. rile report. Which tetoorondsd trestle revisions
is III asterlos orgsafratleoil *tractor*, 414 not resell Is any spocifIc legislation bet
soeseil to bare hal as ionedlate impact oe the sets...lotion of riorgoolcatioa ectivlt., Since
1952 whoa 04 *tote tai ill school districts to 11611 Whet Om were only 50 Curl is there
hoe boos 0 deo ttttt of ever SO percent.

to MS 114 Governors Consittte* et tiecalloo Ina, utatet *pother study which hal coo-
@Mutable impact oe reorgaillettloo. le its report It reconrended a reduction of tho ellst-
log Si districts to IS incleiloo vocational school districts. this report provided foot.'
for 18411 legislative efolch IltormIl teploced estetIng codes. Si telpher 4. 1961 the State
testa of tiutstlos vs. .0 plow' plane of teorganteatloo fot each school Iletrict. Allow-
lag for apipOsl, fie it Wore March 1, MY the Stott Poste of fdeeastet was to Strolls,
these pie,' and by felt' 11 MS all protoset school districts contained is tSe pions vets
to 14 toeittlteted led trews ei retardants,' school district..
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refinance to school
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IS.

The MS ionittutIon of 'Ionia established a count., school Itsteict trance erste+
width was modiflei throvih a nit aaecoleett creating a county bosti neat1tatime.

The foonnutlom of 11511 revised the store (pent 11 excluding reference to the in
'net Echoed ttoltitOs Innis, that each twisty shtit toastftwte a school dlettict *ma tfitt
tvo 01 mot, ,otttgvOus tourtfel, epos vote of the *tenon of inch pursuant to lee,
may be toobifted Into one school dientn. 011 school AntrIcle is territory tot inclmde4
to rchool dtetrict* to eon nitre of the tan theft ha conciliated trio tee school
dietrict.

reorgannetloo annity to flettda hie oat ben tenni is tiros of a tier teat to the
moot*? of schooi flOttittl. to MP then merit St 00.001 dinning is fiends (Alla the
15611 figure Is entity the tare. Mit number totttspoods to the cumber of toomtlel in the
Olett. Then has ben activity *HAMA the mate tanners Carts this period of ttee as
ssfdrooed by 14 fact that the metier of oftettochot dietticte has hen reduced tram
1141 total at at* to a 1116 figure of 11.
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'gams 96 vie

'la till 1141 t966 rtes

to 10HP lip latioa was patted utabltsllag county limitte. to 1944 county board.
of edototite were gives the right to consolilete two of store sthoole tote one school is
tbelr toasty If Is theft oplotoo, tie %vegeta of tie schools eel the Met I 000000 t of et*
peplio scoff-el It. Is tOSI the legialetwre provided that the stele tomtit withhold capital
estley Wettest. from school patriots the feet* dopartstat felt stash cootelllete.

Is 19t4 Coolie 144 191 lithos% itstrIttio Is the state whereas Is 11944 they had It/.
Is bets, the petters is the telt estehltshoeht of toasty districts along with per-sissies
legielaties to mllew todapeoleor listritte to jets the toasty limits. Ihe 1944 law
eotostage4 the toasty listelete 1. ceseelidete theft loll dill . Is 1131 p use
lad teem &polled he help coseelidetloo by (rite/wilts' capitol 101117 permits to distaste
the state lepateseet feet, should toeeelidete.

41thesgh little themes tee tome *lost to terse of the somber of School distritet, over
11,000 schools have heel eltoinatei thieve% consolidative free 1142-44. the testelettos tee
resulted 11 Al drastic reduction set elieisetios of oneteschor schools se the busier Vie
1,151 to 1941 with the ISIS total tele, tore.
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In 1043.44 Mho hal 1)00 school districts. the state teed 'meditation mem.
is 1047 with what was known as the Peabody survey. This sadly eneomrseet 1041 leeitlatinn
whit% fistablided a State leotedirstion Commission 4n1 county commi ttttt to tale the
In ve In pfonotine reodandstion.

tedgeTiestion pieneine bedve violated and cleetet of dititicet site established to
which all redesnIted diddled had to belong by )sty 1, 100. ly the fall et 1041 over 02
percent it the item Is the state wee Is reorgamited tttttt et. Sy 11$2 pm IOC distticte
operating eldest.", echoed only wide eliminated. I. 1051 the legislated 01141 so /mend.
vent repealing the provisiom requiring mandatory trot/A*11[8de.- without a vote fat oil
enreoresnited territory titer 1951. /* its plate was a *eats whereby tvedirds of the
qvalified voters is any iris of s remedied district mall petition the board to
14potote and beide parr of an *Wining Iietriet. nevertheless, dotediretioe continued
as evidenced by 014 drop In districts don 105* total of 211 to a 1060 lievr. of 156.

In 1001 the defilade, enacted a pt.-vision whereby all i the state vete to be
'tore/tired by 2nre 20, 1061. Canty hoards were 'Wished 11 reorganised counties. This
was followed ep by 11114 legislation geared permissive to nate". bat which also set ep
machined for the /Molting at "of...epee/tine districts. Sy the fell of 1011 Idaho hod
tlimineted all nonopereting districts. Sind 1041 the nambel of stbool !Iodide *eve
dropped by ewer 50 portent to a total at 115. tie-warn sup 1141 ttttt 144 1414* red.ced
from 1110 to 1 ant there were no dliittiets elerating only mends", OtUnelt.
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in 1744 Illinois had a total of 4.09 school distethe 4,724 f which operated only
eleuentats schools. to 1102 the total owniher of districts had Its, t#40t211 to 2,211 vhtle
t7.0.4 districts onetelies oily elementary ethools totaled 2,741. a rediction et Wart.
(tittle {MO.

ilia trtuendomi red,ctioa too to attribeted if ph to 1445 and 140 lectslatiom Vetch
first prooided fot I St.te Corals's. 4.14 (Ought,' (mho, o teMett stodies as4 ptepote
et4soltotiod plans. 111 1447 a tarnmeity-melt 'chant diottirt law was patted e,noragine
12pl4e dietticta. Most el the teorgsoisetion took plate titueen (to offeatl to data of

the cceovelty,mit Ito (Iva 111471 MA Octikor, 1444. Puttee that period over 4.200
*thee' disttitim are alisluated

Throes% basically loeularlve legislation coupled with dental of state old to
iatt!rts. Illinois It48 etelpef to 1,274 dtetticts ty the frill of 110, a teeoctioa of
apptoaimacely 90 per mt.
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431 941 011

In 1901 there were. aprresilletaly 1,300 srhool districts in Indiana. ly July 1, 1119
this 'weber had been sedated by trot 90 percent to a Mute of only 299. The 94509 Fr9119^
of tints reduetion hot tots.' piece hatvenn the yam 191) and 1969 so there were still over
1,000 school districts it the state to 1159.

to 1951 s octetl scree. tonrit1Io4 vas crested to study school !Inmost and school
ditttict ttostanitatio4. Ineommendation* 61 this romvisolon ett InstreyntAl le motivating
a greet feat of Interest is reorgonlIAtion. Is 1915 the legi.latore 00000 d the Metropolitan
Seteci Consolidation toy whisk tad llsited iftliact on reorganirstioni

1913 co-end/vents did little to Otfoulatf reofssniration artiste, Via Is Mil. the funeral
assembly passed significant legislation entitled the School Corporation PoOtiltifetto4 try.
PactInety was get op to enable tutee,,. in each of the counties, tc find, their ow Otfic,41
ftstspl4Stio% fA,Im and to Ivstitcts ctsnat yten they boiler*. inpronement Will needed. 0

state COMMillde4t Ord evonly convitteea were crested to assist the ovoids In theft efforts
and 1110,040 Stmlit4 of stood carpet/tins organitation vete 1-attired by taw, th4 lay aid
not 15 irt,. any ehtrges if a majority of the 10.1 eitIteno did hot went they.
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is 1941-84 toms had 4.1156 school dist ttttt . to 1445 legislation less touted toggItIng
COMA, hoods of education to conduct studies and promote dislike teotglilettios. Is 1943
COWL, Spitted tome a pat of lb* Ives 'shift school sysIes. independent or coosoll4sted
school dietstcts teasels. to be pact of the comity system spell die so epos majocity vote of
the rotes Is the district. ly 100 OA evokes of itttticts still totaled 4.111.

Is 1051 *steno's,. legielstivt ainelt rite sok. All of the 414 legal OtoolliOnl fel
liffoctteo berellaty tbahri vote tepostes so/ postal eitatio* to thi teatitsaisstIse leo
mote asionsive. by WA the "tomb*? of Mulcts had hies telacel to 3,9511.

Is 100 slgstfleAt leglelatise was passed 'scything ill town!, hoards of eilicstios to
leftist, surto aol studies for the purpose of ptessetiog toorissilltioo. nese Medici.
Mc% rot* to be tooplsted by July I. MI. Berm to have stiomleted teotemottatiom activity
IS teidoetivil by a dot ttttt to 1,0)) distritto by 1960. 11911 of Chest district* veto 000
operstiop rod SU bag ogle eleeentety schools.

Is 1969 legisIstios VAS passed /stitch* that all a f the slats mete .11 to Is
4Itt ttttt saletsialss II grades by July 1, 1166. The full I.;sct of this manlitety log.
Illation cal be sets by sotifts that by the fall of Int the evoker of tttttt cis had
dal teasel to 490. Only one noooporstlog sill only tics elementary 41sttIcts ellsted at
thrt tine.

n 9 I
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Is 1149 school district 000000 shallots legIslatios ems ea/Acted g tenet, for
sittees **powered to reorgaaisa school districtt wittiest a vote et the people tOototoO4.
&Ito's% 1145 en1 1147 over 2.900 school districts site elislasted. la lava of 104) the
1a Supreme Coutt held the 1141 act mid s 1947 iistodoest ancesstitstional to the
gtounde that they totatItmted ea toproper dolegaties of Issidlative pont to comet, CON
'Met.. is 1141 theft meta 9,641 school disttlets with eel, M11 operetta' loth Coma.
toty and oetesdsty gavials. la 11)1 legislative lisisatti sosopetetieg teases school
districts. 114 district. Ate% lad sot salstaimel a school for throe yeas site eltalasted
ss of 151, 1, 1961. Sy 1960 the boo444 of son-operstiog dtottitte bed heel rodeced to film

Is 1941 on legislatios vu patted ombruillog *asp of the sasdataty feetvres of the
IN) act. rm., too vi. demisted secoostItotletAl. to 1116) two tootssaitstloo lesisIsttoa
use canoed. It provided sajot etiselstios to reotissItatios as evilest' by a drop is
the sumbet of school districts fres o 1064 figure of p,09) to s 1161 flirts of II/. loot.
settlotte4 vat salo-ottillttot Is tAo respect that 101 placating motto site set up to
otssaiss sll lands aol elsttlets tats 9.11 OyttO44. The poop!' cool. vote os the piss
but If the plea vet Wasted It sit to 64 te-eubsitted eel voted epos mists. The 1161 alt
also rovided the titst vallicstleo act that was Itsisao4 to sesoacsto reotea ttttt tos. The
grout of thie set tee 64 betty appreciated by observing that het's** 1064 and late lel
sot-operetta' di ttttt to vete elisiostell the *usher of dt,telete sal *sly 111

schools site teivaid by 1.0791 end 119 ounbet of dietttets salatstaing oily secesdaty eehoele
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In 1908 Kentucky completely remodeled their high school systr,, the new plar adopted
at that time called [or s modified coonty-city organisational syste... In the 1930's leg.
JILWOU was pasted further defining an independent school district. It also stated that
no Independent district other than a city of the first flee classes shall continue to
operate when its school census enumeration or white children fell Wire 200 pupils, 7y

1943. 27 school districts existed compared to 354 in 1972.

In 1948 legislation outlined provisions for the merger of an independent district with
a county district based on an Appeal from Lie independent hoard to the county board. If

this appeal failed, It could be submitted to the store board of education,

hacept for the estallllabseut of the county system In 1908 reorganization legislation
. Kentucky Iris been permissive. There wee 246 school districts to 1948. by the fall of

1968 this number had been reduced to 199. Fite of those contained only elementary schools.
None of the districts had an enrollment of less than 100 pupils and only 15 districts had
an enrollment of less than 500 pupils.
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There are sixty-four parish (county) snd 103 city school systems in Louisiana. As
Louisiana has operated urder this basic format for over twenty year. there has been no
sign!'icant legislation passed that has had an impact on school district renrganisatton
during the period of this study,

It is of interest to note that although the number of school districts has ressined
constant ever this time, there has been a reduction in the tots]. number of schools opera-
ting from 2,340 in 194d to 1,885 in 1958 according

to statistics produced by the United
states Office of Education. Only two of these were one-teacher schools,
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In 1944 Maine had 500 school districts. By the fall of 1968 this number had been
reduced to 307, only 116 of which operated both elementary and secondary schools. During
this time permissive reorganisation legislation was passed as well as legislation provid-
ing certain financial incentives to encourage the formation of larger districts.

In 1947 the Community School District Act was passed allowing towns to Join together
to operate a secondary school. In 1954 the Commissioner end State Board of Education were
directed by the legislsture to adjust the grouping of Supervisory Unions within the state
into districts containing 35-75 teachers. A "no loss" clause was provided and school
committees in the affected units were involved in the planning of reorganised units.

The 1957 legislature encouraged developments of sufficient sine to provide equal
opportunity and better tax rates. The State Board of Education was to develop a state
plan for the creation of efficient school administrative districts. One of their respon-
sibilities was to evaluate the impact of consolidation on valuation per pupil in the larger
district sod make definite recommendation with respect to an eventual uniform winimum tax
rate toward the support e. a foundation program of education if these larger districts were
appropriately established throughout the state. This same year two provisions were included
in legislation which provided financial incentives for reorganisation. One provision pro-
vided that when administrative districts are reorganised, the state subsidy paid annually to
each district shall be supplemented by an additional 101 of that amount if they provide s
K-12 program and one secondary facility. The second feature provides state aid for school
construction, school debts, and 1 00000 to encourage the formation of larger school districts.
Since the 1157 legislation the number of school districts in Maine decreased by over 200,
163 of which operated only elementary districts.
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The 1968 General Assembly enacted
an elaborate statute providing a county system of

public schools throughout the State.
This statute also gave the city of Baltimore thefull power to establish a system of free pu5lic schools. The education laws of Marylandhave been subject to frequent modification

which has not altered in any substantial mannerthe basic county level organizational structure.
Maryland has 23 counties and 24 schooldistricts.

County boards have the power to consolidate
schools whenever in their judgement it ispracticable and no resulting attendance

area contains less then 50 children between theages of 6-14.
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In 1944 the State of Massachusetts had 151 school districts. By the tall of 1968
this numher had increased to 394.

The 1948 legislature enacted laws establishing regional school planning committees.
Criteria were eatsblished for the formation of these districts. Each town comprising
the regional school district was to continue to receive state aid for educational pur-
poses in the amount to which it would be entitled to if no such district had been foroed:
and such regional school district was entitled to receive mid for construrtion of regional
schools. In 1950 legislation encouraged the formation of regional school districts by
raking an additional payment of 151 of the amount to which the town would be entitled if
such regional districts had not been formed. In 1961 the legislature grouped the building
construction incentive with other bonus aid features all designed to encourage regional
school districts.

It should be noted that along with the total Increase in school districts non-operating
districts, districts operating only elementary schools, and districts operating only second-
ary schools have all increased while the only decrease In the period from 1948-1969 has
been in districts operating both elementary and secondary schools.
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In 1948 in Michigan there were 5,181 school districts, 4,191 of which maintained only
an elementary school. In those districts maintaining only an elementary school there were
2,552 one teacher schools. In 1949 legislation was enacted providing for the establishing
of area study committees for the purpose of conducting studies of educational conditions
and needs within specified areas and recommending Changes in school district reorganitatIon.
As this was a strictly optional program little action was stimulated in the area of school
district reorganization as evidenced by the fact that in 1952 there were still 4,736 Scicoi
districts.

The 1955 legislature enacted several provisions pertaining to reorganization. These
provisions were permissive in nature generally describing what type of districts could
consolidate, rules and procedures for consolidation proceedings and elections, and pro-
cedures for transferring lends, Although these provisions lacked mandatory features, the
number of school districts had decreased to 1,536 by the fall of 1964.

Responsibility for developing plans for improved school district organization became
mandatory for each county in 1964. Reorganization studies were requited suggesting ways
to incorporate all non-high school districts into existent K-I2 programs and also to combine
effectively any existing small X-12 districts into units capable of offering a comprehensive
educational program through the twelfth grade. By 1968 the number of school districts had
dropped to 721.
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In 1947 the legislature in an attempt to encourage school district reorganisation
established a State Advisory Commission end county survey committees. The county cow
mittees were to study the school districts and unorganized territory of the county for
the purpose of recommending desirable reorganization. The State Commission, in addition
to formulating goals and procedures for public school reorganisation, reviewed the
recommendations of the county survey committees. County and state committee recommenda-
tions had to be approved by the voters of the district. In 1951 the legislature provided
for the dissolution of some "closed" school districts. After the passage of the 1947 and
1951 legislation the number of school districts declined rather rapidly. In 1948 there
were 7,515 school districts in the state. Sy 1956 this number had dropped to 3,633 or
over 50 percent. The number of non-operating districts dropped from 2,418 to 1,221 and
the number of district. operating only elementary schools were decreased from 7,073 to
3,181.

The 1963 legislature enacted a statute bringing about the dissolution of most of
the remaining non-operating districts in the state by July 1, 1965. By the fell of
1968 only eight closed school districts remained. In 1767 mandatory legislation was
enacted requiring that after July 1, 1971 all f the state must be included in
an independent or special school district maintaining classified elementary and secondary
schools, grades one through twelve. By June of 1969 the number of school districts in the
state had fallen below 1,000 for the first time.
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The state of Mississippi has two basic governing bodies for the regulation of schools.
The county board of education has jurisdiction over all schools within the county except
the municipal separate school systems which are controlled by a board of trustees. The
basic school code was adopted in 1938. At that time there were 4,120 school districts in
the state. 3,440 of which operated only elementary schools.

In 1953 the current measures for the alteration, consolidation, and abolition of
school districts vane established. The 1953 legislation was mandatory in the respect.
that all districts had to be reorganized by 1957 or lose state aid. The State Finance
Commission played an authoritarian role in enter approving or disapproving boundary
changes but the local voters also could influence reorganization action by petition.
From 1952 through the fall of 1969 there has been a decrease of over 1,800 school dis-
tricts. The fall of 1969 total was 149, none of which operated only elementary schools.
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In 1948 the School District BeorganitstIon law was passed in Missouri giving major
impetus to reducing the oumber of school districts, In four years (1948-1952) the number
of school districts decreased by 3,753 from a figure of 8,326 in 1948 to a 4,573 total in
1969, During this came tine the number of districts maintaining only elementary schools
decreased from 7,649 to 3,914.

The 1948 law, which remains in effect in essentially Its origi,a/ form, encouraged
reorganization through the creation of county boards which were to present to the State
Board of Education proposed plan or reorganisation by May 1, 1949, As an incentive any
newly reorganized district was entitled to 925,000 state building aid to a matching basis
to construct new buildings needed as a result of the reorganization. ,n 1951 the law was
amended to incrase this aid not to exceed 050,00 assessed valuation or fewer than 100
pupils in average daily attendance for the preceding year. In 1955 this was amended to
require a proposed district to contain not less than 100 square miles of land area or
fewer than 200 in A,D.A.

By the fall of 1968 the number of school districts had dropped to 789, 96 of which
were non operating and 315 of which operated only elementary schools.
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In 1947 the state of Montana passed legislation superimposing high school districts
over elementary districts. The basic school district orgarleatfon structure in Montana
calls for districts operating only elementary schools controlled by local school boards
under the general supervision of the county superintendent. Secondary districts are
superimposed over the existing elementary districts. This has resulted In the trend over
the twenty years of this study which shows Montana gaining In districts containing only
secondary schools from 18 in 1948 to 164 in 1968. During this same period of time districts
maintaining both elementary and Secondary schools have decreased from 164 to one.

Legislation in 1963 classified districts by population. 1965 legislation contained
provisions rot the creation of new districts but tried to restrict district reorganization
resulting in a taxable valuation of property less than $25,000 In tie resulting districts.
In 1967 legislation dealing with consolidated districts, establishing provisions for the
procedures relating to consolidating ant annexing districts, and assumption of horded
Indebtedness was enacted.

Montana legislation has been basically permissive in nature. During the twenty years
of the study the total number of districts have decreased from 1,522 to 758.
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In 1944 Nebraska had 7,021 school districts. By the fall of 1968 this number had
decreased to 1,992. During this period of tine permissive legislation set up the machinery
for changing district bolndaries, abolishing districts, reorganization of districts, and
dissolution of districts.

In 1949 major reorganisation legislation was passed. This legislation was of a per-
missive nature and included no financial incentives. One of the main features of the act
was the creation of state and county school districts reorganization committees. County
committees were required to consider reorganization procedures and plans submitted to them
by the state committee but were not required to develop or adopt any of these plans. If

the county committee decided to go along with the state committee's recommendations, the
legislation established procedures for public hearings and elections.

In 1965 legfalation was enacted to permit twenty-five percent of the lege1 voter of
Class I or II schools to petition for the dissolution of their school district. In 1968
of the 1,992 school districts reported, 429 were non-operating, 1,400 maintained only
elementary schools and only 324 districts maintained both an elementary and secondary
school,
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In 1948 the state of Nevada had taa school districts, 148 of which operated only
elementary schools and 88 of this figure were oneteacher schools. In 1949 reorganiza-
tion legislation was passed providing for the discontinuance of a district high school
if attendance dropped bel,w eight resident students. July 1, 1951 was set as the
effective date. 1951 legislation changed the original discontinuance date to July 1,
1953 and provided for the annexation of unorganized territory to an organised district.
Previous to this there was only provisions for creation of a new district from unorganised
territory. A 1953 statute provided for withdrawal from a consolidated district for the
purpose of forming a new district and also changed the petition procedure (or annexation.

1956 legislation provided for a major revision in Nevada's school district organization.
The school districts of the state were to be of two kinds (a) county school districts, (b)
joint school districts. County school systems were to be contiguous to county boundaries.
Joint school districts, composed of all the territory of two or more contiguous county
school districts were provided for. The act provided for the dissolution of existing
school districts and the transfer of all functions to the county districts as of March 2,
1956. Nevada has 17 counties and 17 school districts.
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The nestle 31 eilltee pablie Wheel eltildrea la Stir tort fate ea destribote4 feet a
total of 149 school Cattier/. too is not operate *Oleo's at all akile sae* closet*
eleeracary stades only. Ores. sot-tall of the Alit ttttt 'salon fever than 1000 porn".
fotyristngly, the Pee totk City Metetapailtsm terrtiel Otteret fit $01 of the diltristi
hewing no bilk "enroll.
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bort% Citollo4 has ss Its haste school district otreinItatIon V. county adylaisttstisa
snit. In 1946 it tad s total of III school elistaitts and It MS, 160. Thor, .ea
counties It the state.

the tOrliitottO0 of the state Wyliell that each tattle of the owe shall he dialled
into a tiOvetlint avateet of disttiets. in MS she state legislature note olastiy defined
It. process fat &&&&& 166 aft/ 6641f1estloa of school diattirts by the state hoard of 'dots.
than. 1.141$111104% oil passed /neaten/WI city ogottitIttatts0 volts to consolidate wit%
roots, waits fr allowleg fat tt Indebted ness of the Oily 'Alt to saaamed by the teorty
volt. Th11 sate prat Conrad the county hostas of elastics is toopetstien alit 114411 state
heath of edge/filen 0146 sore elethotit, to Initiate to60611datlea proceeding .senegr It
ras jadgell that #.4N conaelliatioe 66614 Dotter fors, the OfocItIOO41 Ilt at the

cord, or sty Pitt el It.

A stag heard 1 eirtatielle polity to het offettlae for eor.altlatloaf ectutriag ee et
Tofeta January 1, 10101 teetotal Offtillont rgatanteolna no lose 16 the renets1 Central
allotment 84 11 Wottent of atpet.iteta fro6 tho State Nit* Monftlf Scheel Toni foe 14
aol safari 1.11 fiscal years of 014 te6.011fal1ion.
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Perth Mote. le 1949, had Ct6t school districts. 1,659 of shirk oreeated only 'let.
entarr school'. Within throe 1,16/ districts there vete t.ht, ooe.teather s:hools, A
ecenpreherusire Ithool dlttriet ?lofts,' las vnt enacted In 159? establishing * state
aoselttee 04 school district reorgasitation as veil as county tooml ttttt to mune the
Initiative is stissilmling school district reorspeltstiett. The eov-ty eomittres had se .

hall year to preps,* efreptftelftllife tretresiratioo plans to be oubeitted to the state
teemirret for approval. A lilt ttenesdaont specified that oboe a tart of as ettlitIng Co.
trice vas inelvdcl It a rettganirstlen end the re,,alsing potties had sA +cussed ealsation
of lets this 9100,000 for each tearlet tepleyed that potties volt to be shoaled to sh
adjocrmt district. In 1950 Perth Ottota still had 1,550 School districts.

Is 1951 leslalatio0 shelished the state etroesittet on melsee! dIttrict tertemsteatIon
and Sat vs vette* *rose/ate' Itself's9 a favorable haletity vote Is each illtfICe ibtledeJ
be the peeposed reergettleatiea. tetvates 1051 Iasi 1956 there vat a fro, et rail, 109 districts.
Is III? the Worth helots 911001 Cutlet lieergrftiratfoit Act was 'netted. It trollied fo,
the fisielatien el 'trestle poor dilattirts. the art sittetarted to provide for a Mors riot',
tosslired *Creational oppertvpity for pusolls of the tomes reheats, a higher
trttlfere ty of tat rate soon' districts, and s 'riser erpersditste of public fonds. The act
itootalled ors, elellarttles to the 1191 legislatle0. The set telt the float Asp, el (M,
reorsatlaatisa is the heeds of the people Is the affee,ei 4 ttttt cis 404 left the technical
Osseo Is the hands of the event, emoittees and the state loaf of educative. through
generally yttelssies legislative, lett% Osbots educed its %elk!, of ethool districts by
ores 1500 Peewees 1191 anal 1966.
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ICA. !IAA oonheir eta.1,a11, decteAsri 0,., rtre
letiolotlon eetsrlithod procedures tot initiated
aced after Octoref 2. 194) ese tr hrzt
the state's !trot Mari of edlcztl,n. Tie otttv
lotion. his everted conoldtrohle ltfluonee In tie
61rce 59." 0912 has dm/oiled ay wort

The 1959 1esielat,re enacted StoelsimIS atthvtillst tie stete hoard to ft-fit-pry .tulles
of offstffcts to iotaflint fads for tvonsfefsita ctralfoty. 1, 1061 an ti-en?-ant to this

Is1Ir1stlen 17111011rfll 'site hoard to direct the etato Coperl.tynAent to 'v- be iv* nett'.

SIT! studies ant ttcnootoolatlatt fot tearofet of tert1tetiet.

TAO 4141 legloloticot alto aided floonslal intentiyes to enso4voce reorasoiroct,, Ie
esotanteeina chit is the Pori4a of stets old to oses14 cteatel district.. they veto rot to

toroth" lets honey this they *could have receiced if ti.o. h.dtse.t lec.rceIte& 410 to
School AiStelttS tee 1,011111ng atelstante has oloo roe* estahllohed a* in Inttrtl.e saci,ta,
Mettle. Jets 1, 1944 ail School flatlets MS to *tintals II,Stf.qIIM IS SW.. I.,/
IMISS/r0 except with the spfters1 02 the state !so.cl, fa twentv year, Ohio hat der aaa t

lit 4anhet of school dlotticts in over 41 percent.
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Oklahoma had 2.?12 school districts! it 1947. of these distriets 1.111 opetstti
ele-ettaty schools only. to IH9 the legislator* paned a lay providing that territory
comensing itll er part of a school district nay he annexed to on adja,crA district or to
et mote set% districts. 110 lay also ',tended that disttlet not maintaining school
within the dietritt fir two consecertite peon trice to .help I. 11149 or had a total average
deny attendance el ifff than thistecn chltiram was dissolved and greeted to a district
no initiate ealntalaing transportation within the stea. I$re irra would hold tore let
di hint that ft4tOf otter Jails 1. 1919. An MhAeltd dinette was to assure
Its' fell share el all legal fronded indetedness at the 41stritt to whith they were
annealed. to ff11 this erection was 'teeniest to state that the legal sinking fond indehtei.
nest of the enclosed district *yell he a charge assInst the territory Conotleing feel
dietrItto, and that the b000doll taJettelleos of the alottitt vaati at
apply to the annesei initial fat 0 144104 el not ten than theta ran,. Sainte 1949 and
IOU the ownher el dinficto was reduced fa that state by almost 1.400.

A state hoatt tee/Inns in 1144 littera high 10.561 acttifttattea to t%oola hawing
as WA of IS mtm.fmata ram oat 1,47.611 school year. Ale-enter, schools went to hare at
Ant of 10 fat grates 1.4 of 40 OA (modem 1.11 In order to he stattditad. ly 5'Wehet
of 1941. flint. had Ph1 wheal districts, 744 at which operate ealy an elemeataty ochoel.
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Ta 100 the et411,nft iegtsiet,re pasted 11.0311E10A that !fought shout the discletten
of 257 aonoperating school distrtcts hy legislative flirt. !a 1012 thole vete 1.763 orhool
districts 1.111 of ahich operated eel, eleventety school,. The 1951 mod the 1111$ leales
tire sestioas 01 the Oregon legielmtace setiousty tontiderei the area of school dillict
rectitaattation. bat other than appreptIettnit sority fat an tatenelys oiled! of reeren 'le..
enter, and secondary ed4retiott. Little effective itglillat Ion vas enacted. go nor, the
study did sleet Oteg,n pahlic ts the need ter *opt reergastratlen of the Itste's ',shod
district.

TM 1057 leillitstore enacted the School OistrIct Iteetganirailon tat. this lesislation
recsirei that the trhool !neat is etch itrty eett a 5evher deorsanitatire tovtittee to
slue* the tetanal dietrict tegystratien within Its tonty Ind IA tretste and develet pears
let the totIno et odes-sate echoed 41. iiiiii sithia gash straw. the plat finally eemptel
ily the totalize/ vme lest to the State Pess4 of tiatatim ter aptteme. The State Coerd
t4tett approclag sty Os% els eethosited to , &nisei s tahlte helfi,it 00 the Cleo. if 1hd
Sete Iota apPerred a flaw. It vet returned to the Colville' that had netttel it and the
element then Ishaltted t ^ the estere of the proposed Clete 1st for theft opterml or teptc
tion. Tl.e 114t Ar,andt! Is 11M. lest, and is 1061, a'd stilt ti depets.to: is teed. the
trent, Comtattlece vest illielotd and theft teepoasillifty frf prepttirg ips4 isitislIpp
stlay.1 reerparileatlos plane vithla & cow,,ty ass delegated co the Craoty intereedtste educa-
tion Nitrite Solid.

Under previeteme et the licetscniratioo Ace of 1017. ;ill ochre! iisteicts hove bees
diteelved he'll*** 1051 and the pteseat t've, *Ca 95 rya sdeirisitati.e tocd,ot Allettitts

hart Sets !err's!. Is ellitior. dulled the feels petiod et ti.e, 716 school districts hear
heel dissolved by tolomtete coesolIdstlem pert-elutes. Is of 1.,e )n. 164s, Pttitvet hal

156 school dIsettcts
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tenotylvants had 2,540 school districts in the state in 19:8. of Oast, 1.414 operated
only elementary schools. Oeorganiratlel activity vie stlevlated in large part by tells' s*
lien enacted in 196) requiring county hoards of school directors to prepare county-vile
reorgaftleatioe plant.

II 1 1 trisiatio4 provided the butt foundation for the tooto441/41100 of 4014o1s.
leorgos111414114 1toordotes wore eleatly defined and incloded provisions for the mandator"
eonselitation of ungraded, one roes $014441s. Supplemental payment vete made * feature
of this legielstioe II 1951 by srendics 1$00 per teaching mitt multiplied by the standard
reimbursement fraction for plot item/rotary or seemlier, ocboo10 operated by districts sod,
1000 per teocb1o1 waft 'multiplied by the standard teivutsevent f eeeee no for allot and
"Nereid itchsei districts. MO 644441 of school districts I% the state had terteeetf tit
1.411 Ii 159. tie 1959 legiglature 1 d the svpsienestel parent features. the tocAl
aid Ii of the 11141 itliteietion veto tedefined to entoutage the leteaCioe of larger
'thee, districts (First Class A or Second glass).

is MI legislation vas provided for coneolitatthS and ordmitsteg to provide lot Me'
tioorl-techsic01 *dictation. It gel fort* a finential reimbursement for every resident popli
el-rolled to 20 area-vocatioold ecicoot ea will it other COLOWiti p.1,4101114 /id for tofticolve
111444,44eol end octopi building tests. By 114 fall of 1966 the nuentr of school district" had
bees Ai 1 to 691 of which operate reified districts.
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In 1904 the state legislature In Shod. Island atvItAel met 300 school districts and
estmtlitbee 31 itottiota thole boundaries were toternInous elth cities and toots. A 1019
law had goarstteed to Wuttion at state ale because of consolidation sine *ratite oat%
lava 9100 annually fot each detatu.Ont of the cotialidated school. It 1960 the Irtislat,re
topealti the stet, ate pootatttes. the retissivo consolidation towns and the suyetttien.
test's salary teittatsoltett groeialots.

the ItSS SW. filate legigisture superitroled tereissive legielatiot to create
teetotal school AiSttittS to errata schools. 14 1050 this legitilstion wog etpan4ed tav
and allowed for regional gistricte to opetate al 8 school atimItt oval as at feletrediaty

welt. totality. It removed rgyteval totette-vats .f the tolletel Ilstlicts ftas eh* '.nest
mstirt1, std elvtatme regittortti ftoo the derstonlInt of /vestigs. ft 1900. 1992, and
.64 1ll49 ittitatlA Olds have bees added to oncosts/1i the creation sof teeleaal itottItto.
litsitslit they coostot of t'is Hate inc ttttt n* its sh4t0 et aid by 21 tot est% stsde tea.

solid/eel for the first ewe seats it tott.,Iliatiesi the school he eta ratio shall he

Int by 21 for each arta' se cettraliredi and it the etas of regional school districts
providing vecatiotal itaftsite trograys the 'shoot Aeolis, aid Salto shell le (costumed by
V, it additios to the to sOttottlted tot tech 'tad. ite cetttalitett, hisethet et not this
losisistion has 914 a ptotet4 effect It beta to ,InAge et the basis of Stotittica available
for there ete 31 school district(' Is 1901 and Is 1169 this nufthes is ttttea at 44.
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She stale of South raiteta had 3.401 steel distrlets la 1061. 1,111 of which eretotell

only elate/Aar, schools. ir 1151 rto/asnitstion lapistattet was enacted pittrittlog for-

irat100 of roust, tanaittetS 10 pritite ttotaacitstlet fleas. Sy S44111041. IrSA, ceerittees
had been (erred is II counties sod teetaaattatIon elettloes had hrte, Will Is thtee counties.

Esteem 1151 and 11191 the euetet of disttIctit had itetolaSed by only 26.

to 1193 "Fa lealslatate repealed the e14 school dirtrIct rodeo. 4 clatiiiitattee
scheme fot tyre of district was established bed It beret mandatory that all disttlets in
the state be et* of the four types. DisttIcts rate persitted to etro, coesolldatt, ot
ttotsseirs. letuoto 1119 and 1164 the ftobet of districts der ttttt d by alnott 1,000 but

that, mere 'MI LIU Pat, icts ltRe tall of 1146. to those 1,18$ hte,o lett riff tlyttill
lie 1,110 stetoother school..

A Oubitattlal thole to lepIslatleo secntrite is 1961. All tortItory et long area within
the state shall berate s pat of as ledependent school district offariert on lociteditrd school
'testae eettite the standards sikupt*4 by Oil state board of edaeattee es or before Jul! I.
1490. Ceidellees bare bees established settles forth eriterls for the tree of diettIcit
which tile Fe ceedlinci with ethets. Nielson Its:Waldo kart lotto established ploclag remit.
Ilona ea .0-.;eh district* tan fettle* state fleanels* sropott. $y the fall if 196,11 the *otter

of Scheel tti.ricts le South robots had bees teapcti to 1.904.
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In 1948 South Carolini had 1,680 school districts. By the f.1lI of :952 the nunher of
districts had decreased to 521, a reduction of 1,159. The 1952 legislature set up the
general previsions for establishing school districts that exist in the state today. rho

Legislatton provided tl-gt alteration of boundaries or division of school districts withfe
a county could only come about by an act of the Cenera/ Assembly rehiring to onn or more
counties or authorization by the county boards. the 1952 code provides for the assumption
of all assets and liabilities of the two or more districts forming a new district by :he
nevly formed district on a justly proportioned bases.

Reorganization in the state was encouraged by the enactment In the sane .ear of a
sales tax and the grovidine, of school districts with funds for school construction and
school bus transportation. The SEARS tax revenues go into a general fund Prat ,nich state
aid for school districts is drawn. At the time or the enactment of the salts t.un the
Educational Finance Cosmlssion was established to handle the huliding rind transportation
program with the mandate to implement the consolidation of school districts so far as
practical. Since 1952 the number of school districts in the state has dropped fron 521
to a 1968 total of 105,

58
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Within the period of this study there were three legislative acts directed toward the
reorganization of the Tennessee school districts. All three of these act. were in the
form of permissive legislation.

The drat was enacted in 1947. It allowed the transfer of city, town, or special
school districts to the county system. Action was to be initiated by either municipal
officers or by the 'school boards. Transfer would be allowed upon a referendum of the
voters favoring such transfer. In 1948 there were 150 school districts, 124 of which
operated both elementary and secondary schools. The second act, passed in 1957, permitted
the school systems to form "Joint operated' schools by contract between two or more exist-
ing systems. By 1960 the number of school districts had increased to 153. The third
Legislative effort came six years later (1963). The act provided for the creation of
"unification educational planning commissions" for the "cunsolidation of all the public
schools within a county into a unified school system.' The act details the formation and
organisation of such county commissions and sets forth a plan for the consolidation of the
schools. Consolidation is contingent upon the approval of the majority of voters in each
'school area affected by the reorganization,

By 1968 the number of school districts totaled 151 with 132 of these districts operat-
ing both an elementary and secondary school. Nineteen districts operated only elementary
schools and 32 one-teacher schools are still in existence.
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:n 1948 Tuxes had 2,925 school districts is the state. Over half of shese districts
operated only elementary schools. The 1957 legislature pa,sed legislation authorizing
the annexation of any c07..0,1 or independent school to any contiguous independent district.
In 1949 the legislature clarified questions concerning the validity of newly created or
reorganized achool districts, ily 1950 the number of districts had dropped to 1,581. 64

the 1,344 districts elininated 1,055 were districts that had operated only elementary
schools.

The 1361 legislature provided for incertivc old payments to Independent School Dis-
tricts created through consolidation. The incentive old payment is to be used exclusively
to retire existing bonded indebtedness or it can be applied to the cost of construdting
new buildings. The new districts were not to contain fever than 1,000 students. In 1963
the act was amended to change the minimum number of students from. 1,000 to 750. The 1955
legislature again amended the act to state that where newly organised districts are budget
balanced (not eligible for foundation Aid) the amount of incentive aid pay,ent shall net
exceed the sun of Foundation Aid for which the several districts in the new district were
eligible.

By the fall of ,968 Texas still had 1,247 school districts. sine of the were non-
operating and 180 maintained only elementary schools.
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Two categories of Utah pnbItc
schools were established by the state's constitutionand one by statute;

county schools, schools in cities of the first class, and schoolsin cities of the second class. Article X, section 6, of the Utah State Constitutionsets the classification system;
"In cities of the first and

second class, the publicschool system shall be controlled
by the board of educatiol of

such cities, separateand apart from the counties In which said cities are located." Each county Is a dis-trict except where more than
one district existed in a county before 1943. Each firstand second class city boundary is to be one school district.

1943 legislation allowed cities to annex county territory.
The transfer of countyschools into city school

systems of the first and second
class could he affected whenthis annexation took place. (USA 53-4.10).

It appears that no major
consolidation or decentralization

laws have been passed since
1943. In 1944 Utah had 40 school

districts, a figure they have
maintained to this day.
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there has been tittle change in Vermont's school district organizational structure
from 1918 when there were 268 school districts to the fall of 1908 when there were 250.
Of the 268 districts in 19,18, 183 operated only elementary schools and 85 were unified
districts.

1965

In 1958 legislation was passed establishing five separate school district class-
ifications. The state board of education was directed to combine small school districts
into super,isinnal unions of approximately fifty teachers each In 196C there were still
175 school districts operating only elementary schools.

The 1966 legislature encouraged the InilusIon of the entire state into reorganized
school districts encompassing grades K-12, A State Advisory Commission was organized to
conduct studies relevant to the reorganization of 110.D01 districts and develcp a state
plan under which local districts were given the Wien of either accepting it in tote,
or else preparing a counter proposal for a reorganized school district. This information
was requested to be submitted to the Advisory Corimission not later than Jaly 1, 1967;

however, a deferment of not more than six months was to be given to those requesting al-
diffonal time. Of the 250 school districts still existing in 1968 over 180 operated
only elementary schools.
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The organization of Virginia school
districts was accomplished in the year 1922. Atthat time the existing school dist.Acta

were enlarged so as to make the Virginia schoolsystem a county system,
Since 1922 school boundaries have remained very stable, withadjustment to a few Individual districts

being the only changes.

Attention has been given to establishing
consolidated schools of sufficient size tooffer comprehensive education programs at reasonable per-capita cost. Improved highwaysand aid ro local school divisions

in meeting the cost of pupil transportation have helpedto reduce the numher of schools within
the counties of Virgtniu from 4,055 in 1948 to1,846 in 1968.
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In 1919 legislation was passed estahlishing county districts. In 1946 count:, hoards

of education were given the right to consolidate two or more schools into one school in

their county if in their opinion, the welfare of the schools and the hest interest of the
pupils required it. In 1951 the legislature provided that the state could withhold capital
outlay allotments from school districts the state department felt should consolidate.

In 1968 Ceorgi had 193 school districts in the state whereas in 1944 they had 223.
In brief the patter, is the 1919 establisb,,ent of county districts along with permissive
legislation to allow Independent districts to join the county district. The 1946 lac
encouraged the county districts to consolidate their local districts. In 1951 pressure
had been applied to help consolidation by withholding capital outlay payments to districts
the state department !eels should consolidate.

Although little change has come about in terms of the number of school districts,
over 6,000 schools have been eliminated through consolidation from 1936-66.
1 has resulted in a drastic reduction and elimination of one-teacher schools as
the number was 1,758 in 1948 with the 1961 total being zero.
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West Virginia had 450 school districts in i931. rs this ti,e the state ,aintdincd a
trichotomous division of school districts fisted

as mwisteria( districts, ma,i,tcrial sW,districts and indecendect
the 1933 !chislat, re ahol /shed these three tyres 01districts in legislation des6:ned to consolidate

and unify school districts by countiesSince that time the 55 co,,,ties In the
state have censtitnted the !,egodars lines far the55 schooi districts,

the biggest change in f;c,,t. Virginia hl,
cone in terms of the n,her of schools. InI9:6 there were 4,5'5 schools

the 55 districts, ',525 of 01(01 were ale-teacher schools,1968 the Sr-rn -er of schools had dropped
to 1,491 with the total a oneteacher schoosreduced to 71.
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In 1948 the state of Wisconsin Lad 6,038 school diacriccs. Legislation passed in
1947 helped to annulate reorganization by appointing county committees to st,dy and
retommenj plans for reorganizatinn. A 1949 amendment provided that Ile remote committees
were to file with the State Superintendent by July I, 1951 comprehensive county plans for
the establishment of adminiStrarive units which would include grades g-12 or 1.12. orders
for reorganization Issued by colorer committees were made subjert to referendum. The motor
features of the State School Finance Plan were also established in '149 with provisions
rewarding Integrated Aid districts more favorably than Rasic Aid districts, Since the
passage of this aid program over sixty Vnion High School Districts (maincitinirg progra-a
for on!y grades 9-121 have disappeared. The 1953 legislature passed legislation dissolving
ell non-operating districts. These districts were attached toe new school district by
referendum or by an agency school committee. between 1948 and 195A the total onmher of
districts in the state was reduced from 6,038 to 3,264. In 1951 there wtre still 42 nun.
o:,eracin% districts and 2,811 operated only elementary schools.

In 1959 the legislatere stated that any territory which is not irc laded ,r1 a district
which operates a high school on July 1, 1962 shall be attached to, created into or co.,

solldated with a district operating a high school. Ibis act was repealed in i9t5 when to
had completed its purpose. Ry the fall of 1968 the number of school distt1cts In Wisconsin
had Leen reduced to 488. There were still 16 non-operating districta and Ell districts
were maintaining only elerentary schools.
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In 1945 the state of Wyoming had 156 school districts. Of these districts only 76
operated both elementary and secondary schools. fly 1956 the number of school districts
had dropped to 256. The 1957 School District Reorganization Act provided for a broad
reorganization (mainly within counties) to be carried out by s state planning committee
acting through elected county committees. By thn fall of 1965 the number of school
districts had been reduced to 174. The 1969 legislature revised the 1957 reorganiration
legislation. The basic plan of organization involves putting all of the counties of the
state into one or mere unified school districts on or before January 20, 1972.
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SlIWARY

This chapter has presented a graphic display with accoapaning narrative
of how the d!rfereLt states have utilized legislation to encourage school
district reorganization. The longitudinal profilos hive contained informa-
tion on the type and total number of school districts over ;.he tit,e. period

1948-68. Also presented in the profiles on a chronological basis were the
typ s of legislation present in each state during per:_ods or reprioniz,:iion.
activity. A brief explanation of the legislative features was given in
descriptiec narrative as well as what Was happening in re-.,rd to school
district reorganization at the times the legislation was enacted.

Tnis chapter was designed to identify not only the states that ha.e
accomplished a high peacenu.ge reduction in number of school districts,
but also the type of reorganization activity that has taken place. In

addition, it has provided an opportunity for the reader to associate reor-
ganization activity with certain types of legislative programs.

In those states where county units were not established previous to I94E
there were certain timesNns between 1948-68 where there was more school dis-
trict reorganization taking place than others. This chapter nas demonstrated
that the following factors were typical of what one may tied during these
period of increased activity: state, regizaal, count, oz local planning
committees authorized by state legislatures to play A ra}or rote in encourag-
ing school district reorganization; studies or master plans being developed
by public or private agencies rem-rending an appropriate organizational
strccture for local districts; the remolal of restrictive voting and petitiol
tag procedures for acting on reorganization; and legislation setting up the
machinery for effecting reorganization supplemented by incentive aid features
of either a special or foundation nature.

A review of the profiles has shown that some status two._ utilized manda-
tory legislation providing for the dissolution of non-orcrating and ungraded,
one room schools as a measure for effecting school district reorgzntration.
Some state' have gene a step farther ad have successfully %Mired mandatory
legislation with financial incentives to stimulate a more general type of
school district rcorganitation.

Ore other important thing that is evident from reading this chapter hich
will also be emphasized in Chapter IV and VI of this volume, is that only
occasionally is tt a single legislative provision or feature that Is present
during tines of increased reorganization activity. As one can see, the decrease
in number of school districts has generally been the result of a combination of
factors or a total legislative package that has often been developed over a
period of years with each feature contributing something to the reorganization
process. It is also evident from the profiles that similar pieces of legisl.-
tion or financial features do not have the same impact in one state that they
may have in another.

What follows in this volume Is designed to add breadth and depth to the
question of school district reorganization and the full meaning of the leg
islation summarized in this chpater and discussed in note detail in Chapter 11,
Part I. After a review of the relevant literature, the impact on reorganization
of legislation and finance features will be more thoroughly analyzed in selected
states.

o



CHAPL R II I

wilEw or sFLEcrro mERATuRE AND REsEARcH

The historical profiles do indeed indicate that within the last 20 years
there has been great activity in the states to reduce the number of school
districts. Clearly, ona of the accorplishments has been the -irtual elimina-
tion of the one-room, one-Leacher school house from the Arterican scene. All
of this has resulted in fewer and larger school districts. This chapter
examines tla. literature related to the general topic of school disttict reor-
ganization. This report of selected literature and research is certainly not
exhaustive. However, a representative variety of investigations, research
findings, and supporteJ opinions are included.

RELATIONSHIP BE11.'EEN SCHOOL DISTRICT SIZE AND
EDUCATIONAL CrALITY

Reports of *,!search pertaining to the relationship between the size of
school districts and the quality of the educational experience are in great
abundance and many criteria are used as guides. These criteria have been
organized in three general sections: pupil achievement studie:=, studies of
intervening variables (sometimes referred to as process or situational vari-
ables) and lastly, authoritative opinion.

PUPIL ACHIEVEMENT STUDIES

Considerable research has focused on the relationship between pupil
achievement and school district size. Since the age or the learner secms
to be a function of the relationship between pupil achievement and school
district size, the conclusions of research studies are summarized according
to elementary, middle, and secondary schools.

Papil Achievement and the Size of Elementary Schools
Possibly the most significant research concerning educational quality

(actors in relation to reorganization and size has been a longitudinal study
by Xreitlow of the University of Wisconsin. This study, now in its twentieth
year, has compared two groups of pupils those attending school in reorganized
districts and those in non-reorganized districtson a number of output vari-
ables. In 1949 and 1952, the first graders In five reorganised and five non-
reorganiteA communities became part of a sample which is still producing data.
the progess of these two groups has been measured and analyzed as they have
moved through school and out Into the world of work. The sane students have
been followed throughout the study, thus the sample was reduced from 700 in
grade 1 to 30 in grade 12 because of migration out of the communities. How-
ever, this rigid control of all of the conditions except the size of the school
made it possible for the investigator to study the effect of but one variable
on pupil achievement.]

treitlow's conclusions are consistent with those of others who have
investigated this topic. The differences in achievement that developed in

61.
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grades 1-6 showed an advantage in the reorganized districts. These findings
led Kreitlow to conclude:

One can place e,nsiderable confidence in the
differences ret-asented here and these data
firmly establish that by the title these young-
sters have been in a reorganized school system
six years, they have academically outperformed
the control group being taught in traditional
non-reorganized school connunities.

Patten
2

continued some of the investigations which were initiated earlier
by Kreitlow. All students were tested at the grade one level and .train at the
sixth and ninth grade level. Students were tested for significant difference
between moan scores on total achievement at the respective grade levels. Major
conclusions concerning grade one indicate that school district reorganization
had little effect upon academic achievement. However, at sixth trade level,
school district reorganisation seems to have a positive effect upon academic
achievement. Students In a school district reorganized for a longer period
do significantly better than those In a district reorganized for a short
period of time. This suggests an upward moving of achievement pattern in the
reorganized system. At ninth grade school district reorganization was also
found to have had a positive effect upon academic achievement. Also, students
in school having been reorganized for a long time did significantly better in
evaluations than did students in newly reorganized schools.

School Size and Pupil Achievement in Middle Schools
An early and important study relative to the relationship between school

size and educational output was conducted in 1949 by Pr. Hieronymus of the
State University of Iowa. Seventy-one thousand pupils in grades 6, 7, and 8
were tested. The correlation between school size and pupil achievement was
generally positive and consistent throughout this study. On the first four
tests, differences favoring the larger schools were consistent and relatively
large. In grade 6 oa the reading test, for example, the differences between
the average performance in schools in Class 6 (90 or mote pupils per grade-
city schools) and average rural pupil performance was 70.5 - 61.7 or 8.8
school months. Also, average sixth grade performance of the Class 6 schools
on this test (7M) was higher than the average seventh-grade performance by
rural schools (M.O. The seventh grade reading average foe Class 6 schools
also exceeded the eighth grade average for rural schools.

The differences in arithmetic were much smaller than those in the other
areas, but still favored the larger schools. The explanations for this are
many. In arithmetic, grade level of achievement is rather rigidly controlled
by grade placement of concepts and processes. Most arithmetic Ocilla ate
learned in school, in a particular grade, and during a particu'ar time of
day. quality of instruction in general is less dependent on quality of
teaching and supplementary materials, and relatively more dependent upon the
textbook and the exercises therein. There is also, of course, a tendency to
devote relatively more time to arithmetic in smOler schools.

Hieronymus found that the g-.atest difference in achievement usually
occurred between schools with multiple grade teacher load and single grade
load. The data suggested that a teacher for each grade induces higher
achievement in basic skills.

l0
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High School Size and Quality of Educational Output.
In discussing the relationship between achlevenent and school size, it

should be noted that specific examples of outstanding achievement--ollher by
small or large schools--do not in themselves constitute valid evidence on
this question. Coed judgement can le interred perhaps only from repeated
observations on a relatively large representative sample of schools of vary-
ing sizes. Dr. Leonard S. Feldt4, University of Iowa. applied the widely
used Iowa Tests of Educational Development achievtent tests to high school
students in 1956 and compared results and found "overwhelming" evidence thah.
in Iowa graduates of small schools, on the average, achieved significantly
below the graduates of larger schools. The Feldt study is an important one
with exceptional statistical treatment.

Feldt found that in every major area the average achievement of ninth
grade students in the largest schools was consistently higher than that of
students in the smallest schools. Pupils in the moderate sized schools
made average scores consistently holey those of the !arrest and abo:e those
of the smallest systems, But these differences cannot he deemed a function
of the high school program. Since the Iowa Tests of Iducatien 'Ic:elopvent
were administered in the fall, the trpact of high school instruction had not
yet revealed itself. lbese differences are, in all likelihood, the result
of differences in the quality of the elementary instruction which the pupils
have rece.ved. Since differences in high school enrollment are closely re-
lated to differences in elementary school enrollment, the discrepancy In
average scores is no doubt related to organizational characteristics of the
lower grades.

However, feldt's statistics show the averages for grade 12 have the sax
trend as those for grade 9highest acnievcr7ent in the largest schools, lowest
achievement in the smallest schools, tut what is more important, In each
area the discrepancy between achievement in large schools and achievement in
small schools has increased between grades 9 and 12. In every area, attendance
at a small school has resulted in a cumulative handicap which is clearly evi-
dent by the time the pupil begins his senior year.

Another way the differences in achievement may be brought out is by
comparing the typical senior class in a large school to all the senior classes
in small schools within the state. The typical senior class in A large school
is, by definition, an average one - -it exceeds SO percent of senior classes
within the sire category. Yet when this average large class Is compared to
senior classes in small schools, it seems distinctly superior. it ranks
above 71 percent of the sooll school classes in sovial studies and 67 percent
of small school classes in science. In the composite of all areas the average
of seniors In a typical large school surpasses the average of seniors in 72
percent of all small schools. such a difference is clearly an important and
meaningful one.

It is probably significant that a marked rise In average school perfor-
mance within the state coincided closely with the closet of the reorganisation
movement among lova high schools. Prior to 1956 average performance of Iowa
high School students had remained relatively stable lot a number of years.
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In the period from 1948 to 1955, careful annual examination of test data
revealed no appreciable shift In average student achievement. Beginning in
1956, however, and continuing every year since that date, ave7age test per-
formance in Iowa has consistently risen, What is more, this tise has occurred
during a period of increasing enrollment in the Fall Testing frogram. Enroll-
ment increases, by themselves, often result in lover average achievement,
since newer particilemts more often come from the economically less favored
than from more favored districts.

Many investigators have examined the relationship between school dis-
trict size and pupil achievement in A number of states. Interest in this
subject was intense shortly after World War 11. Sore of the early studies
have been continued end are Ftill producing; however, there ate fever recent
breadbased investigations on this subject. While this loss of interest may
be attribeted to a number of factors, the harmony of conclusions say have
convinced potential researchers that further investigations would produce
little new knowledge on the subject.

The principal conclusions of the cited research follows:

1. There is a consistent increase in average ochimment in the basic
skills with size of school. Achievement in the larger city schoo's
averaged nearly a year above that in rural and village schools in
the reading, vocabulat, work-study, and language skills. Differ-
ences in the arithmetic skills favored larger schools, but were
less pronounced. Differences favoring larger schools were found
consistently at all levels of ability.

2. Consistently large differences in average schievearnt were found
in favor of schools employing a teacher for each grad- over those
in which a teacher is tesponslble for more than one grade.

3, Students in a school district having been reorganised for a long
time do significantly better on achievement tests than do students
in newly reorganised districts.

4. The advantages of larger schools seem to be cumulative. The dirt-
etences in performance between pupils in large And small schools
increase as the pupils' progress toward the upper grades.

S. Pupils with all levels of ability seem to learn more In larger
schi;Ils then their counterparts in small schools.

6. The products of multi-grade schools (more than one section per
grade) out perform the pupils in singlegrade schoots.5

Of course, there are some limitations to be recognised to most of all of
the cited studies. first, the measures of output were limited to pupil per-
formance on standarised achievement tests. These tests cannot measure all of
the important things that ate taught or learned within a school. A second,
as.4 perhaps more serious limitation, is the failure of all of the researchers
esceit Patten to tontcol for some Important out-ofschool variables which
have au effect on pupil achievement. for 'sample, pupil schlevment is related
to socio-economic class and a host of othet nOnschOol atiables. The observed
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difference in pupil achieveatent between largo and small schools could he
related in part at least to higher concentrations of loo.- income farilles
in rural areas where small schools re typically located.

SIVDIES OF INTERVENINC IMOCESS CR SIi0A7IONAI)VARIABUS

One of the (nportint situational variables in the lari4er school dis-
trict in contrast to the smaller ore is thr progiitm scope. ilortonb studied
yrozrams in a large, representativ2 sampling of North Central schools in
tela:ton to school size. Using NCA Evaluative Criteria, Horton obtained
a .Si correlation between data and program of studies. This interpretation
shows twat size of school was related to the quality of the educational
program provided by ele school. lie states that larger schools were !cco;--

panted by a higher quality educational progr,am, erpecirlly as reflected in
pro6ttm of studies which he defines broadly as organization, curriculum
devoloplent procedures, subject offerings, and general outcomes.

More .pecifically, Araberson7 explored situational factors and other
variables relating to the availability and quality of vocational education
programs in various sized hiih school.. A 50 percent sample of 1,705 school
administ.:Itors in Colorado, Idaho. Montana, North Dakota, Nevada, Oregon,
South Dakota, Utah, Washington and Wyoming were asked to identify considera-
tions believed to be most important indicators of vocational education out -
cores. Although 34 percent of all high school students wele feund to be
taking. or to have taken a vocational education course, small schools cited
unbalanced or inadequate programs as of greatest concern.

J. Alan Thomas in an extensive study in Michigan Indicated a close
telationship between school district organization ar,c1 educational programs.
The Michigan study found that in general, the very small districts are
limited in the variety of programs and services they are able to provide.
In C43CS where programs and services have to be offered at a suboptfonai
level, the small districts tend to incur high unit costs. the tact that
they offer only a limited tanpe of services results :n a total cost per
student which is often as high or higher than that in larger districts.

Clarence t. Ackley , speaking at a syvosium conducted by the Ftinceton
tax institute, deplored not only the existence of basal' and inadequate school
districts but also criticised the type of reorganisation activity that vas
taking place. In eight states, 552 reorganized districts had been established
since 1940; but 78 of these districts had fewer than 300 pupils each; 125
had between 300 and 500 pupil each; 150 had between 900 and 1,("00 pupils
each; and only 81 of these so-called reorganized districts had as many as
1,600 pupils each. Reorganization of this type perpetuates school districts
too small to operate a good program of education. The prevalence of Illogical
organisation of school districts had created:

1. unnecessary duplication of facilities.

2. Existence of token rather than adequate facilities--
especially in shops and laboratories, libraries, gym-
nasium-auditotiums, and cafeterias.
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3, Excessive per pupil costs:
3. in administration
I.:, in school plant maintenance
c, In teacher -pupil ratios

d, IT, education services, to.,altb, retreatton, etc.

4. Inability lo provide a suitable variety or sobjects,
courses, services, and actp,itles.

10
Chisholm and Cushman say that:

"As the size of the schooi hccores larger, up to certain
limits. the quality of its educational program generally
hocomes more satisfactory and he her capita cost of its
educational program generally dec!iv,cs...School district.
rcorganiration gener,ily may be exeected to result in:
the same educational program At a lover cost; and improved
educational prOijAn Al the same cost; ur mere lavorably
conditions under which major improvements in the educa-
tional program may he m..tdc as additional roicy for schools
is made available,"

11
Burier reported achievement of college frerhren coming from different

sired schools. The nutTier of courses uttered in high schools was positively
related to Achie% mont in college.

12
harris in studying 113 school districts in orcgon, either intensively

in person, or through use of a major survey instrument, found that stmtil
school districts made little usa of sttte department of education services
and also that the point of improvement most often felt needed vas in library
materials. Thus, in small districts the educational programs vete static
and limited by this isolation from experts and with inadequate information
available.

13
Carlson found in a state of Washington study that the educational and

vocational plans of students in large high schools were much more peclf:c
than those of their counterparts in small high schools. in the !arcs, high
schools both boys and girls had a greater expectation to continue formal
training. For one thing, in the large high schools guidance counselors
were available, whereas administrators attcTted to perforce this service In
small high schools. Carlson Identified four characteristic veaknesses of
smell high schools. Small high schools have only a narrow, limited seadcrIc
or college preparatory program. There Is a limited program of educational
and vocational guidance. Teachers have multiple assignments requiring many
different preparations, and sometimes In areas where they have had no train-
ing. Lastly, the extracurricular program has an overemphasise in athletics,
sometimes the only outlet for students.

On this last point of extracurricular activities, aittudy was done in
Southern Illinois counties in 27 high schools by Collet-. This was an
extensive one covering physical, social, and club activities as well as
arts and crafts, music, dramatics and nature studies. It was found that
school site does influence pupil interest in the schools. the large
schools generated greater Interest to golf, tennis, play reading, puppetry
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and astronomy. Greater interest in medium schools was for badminton, field
hockey, soccer, speeehall, sewing, and woodwork. Small sire schools seemed
to have more interest in basketball, softball, and hand, however, the size
of the school also has an influence on the availability of the activities.

15
Hall studied 200 1,1111.14 high schools iron districts in all 75 counties

in Arkansas and fuund that enroll,lents ranged from 15 to 2,200 students with
n median size of 129. Ile concluded that the relationship of enrollment size
to 12 variables applied in the study K.IVC evidence that there Is a minimum
enrollment Sre.e of school districts expect to operate with a reasonable
efficiency. tine exa,ple, was the pupil-teacher ratio. According to studies
and aotheritics, a pupil-teacher ratio rano.. of 20/1 to 26/1 is most desirable.
In studying this variable, assw.ing the Lain is aecuptaLle. Hall found that
ar enrollment sire of from 4;0 to 1,000 slu6eats VMS needed to obtain such
ratio range in Arkansas. Another vat iabl. tfaelnr prworation,was studied.
A minimum of 280 studtnts were enrolled uialt the logarithm curve indicated
there were 31 percent master's &Treys available, Uall's regression equation
shuns that if A third of the (atilt> were to have Master's degrees in Arkansas,
an expected curollmnt of 410 students in is Irish school would he needed.

Still another Hall variable on staff characteristics suggests that
arbitrarily assuming average experience of a faculty umber of eight years
or more to be desirable, an enrollment size range of from 260 to 590 high
school students is needed. A final ele.vnt to be mentioned here. Is the
suggestion that the most favorahle enrollment sire range for the two variables,
enrollment sire and ptofessionzl experience of principals, is from 500 to
1.200 students. This positive correlation was found significant at the .01
level when subjected to the lest.

To sum up these findings, Johns and Morphet16 conclude:

"Few, if any, small school districts can he justified
under any conditions...Cetetatly speaking, small schools
tend to be both expensive and unsatisfactory. Relatively
small high schools are even more expensive and probably
lest satisfactory than small elementary schools. the
small number of ells per teacher usually found in such
schools is the greatest single fatter contributing to high
tests, but the limited range of offerings possible tends
to limit the adequaty of educational opportunity."

recent study used the total population of fill Colorado school dis-
tricts, thus avoiding the criticisms leveled at savling which prevents
or distorts generalising. In this study by Hocked' Rose and Alkire, in
answering iFr question.

What were the relationships, if any, between
educational performance measure and selected
measures of organieational characteristics.
(pupil sire, wealth, location, expenditures),
found In and among the 181 Colorado school
districts during the Most recent times?
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:'.easurt ens data already collected and centrally located were used, i.e,
puhlished reports and magnetic tape files from the Colorado State Department
of Education. vin the measure of pupil enrollment, Colorado's 181 districts
ranra2 from less than 15 to over 96,00D pupils. About 34 percent of the
school districts enroll less than three percent of the pupils and about 16
percent enroll oor 79 percent of the pupils. 1:0: using. various data, the

school districts were categorized into roar groups and then compared en
five r,CIAIIICS: (1) pupil enrollment, (2) assessed valuation per pupil,
0) expenditure per pupil, (4) state aid per pupil. and (51 superintendent
salary. Also, c..yoter technology permitted the profiling of the 181
school districts on the 21 selected input, process, and output measures.
These roofiles were stored on microfilm. This system could be continued
and made more useful as comparisons could be made on reasures of similarity
such as size. location, etc, the answer to the question posed. "Were there
any tel hetween distritt pupil enrollment and educational per-
formance in and axone Colorado school districts?" ants given a qualified
response. To the extent that the hducational Performance Index measured the
relative overall performance levels of districts there was a positive rela-
tionship, but not statistically significant. it vas :(natty c-Abasized that
"Me continued use of an expanded measurement and profiling prorram is
recommended if better bask systems' input and output xeasore,ents can be
recorded (OT the population of sch,e1 districts in Colorado".

liptsioN

18
Hack In the 193o's Ceorgo Strayer recognized the need for reorganization

arid ut):cd reform:

In mast of the status there Is need for the reoteaniration of
loyal adxAnistrative areas. The mecihers of the profession are
.,wart of Lit need for the consolidation of the thousands of
local areas in which Ineffective schools are maintained at a
cost altogether out of proportion to the service rendered.
. . . The ohligation to he 'ret is that of cooking provision
for so,e millions of children Whose educational opportunities
wait upon the actonlIP.herent of this reform.

19

Fitzwater has pointed out that the problem of school district reor-
ganization has been complicated by rural migration and increasing urbaritta
Lion. In riviewing f.ureAu of the Census statistics he found that seven
out of In Americans live in metropollt,n areascentral titles of SCI,C40
or more together with licit contiguous suburban areas. Since 1950, metro-
politan areas have accounted for nearly B5 percent of the nation's total
population growth while population on the farrA has decreased from 23
'cotton in 1950 to about 12 million in 1965. He saintains that the massive
population Shifts along with school district reorganisation has resulted
in an increasing concentration of the total public school enrollment to
fewer and fewer local school districts.

Hamilton and kove
2 0

after an extensive review of the literaturt,
indicate that greater a:al:fettle achievement Is more likely to take place
in the larger andfot reorganised schools. They suggest that many adain-
tstrators and teachers, as ta-ertsented by national, state, and local
associations; and laymen, as represented by national and state school
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board associations, support the general principle of reorganization with a
belief that it will yield greater educational opportunities for all youth.
The support of these groups, coupled with what they feel is remackable con-
sistency with which the differences in test results favor consolidated
schools, strengthens the cause of reorganization.

21
A recent compilation of research by Stephens and Spets further

supports this viewpoint and contends that larger schools are rated more
favorably than smaller ones when comp:risons are made relating to pupil
achievement, educational costs, breadth of educational program, extra-_
curricu:ar activities, professional staff qualifications, special services,
and school plant.

PurJy
22

reports a speech made by Francis E. Griffin to the American
Association of School Administrators in 1968 where he emphatically steed
that school district reorganization really makes a difference. Griffin
cited the following benefits from district reorganization in the state
of New York:

1. It has helped eliminate the obsolete by hastening the elimina-
tion of expendable features of yesterday's educational organiza-
tion such as the one-teacher school.

2. it has permitted the replacement of obsolete and unsafe school
buildings by chose meeting present-day standards.

3. It has eliminated duplication and has permitted a new breadth
and depth in critical high school areas of kn.tructlen.

,. It has per-ratted the introduction of sound business and admin-
istrative practice.

It has equalized the educational and financial burden.

6. It has brought to play human resources not available under an
antiquated system.

7. It has brought new dimensions to lay tontrol and has pernitte6
the development of ttue leadership on the part of boards of
education and advisory groups.

8. it has pad* possible an imediatc gain to the individual pupil.

-a greatly expanded definition of individual need.

-a concern for the opportunities for all children, whether
it be for the physically handicapped, the slow learner, or
the honors pupil.

-a paying of Attention to pupil interests, whether they are
toward the perforating arts, technology, a service vocation,
or admission to college.

7
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In 1962 the American Association of School Administrators
23

published
a report that the schoOl district reorganization process shows clearly the
trend toward the development of larger school administrative units in terms
of both geographic area and population. Many districts which were reor-
ganized in the past are now being involved in further reorganization. There
is also a distil tendency toward the involvvrent of cities and suburban
areas in reorganization. Also, the process by which school districts combine
into new districts is no longer a rural phenomenon as in many places city
school systems are joining with areas outside of municipal boundaries.
Still another important aspect of school district reorganization is the
intermedi to unit, so-called because it functions between the basic schdOl
districts and the state department of education. The need for more of this
kind of structure may arise because a majority of school districts are not
large enough to afford many of the educational services needed and reor-
ganization at the local level only cannot produce an organizationll framework
within which all operational functions can best be performed.

Many state commissions or special study groups and professional organ-
izations have cited reasons for reorganization and also provide) criteria
or guidelines for goals to be achieved by sJch an action. Ralph Purdy,
Director of the Great Plains School District Organization Project, giAlf
15 relevant factors which contribute to the process of reorganization. '
The Citizens Research Council of Michigan found the following criteria
for the sire of a school district:

I. A district should be large enough to offer a comprehensive
program.

2. A district should be large enough to permit the realization
of economics of scale and optimum efficiency.

3. District boundaries should be so drawn as to minimize die-
patitiea in taxable property evaluation per pupil.

4. A district should be large enough to attract and hold qualified
teachers.

The State tegislative Research Council of South Dakota
26

developed
guidelines for school districts, but one of the most comprehensive listings
for reorganieatiop.was presented by the Missouti School District Reorganisa-
tion Commission. " They stated that the major purpose of school district
reorganization is to establish the ftamevork which will provide a quality
education program, and, as far as possible, an equal opportunity for every
child in the state to receive an education geared to his ability, interests,
and need.
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LEGISLATIVE STRAlECIES

Since most researet studies and the opinions of professional groups,
state commissions, and edacational authorititt, all seem to agree on the
necessity for reorganization, the methods to tetcomplish such reorgantaation
need to be examined. Intsmuch as the state has the responsibility for the
organization of the educational effort, the methods of reorganization avail-
able are dependant upon state legislation. Constructive Icglclition his
been a key factor in securing sound and adequate school administrative units.

CIASS1F1CATION or tttilSIATION

Redistricting legislation nay takes three format permissive, mandatory,
or semipermissivo. Arthur 1. Summers in his study of effective legisla-
tion for school district reorgerlization defined these three types:

1. Permissive legislation provides the procedure for merging
districts by leaving all of the initiative to le taken and
completed by the voters pt the local level.

2. Namiatory legislation establishes a statewide pattern of
school districts by legislative decree vithout referring
the action to the voters for approval.

3. Sersipermissive legislation is mandatory in part by requiring
that essential preliminary steps be taken in planning and
presenting a proposed pattern of reorganized districts to the
voters but actually leaves final approval or rejection of a
proposed reorganization to a vete of the people in the area
affected.

Permissive
Permissive legislation generally does not require any ,:,proval from a

county or state level. Suth legislation is often entirely voluntary and
at the discretion of the local school districts. Usually no overall plan-
ning for an adequate district is required. Initial procedures usually begin
at the local level by action on the part of local school boards or by petit-
ions signed by a specified number or percent of the electors in the local
area. The process i% usually completed by a final approval or rejection by
the voters. Sunvers reports that vith this type of legislation the following
difficulties seen to exist:

1. tisually there is no overall planning for adequate redis-
tricting.

2. Voluntary taerging of districts ay re ,li in disregarding
the tight of all children to teside in good school dis..
tricts. The wealthy districts verge, leaving the less
vealthy to operate schools.

I. rernissi?e legislation that has been developed by any of
the states for verging districts coupletely disregards any
statevicit planning for a pattern of adequite school districts.

7 9
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4. Experience shows that the consolidation of large numbers
of school districts by permissive legislation is a slow
and long drawn-out process and satisfactory results have
not been achieved.

klandatury
30

The Commission on School District Reorganization reports that mandatory
legislation is usually a quick procedure for achieving reorganization. It
saves time effort and money. Districts can begin to function immediately.
The commission points out the claim by some people that mandatory reorganiza-
tion of school districts is not democratic because people do not have an
opportunity to vote directly on reorganization plans. On the other hand,
they report that othrrs maintain that reorganization by direct legislative
action is entirely in accord with well-established principles of democratic
government. The people have elected members of the state legislatures, and
the operation of free public schools is the function of the state; therefore,
the state legislature is in a strategic position to organize and reorganize
school districts. Such a procedure represents the people of a state acting
through the legislative assembly they have chooson.

Summers
31

defined two types of mandatory legislatio,. and listed common
features of each.

1. Common Features of District Mandatory Legislatioh.

a. Dates by which new districts were to be established.
b. The establishment of new districts to conform to the

county as a county unit or modified county unit.
c. The election or appointment of school board members

for new districts.
d. The assumption of assets and liabilities including

bonded indebtedness of the former districts.
e. Laws for transportation were revised to apply to new

districts.
f. State aid laws were revised to assist new districts, and

in some to provide incentives for developing and operating
schools.

2. Common Features of Indirect Mandatory Legislation.

a. The creation of a state agency usually separate from the
state educational agency but with some cooperative liaison
with the state educational agency.

b. Authorization of the state agency to adopt standards and
promulgate rules for the reorganization process.

c. Directions to the county agencies to study school districts,
hold hearings and submit proposed districts to the state
agencies for approval.

d. Authorization of the state agency to withhold state funds
if and until the county agency complies with directions in
submitting proposals to conform to approved standards.

e. The exact procedure for ordering the new districts estab-
lished and the effective date new districts were to begin
operation.
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SemipermissIve
Semiprmissive legislation for school district reorgaAzation is a type

of legislation that contains some mandatory features ar1 sonic per,,Issive
features for the adoption of school districts. Summers presents these three
major provisions for semipermissive legislation:

I. Provisions for establishing at the .:tate level a state
agency or place with an existing state educational agency,
such as a state board of education or state department
education, responsibility for assisting, counseling, re-
viewing, and approving or disapproving reorganization
plans prepared by county agencies at a county level.

2. Provisions for creating at the county level a county
agency, usually a county board of education, and author-
izing it with certain mandatory powers and duties to
prepare and present district reorganization plans, hold
hearings, and call elections for the approval of plans
by the voters,

3. Provisions permitting the voters within the affected areas
to ratify or reject the proposed plan of district reorgan-
ization.

The Commission ,n School District Reorganization
3
vas taken the position

that legislation which delegates authority to a state agency and county
agency to establish reorganized districts and that requires these agencies
to act in good faith is generally considered to be the most desirable, Co-
operation between state and county agencies over a period of time give
opportunity for taking into account many factors at the local level that
are important in forming good community school districts which cannot poss-
ibly be given full consideration in a given legislative act. The Commission
feels that ideally legislation should have enough permissiveness in it to
give full consideration to the unique factors at the local level. and enough
requirements to insure that necessary steps toward reorganization are taken
in good faith. When there have been enough requirements in the laws to get
careful and considerate action under way and to sustain it, these laws have
worked and good local school districts have often been formed. When the
legislation is tipped too heavily on the permissive side, nothing has been
done and the principle of local control is seriously weakened.

FINANCIAL INCENTIVES FOR REORGANIZATION

Besides actual legislation directing or allowing reorganization, the
state legislature may apply the age-old carrot-and-stick method to prod
for school district reorganization. Two groups have encouraged this
of action, The National Committee for the SuporTt of the Public Schools '4
and the Citizens Research Council of Michigan J as well, of course, as
many others.

The Commission on School District Reorganization
36

reports that aspects
of school finance most intimately affecting school district reorganization
include state funds for the support of general operation, funds earmarked
for special purposes or activities, grants for capital outlay and debt
service, funds for the payment of tuition, and aid in pupil transportation.
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The funds for general purpose are of two kinds, flat grant and equalization.
Special purpose funds may be apportioned as flat grants or equalizing grants.
Aids for capital outlay, transportation, and tuition may be on the basis of
flat grant or equalization. For the most part, the Colimission reports,
equalization grants have usually more to do with reorganization than do
flat grants. Such is the case unless the flat grants are large enough to
pay all, or substantially all, the -cost of the specified educational program.

The importance of equallzatie-. grants is echoed by Chisholm and Cushman.

Thus the first requirement for stimulating school
district reorganization through school finance is
an adequate level of equalization support with full
correction for sparsity of population. The equal-
ization program should contain adequate allowances
for transportation and capital outlays so that pupils
can be transported and rehoused without an unreason-
able local tax burden for these services. Since
territory most in need of reorganization frequently
tends to have wide variations in taxpaying ability,
. . attaining a reasonable local tax rate is
impossible unless this prerequisite is met.

38
Burke, in his text on school finance supports the same type of reasoning:

The first requisite for stimulating structural
reorganization is an adequate level of equalization
support with full correction for sparsity of popula-
tion. The equalization program should contain adequate
allowances for transportation and capital outlays so
that pupils can be transported and rehoused without an
unreasonable tax burden for these. Because territory
most in need of reorganization tends to have less tax-
paying ability than urban centers, attaining a reason-
able local tax rate in impossible unless the prerequisite
is met. The experience of New York and Washington dem-
onstrates this. Wien the foundation program becomes
inadequate due to a higher price level, reorganization
slumps.

Johns and Morphet
39

indicate that if district reorganization is to be
encouraged rather than handicapped by financial provisions, the following
considerations seem essential:

1. The cost of the fouudation program should be determined on an
adequate and realistic basis and the local effort should be
equitable and reasonable.

2. Provision should be made in the foundation program for in-
cluding all reasonable and defensible costs of the educa-
tional program, including capital outlay, so that local
tax effort does not have to be increased beyond the uniform
minimum requirement when districts are reorganized, If the
people in any area choose to maintain an inadequate district,
they should be expected to make a higher levy to meet the
extra cost of maintaining such a district.
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Besides an adequate level of equalizayen support, there are other fin-
ancial "carrots" for reorganization. Reed investigated various aspects of
school finance programs which seemed to have an impact on reorganization,
kits study dealt with six components of school finance: general aid, equa:.
ization aid, capital outlay costs, payment for pupil transportation, paym
of tuition for non-resident pupils, and the distribution of the assets al.'
liebilities of former districts. Six states in which there were statewide
program.; at various stages of development served as the basis for the study
(Illinois, Iowa, Kan4as, Minnesota, Missouri, and Washington). The following
summarizes various financial provisions in the six states.

1. As the inability of local districts to raise sufficient funds
for public education became increasingly apparent, state support
gradually evolved; the development of these programs shows the
influence of three different theories of distribution--general
aid, payment for effort, and equalization aid.

2. Programs of state support were found to either retard or
encourage the school district reorganization movement consider-
ably. The effect of a state support program seems to depend
more on the methods for distributing the funds than on the total
amount of revenue derived from state sources.

3. The number of financial factors that encourage or retard
reorganization appears to br.1 just as important in determining
the progress of a reorganization program as the extent to which
the program of state support encourages or retards the movement.
It would seem that a minimum of four financial factors must en-
courage reorganization if the comprehensive reorganization pro-
gram is to be successful,

4. The developmental patterns of school finance programs showed
that a number of the enacted statutes gave small districts an
economic advantage over larger districts; however, there was a
noticeable trend to enact statutes designed to encourage reor-
ganization as the amount of state support was increased.

5. It is significant to note that the states made important
changes in their school finance programs simultaneously or
immediately following the passage of their comprehensive reor-
ganization laws. Many of these changes tended to give a greater
degree of encouragement to the reorganization movement.

6. Distribution of state funds to all districts on a common
basis, such as average daily attendance of weighted pupil, with-
out enforcement of attendance standards seems to give only a
slight encouragement to reorganization, although the degree of
encouragement increases with the amount of the distribution.
The degree of encouragement is %;onsiderably greater, however,
when minimum attendance standards are used in determining
eligibility for stet': funds.
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7. The distribution of state funds as equalization aid theo-
retically appears to encourage reorganization by reducing the
inequality of burden among the districts; in practice, however,
due to the low level of equalization and the methods for dis-
tributing the funds, this state support tends to retard reor-
ganization when ft is made available only to the small weak
districts. Some encouragement to reorganization results from
a small amount of equalization aid if the distribution is
contingent upon minimum attendance standards and if lower
qualifying tax rates are required in the districts with approved
organizations.

8. State support for approved transportation is an important
factor in encouraging reorganization. The degree of encourage-
ment seems to depend upon the level of reimbursement and the
methods used for the computation of transportation costs.

9. When the payment of non - resident tuition, computed on the
full per capita cost, is the responsibility of each non-high
school district, reorganization apparently is retarded to a
leaser extent. Payment for part or all of the costs of tuition
by the state or payment of a fixed amount by the non-high
school district generally gives the non-high school territory
an incentive to remain outside a district which maintains twelve
grades.

10. State support for capital outlay appears to be one of the
most potential factors in encouraging reorganization, whereas
lack of state support for capital outlay is one of the chief
retarding influences. For maximum encouragement the payment
of capital outlay probably should be limited to approved dis-
tricts and should be distributed on the basis of need.

11. A plan for the disposition of the assets and liabilities
of all districts by the committee or group which proposes the
new district tends to encourage reorganization to a greater
extent than do other plans under which a standard formula is
applied to all reorganized districts. A plan for the dis-
position that is flexible enough to meet the unique problems
of the districts involved in a reorganization seers to have
some merit.

Other studies pinpoint incentives that have facilitated reorganization.
Kin.; 41in his Kansas study reported an interesting phenomenon. Five of the
15 factors rated by superintendents and committeemen in Kansas counties as
most extensive in faOlitating influence were financial factors. Also, Jarvis,
Gentry, and Stephens report three particular types of financial incentives
offered by states which have been found to be effective:

The first consists of increased allocation of state funds for
school transportation, which helps to remove a major obstacle
to reorganization. The second is that of permitting reorganized
districts to levy a tax rate that is lower than normally required
for obtaining equalization grants. This incentive offers par-
ticular encouragement to those districts which would otherwise
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look unfavorably upon a merger with poorer districts. Finally,
there is the incentive of providing tunds for capital outlay
and/or debt service. Again, this especially encourages wealthier
school districts, since they will not be saddled with an increase
in bonded indebtedness by having to finance construction of new
buildings immediately upon merger with financially inadequate
districts.

A study of the 48 state school systems by Chase and MorpheP disclosed
a number of financial factors which have had a bearing on school district
reorganization. The financial provisions listed most frequently as facilit-
ating reorganization were:

1. State aid for transportation assists districts sufficiently
to encourage reorganization--19 states,

2. State laws guarantee sufficient funds to enable the reor-
ganized district to maintain at least an established minimum
school program--13 states.

3, Reorganized districts receive more favorable treatment in
distribution of state funds than those that do riot reor-
ganize--9 states.

4. Small schools or small districts are penalized financially
if they continue to operate--9 states,

S. State aid for new school buildings encourages reorganization--
9 states.

Chisholm
44

in a report in 1961 to the Fourth National School Finance
Conference recommended ways in which the finance program of a state could
encourage proper reorganization of school districts,

Distribute state funds to local school districts in such a
way as to equalize the burden of school support throughout
the state, facilitate desirable school building construction,
keep the cost of essential pupil transportation from being
a noticeable burden to properly organized districts, avoid
payment of state funds for nonresident pupils, avoid all
flat grants to school districts or arrange such grants so
that they neither encourage poorly organized districts nor
penalize properly organized districts, eliminate any arti-
ficial cutting on local tax raising power, and void the
classification of districts for the purpose of state support
except as it encourages desirable redistricting.

A New Jersey committee 45 suggested other specific measures that could
te incorporated into finance programs designed to encourage school district
reorganization:

1. The Current expense aid program could include a state
guaranteed financial base related to the educational
criteria to support a quality level educational program.
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2. A reorganized district should qualify for placement at the
highest guaranteed financial base for a period of three years
and then be evaluated for placement at the appropriate level
for state aid for current expense.

3. A special fund should be available to fully finance innova-
tive and promising programs in urban-suburban cooperation.

45

New York State Educational Conference Board studying public school fin-
ance problems, concluded that certain policies and provisions in the state
have hindered proper reorganization. They presented a "Seven-Point" program
for legislative consideration that has implications and applications for any
state desiring to encourage better school district organization through their
finance program.

1. The state should institute and report from time to time
studies or returns for money spent on the public school
system.

2. State plans for eliminating or strengthening inefficient
operating units and attaining satisfactory local taxing
units for schools should be updated.

3. Existing machinery or procedures for district reorganiza-
tion should be revised upon the basis of careful studies
of past experience and progress.

4. All state school finance laws should be integrated with
plans and procedures for district reorganization; and
laws which discourage essential reorganization should be
repealed.

5. The state should define by law the size at which a district
is large enough for decentralization and outline the pro-
cedure for orderly decentralization.

6. Existing machinery and procedures for cooperation among oper-
ating unite and for performance of functions which individual
school districts do not choose to or cannot perform should be
improved.

7. The state should reassess the relationships of local school
government to other local governments with the objective of
increasing coordination and cooperation.

DETERRENTS TO SCHOOL DISTRICT REORGANIZATION

The research studies and the authoritative opinions so far examined
have centered on the positive aspects of school district reorganization- -
the assumption that it is wanted, as well as needed, and the "carrots"
dangled to move local districts to change and put it JO° effect. However,
there are a number of deterrents to such change. King ' sought both to
identify factors which had affected reorganization progress and to determine
the relative influence of each factor. His results suggest that reorganiza-
tion of school districts is an obstinate problem even under the most favorable
conditions.
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School district reorganization is a highly complex process, the operation
of which may be quite unpredictable which makes classification of factoru
influencing the reorganization process almost impossible. King sail:

Whether factors are impeding or facilitating in the reor-
ganization process may be dependent upon the setting and
the people involved. Factors which exerted both extensive
and intensive influence in some Kansas counties were of
only minor influence in other counties. Many instances
were discovered where the same factors impeded in some
counties or communities and facilitated in others.

In a scgdy sponsored by the National Education Association, Dawson
and Reeves 'gave the following eight reasons for resistance to school
district reorganization:

1. Grants of state aid to nonisolated one-teacher schools on a
school unit basis rather than on the basis of average daily
attendance have encouraged the continued operation of very small,
inefficient schools and school districts.

2. Levies for high school tuition purposes in districts not
supporting high schools have removed one of the basic needs
for reorganization. Frequently tuition charges have not
taken into consideration the initial costs of new buildings,
and people from the tuition districts have enjoyed an
economic advantage in not consolidating with units supporting
high schools.

3. Superimposing high school districts upon a number of
smaller elementary districts has retarded the development
of units of administration which support well integrated
12-grade educational programs. Such high school districts
develop vested interests through special privileges and a
sense of prestige on the part of school board members and
high school principals, teachers, and superintendents which
lead them OD oppose a reorganization program which combines
elementary and secondary schools in a single unit,

4. Reliance on the property tax as the chief source of financial
support for schools has discouraged the reorganization of school
districts in localities where there is a considerable difference
between the assessed valuation of taxable property behind each
child of school age in different parts of the area to be reor-
ganized. This has been a particularly serious obstacle in the
midwest where wealth in village centers has been much less than
in the surrounding farm areas,

5. Reorganization programs have been greatly retarded by general
prevalence of the idea that the boundaries of attendance areas
and administrative units must be coterminous.

6. Failure to establish definite time limits within which action
must be taken by responsible officials in regard to initiating

8
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programs of reorganization or bringing proposals for the
establishment of new school districts before the public for
proper consideration has had a delaying effect.

7. Provisions for counting the votes on approval or rejection
of proposals for new districts by individual districts rather
than for the area at large have frequently operated to prevent
reorganization.

S. Requirements that proposals for reorganization be brought
before the public for general consideration only by petition
of the majority of the voters have often been an insuperable
obstacle.

Leaders in the field of public school administration seemed to share
many of the previous findings, Grieder, Pierce, and Rosenstengel presented
their views by stating that local interest seemed to savor of the emotional
more than of the rational. These authors condensed their id as on reasons
for resistance to reorganization in seven items as follows: 9

I. The grip of tradition respecting local districts is exceed-
ingly strong. The attitude that "what was good enough for
my father is good enough for me" persists in many persons.
This is particularly strong in the one-room and village
schools.

2. In many small districts, school board members seem to be
unwilling to surrender the only public office to which they
have ever been or ever hope to be elected. Some superin-
tendents of schools, it is sad to say, feel the same way
about their position, not appreciating that Large -scale
reorganization creates more and better administrative
positions as areas lacking competent administrative and
supervisory leadership are brought together in larger
units.

3. Much misunderstanding exists about the distinction between
administrative districts and attendance centers. The old
term "consolidation," seldom used now except in the news-
papers, is often confused with district reorganization- -
this point is the source of more misunderstanding and
objection than any other single topic. Much of this comes
from the sad experience during the '20s. Less was known
then about the formation of sound districts, and the term
"consolidation" was interpreted as meaning that all pupils
had to be brought to one central schoolhouse. Parents
fear that hardship will be worked on their children because
of long bus routes, and there is some justification for this
fear where poor standards have been adopted.
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4. A very important cause of resistance in rural areas is the
prospect of higher tax rates in small, lo.:-tax, usually
substandard districts which are to be incorporated into
reorganized districts. Tite protection of the pocketbook,
not the small schools or districts, is at the bottom of
this kind of opposition. School systems offering high
school bargain rates have not helped. The equitable
assessment of farm and urban or town property is of
crucial importance in reorganizing territory which
involves both.

5. Lacking experience with really good schools, many persons
do not appreciate the educational advantages which larger
districts are able to furnish.

6. There is a mistaken idea that the rural or small village
school is "the last bulwark of demccracy" and that to
preserve it each school must be in the charge of a board
of education. The operation of many small-district boards
is anything but democratic, as board members will them-
selves admit if interrogated. They seldom meet because
there is no business to transact; they cannot provide
educational opportunities on a par with well set-up dis-
tricts and hence deny many youngsters the chance they
should have; they lack competent professional leadership
and administrative service.

7. Other reasons which seem to account for resistance to re-
organization are refusal to face facts, sheer inertia, and
an unwillingness to surrender one iota of local jurisdiction.
When it comes to school district changes, even neighbor.;
distrust each other. School patrons often demand that every
detail of the operation of a proposed reorganization be set
down in writing.

TheXxecutive-secretary of the Indiana Reorganization Commission, Arthur
CampbelY', was quoted by the Indianapolis Star as saying that two factors
that had caused a lot of resistance to reorganization in that state were
commvnities did not want to lose their high school basketball teams by being
merged with other school corporations and township trustees did not want to
lose their power as the result of reorganization,

Domian
51

in his statewide study of elementary, secondary, and vocational-
technical education in Minnesota presented a comprehensive discussion of
deterrents to the reorganization process. He pointed out such things as
village rivalries, community pride, the fear of business losses, vested
interests, unequal taxes and tax basis among districts, lack of leadership,
and the emotional commitment to tradition can combine in various ways so as
to preclude local acceptance of even the soundest reorganization plan. Domlan
said:

The financial conditions of local school districts can operate
as a deterrent to the establishment of sound district organiza-
tion. Unequal financial ability often is a hindrance to reor-
ganization. Districts with considerable wealth may oppose mergers
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with poorer districts for fear of having to assume a larger
share of the educational costs by the poorer district. Poor

districts may oppose mergers with wealthier districts because
of the possibility of tax increases resulting from meeting
higher educational standards of the wealthier district. The

bonded indebtedness status of districts is also a deterring
factor to reorganization. Districts with heavy indebtedness
oftentimes reduce the possibilities for reorganization in an
area.

State fiscal policies have indeed, served to deter reorganization
activity in some states. Wetmore, in a study of school district reorganiza-
tion in Michigan in 1959,found that 19 out of 20 schools he studied would
have lost state aid monies if they had been reorganized under the existing
laws. In addition, he found that following consolidation the former sending
districts made a greater financial effort than the former receiving districts
to make up the loss of state aid due to reorganization, 52

53
Blikre found in his study that fears--"fear of local community deter-

rioration, fear of closing the local school, fear of loss of local control
and fear of central control are factors that must be reckoned with and
solved properly before a school district reorganization will be fully
successful."

Zimmer and Hawley54 in an analysis of metropolitan area schools and
resistance to reorganization pointed out that central city residents are
much more likely than those in the suburbs to favor the reorganization of
school districts on an area wide basis. When residents were offered, as
part of the proposal for reorganization, a single district with lower taxes,
the amount of support for change increased substantially in all areas. Most
resistance to change was found in the higher income groups, those with child-
ren in the public schools, and in the large area suburbs. Consistently,
suburban residents, more frequently than those in the city, stated a prefer-
ence for the present district, even with higher taxes, rather than to join
a single district with lower taxes. In cities, most support for change came
from the high income group, whereas in the suburbs this is the group that
expresses the most opposition. Rather consistently, most opposition to
change was reported by the suburban residents who felt that the ordinary
citizen can do quite a bit about how school funds are spent. In the suburbs,
where control by the ordinary citizen appears to be particularly important,
at least traditionally, residents resist change because they feel that under
the present system the citizens have that control, and they do not want to
risk losing it.

In a study of factors hindering school district reorganization in
Wyoming, Thibeault5) , concluded that the county superintendents of schools
were very effective in preventing or discouraging reorganization of school.
districts in their counties and that the main concern of these people had
been to perpetuate themselves in their jobs. He also found that in many
small communities where the school house was the center of all social activi-
ties the people involved are fearful of losing their meeting place. Weather
and distances were important aspects of rural peoples' resistance to reor-
ganization. He felt that in Wyoming much of the resistance to reorganization
has been psychological in nature and stems from a lack of adequate information.
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To counteract these deterrents to school district reorganization besides
all the incentives already cited, there are some possible "sticks" the state
legislatures can apply. Some of these negative devices are low-level equal-
ization programs, dental of sparsity correction, a higher local rate contri-
bution for equalization purposes, bud &etary review, and other penalties. Such
a negative approach assumes that failure to reorganize has been a local
perversity and that denial of educational opportunities will force the tax-
payers and/or parents to do something about district reorganization,

Burke
56

discussed these principles that have emer,ed from past experience
with penalties:

Three principles emerge from past experience with penalties.
First, the penalty should be placed upon the local tax rate.
This puts the pressure on the parents and the taxpayers and not
on the children, Second, the full state foundation program
should be made available to all children. Very frequently the
local unit is not capable of providing this, but every local
unit should be given the maximum support it is capable of hand-
ling. Where this involves a certain degree of uneconomical
expenditure because of the inefficient size of the operating
unit, the local rate of taxation for support of the program
should be increased. The state is obligated to provide for
sparsity. but not for higher costs than are avoidable. Local
taxpayers should be required to pay for the privilege of main-
taining a small operating unit. Third, every state should
create a commission to make a master plan of school district
organization. Each of these districts should be created at
once to provide that part of the foundation program which
cannot be provided economically by the existing small units
within its boundaries. The state funds denied the smaller
units should be allocated at once to the new unit for admin-
istration. Reorganization aid of the kind described above
should be provided to facilitate the absorption of the smaller
units into the larger. Gradually additional functions should
be transferred to the larger unit and eventually all state
funds should be apportioned to the larger unit, Only in this
way can penalties be administered so as not to penalize the
children.

These strategies, then, for legislative action are many and varied.
Morphet,57 suggesting ways state laws can aid district reorganization
presented these guidelines:

I. Legislation should be kept as simple as possible and should
make it easy for districts to effect desirable reorganization.

2. All state laws should be reviewed to determine their effect
on district reorganization, Those which encourage the con-
tinuation of inadequate districts or which retard reorgani-
zation should be revised.
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3. All reorganization proposals should be based on careful
studies and planning before being voted upon.

4. The regulations of the state board of education should
define basic criteria or minimum standards to be used
for guidance in planning reorganization of districts.

5. The laws should specifically define the responsibility
of the state and local reorganization commissions and of
all groups and persons officially involved in the reor-
ganization program.

6. /n all states with a large number of small districts the
law should provide for a state reorganization commission.

T. in states with numerous districts, the law should also
provide for local commissions on reorganization.

8. The organization law and procedures should provide for
the participation of a maximum number of people working
cooperatively for effective district reorganization.

9. The law should provide that if some Inadequate districts
choose to continue as separate districts beyond a designated
date, the local taxpayers in those districts would bear the
extra expense involved in providing adequate school services
and facilities for the children of the district.

The problem of school district reorganization and the question of how
best to provide equal educational opportunity for all children has also been
of concern to the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations. 58
Among a number of proposals made by the Commission In 1969 suggesting ways
to improve intergovernmental relations on a local, state, and national level
through legislation, the number one recommendation was for the state to
assume substantially all responsibility for financing education. The Com-
mission felt that operating efficiency stands out as the major argument for
continued state effects on school district reorganiertion. Because of
practical political limitations on the power of state legislators to transfer
funds, only two ways remain for states to come to grips with local educational
fiscal disparities. They can either create, via consolidation, ever larger
local districts or attempt to neutrallee local fiscal variations by pro-
gressively increasing state aid to all local districts in the state.

The Commission stated that:

In order to create a financial environrent more conducive
to attainment of equality of educational opportunity and
to remove the massive and growing pressure of the school
to on owners of local ptopetty, the Commissiol recommends
that mach state adopt as a baste objective of its long-
range state-local fiscal policy the assumption by the state
of substantially all fiscal responsibility for financing
local schools with opportunity for financial enrichment at
the local level and assurance of retention of appropriate
local policy-making authority.
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REGIONAL TAXES AND SCHOOL DISTRICT REORGANIZATION

The organizational structure for the support of schools commonly
includes the federal and state governments and the local school districts.
However, the support for education has originated, as welt, from a unit or
level of government larger than the local school unit but smaller than the
state. The tax use of regional or intermediate units has had a short history.

EXAMPLES OF EXISTING REGIONAL APPFOACHES

One of the first examples of this regional approach was in the use of
county property tax for the support of local school districts. This is not
to be confused with county school upits that operate as the local unit of
school administration. Arvid Burke ', gives a concise history of this
county support:

In states where the school district, town, or munici-
pality is the basic unit for school government, county
taxes are levied to supplement local property taxes or to
equalize provisions and tax burdens within counties. This
policy was not followed in New England or the eastern states,
with the exception of N.- Jersey, where an optional county
property school tax was adopted in 1821. In the western
states, county taxes of this kind date back to at least 1825
when Ohio adopted one. Among the western states that have
at one time derived a substantial part of school revenues
(sometimes over 50 percent) from county property taxes are
Arizona, California, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, Ohio,
Oregon, Washington, and Wyoming. They also have Dien used
on Arkansas, lows, Ranges, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska,
North Dakota, Oklahoma, South Dakota, Texas, and Wisconsin.
Over half the states have had county property taxes as well
as local property taxes for schools.

From 1925 until about 1950 the percentage of public
school revenues obtained from county property taxes continued
to decline. During this period it dropped from over 10 per-
cent to less than S percent.

By 1954, the downward trend in the importance of the
county as a source of public school revenues had been
attested. The percentage from county sources rose somewhat
between 1948 and 1954.

In the 19th century New Orleans, Boston, Philadelphia and New York cities
consolidated with their surrounding counties. In 1949 Baton Rouge also effected
consolidation. In 19y Nashville and Davidson County received favorable votes
on a merger. the AC1 describe* that merger as follows:

then in 1962, a revised chatter creating "The Metro-
politan Government of Nashville and Davidson County" was
approved by the voters, receiving the required sefarate
majorities both in Nashville and in the remainder of the
county. The chatter set up an urban services district
Of about 7S square 'as surrounding Nashville, with
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provisions for expansion. Certain functions are
performed and financed only within the urban services
district, including sewage and refuse disposal, street
lighting, and a higher level of police protection than
that prevailing outside. There are two levels of taxa-
tion- -one fur all residents of the county, the other
only for those who receive urban services. Countywide
services include several that were previously limited
to Nashville, such as parks and recreation, libraries,
and public housing. There is an elected metropolitan
county mayor and a council of 41 members of whom 35 are
elected from single member districts and 6 at large.

After that merger had been in operation for five years, Florence Lewis
61

reported on the first five-year period and what result she felt it had for
education. She described the merger as "the marked beginning of a community
renaissance in education, including greater financial support."

The intermediate unit of school administration has been used also as
the vehicle to provide specialised educational services. This in effect
broadens the base of support for these programs, many of which are relatively
expensive. Examples of this approach are the special education classes on
a county level in Michigan, vocational schools in three counties surrounding
the Twin Cities in Minnesota, and the specialized high schools in the New
England staves.

The regional approach for tapping the property tax base is used in some
way in half of the states. The following tabulation compiled from a U.S.O.E.
publication shows the variety of ways in which this regional approach is
implemented.

Current Utilization of a Regional Property Tax
for the Support of Local School District Expenditures

(Reported by USOE, "Public School Finance Programs, 1968.69,"
Washington, D.C., 1969)

§tatt Type of Utilization

1. Alabama Through the foundation program both the county
and independent city school systems share in
the county.vide property tax which is generally
limited to . mills.

2, Aritona

3. California

Each county it required to levy a property tax on
a countywide basis sufficient to raise an amount
which, when added to the $170 per pupil appro-
priated by the legislature through the state school
fund shall equal $1110 per gubllc school child in
grades 1.12.

Sufficient revenue must be raised at county levels
to supplement basic aid provided by the state to pay
the tuition and transportation costs of pupils re-
siding in the county but attending school elsewhere.



When unification elections fail, the single-level
districts are subject to area-wide taxation by the
county, with a levy of 10 mills for elementary
districts, with the proceeds distributed to the
districts concerned according to the foundation
programs computed by the state.

4. Colorado To participate in the State Public School Fund--
Minimum Equalisation Program portion, each county
must raise a required amount of dollars from a
tax levy for the county public school fund. The
tax rate varies for each county because the required
support is based on a measure of ability which includes
the amount of personal income as well as the valuation
of assessment of taxable property.

5. Idaho A county levy of 8 mills is authorised for general
school purposes in each county. This tax is levied
by the county board of commissioner. without electoral
approval and is requited for all counties.

6. Indiana

7. Iowa

S. Itansas

9, Michigan

10. Minnesota

Special laws applicable only in Lake and Dearborn
Counties provide for uniform tax levies on a county-
wide basis. The yield of said levies are collected
by civil counties and redistributed to school dia
crisis within the counties. Details of the distri-
bution plan for Dearborn County are sec out in Chapter
190, of the Acts of 1967. The Lake County plan is
found in Chapter 278, of the 1965 Acts, Bums refer-
ence is 28 -1133.

Property taxes paid in individual school districts are
composed of a uniform property tax spread on the pro-
perty of a baste School Tax Volt (County school system)
and an additional property tax of varying amounts spread
upon the property of individual school districts.

Each county levies an amount equivalent to 10 mills on
its adjusted valuation. The proceeds of this tax are
distributed to the districts either in a per resident
pupil share and a per certificated employee basis or
on a per certificated employee basis for districts
located entirely in one county.

to support programs tot the mentally and physically
handicapped, taxes may be raised by special county-
wide election above the IS mill local limit. funds
are collected and expended by the county school dis-
trict for this purpose.

The newly created vocational school districts to the
Metropolitan counties may levy up to four mills for
vocational programs. There is a mandatory county
tuition and transportation tax for the payment of
tuition and transportation expense of nonresident
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11. Mississippi

12. Montana

13. Nebraska

14. Nay Mexico

15. North Dakota

high school students. The tax for tuition and trans-
portation is levied against all property that is not
included in a district which supports a high selool.

Under the new school laws each county, exclusive of
the separate districts in the county, is required to
make a local ad valorem contribution in an amount
determined by an index of financial ability. Regard-
less of how a county is organized, the local ad valorem
contribution for the minimum foundation program is
obtained from a county-wide levy.

An estimated 96 percent of the local district and county
revenue for public school support is derived from pro-
perty taxes. Of this amount 61 percent is from local
district taxes and 39 percent is from taxes levied by
the county. A county tax effort of 24 mills for elem-
entary schools and 14 mills for high schools is required
to qualify for state equalization payment under the
State Foundation Program. Counties must also levy taxes
for high school transportation and retirement purposes.

All property which is not in a district offering a high
school program is subject to a high school tuition levy.
Taxes on such property are levied, as required, without
limit or electoral approval. With this exception, a
county is not a taxation unit for school support.

by statute, county commissioners may levy a general
county school tax of up to 10 mills and a special
district tax for schools not in excess of S mills,
exclusive of principal and interest requirements.
Proceeds from the general county school tax are dis-
tributed among the school districts in the county
according to the proportion the weighted membership
of each district bears to the weighted membership of
the entire county. Each county also levies and collects
a property tax which is transmitted to the State
Treasurer (Current School Fund).

Local school districts provide approximately 65 per-
cent of the county and total district school revenue;
counties provide 35 percent. Each county Is required
to establish a county equalisation fund and levy a
21 will tax in order to participate in the apportion-
ment of the Mate Foundation Program fund. No vote is
required for the legislature authorised county tax
levies Ict schools.
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16. Oklahoma

17. Oregon

89.

As amended in 1955, the Oklahoma Constitution provides
a tax of 4 mills on the assessed valuation of all tax-
able property in the county. Proceeds Are apportioned
to the school districts of the county on the basis of
the average daily attendance (ADA) for the preceding
school year.

Taxes levied by intermediate districts are determined
under one of two district statutory procedures. Under
the first, the intermediate district is authorized to
levy, subject to the 6 percent constitutional limita-
tion, a tax sufficient to pay its own operating expenses,
an a,,.unt which it may set aside for distressed districts
and 50 percent of operating expenditures of all component
school districts, as estimated by formula. Twenty -five

of the intermediate districts determine their levies in
this manner. Under the second procedure, the authorired
levy, subject to the 6 percent limitation, is estermlned
by the amount required for the operating expenses of the
education district plus the levies,as approved by the
intermediate district board, of all component school
districts. After setting aside the appropriation for
board and staff expenses, the revenue is distributed
among the school districts in the proportion that each
approved district levy is to the total of all such
levies. There are four such intermediate school districts.

18. South Carolina There are constitutional or statutory provisions for
county taxes but most of the counties have local leg-
islation for county school taxes. Debt service levies
are made in only a few counties. There are no specified
limitations on the county tax levy either with or with-
out vote of the people.

L9. South Dakota

20. Tennessee

Approximately 96 percent of the public school revenues
derived from county and local district sources is
obtained from property taxes. Three-fourths is from
local district taxes and one-fourth from county pro-
perty taxes. Counties are required to levy taxes for
a county elementary equalization fund and for high
school tuition costs. County officials nay levy a
property tax of up to 20 sills for the general fund
and the county elementary equalization fund without
electoral approval.

Counties which participate in the State Annual School
Program Fund as equalizing counties must have one school
tax for current expense purposes including pupil trans-
portation for grades 112. Other counties may have a
separate tax for pupil transportation in addition to a
levy for current expense eurposes. Levies for debt
serette for county school purposes are in addition to
the current expense levies In both equalizing and non-
equalizing counties. County revenue accounts for about
85 percent of the total revenue from county and local
district sources.
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21. Texas

22. Utah

Under certain conditions, a county-wide property tax
of up to 2.5 mills may be levied for equalization
purposes.

Under the provisims of the state fourdation program,
all school district are required to levy a property
tax of 16 mills on the state-equalized fair value of
the taxable property of the district. This levy is
mandatory on all districts and requires no electoral
or board approval In the separate districts. Local
district receipts produced by this 16 mill levy, which
are in excess of $7,.20 plus the amount allowed for
pupil transportation expenses, are not retained in the
district as local revenue but are collected as a state
tax and used for foundation program support for other
districts.

23. Washington There is a 1 percent county real estate transfer tax on
the sale of all real estate. These funds are apportioned
to school districts of the county for current operations
on the basis of average annual enrollment.

24. Wisconsin Counties are required to levy a tax sufficient to pro-
duce $350 per elementary teacher unit for elementary
and 12-grade districts that have levied at least 3 mills
or 5 sills respectively, of the state equalized valuation.

25. Wyoming Counties may levy a tax on the county valuation of
taxable property to produce $400 par teacher aid $330
to $450 per bus driver, but the rate may not exceed
3 mills.

This tabulation shows that It states have a uniform county levy that la
distributed to the schools in the county on a per pupil basis. The amounts
vary but the principle of taxing property for the support of the local school
district beyond its boundary is present in each state. The states of Indiana,
/ova, Oregon, and Utah have similar structures but they differ in respects
other than the amount. In Indiana only two counties do this and they are
not limited to property taxes. In Iowa the county acts as the collection
agent to finance forty percent of the approved operating budgets of the local
school districts. This forty percent comes from a combination of income tax
rebates from the state and a uniform county-vide property tax levy. to Oregon
the Intermediate Education District is the collection agent for property taxes
under two alternative approaches. Under one approach the IED approves the
budgets of the local school districts and then collects fifty percent of the
total amount from a uniform property tax levy on the entire IED area. Under
the second alternative the 1ED approves the budgets of the local school die
tricts and then Ilecta one hundred percent of the total amount from a
uniform property tax levy on the entire IED area. in both instances the
levier are subject to the six percent constitutional limitation. Twenty-
five lED's use alternative number one and four use alternative number two.
In the state of Utah all school districts ate required to levy a property
tax of 16 mills on the state equalized fair value of the taxable property
tf the district. If this products more than a certain amount the extra is
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remitted to the strqe for the school foundation program. This tabulation
indicates there exist numerous regional approaches to the taxation of
property for the support of local school districts.

METROPOLITAN AREAS

Probably because oi the physical difficulties entwined in solving
rural needs by regional units, much more las been written and suggested
for solving metropolitan needs by this metNod. One of the most recent
studies of this type was of the metropoliw areas of St. Louis and Kansas
City (Clifford Hooker and Van D. Mueller)" in which fragmentation was
lamented:

The arbitrary and illogical sublivision of metro-
politan communities into numerous governmental unite
is one of the major problems confronting metropolitan
areas throughout the United States. it not only
ignores the socio- ecoroeic unity of cities and soburbs
but also fragments their tax bases ane decentralises
responsibility for public services.

Among the recommendations of this study was one advocating the major
taxing authority be vested in the regional school listrict with local tax
leeway not to exceed ten percent of the regional levy.

Further concern with this fragmentition is descrised by 8. Zimmer and A.
Hawley In Metropolitan Area Schools!'

For the most part, school district organisation is
largely independent of the boundary liras o! other levels
of government. Of the 6,6(4 school systems in metropolitan
areas, the boundaries of only 1,554 (28 percent) were
coterminal with some other local government areas, whereas
the remaining 4,750 (72 percent) were not coterminal. In

other words, there are nearly 5,000 school systems in the
212 metropolitan areas which in one way or another overlap
the jurisdictional boundaries of other units of governments.
And since these districts are independent units of govern
anent with taxing powers, this condition can only further
complicate the problems resu!ting from governmental segmenta
tion.

Ore of the first and most celebrated metropolitan areas organised into
federation basis was centered in Toronto, Canada. However, although an

"umbrella", or an area-vide tax was levied to supplement the revenue produced
by existing local school levits, this method did not erase the disparities,
mainly because of enrollment increases and shifts in the tax base. The

bA
author of alportgf the Royal Commission Op tfetsoPolitan Toronto, sloldenberg,
concluded that all school taxes should be levied on a metropolitan base.

Antler Nedel" metropolitan are has been Louisville, Kentucky. Luvern
L. Cunningham et II. in Ilppott,on the Merger Issue to the Louisville Public
Ich?ol System 11541 the Jefferson. County Public School System, retomn woe a
statutory limitation in rate and duration for the local tax leeway.
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"We believe that the rate sbot..4 be limited to a
figure which would produce no more than 15 per-
cent of the amount allocated to the local distict
by the metropolitan district and that the life of
the tax voted by local district residents be no
longer than two years. Voters would have an
opportunity every two years to extend a levy for
this purpose."

F %t,ther substantiating this viewpoint is a study made by Hlvighurst and
Levine in "Emerging Urban Problems and Their Significance for School Dis-
trict Organization in the Great Plain States." They state:

In order to provide the large sums of additional
money needed to improve educational opportunities
for disadvantaged children, the metropolitan
education system must be viewed as a single source
of revenue for attaining the area-wide quality of
education required in an industrial society, and
steps must be taken to make sure that the resources
of the area as a whole are drawn to whatever extent
necessary to make education more effective in schools
or classrooms which have substantial numbers of dis-
advantaged children. As a bare minimum, this perspect-
ive suggests that an appreciable percentage of the
funds utilized for public education should be determined
and collected by a retropolitan wide education taxing
authority.

6?
While the Bundy report for New York City seems to propose the opposite

if regional organization, still this decentralisation is not considered for
fin.TKing schools. Therefore, even though this report recommnded the decen-
tralization of the schools into between ID and 60 community sewed districts
containing from 12,000 to 40,000 pupils each, the rising of revenue was left
with the central education agency.

An excellent study that suggests alternative models for organization
and administration of urban school systems was made by John Andes One
such centralized model he describes is the Unified City-County Model and
it is characterized by being bureaucratic with a large central staff. The
high degree of specialization required further increases its bureaucratic
nature. However, this Unified CitCounty model offers many financial
advantages. The tax base being spread over the entire metropolitan area
results in better tax equalization, thus giving a more uniform level of
educational opportunities and services. Andes cites number of such organ
irations now existing. For outlining a possible State Model, he uses the
state of Florida (Hawaii is the only actual state model) because he had the
possible data available. In this model all educational financing is by the
state and federal government.

Still another model Andes worked out was suggested by the mayor of a
large city who said the problem tas "ton many districts-too many educational
districts, too many health districts, too many recreational districts, too
many hospital distticts." therefore, the rationale for the Cootdinated
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Community services Model is that an organization including health, educa-
tional and welfare services increases coordination. The basic idea for this
model is found in the Model Cities program and in community school concepts.
This model is fiscally independent, able to levy property tax within bounds
specified by the legislature.

The model perhaps most idertical to this study is the Metropolitan
Education Service Agency for this one is based on the consolidation of
independent school districts as far as centralized tax collecting and costly
educational services are concerned, but with keeping local participation in
selecting educational programs. MESA separates the fiscal support from the
operational control. In developing pluralistic models, Andes discusses
underlying assumptions of all pluralistic organizations. He says there are
three areas of importance in the development of a pluralistic model: a

redefinition of the decision-making process; the changing of the judicial
powers to an independent brlly; a rearrangement of executive functions.
Morphet, Johns, and Reller'' proposed a set of assumptions that might guide
in the development of pluralistic type school organization:

1. Leadership is not confined to those holding status positions
in the power echelon.

2. Good human relations are essential to group production and
to meet the needs of individual members of the group.

3. Responsibility as well as power and authority can be shared.

4. Those affected by program or policy should share in decision -
making with respect to that program or policy.

5. An individual finds security in a dynamic climate in which
he shares responsibility for decision-making.

6. Unity of pus pose is secured through consensus and group
loyalty.

1. maximum production is attained in a threat-free climate.

6. The line and staff organization should be used exclusively Cot
the purpose of dividing labor and implementing policies and
programs developed by the tctal group affected.

9. The situation and not the position determines the tight and
privilege to exercise authotity.

10. The individssl in the organisation is not expendable.

11. Evaluation is a group responsibility.

Andes develops two nodels based on this different philosophical viewpoint
of school control. One is a federal model involving a direct application of a
political model to school governance. The accord on is an Egalitarian model,
emphasising greater participation of lay end professional groups in the decision-
making process. While admitting that these modvls ate merely Mutually,
possibilities, Andes teitetaies the need of alternatives to the time wen,
bureaustatic, treditiossl business type corporation model.
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SIMARY

Clearly, school district reorganization is a process that has been
continuously changing within the last 20 years. The number of school
districts has been reduced dramatically as larger school units have been
created. Also, the strategies to achieve this end have been modified
as conditions shifted within the states. Moreover, in recent years
much of the action has centered on the problems of school governance in
metropolitan areas. Convolutions of regional units and decentralization
plans have been offered as solutions in some cases.

Moves to reorgtnize school districts have been resisted in almost
every state. Legislative strategies and local resistance techniques have
been employed effectively in many instances. A description of the accu-
mulated experience in all of the states would make a big book but one
without a conclusion. This is so because there is no one best answer to
the problem. Also, school district reorganization is a process and not
a fact in the United States. The process will likely continue for many
decades.
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CHAPTER IV

LOCAL SCHOOL DISTRICTS

Analysis and Findings

Introduction

The reorganization of school districts into more acceptable units of
administration has been and still is a problem of considerable importance
in a majority of states. Although the need for such reorganization has
been a persistent one and has been recognized generally, little progress
has been made, except in a few areas, under the existing cumbersome methods
for effecting changes. A recent trend has been the enactment of a compre-
hensive law which places responsibility for the reorganization of school
districts on both state and local levels. While the enactment of a com-
prehensive measure to replace former procedures may be essential to a
successful program of school district reorganization, many factors within
the given state affect the progress of the redistrictin, program. Among
these factors, various items in the state school aid program are important
in determining success in redistricting. The findings presented in this
chapter are in response to the study purpose of investigating the relation-
ship of state school aids to local school district organization.

The evaluation of the prevailing financial factors in each of the sample
states as to their effect on school district reorganization is presented in
terms of responses to the following six questions

1. What types of incentive aids are associated with the greatest
amount of school district reorganization?

2. What factors in the state aid distribution plans retard school
district reorganization?

3. What legal provisions are associated with the greatest amount
of school district reorganization?

4. le what extent has school district reorganization reduced varia-
tioas in tax-paying ability and expenditure per pupil within states?

5. Has school district reorganization introduced greater stability
and equity into tax structures?

6. At what level of state support for education does the greatest
amount of school district reorganization take place?
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Additional findings related to intermediate and regional units are
reported in Chapter V. The response to the question "At what support levels
must incentive aids operate in order to yield the greatest amount of reor-
ganization activity?" is discussed in Chapter Six. Since a response to this
question required longitudinal date not available in the sample states the
explanation will be presented on the basis of political implications.

The information presented in this Chapter is organized in four major
sections; a description and explanation of the data base, findings relating
to Questions l-3, findings related to Questions 4-6, and a summary.

Data Base and Analytical Procedures

An initial survey of the forty-eight states described as being contiguous
was conducted for the purpose of determining a sample of states that would
reflect different types of legislative and fiscal programs. Contact people
in each state, designated as experts in the area of school finance and dis-
trict reorganization by their respective state Commissioners of Education,
were utilized to identify pertinent issues and 1,i gathering preliminary
information. Capitalizing on this information and the research done on
legislation pertaining to school district reorganization by the project staff,
a summary of legislation was developed for each of the forty -Fight states for
the period 1948-1968.

A questionnaire was developed asking specific questions of all of the
states regarding legislation pertaining to school district reorganization
so uniform information would be available on which to base a sample selection.
This questionnaire and the revised summaries were sent to the various state
contact men for further revisions and corrections, and in the case of the
questionnaire, for completion. The completed questionnaires and corrected
profiles were analyzed for basic information that could be utilized in select-
ing a sample of states for futher study.

The sixteen sample states represented a range of situations 141:ich could
have an impact on reorganization. The method of securing data in the sample
states centered around an interview that was conducted with each of the
contact people in the sample states. After a comprehensive review of all
of the original survey data a combination questionnaire/opinionnaire was
developed to serve as an interview format while visiting the sample states.
These interviews produced additional pertinent and relevant data that was
used as the basis for the analysis presented in the report of the findings.

Specific steps were followed in utilizing the information collected
through the survey questionnaire, interview questionnaire, opinionnaire,
and the legislative profiles that had been written. Tables were devel
where appropriate to present the data gathered by the questionnaires. 1 c

opinion type of information was utilized to help gain a better under:: A-
ing as to what the real impact of certain legislation and finance pre :ams
was in the mind of the state contact person. Using U.S. Office of Education
publications on school statistics and school finance, information provided
by the state contact people through the questionnaires and interviews, the
legislative summaries, and chronological data developed on financial features,
a longitudinal profile was developed for each of the sample states for the
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years 1948-68. These longitudinal profiles contain information on the per-
centage reduction in number of school districts over the period 1948-68
along with information on legislation and financial features pertaining to

school district reorganization. The profile was not developed to establish
a "cause and effect" relationship between the legislative variables and
reduction of school districts, but rather to graphically display the leg-
islation and finance features that were present in the various states during

times of reorganization activity.

Data for dcvelopment of criterion and predictor variables were obtained
from state department of education reports. The primary source of data was
the annual financial reports for the respective sample states. However, in
most cases additional information was obtained by requesting specific supple-
mental reports. During the interview visits to each state department of
education,questions were resolved regarding interpretation of information in

published reports. In those sample states where information pertinent to the
study was not available in printed reports follow-up visits were completed for
the purpose of gathering data from local school district financial reports
filed in the department of education. The basic data were compiled in a

standard format and state profiles prepared. A complete listing of the resul-
tant descriptive statistics is included in Tables 1-40 in Appendix E of this
report.

Treatment of basic data was accomplished through use of computer facili-
ties and procedures available at the University of Minnesota and the College
of St. Thomas in St. Paul. The CDC 160-A and 6600 computers and UMST 500 and
Program Regram processing techniques were supplemented with several trans-
itional Fortran programs to facilitate the computations associated with
regression analysis.

Findings - Questions 1-3

Question 1 - WHAT TYPES OF INCENTIVE AIDS ARE ASSOCIATED WITH THE
GREATEST AMOUNT OF SCHOOL DISTRICT REORGANIZATION?

Question 2 - WHAT FACTORS IN THE STATE AID DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
RETARD SCHOOL DISTRICT REORGANIZATION?

Question 3 - WHAT LEGAL PROVISIONS ARE ASSOCIATED WITH THE GREATEST
AMOUNT OF SCHOOL DISTRICT REORGANIZATION?

The findings for these questions were developed in narrative forms by
incorporating all three of them into a single mode of inquiry. Instead of

eliminating the information that shows basic differences in how legislation
and finance features encourage or discourage reorganization, an attempt has
been made to integrate the information so meaningful comparisons can be made.
The analysis includes specific reference to professional and personnel regula-
tions; building aid and bonded indebtedness; special fiscal programs; foundation
aid programs; federal legislation and court decisions; and basic legislation.
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1. Professional and Personnel Regulations

There are three basic areas of concern within this category: retirement,
certification, and tenure.

In regard to retirement, it was reported in ten states that all of the
newly employeil school teachers in the state were covered by the same program.
Nine out of the ten "Yes" respondents indicated that this factor had no
effect or school district reorganization in their state. Only one, Colorado,
indicatec that this situation might be thought of as encouraging reorganiza-
tion by eliminating just one more problem that needed to be worked out in
effectin3 a merger. In six states it was reported that all newly employed
school teachers in the state were not covered by the same retirement law.
In each of these instances, the exceptions to the state wide retirement
program were the largest metropolitan units in the state. (i.e. California -
Los Angoles, San Francisco, Colorado - Denver, Iowa - Des Moines, Sioux City,
Cedar Rapids, Michigan - Detroit, Minnesota - Duluth, Minneapolis, St. Paul,
Oregon - Portland, Wisconsin - Milwaukee). In response to the question as
to whether or not this situation had any effect on school district reorganiza-
tion, all six state responses were "No Effect". It is interesting to speculate
on what response might have been received if the respondents having separate
retirement programs in their states, had been asked what effect they thought
their state's retirement laws would have on reorganization of school districts
involving these larger metropolitan areas. As reorganization of school dis-
tricts is generally considered a rural phenomenon, it is conceivable that
little consideration was given tc how the difference in retirement laws might
affect a reorganization of an urban and suburban metropolitan area. For
example: both Los Angeles and San Francisco city school district retirement
programs allow no credit for any service outside of their respective school
districts. What complications does this present for consolidation with a
neighboring school district? Another example would be a situation such as
exists in Minnesota where there has been a larger dollar amount invested for
each teacher in the Minneapolis school district retirement program than that
invested for each teacher in the suburban areas in the state retirement program.
In terms of a metropolitan reorganization involving Minneapolis and one of its
neighboring school districts, how would this discrepancy be accounted for?
It is possible that problems such as these could exist that would hinder
reorganization activity and were not considered by the respondents.

In only three of the sample states was it indicated that state tenure
laws were not the same for all districts in the state and in each instance,
the respondent indicated that this fact had No Effect" on reorganization.
rl Minnesota state-wide tenure exists, but provisions applicable to the
first-class cities, Duluth, Minneapolis, and St. Paul, differ from those
that apply to other areas in the state. (e.g. In these first class cities
tenure is granted after three probationary years and re-employment for a
fourth year, while in areas outside the first class cities, tenure is granted
after a two year probationary period for the first two consecutive years of
a teacher's first teaching experience in a single district; thereafter only
one year probation is required in another school district). In Oregon, tenure
provisions are not state-wide in scope. Tenure statutes only apply in dis-
tricts with average daily membership exceeding 4,500, in districts where
tenure was in effect on August 24, 1965, and in any district following
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the date on which it is merged into or consolidated with a tenure district.
In Wisconsin, the third state responding in the negative, tenure previsions
are limited to the county and city of Milwaukee, and the state teachers
colleges. Nontenure areas are governed by a state-wide continuing contract
law of the Spring notification type which require by April l written notice
of renewal or non-renewal of contract for the next school year.

The responses indicate two states having no tenure laws whatsoever;
Mississippi and New Hampshire. New Hampshire does have a fair dismissal
law setting up a guaranteed procedure for terminating a teacher's contract.

In eleven of the sixteen states it was reported that there was a uniform
tenure or continuing contract law present. Eight of the eleven affirmative
responses also indicated that the existence of a state-wide tenure law had

"No Effect" on reorganization. The other three affirmative responses,
(Colorado, Indiana, Pennsylvania) indicated that the uniform tenure law
actually encouraged reorganization. The reason given for encouraging school
district reorganization was that.the law protected the tenure of teachers
from component districts forming the reorganized district.

All sixteen states presently have uniform teacher certification laws.
In two of the states, Colorado and Iowa, it was felt that this was a factor
that encouraged school district reorganization. The other fourteen responses
indicated that this factor had No Effect". Minnesota, in which uniform
certification just recently became a reality, has a regulation eliminating
teaching permits on less than a college degree. According to the Minnesota
respondent, a 1969 law abolishing life certificates will encourage the dis-
appearance of one-room schools and that prior certification laws have had
little or no impact on school district reorganization.

2. Building Aid-Bonded Indebtedness

For every sample state there was reported a provision where the bonded
indebtedness of a former district may be assumed by the newly formed dis-
trict. These provisions take many variations in form and are reported to
have a different type of impact depending on the content of the provision.
The responses from five states indicated that the bonded indebtedness feature
encouraged school district reorganization. Only two responses indicated that
the feature discouraged reorganization while seven states have a bonded indebt-
edness feature judged as having "No Effect". One state, Michigan, has a pro-
vision that has been judged to both encourage and discourage reorganization.

The Michigan provision has both encouraged and discouraged reorganization
depending on the circumstances of the individual case. The respondent indicated

that sometimes the law confuses the issue. Basically the law has three com-

ponents: (1) If any district becomes part of a consolidated district and has
a bonded indebtedness at the time of consolidation, the identity of such a
district shall not be lost by virtue of such consolidation and its territory
shall remain as an assessing unit for purpose of such bonded indebtedness until
such indebtedness has been retired on the outstanding bonds refunded by the
consolidated district; (2) Any time after three years following the consolida-
tion the consolidated district may assume the bonded indebtedness of an original
district, spreading the tax levy for retirement uniformly over the entire con-
solidated district. An election is needed before this is done; and (3) The
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indebtedness feature also provides for petition requesting a simultaneous
election on (a) consolidation, (b) increase in constitutional debt limits,
and (c) assumption of outstanding bonded indebtedness. The consolidation
fails, even though enough votes were cast to pass it if propositions (b)
and (c) do not also pass,

An analysis of the provisiols in the two states where the bonded indebted-
ness feature discourages reorganization, Minnesota and Mississippi, shows that
the mandatory assumption of debt by the newly formed district of all of the
former component districts has resulted in a reluctance on the part of dis-
tricts with less debt to share the burden of districts with greater debt,
especially if there is a large debt involved.

An analysis of those five states where it was reported that the bonded
indebtedness feature encouraged school district reorganization shows that
each of these states has a feature encouraging reorganization that is diff-
erent from the others. Colorado has a provision providing for voluntary
assumption of bonded indebtedness by the newly created district which appears
to be similar in some ways to Michigan law. At the time of the reorganization
election the county planning committee can place on the same ballot the ques-
tion of assuming the existing bonded debt of the component districts. The
issue does not have to be presented in this manner. The reorganization com-
mittee has the option of leaving the assumption of outstanding debt off the
ballot. If the reorganization is effected, the area of the old district
must pay off its indebtedness by taxes levied by the newly elected school
board. The new board, by a majority vote, can place the matter of debt
assumption before the voters at any later regular biennial school election
held for the purpose of electing school directors for the district. A major-
ity of the persons voting on the proposed issue for the assumption of the
bonded indebtedness cause it to be passed.

The state of Maine has a provision (Title 20, Chapter 9) whereby two
municipalities reorganizing into one school district become eligible for
state assistance on debt retirement. This assistance, which ranges from
187 - 66% depending on the district's tax base, can be received on debt
incurred on all buildings constructed since 1957. In no place was it
reported that the state was willing to completely assume the outstanding
debt of the reorganizing districts. It is submitted that a provision of
this nature would greatly stimulate reorganization activity.

New Hampshire has a bonded indebtedness feature encouraging the forma-
tion of cooperative districts as described in the section on basic legislation
(N.H.S. 195:6), The cooperative school district assumes those outstanding
debts and obligations of the local school district which pertain to the property
acquired by the cooperative school district for use by the cooperative district,
The cooperative district also assumes all assets and property of the local dis-
tricts.

Pennsylvania changed its provision for the assumption of bonded indebted-
ness during the years of this study. Before September 12, 1961 all real and
personal property, indebtedness, and rental obligations of former districts
became the property, indebtedness, and rental obligation of the newly established
district, The respondent indicated that this was changed in 1961 to provide that
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all obligations of any component former district as evidenced by funding
bonds was to continue as an obligation of the taxable property within the
former component school district. This was considered to encourage reor-

ganization in Pennsylvania.

In South Carolina a special situation exists. There a provision
involving the mandatory assumption of all liabilities, including bonded
debt, has encouraged school district reorganization. This is discussed
to a greater extent later in this section in conjunction with the passage
of incentive aids for school buildings.

All of the states in which the bonded indebtedness was judged to
encourage school district reorganization either adopted or revised the
features of the provision during the twenty years of this study. Six of
the seven states having a feature providing for the assumption of bonded
indebtedness but where the respondent judged it to have "No Effect",
adopted the feature before 1948. Only one, Indiana, made a revision in
the law during the twenty years of the study and this revision dealt with
detached territory for which the bonded indebtedness was distributed over
the territory involved on a ratio basis. The state of Oregon also has a
provision for the assumption of bonded debt. The reason for the respondent
indicating that the provision had "No Effect" was predicated on the fact that
it was part of the School District Reorganization Act passed in 1957. The

feature did not have a singular impact for it was part of the legislative
package whereby the county reorganization committee determined the value and
amount of all school property and all bonded and other indebtedness of all
school districts affected by the comprehensive reorganization plan and then
determined an equitable adjustment of all property, assets, debts and
liabilities of each such school district.

Provisions in the state granting special state aid on principal or
interest incurred for the debt from school building construction resulting
from school district reorganization were generally judged to encourage reor-
ganization. Of the eight states in which the feature is present, it was
reported that the provision was encouraging reorganization in six. In none

of the eight states was it reported to discourage reorganization and in the
two states where it was reported to have "No Effect", special circumstances
existed. In California, for example, school building aid is available for
all school districts in the state and not just reorganized districts. In

fact, at one time this had a discouraging effect on unification because of
the delays caused the reorganized districts in arranging for tha aid. When
this was corrected it no longer hindered reorganization but at the same time,
it can be judged to have no more than a neutral effect. Pennsylvania, another

state providing aid for school building in reorganized districts where the
provision was judged to have no effect, has yet another situation. The build-

ing aid was part of 1963 legislation providing for consolidating and organiz-
ing to provide for vocational-technical education. Although it has served to
aid building construction in newly formed vocational-technical districts, it
has had little effect on the eighty percent reduction in number of school
districts since 1948.
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Although Indiana has two provisions that aid school building construction
in its state finance program that were judged to encourage reorganization, it
was emphasized that the provisions only indirectly apply. The two, a property
tax relief fund to be used principally for debt service and school building,
and the other, a Veterans Memorial school construction fund, are available to
all school districts In the state and like California, not just the districts
that have reorganized. These funds indirectly encourage school district
reorganization because they are potentially available to newly formed dis-
tricts meeting the criteria necessary to qualify for receiving them.

The other five states in which aid was present, have features in their
program that ditectly encourage reorganization. Maine is an excellent example.
In 1957 legislation was passed to encourage the formation of large school
districts by providing state aid for school construction, school debts, and

Maine School Building Authority leases assumed by the district. Any adminis-
trative unit having over 500 pupils in grades 9-12 can qualify for the aid.
The percentage of aid is based on average per pupil valuation and varies
from 187. - 667,.

Mississippi legislation involves both permissive and mandatory features.
The building aid feature was first made a provision of the state's legislative
program as part of the 1953 reorganization act which was basically mandatory
in nature. It was an attempt to combine the "carrot and stick" approach in
one package. A state level Education Finance Commission was established in
charge of the money available for school construction. This commission
established criteria newly reorganized school districts had to meet in order
to receive building aid. If the criteria were not met, money was not made
available. The fact that building aid was made available under this condition
helped take the sting cut of thz more mandatory features of the legislation
and had a major impact on how the reorganization plans were structured, espec-
ially in regard to the location of schools within the district.

It was reported in the information received from New Hampshire, that 1955
legislation providing state building aid for those cooperating districts formed
from two or more districts from two or more towns, has encouraged reorganization
of this type. The only limitation seems to be the small amount of money made
available under this provision. It was also indicated that the building aid
at this time is for debt service and would probably be of more value if this was
changed, perhaps to some type of equalization aid.

An analysis of the information collected from New York revealed that this
state has one of the stronger building aid incentive features and it was judged
to have definitely encouraged school district reorganization. Although the
state has had building aids of one kind or another since the 1920's, the 1956
legislation set forth a new enactment that related to the apportionment of
public monies to central school districts, especially the building quotas. Any
central ':.?trict which was organized was to receive an apportionment to be known
as a bulidini; quota. Ceiling costs are calculated on the basis of pupil enroll-
ment any this has resulted in a substantial incentive. Adjustments are provided
for trends in school population and the paying off of previous bonded indebtedness.
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As mentioned earlier in this section, South Carolina has legislative
features calling for mandatory assvmption of bonded indebtedness by a newly
created district of the debt of the former component district. This feature
was part of a package of legislation enacted in 1952 which also encouraged
reorganization by providing school districts with funds from a 37. sales tax
for school construction. At the time of this enactment the Educational
Finance Commission was established to handle the building and transportation
program with the mandate to encourage the consolidation of school districts
so far as practical. In order to assist school districts in financing
needed capital improvements, the General Assembly annually allocates to the
Board a sum equivalent to twenty-five dollars multiplied by the number of

l pupils e,rolled in grades one through twelve of the public schools during
the school year next preceeding the year for which the allocation is made,
provided, that the amount allocated for the fiscal year 1969-20 and each
year thereafter shall be computed at the rate of thirty dollars per pupil;
provided, further, that for no year shall the amount allocated he less than
the total sum required to meet principal and interest payments becoming due
in that fiscal year in state school bonds.

Of the eight states where it was reported that there was no provision
in the state finance program providing aid for school building construction,
it was indicated in two that the absence of such a provision served to dis-
courage reorganisation. Responses from both Michigan and Wisconsin indicated
that the addition of this type of finat,ciat incentive would stimulate reor-
ganization activity.

3. Special Fiscal Programs

Special purpose aids are those aids approved by laws which indicate the
exact purpose for Which money shall be expended by local boards of education
or for which the money is provided. In some instances statutes have been
enacted by state legislatures for the expressed purpose of encouraging school
district reorganisation. At other times, legislation has been enacted provid-
ing special aids that have indirectly had an impact on school district reor-
ganization. Quite often these aids having an indirect influence on reorganiza-
tion have served to hinder or impede the process. This section describes how
special fiscal programa have served to both entourage and discourage school
district reorganisation. Sir types of special aids are considered: tuition,

special education, distressed district aid, small district penalty, financial
premium and transportation.

Tuition Payments: Six of the sample states have no provision providing state
tuition payment for non - resident pupils. Of the ten states hnirg such a
provision, respondents in seven of these indicated that the provision actually
discoutsges the reorganization of school districts to a certain extent. In

two of the states it was indicated that having this provision had no effect and
in one of the states no opinion vas given. In no instance did the response
from a state having such a special aid, indicate that it in any vay encouraged
reotganization. In certain ways the aid is a paradox. As it was indicated on
one response, "This type of aid discourages reorganization in some instances
but nevertheless is s ptattical necessity tot some districts."
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Four of the seven states, Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota, and Oregon, have
a provision for state tuition reimbursement to districts sending their pupils
to school in other districts. Maine has a more complicated feature paying
school districts aid on the basis of tuition lost. The New Hampshire pro-
vision pays tuition costs for only special education and vocational education
in other districts and although the impact was judged to be minimal, it never-
theless was considered to be discouraging. Nebraska's tuition for nonresident
pupils is derived from county funds and has especially discouraged the reor-
ganization of secondary school districts.

California and Indiana were the two states having a tuition payment
feature but where it was reported to have no effect. In California tuition
agreements are contracted for on a local level, usually between elementary
and high school districts maintaining a junior high school. The reason
given for the lack of impact on reorganization was the fact that there are
so few of these agreements. Indiana has a tuition factor built into the
state's regular school support program where aid is extended for capital
outlay expenses. Whereas both resident and nonresident students are used
in determining the amount of aid, the respondent indicated that the tuition
factor itself was somewhat neutralized in its impact.

Special Education Aid: It was reported in all sixteen states that state aid
was available to local school districts for special education purposes. The
responses from thirteen of these states, indicated that this specific type
of aid had no impact on school district reorganization. The need for special
education services is so generally accepted, that the distribution of such
aid is usually state-wide and nondiscriminatory. As a result, it seems to
have little relevance for discussion on school district reorganization. In

one state, New York, the special education aid feature was judged to die
courage reorganization primarily because of the way it Is distributed. The
money is distributed to the bOCES (Board of Cooperative Educational Services)
units which in turn provide services for the small school districts thereby
establishing just one more service that the small district can receive with-
out having to reorganite into a large district. In South Carolina, statewide
aid for special education was conceived of as encouraging reorganization. The
t2ason given for this was that it created an awareness to the mind of the people
living in small districts that they simply could not provide many of the nec-
essary education services needed.

Distressed District Aids Data collected revealed that nine states have special
aid assistance for financially distressed districts. Of the seven states having
no such feature, the respondents indicated that its absence had no effect on
school district reorganization. Michigan was the only one of the nine states
reporting the presence of the aid that said the Aid discouraged reorganization.
In this state the respondent indicated that the aid formula provides financial
Assistance to districts that should probably be reorganising but are able to
exist independently with distressed aid.

sour states, California, Colorado, Indiana, and Maine have distressed aid
programs where it is reported that they have no effect on reorganization.
California's program is designed for emergencies and provides aid to exttemely
poor districts. they are often large districts with a low tax base. In Col-
orado distressed district aid cores out of contingency reserve funds and is
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considered to be neutral in impact. Indiana schools can receive distressed
district aid as a grant only if they can prove extreme financial hardship.
In this state it is reported that this has no real relationship to the
reorganization question. In ;Dine the program is designed to aid municipal-
ities with low borrowing power and serves as a hardship grant for school
building. Only indirectly is it related to reorganization.

It is interesting to note that distressed district aid was actually
considered to encourage school district reorganization in four of the states.
Distressed districts in Minnesota are eligible for emergency aid. It was
indicated that the aid has been used to aid viable districts that are in
temporary financial problems. In New York, a district must have a minimum
of 2,000 pupils and a maximum tax rate to qualify for distressed aid. Upon
qualification, a distressed district can receive $3 in state aid for every

$1 raised locally. The respondent in Pennsylvania indicated that this type
of finance feature has encouraged school district reorganization in that
state as districts are able to merge because it helps eliminate debts which
other districts would be reluctant to absorb. Although the feature was
eliminated in 1969, the Wisconsin respondent indicated that the provision
in that state indirectly encouraged reorganization. A stipulation for
receiving distressed district aid which insisted that the districts maintain
a minimum mill levy before they would be eligible, has tended to encourage
mergers.

Financial Premium: Only five of the sample 1.tatcs have a supplerenttl aid
designed to specifically provide bonus money to a reorganized district. One
of these, California, has a feature that 11,31 tended to both encourage and
discourage reorganisation. In three states (Maine, New HImpshire, and New
York) the bonus feature has proven to be a real stimulus in the reorganization
area. Pennsylvania has a bonus aid feature that tends to have a neutral effect.
In eleven states where it was reported that a bonus feature is not a part of
the aid program, responses indicated that it had no effect. Wisconsin was the
only exception to this. Although the state has no bonus aid feature, the
Indication is that its absence discourages reorganization.

In California any favorable vote on a proposed unified district provides
an increase in foundation program monies of up to $20.00 for every student at
the elementary and secondary level. If the newly unified district is on basic
aid it receives none of this $20. If the new district is on equalisation Aid
it will get all or part of the $20.00 depending on a wealth factor. Each
elementary district voting favorable on unification is entitled to $20 increase
in foundation program even it the issue fails in the total area. Of course,
this encourages reorganization. On the other hand,this must be revoted every
four years - locally sore often it desired. the is a probability of losing
the $20.00 in the second election. this uncertainty of whether or not this
money will be available has made it difficult to plan long-range programs
and has bale some people reluctant to reorganire under the uncertain con-
ditions. It vas also reported that the $20.00 figure is no lonher large enough
and to bm truly effective, must be raised. So it is, that this bonus has a
tendency to loth encourage sod discourage teorganiaation.
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As with the building aid feature discussed previously, the state of
Pennsylvania has a sup;,lemental aid feature as part of a program designed
to encourage organization for vocational-technical education. It sets fortt
a state reimbursement to every school district of no less than $75.00 for
every resident pupil in an area vocational school. This too, has had little
overall effect on the total reorganization process.

In addition to the 1957 legislation which provided incentive building
aid for reorganized school districts, the legislature in :iaine enacted a
provision providing for supplemental aid to those same districts. The enact-
ment provided that when administrative districts are reorganized, the state
subsidy paid annually to each district shall be supplemented by an additional
107: of that amount. These funds are suspended unless the district provides
a kindergarten through 12 program with at least one secondary facility.

In New Hampshire the 1963 legislature provided incentive aid which
encouraged districts to undertake the obligations of a cooperative district.
The state board pays annually to each cooperative school district sums based
on average daily membership in the preceeding year in accordance with the
following schedule: for each pupil from a pre-existing district who attends
a cooperative school located in another pre-existing district, in a coopera-
tive elementary school, $45; in a cooperative junior high school or equivalent
program, $60; and in a cooperative highsehool, $75.

Questionnaire and interview information from New York indicates the state's
supplemental aid program for reorganization has strongly encouraged the process.
In addition to the building aid incentive previously discussed, enlarged city
school districts were encouraged by both the 1952 and 1956 legislatures. fn

1952 all approved districts resulting from consolidation received an annual
apportionment of money in addition to that amount due to the separate districts
before reorganization took place. In 1956 the bonus amount was increased by
devising formulas based upon greatly increased full valuation of property.
This encouraged reorganization but still set minimum standards by which the
districts had to qualifty.

Transportation Aid: Although transportation aid is being considered here as
a special financial program, it is not tr.common to find this aid as part of
the basic foundation program. New Hampshire Is the only one of the sixteen
sample states that does not provide transportation aid. Certainly the size
of the state is a factor in this aid's absence in Nev Hampshire and by this
absence spew to have no effect on school district reorganization. The other
fifteen states all have some type of program providing funds for transports-

It via reported that in nine of these states transportation aid his
definitely encouraged reorganization, in five states it has hid no effect,
and in one of these states it actually had a hindering effect.

It vas Indiana ttere this aid vas reported present but having a discourage
ing effect on reorganization. Due to a procedure which utilizes a sparsity and
wealth factor in the formula for determining the amount of aid some reorganized
school districts receive his stoney for transportation than the total that the
pre-existing districts would have received independently. Although it seems
that this has not been a major hinderance to reorganization, it was regarded
as a factor.
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California, Mississippi, Nebraska, Oregon, and Utah were the five states
having a transportation aid program hiving no effect on reorganization. In

California transportation aid i4 based on the wealth of a district and only
slightly favors unified districts. In Mississippi transportation aid is part
of the foundation aid program and its method of distribution results in a
neutral impact on reorganization. Nebraska did not have a transportation aid
until 190 and it is simply too early to evaluate its 1-pact. In Oregon the
state pays about 54 percent of all approved hor-c-to-school costs. As it is
the same for All of the districts it Is considered neutral in effec on reor-
ganization. Utah, of course, has had no reorganization activity at all.

Generally. the data reveals that the respondent:- in the nine states
where transportation aid is considered an inccAive to school district
reorganization believe that the fact alone that aid is provided to transport
students to schools farther away from 'home" with ilinirom cost to parents and
to the local school district is reason enough to encourage reorganization.
Transportation at doing Just this thing has traditioaally been considered
one of the most consistent incentive aids for school district reorganization.
The literature also reveals that transportation aid has been one of the aids
in existence for the longest period of time (for example, twelve of our
sample states had transportation aid beiore 1950). This aid seers to be
especially effective in situations where it provides a high percentage of the
tests or were it is specifically designed to encourage certain types of rcor-
ganizot.un. in Maine, for example, where the thruSt is to encourage reorgan-
ization around municipal areas, district schools had to pay transpertption
costs but municipal schools did not. Colorado and Michigan can serve as
exatples where a high percentage support level has had a strong encouraging
influence on reorganization. The program in Colorado ,rovides for the state
to pay up to 70 percent of the aCtual cost. In Aichigan the state pays up
to 75 percent of the actual cost with a $200 maximum per pupil.

4. Foundation Aid Pre rams

All of the sample states have a basic foundation oid program which provides
certain minimum amounts of state monies to Iota) school districts for the support
of public schools. It is extremely important to note that foundation aid pro-
grams differ dramatically from state to state not only in terms of the features
in the different programs, but also in terms of the actual dollars being spent
by the states to fund these programs.

This discussion does not attempt to analyse and critique the Various fea-
tures of the sample States' foundation programs. tt fetuses specifically on
those features that appear to have en influence on school district reorganiza-
tion, either of a positive or negative nature. To provide this analysis,
different features have been categorised in the following manner: No Loss
Clause, Minieum Program Standards, Sparaity-Density Factor, Per:tilts Rased on
Sire or Class, and Related Financial Factors.

k9 'Ms Clause: helically a "No tots Clause" in the foundation program refers
to a built in provision guarding Against a nevi,' formed school district receiv-
ing less money to foundation aid than the total amount of money that the individual
districts would have received if they would have remained independent. In tome
states "re loss" features ate vcifitally built into the program. in others,
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no loss in aid is an ex post facto occurence that is as much a result of
accident as of good planning.

Eight of the sample states do not have a "No Loss" feature. In these
eight states, the responses also indicated that the absence of the "No Loss"
feature has no effect on school district reorganization. With the exception
of Colorado, the data collected does not reveal if in fact, reorganized dis-
tricts in these states run the danger of receiving less state aid.

Seven of the sample states are reported as having a "No Loss" feature
that has had an encouraging effect on reorganization. One state, Wisconsin,
also has the feature but in this state it is judged to have a diocouraging
effect. The reason given is quite revealing as to the side-effects of many
state financial features. It seems that in Wisconsin the "No Loss" feature
has encouraged roclo poor reorganization moves where a small district Joins
with another small district to form still too small a district. As a result,
educational leaders have hesitated to encourage reorganization where it appears
that this type of activity will take place.

The "No Loss' feature is similar In the seven states where it is con-
sidered to encourage reorganization. There are same slight variations among
the states such as Indiana's provision which states that the newly formed
district is to receive no less aid for one year than the total that the pre-
existing districts would have received. In Maine, the "No Loss" feature is
tied in with that state's bonus aid feature of 10 percent additional aid which
was discussed previously. In Michigan a rather unique situation exists for the
"No Loss" law has been suspended due to court action. It was in existence for
the years 1964-66. During this time aid was paid separately each year to the
tune of some $1.? million and was considered to strongly encourage reorganiza-
tion. Mississippi laws have a feature built into the foundation formula which
is based on the transfer into the new district of students in average daily
attendance that prevents in any possible way loss of aid for that new district.
In New Nampshire the "No Loss" feature provision is referred to as the "Save-
Harmless" clause and is part of that state's general aid program. It guarantees
a minimum aid ratio of 35 percent for newly constputet districts. the Penn-
sylvania "No Loss" feature is built into the foundation program and is considered
to have strong impact on reorganization.

Minimum Program Stard'rds: It was reported in twelve states that minimum pro
Stara standards of one kind or another were necessary to receive state foundation
aid. What is the most important thing to note is that this feature was con-
sidered to have no effect in eight of those twelve states. this fact, taken
with the fact that the feature is not even present to the other four states
sampled, leads one to believe that minimum program standards have had little
irpact On school district reorganisation.

California has a feature which financially penalizes districts it a certain
pupil teacher ratio is exceeded. these is *114 A requirement that all teachers
hold a state approved certificate, this has net been considered to be effective
in terms of reotganitation due to enforcement procedures and the amount of money
involved. In Indiana, the minimum profits* standards relate to the payment of
foundation aids that are not considerej to be related to the reorganisation
question. to receive state equalization aid money in lova the district must be
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approved by the State Department of Public Instruction and maintain a K-12

program. Even so, this feature was considered to have little effect on the

question of reorganization. Response from Iowa indicates that this feature
has encouraged spending but not reorganization. In Mississippi there is an
ingredient built into the foundation program whereby the training level of
teachers in a district helps to determine the minimum aid they receive but
again, this is viewed to have no impact on reorganization. New Hampshire
districts must maintain approved schools in order to receive foundation aid.
In theory this looks fine, but in reality is seldom enforced. In New York
minimum standards are published but aid is generally not withheld. One of

the New York respondents indicated that "the kids are handicapped enough"
and that the attitude in New York is that state foundation aids should not

be punitive. The response from Minnesota, one of the states not having

this feature, also echoed this sentiment. it was reported that the state of

Oregon has a provision where aid can be withheld if districts are below
standard. If a district has been ,fudged to be non - standard it must present

a plan remedying the ills. In reality, no districts are deprived of money.
A certain commonality seems to exist in those states having minimum program
standards but where the feature is considered to have little or no effect.
It is the agreement among respondents that the penalties implicit in the
feature which would result in less school aid to districts not meeting minimum
standards are seldom, if ever, enforced. This is due to either a reluctance
on the part of state officials to penalize already disadvantaged districts, or
procedures written into the minimum program feature which allow sub-standard
districts to circumvent the imposed regulation.

In the four states where the responses indicated the presence of minimum
program standards that were actually enforced, the feature was considered to

entourage reorganization. In Colorado state aid is discontinued to school
districts operating less than a 12 year program. In South Carolina foundation

aid goes to only accredited schools. Teacher certification standards are a

basic part of this state's program. Wisconsin state support provides greater
funding to school districts operating grades K-12 than it provides for Cnion
High School and K or 1-0 districts. Although minimum program standards are

not related to dollars spent in Nebraska, accreditation is denied sub-standard
districts and this vas interpreted to encourage reorganization.

SPateitY-Density Factor: the data collected indicates that only eight of the

sample states have provisions in their foundation program that specifically
contains a correction factor for sparsely or densely populated areas. In three

of the states with such a factor the indicatten is that it discourages sect-

sanitation. For example, California has a provision that provides 510 less
foundation program aid for districts under the County Service fund (elementary
districts of (ewes than 901, high school districts under )01, and unified dia.
trfcts under 1,501) because they get direct services from this County fund which

is state provided. Elementary districts of under 100 pupils get a little more
aid which does discourage teotganisation. In some instances the basic aid

provision peseits low local tax. this has also been judged as a deterrent to

seorganitation. the Iowa foundation program hat an equalisation aid feature
Which reimburses for 'vaulty, taracially for transportation. this provides

enough aid Which encourages the continuing existence of sou* small distticts.
A Few York provision tecalfing 1,500 kids PSXIMOM to festive sparsity aid was
coosidered to presetv, some ',mil districts in the state long OW the sited
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existed. New York also has a density factor which seems to prohibit reor-
ganization in the larger metropolitan areas of the state. Six of the
biggest cities, Albany, Rochester, Syracuse, Buffalo, Yonkers and New York
are not alloyed to join any Boards of Cooperative Educational Services because
of the density aid they receive.

The state of Pennsylvania now has a sparsity-density factor built into
its foundation program along with a numher of other factors. The presence
of this feature may either encourage or discourage reorganization. If reor-
ganization would result in a combination of factors increasing the aid ratio,
it encourages. If reorganization would result in a combination of factors
decreasing the ald ratio, it discourages.

A sparsity factor became a part of the Nebraska foundation program in
1967. There seems to be no way to evaluate the effects of the program at this
tine. Three state programs were considered to have a sparsity factor with
little impact on reorganization. Colorado has a provision providing isolated,
small attendance areas with aid money. Due to the special circumstances under
which these districts receive aid, it has little impact on reorganization.
Sparsity is a factor in the formula for determining transportation aid in
Misaissippi and was not considered pertinent to the question of reorganisation.
In Oregon the sparsity factor is literally non-operative. The dollar amounts
in the program have not been updated and the small schools can get more money
under the regular foundation aid form.la. It really has not distributed enough
money in any way to have any impact on reorganization.

Aes,efits Based on Size or Class: in not one of the states sampled dots there
presently exist a provision k:vsigned to financially penalize or punish in some
way districts not meeting some minimum site standards. Differences in aid
payments do exist to a limited extent for different sizes or classes of dis-
tricts, but no state specifically goes about the process of adopting measures
punitive to small districts. The approaches utilized to discriminate among
different size or class of district in the few states where such an attempt
exists, are more subtle. Nevertheless, in the three states employing a formula
using size or class of A district as an ingredient, it is repotted to discourage
rather than encourage reorganisation.

In Iowa a minimum site of )00 pupils before a district is confronted with
losing aid is considered too low and has actually encouraged small districts
to continue in existence. the response from Minnesota indicates that although
this state has a provision that suspends aid for certain small distr'cts, It
has been neutralised by a companion provision which has made It nearly impossible
to suspend aid since repeated warnings are required as well as time is given to
correct any violations. This has been used by districts who have been told
their school was too small, to keep operating year after year In the face of
repeated warnings. foundation aid in South Carolina Is adjusted on the basis
of a sliding scale which penalizes small distticts to a certain extent, but
still pays them enough aid to discourage reorganitation.

In Indiana minimum site of 1,000 pupils has been set for reorganization
purposes but does not enter into the foundation aid prostate.
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Again, this section points cut the reluctance on the part of the various
states sampled to utilize punitive measures to force school district reor-
ganization. Where punitive measures are present, ways of circumventing the
provisions exist or the reduction in aid is so small that it has little impact
on reorganization.

Related Financial Factors: In the questionnaire responses and also during
the interviews, information was received that does not specifically break
down into the exact categories which have been discussed so far in this
chapter. The data analyzed in thts section are of a more miscellaneous
nature. 4lthough treated in this manner, the reader should be aware that
this information has been cited by the respondents in the sample states
because of its real or potential impact on school district reorganization.

In the spring of 1969 a law was enacted in Minnesota stating that equal-
ization aid is no longer available to districts maintaining only ungraded
schools. Such districts are limited to a minimum flat grant amount per pupil.
Until this provision was inserted, districts were really not discouraged from
operating one room schools. A tax advantage existed in such districts because
of the liberal program aid.

As previously discussed in this chapter In the section on legislation
pretaining to reorganization, Pennsylvania had a law which was enacted in
1949 that classified districts by population and then paid supplemental aid
on the basis of classification size. It also encouraged reorganitation by
paying additioal amounts when different mergers, unions, or jointures took
place. This %as repealed effective June 10, 1968. The reason oven for its
repeal was that it had encouraged school district reorganisation as rich as
it could In its existing form. Up until 1968, when the legislation had
accomplished its purpose, Pennsylvania appears to have had one of the better
incentive features for encouraging reorganization into larger school districts.

One general feature in the foundation aid plan in California which d!s-
courages reorganization Is that wealthy districts still are eligible for a
fait amount of basic aid. As they are then able to operate on a lover tax
rate in many instances, they are reluctant to reorganise with other districts
if this privileged position Is jeopardized.

The interview in Indiana revealed that this state has what is referred to
as a "Transfer Policy" which has made it possible for non-operating districts
to receive transportation and tuition aid when contracting for services with
operating districts. In one sense it was considered to have encouraged reor-
ganization for when the 1939 legislation was passed providing for the big
reorganization push in that state, it was easier for some of these cooperating
districts to get together. On the other hand, these non-operating districts
enjoyed a lower tax base which had s tendency to discourage reorganleation.
Today, so few districts are involved that this feature has no effect.

The Michigan respondent indicated that expenses Involved in providing
for vocational education programs have promoted reorganization of small
districts in that state.

Finally, In Mississippi there is a built In incentive grant in the formula
for determining equalization *Ids. Because of reorganization, if local effort
is increased more state aid is given on a graduated basis.
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5. Federal Legislation and Court Decisions

An affirmative answer to the question "Had any federal legislation or court
decision had any influence on school district reorganization?" was received in
only five states and in three of these (California, Mississippi, and South Carol-
ina) fedetal court action or legislation pertaining to integration was given as
the influencing factor. Among the ways in which court action or legislation per-
taining to integration has influenced reorganization, the three observations
which follow are reported:

1. The timing of reorganization itself has been affected. In certain instances
reorganization was encouraged as states have been forced to comply with legal
regulations and restrictions within get time limits. In a few instances this
type of federal action has discouraged reorganization as people have been
reluctant to submit to changes in school district structure which would
result in differences of a pronounced nature in the racial, social, or eco-
nomic composition of their school district;

2. The second major influence seems to be in the restructuring of school dis-
trict boundaries. In order to provide equal educational opportunity for
pupils of all races, certain states have had to restructure their district
boundary lines. This has generally discouraged reorganization and has been
accomplished to a certain degree by mandatory features;

3. Another influence of integration legislation and court action has been on the
placing of school buildings within the districts. In an attempt, to avoid
the restructuring of district boundary lines in certain areas, new school
buildings were built in poor, racially imbslanced sections of the district
thereby establishing a rationale for gerrymandering of boundary lines to
exclude these sections of a district from newly proposed, mote racially
balanced districts.

Only one other type of way in which federal legislation has influenced reor-
ganization vas reported in the questionnaire responses. In Michigan the answer
indicated that federal and state programa requiring cooperation between districts
have laid the groundwork for liter consolidation. Some interview responses indi-
cated the sate thing was true in other states. Pennsylvania had significant state
supreme court action which upheld the state's school district reorganisation law
as constitutional.

6 Interstate School Districts

The concern for quality education in a few states has led the legislatures
to forget their insularism and to look to means of co-operating with other states
even across international boundaries. The states of Vermont, Nev Hampshire and
Maine have passed legislation Wattling the formation Of interstate school dis-
tricts. the actual setting up of the district requite' congressional approval
and so fat Vermont and New Hampshire have One district operating.

In sparsely populated regions close to the Canadian border arrangements have
been sad* with provincial governnents for School age children to cross the border
and attend Canadian schools. Where this has involved French speaking schools,
summer schools in English are operated and are heavily attended not only by the
children but also by their parents.

There art many areas of this country where the natural economic and social
boundaries cross state lines and it would seem reasonable that school district
boundaries should also cross these lines. So far in the northeast area it is
sparsity which has been the motivation force for the interstate district.
However, it is in densely populated areas where the state line is an attifical
boundary that perhaps the interstate district would produce the optimum effect.
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7. Basic Legislation

After an analysis of the information developed in the summaries on
legislation, the data collected in the questionnaires, and the answers
received in interviewing experts within the sample state departments of
education, it is evident that the different states have gone about the
process of putting together legislative programs designed to encourage
school district reorganization in various ways.

Because of the illusiveness of trying to establish a direct cause and
effect relationship in analyzing a combination of legislative and finance
features and the impact they may have on school district reorganization,
profiles for each of the states have been developed for the twenty years of
this study. These profiles (see Chapter II) visually portray three related
types of information: 1) A breakdown in the number of school districts
existing during these years by total and type; 2) The type of basic legisla-
tion existing at the times when reduction in school districts occurrel; and
)) What financial features were present in the state at the times when reduction
in school districts occurred.

The remainder of this narrative on the findings, draws attention to the
total legislative package existing in each of the fifteen states at the time
when that state experienced its greatest percentage reduction in number of
school districts. Utah, of course, has had no reorganization activity.

California: Over the twenty years of this study there has been a 53 percent
reduction in the number of school districts in California. The trend has
been toward reorganizing into unified school districts as evidenced by the
fact that the number of school districts containing secondary schools has
increased by 28 percent since 1948.

Although the state has experienced steady reduction in school districts,
two periods of time indicate more activity than others. Between 1945 and 195;
a total of 1,93i districts were eliminated. A twenty -five percent reduction
occurred between 1964 and 1969.

During the 1945 - 1954 time period a number of pieces of legislation
were introduced. in 1945 an optional reorganization act was enacted establish-
ing & State Commission in school districts, Regional Planning Commissions, and
Local Survey Committees which were to formulate plans and recommendations for
unification or other reorganisation of school districts. In 1941 this legis-
lation was extended upon by removing some restrictive voting requirements and
giving more power to the local survey committees.

In 1949 another series of amendments were added to the 1945 statute. the
1945 State Commission vas dissolved and its power transferred to the State
Soard of Education. Another significant amendment at this time was the sands-
tory establishment of a school district teorgabitatlon committee in every county
ex:ept San Francisco.

1951 legislation provided an optional reorganisation plan along with
setting forth basic changes in the Equiliration Aid and Transport:Aian Aid
nesse,.
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Only one significant piece of legislation was reported during the 1964-68
time period. The 1364 legislature provided some incentive funds for those dis-
tricts that had reorganized or would agree to do so. The provision increased
the foundation program for more efficiently organized districts. In 1966 the
number of districts had decreased from 1,536 in 1964, to a total of 1,357.

Through basically permissive legislation the number of school districts
in California has dropped from 2,554 in 1945-46 to a 1968 total of 1,138.
Between 1948-1968 the number of non-operating districts has dropped from 117
to 2; the number of elementary only districts from 2,026 to 738; the number
of secondary only districts from 236 to 121; while at the same time the number
of districts operating elementary and secondary schools has iocreased from 37
to 229.

Colorado: During the time of this study the state of Colorado has experienced
89 percent reduction in the total number of school districts. By the fall of
1968 the number of school districts in the state had dropped to 181 from a
1948 total of 1,644. All non-operating districts have been eliminated and those
districts operating only elementary schools have dropped from 1,455 in 1948 to
1. During this same time the number of districts operating elementary and
secondary schools has increased from 141 to 178.

The years 1956 to 1964 witnessed a tremendous amount of reorganization
activity as evidenced by a 77 percent reduction in total districts from a
figure of 972 in 1956 to that of 222 in 1964. During this period of time a
number of significant additions and revisions took place in Colorado's leg-
islative program. In 1956 transportation aid became a financial feature for
the first time and has been reported as an incentive to reorganization. In

1957 the District Organization Act was passed calling for the equalization
of the benefits and burdens of education throughout the state, counties, and
communities. State financing of planning committees was .0 feature of the act
which resulted in reorganization studies being conducted throughout the state.
In 1963 a sparsity factor was addtd to the finance program but more important,
the provision for assumption of bonded indebtedness by the newly formed dis-
trict was revised. This revision was reported to have an encouraging effect
on reorganization.

Indiana:_ In 1948 there were approximately 1,200 school districts in Indiana.
By July 1, 1969 this number had been reduced by over 90 percent to a figure
of only 289. The major portion of this reduction has taken place between the
rears 1959 and 1969 as there were still over 1,000 school districts in the
state in 1959.

10 1959 the General Assembly passed significant legislation entitled the
School Cotporation Aeotganitation L.V. Machinery was set up to enable citizens
In each of the counties to study their men school organization needs and to
institute change when they believed improvement was needed. A State Commission
and county t0Ohitteel were created to assist the people in their efforts and
although studies of school aorporation organization were tequired ty law, the
law did not require any changes if a majority of the local citizens did not
want them.
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Changes were also made in 1959 with a number of the state's aid features.
A No Loss" provision became part of the aid program for the first time. A
subtle feature granting financial favoritism to certain districts also became
part of the program. A building fund was also established and revisions were
made in the provision whereby newly formed districts were allowed assume
bonded indebtedness of former districts,

Between 1960 and 1969 the number of school districts in Indiana has been
reduced by 69 percent.

Iowa: Between 19:48 and 1968 the state of Iowa has experienced 90 percent
reduction in the number of school districts. The greatest percentage of
this reduction has occurred since 1956 when there were still almost 4,000
districts.

In 1957 significant legislation was passed requiring all county boards
of education to initiate surveys and studies for the purpose of promoting
reorganization. These studies, which were to be completed by July 1, 1958,
seem to have stimulated reorganization activity as evidenced by a decrease
to 2,022 districts by 1960. 899 of these districts were non-operating and
522 had only elementary schools.

In 1965 legislation was passed declaring that all areas of the state
were to be in districts maintaining 12 grades by July 1, 1966. Built into
this provision was an incentive feature which would, of course, deny aid to
those districts not maintaining a 1-12 program. The full impact of this manda-
tory legislation can be seen'by noting that by the fall of 1968 the number of
districts had decreased to 458. Only seven non-operating and only one elemen-
tary district existed at that time. This was a combined reduction from 1964
for the non-operating and elementary only districts of 90 percent.

Maine: Comparatively speaking Maine has not had the tremendous number of school
districts other states have had, In 1948, for example, there were only 500.
Of these 500 however, only 121 operated a secondary school. In 1968, although
188 school districts are either non-operating or operate only elementary schools,
the number of districts has been reduced by 30 percent,

In 1954 the Commissioner and State Board of Education were directed by the
legislature to adjust the grouping of Supervisory Unions within the state into
districts containing 35-75 teachers. A "No Loss" clause was provided and school
committees in the affected units were involved in the planning of reorganized
units.

The greatest amount of reorganization activity has occurred since 1957 when
the legislature encouraged developments of sufficient size to provide equal
opportunity and better tax rates. The State Board of Education was to develop a
state plan for the creation of efficient school administrative districts. One of
their responsibilities was to evaluate the impact of consolidation on valuation
per pupil in the larger district and make definite recommendation with respect
to an eventual uniform minimum tax rate toward the support of a foundation pro-
gram of education if these larger districts were ap,ropriately established
throughout the state. This same year two provisions were included in legisla-
tion which provided financi:q incentives for reorganization. One provision
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provided that when aiministrative districts are reorganized, the state subsidy
pAld Annually to each district shall be supplemented by an additional 1U per-
cent of that amount if they provide a K-I2 program and one secondary facility.
The second feature provides state aid for school construction, school debts,
and lease.: to encourage the formation of larger school districts. in addition,
the 1957 law also pr.wided a provision for the assumption of bonded indebted-
ness of former districts by the newly organized district which has been reported
to encourage reorganization.

Michigan; over the years of this study Michigan has had an 86 percent reduc-
tion in the number of school districts. Two periods of time stand out when
vxtensive reorganization activity has taken place: 1956-1960 and 1964-1968.

Between 1956-1960 the total number of school districts was reduced b/ 40
percent. The 1955 legislature enacted several provisions pertaining to reor-
ganization. Those provisions were permissive in nature generally describing
what type of districts could consolidate, rules and procedures for consolidation
proceedings and elections, and procedures for transferring lands. As a feature
of this legislation revisions were made in the provision for assumption of
bonded indebtedness that has encouraged some type of districts to reorganize.
Although the provisions lacked mandatory feacures, the number of districts did
reduce itself from a 1956 total of 3,491 to a 1960 figure of 2,099.

Between 1964-1968 the total number of school districts was reduced by 53
percent. Responsibility for developing plans for improved school district
organization became mandatory for each county in 1964. Reorganization studies
were required suggesting ways to incorporate all non-high school districts into
existent K -12 programs and also to coml-ine effectively any existing small K-12
districts into units capable of offering a comprehensive educational program
through the twelfth grade. As part of this legislation a "No Loss" feature
became a part of the foundation aid program which has been judged to encourage
reorganization.

Minnesota: In 1947 the legislature in an attempt to encourage school district
reorganization established a State Wide Advisory Commission and county survey
committees, The county committees were to study the school districts in
unorganized territory of the county for the purpose of recommending desirable
reorganization. The State Commission, in addition to formulating goals and
procedures for public school reor;onization, reviewed the recommendations of
the county survey committees. County and state committee recommendations had
to be approved by the voters of the district, In 1951 the legislature provided
for the dissolution of some "closed" school districts.

After the passage of the 1947 and 1951 legislation the number of school
districts declined rather rapidly. In 1948 there were 7,518 school districts
in the state. By 1956 this number had dropped to 3,633 or over 50 percent.
The number of non-operating districts dropped from 2,418 to 1,211 and the
number of districts operating only elementary schools was decreased from 7,073
to 3,181.

The 1963 legislature enacted a statute bringing about the dissolution of
most of the remaining non-operating districts in the state by July 1, 1965.
By the fall of 1968 only eight closed school districts remained.
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In 1967 mandatory legislation was enacted requiring that after July 1,
1971 ail areas of the state must be included in an independent or special
school district maintaining classified elementary and secondary schools,
grades one through twelve.

By June of 1969 the number of school districts in the state had fallen
below 1,000 for the first time,

Mississippi: In 1943 there were 4,120 school districts in the state of Miss-
issippi, only 680 of which operated a secondary school. 3y 1968, this number
had been reduced to 149, over 95 percent, all of which operate a K or 1-12
program. The ,,,;reatest amount of reorganization activity took place between
1952 and 1960 where the total number of districts was reduced by 92 percent.

In 1953 the current measures for the alteration, consolidation, and
abolition of school districts were established. The 1953 legislation was
mandatory in the respect that all districts had to be reorganized by 1957
or lose state aid. The State Finance Commission played an authoritarian
role in either approving or disapproving boundary changes but the local
voters also could influence reorganization action by petition.

Incorporated in this 1953 legislation ',.'ere a number of financial incentives
all of which were evaluated by the state contact people as encouraging reorgan-
ization. Among the financial features were a satisfactory provision for the
assumption of bonded debt, building aid for reorganized districts, a "No Loss"
clause, and reward for certain minimum program standards.

Nebraska: Nebraska had 6,900 school districts in 1948. Since 1948 there has
been a gradual reduction of some 68 percent In the total number of school
districts. No legislation stands out JS extremely significant in the state
for its impact on reorganization.

In 1949 reorganization legislation was passed, This legislation was of a
permissive nature and included only special education aids as A financial
incentive. One of the main features of the act was the creation of state and
county school district reorganization committees. County committees were
required to consider reorganization procedures and plans submitted to them by
the state committee but were not required to develop or adopt any of these plans.
If the county committee decided to go along with the state committee's recommenda-
tions, the legislation established procedures for public hearings and elections.

In 1965, Legislation was enacted to permit twenty-five percent of the legal
voters of Class I or II schools to petition for the dissolution of their school
district.

In 1968 of the 2,172 school districts reported, 429 were non-operating,
1,400 maintained only elementary schools, 19 maintained only secondary schools,
and only 324 districts maintained both an elementary and secondary school.

New Hampshire: In 1947 legislation was passed in New Hampshire stating that
a cooperative school district was entitled to the shares of aid to which the
pupils attending the cooperative district would have entitled the pre-existing
districts had they remained in the pre-existing districts. Although the act
itself did not seem to stimulate immediate reorganization, this type of per-
missive legislation is in conjunction with financial incentive features has
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helped the state of New Hampshire to reduce the total number of school dis-
tricts from 240 in 1948 to 183 in 1968. In this same period of time the
number of districts operating only elementary schools has been reduced iron
150 in 1`48 to 5 in 1968,

In 1555 legislation was enacted that provided for state building aid for
those coopeating districts formed from ,wo or more districts from two or
more towns,

The 1963 1Lgislature directed the state board of education to prepare
and publish a plan subdividing the state into suggested cooperative school
dist.ricf-s. It also offered financial incentives to receiving and sending
districts which undertook the obligation of an area schoo1. This same
legislature provided incentive aid to pre-existing districts which were
willing to undertake the obligations of a cooperative district. Between
1964 and 1968 the number of school districts was reduced by 16 percent.

The 1967 legislature expanded upon the provision extending state building
aid for those cooperative districts formed from two or more districts, Co-
operative districts are entitled to an amount ranging from 40 percent to 55
percent of the annual principal payment depending on the number of pre-existing
districts which have combined.

New York: The state of New York has reduced its number of school districts
by 80 percent since 1948. The greatest part of ;.his reorganization activity
took place between 1948 when there were 4,609 districts, and 1960 when this
number had been reduced to 1,340. Over 70 percent of the districts were
eliminated during this time, A combination of legislative provisions was
enacted starting in 1946 relating specifically to school district reorganiza-
tion.

In 1946 a joint legislative committee on thl state education system
presented a master plan for the reorganization cf school districts. This
master plan was to guide the commissioner of education in laying out new
central districts when voters of uncentralfzed areas expressed a desire for
reorganization.

In 1948 the legislature pasted the Intermediate District Law. Under
this act, a sufficient group of central and union free districts could combine
to provide to all of the schools of the area those kinds of educational services
that the individual districts could not provide. At this time New York had
4,609 school districts, 3,829 of which operated only elementary schools.

1948 legislation provided minimum program standards for receiving state
aid. Although this has not been strictly enforced, the initial enactment
created a consciousness of the need for districts to provide a minimum program.

The 1952 and 1956 legislatures offered substantial financial incentives
to encourage reorganization. A formula was devised for paying a bonus apport-
ionment to each reorganized district in order to provide at the very least
equivalent service to the districts as they existed before consolidation.
Also, any central district which was organized was to receive an apportionment
known as a building quota based on pupil enrollment.
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The last major reorganization legislation passed in 0:0 state of New York
Was in 1965. It amended the education law to keep currant the state plan for
school district reorganization and adiusted iwpropriatlois accordinly. It

limited the continnince of school distriCts not mailltainine home schools. It

also limited continuance of certain contract systems by a school district not
maintaining home high schools. It also established a procedure for granting
state aid for school building purposes to school districts scheduled for
reorganization and granted additional aid to certain school districts after
reorganization. Between 1964 and 1968 there was a 23 percent reduction in
the number of school districts.

Oregon: In 1947 the Oregon Legislature passed legislation that brought about
the dissolution of 252 non-operating school districts by legislative edict. In
1948 there were 1,363 school districts 1,113 of which operated only elementary
districts. Between 1948 and 1968 the number of school districts was reduced by
73 percent.

In the period of time from 1952 to 1964 the number of districts was reduced
from 995 to 424, a total of 57 percent. During this time different type of
legislative activity took place.

The 1951 and the 1955 legislative sessions of the Oregon legislature
seriously considered the area of school district reorganization, but other
than appropriating money for an extensive study of Oregon elementary and
secondary education, little effective legislation was enacted.

By 1953 a number of financial features had become a part of the aid
program for the first time. Minimum program standards, tuition payment for
non-resident pupils, special education aid, and transportation aid were all
present.

The 1957 legislature enacted the School District Reorganization Act.
This legislation required that the school boards in each county elect a 9-
member Reorganization Committee to study the school district organization
within its county and to prepare and develop plans for the forming of adequate
school districts within each county. The act was amended in 1959, 1961 and
in 1963, but remains in basically its same form.

Under provisions of the Reorganization Act of 1957, 201 school districts
have been dissolved between 1957 and the present time, and 98 new administra-
tive school districts have been formed. In addition, during this same period
of time, 226 school districts have been dissolved by voluntary consolidation
procedures. As of June 30, 1969, Oregon has 356 school districts.

Pennsylvania: Pennsylvania had 2,540 school districts in the state in 1948.
By 1968, 80 percent of these districts had been eliminated. This twenty year
period can be broker down into two separate parts. A rather large segment of
time, 1948 to 1960, witnessed a reduction of districts from 2,540 to 986,
which is over 60 percent. A shorter segment of time, 1964 to 1968 also had a
high percentage reduction of districts; from 1,005 in 1964 to 499 in 1968 which
is a 50 percent decrease.

In 1949 legislation provided the basic foundation for the reorganization
of schools. Reorganization procedures were more clearly defined and included
provisions for the mandatory consolidation of ungraded, one room schools. As

part of the legislative package in 1949 there existed a number of financial
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provisions: assumption of bonded indebtedness, a sparsity factor, financial
f;;voritism to certain type dtstricts,special education aid, distressed dis-
trict aid, transportation aid, and financial premium for reorganized districts.

Supplemental payments were expanded upon in 1951 by extending $500 per
teaching unit multiplied by the standard reimbursement fraction for joint
elementary or secondary schools operated by districts and $800 per teaching
unit multiplied by the standard reimbursement fraction for union and merged
school districts. The number of school districts in the state had decreased
to 1,432 in 1958.

The 1959 legislature increased the supplemental payment features. The
bonus aid features of the 1949 legislation were redefined to encourage the
formation of larger school districts (First Class A or Second Class).

In 1963 legislation was provided for consolidating and organizing to
provide for vocational-technical education. It set forth a financial reimburse-
ment for every resident pupil enrolled in an area- vocational school as well as
other categories providing aid for curriculum improvement and school building
costs. A "No Loss" provision became a feature of the aid program during this
same year.

By the fall of 1968 the number of school districts had been decreased to
499, all of which operate unified districts. Legislation passed in this year
repealed all supplemental payments of previous legislation and incorporated
the various financial features into the basic state aid payment program.

South Carolina: The state of South Carolina has experienced one of the highest
percentage reductions in the number of school districts in the nation. From
1948 to 1968 the percentage reduction was 94 percent; from a total of 1,680 in
1948 to 105 in 1968. During the twenty years covered by this study, the period
between 1948 and 1956 saw the greatest amount of reorganization activity. A
94 percent decrease occurred during this time.

Legislation discussed during the late nineteen-forties and enacted in
1952 set up the general provisions for establishing school districts that
exist in the state today. The legislation provided that alteration of bound-
aries or division of school districts within a county could only come about
by an act of the General Assembly relating to one or more counties or author-
ization by the county boards. The 1952 code provides for the assumption of
all assets and liabilities of the two or more districts forming a new district
by the newly formed district on a justly proportioned bases.

Reorganization in the state was encouraged by the enactment in the same
year of a 3% sales tax and the providing of school districts with funds for
school construction and school bus transportation. The sales tax revenues
go Into a general tund from which state aid for school districts is drawn.
At the time of the enactment of the sales tax the Educational Finance Commission
was established to handle the building and transportation program with the man-
date to implement the consolidation of school districts so far as practical.
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Wisconsin: The state of Wisconsin had 6,038 school districts in 1948. By
1968 this number had been reduced by over 90 percent to a total of 408.
Although the reduction has been fairly consistent since 1948, between, the
years 1960 and 1968 the number of districts decreased by 84 percent. Daring
this time mandatory legislation, semipermissive legislation, and a financial
incentive were en.,cted by the Wisconsin legislature.

In 1959 the legislature stated that any territory which is nut included
in a district which operates a high school on July 1, 1962 shall be attached
to, created into, or consolidated with a district operating a high school.
This act was replaced in 1965 when it had completed its purpose. Over 2,000
non-operating districts were eliminated in this period of tire.

Agency school committees were created in 1966. These committees were
given the power to reorganize school districts in each of the nineteen co-
operative educational service agencies subject to the sare referendum provision
that applied to orders issued by the former county school committees.

In 1962 a No Loss" clause was made a part of the foundation program.
Although its initial impact was to encourage reorganization, the type of
reorganization that was taking place was not considered to be solving the
problem of small schools. (See discussion in this chapter on "No Loss"
clause).

Findings: Questions 4-6

The findings reported for these questions are drawn from the basic
statistical data contained in Appendix E. Selected data have been tabulated
in summary form for inclusion in this narrative presentation. Local school
districts are catalogued by district type; i.e. non-operating, elementary,
secondary, and unified according to the existing patterns in the respective
sample states.

Question 4 - TO WHAT EXTENT HAS SCHOOL DISTRICT REORGANIZATION

REDUCED VARIATIONS IN TAX-PAYING ABILITY AND EXPENDI-
TURE PER PUPIL WITHIN STATES?

Using school district size as an estimate of school district organization
the following general questions were formulated to aid in the presentation of
findings. The summary data is shown in Table 4.1.

1. What is the relationship between school district size and assessed
valuation per pupil in A.D.A.?

a. rn general the correlation is negative and tends to be fairly
strong. Small size districts are associated with greater
assessed valuation and lesser valuations associated with large
size districts.

b. Correlations between size and assessed valuation are negative
for all elementary districts. Most of the correlations are
strong. Elementary districts are characterized by small size
and high assessed valuation. Only in California do we find rela-
tively large elementary districts. The high negative value of the
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correlation coefficient in this case would seen to indicate
that Large sire seems to related to low valuition per pupil.

c. With the exception of Wi,Jconsin, secondary districts exhibit
the on pattern as the elementary districts described In (b).

d. Unified districts in three states, California, Minnesota and
New York present a correlation pattern indicating no relation-
ship between district sloe and assessed valuation per pupil.

e, The remaining state correlation patterns for unified districts
range from lightly ..ositive to fairly strong negative. In

general most of tb4. unified district states correspond to the
general staterent listed in (a).

f. In general the unified districts seem to present a stronger
equalization pattern than elementary, secondary, or non-
operating dlstticts.

Table 4,1
Supmary Table of Correlation Coefficients

For Sixteen States (1967.69)
Di5TR1CT

size correlated with:

State
District
Type

A d

Valuation
Per Pupil

k----.. Expenditure/Per NW
Transportation

Per Pupil Current I Capital-Debt Total

Cslifornla Elementary -.58 -.38 -.31 -.17 -.31
Secondary -.47 -.52 -,35 .01 -.27
Unified .06 -.39 .09 -.07 .05

Colorado Unified -.51 -.63 -.5l -.15 -.49
Indiana Elementary -.07 -.60 -.08 ..11 -.04

Unified ,18 .52 .30 .16 .23
Iowa Unified -.52 -.69 -.44 -.12 -.43
Maine Non-Operating -.67 -.45 -.57 .17 -.49

Elementary -.36 -.37 -.47 .36 -.41
Unified .L4 -.27 .05 431 .08

Michigan Elementary -.22 .11 .21 .41 .28
Unified .16 -.65 .46 .01 .39

Minnesota Elementary -.29 -.03 -.09 .37 .09
Unified -.06 -.65 -.05 .09 -.01

Mississippi Unified ,41 -.54 .00 .16 .07
Nebraska Non-operating -.47 -.20 -.30 I -.30

Elementary -.52 .21 -.28 I -.28
Secondary -.35 .01 -.71 -.20 -.51
Unified -.30 -.47 -.44 -.22 -.35

New Hampshire Unified -.18 -.60 -.10 .43 .29
New York Unified .0i -.45 -.22 .10 -.17
Oregon Elementary -.49 -.38 -.37 I -.37

Secondary -.55 -.64 -.71 I -.71
Unified -.27 -.04 -.54 I -.54

Pennsylvania Unified .13 -.38 .26 -.03 .20
South Catalina Unified .27 -.39 .14 .27 .26
Utah Unified -.35 -.63 -.57 -.02 -.46
Wisconsin Elementary -.15 -.14 .36 .34 .41

Secondary .33 .32 .02 .33 .14
Unified .30 -.49 .04 .14 .11

t,
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2, What is the relationship between school district size and expenditure
per pupil in A.D.A.?

a. Transportation expenditure correlate negatively with school
district sire. The coefficients are high in most instances.
Small size is associated with higher transpc.rtation xpendi-
ture per pupil or small expenditures with larger size districts,

b. One-half (15) of the school district patterns by tywe show
correlations notAing from -.22 to -.57 on school district sire
and current expenditures per pupil. In these 15 cases higher
expenditures are relatad to small size and large district size
is associated wirh lesser expenditures.

c. Ten of the district types from sample states are characterized
by little or no relationship between district size .nd current
expenditure per pupil levels.

d. Positive correlations ranging from .21 to .46 were noted in five
district types between school district size and current expendi-
ture patterns.

e. Data relating to capital and debt expenditures was not available
for local districts from the Sample states of Nebraska and Oregon.

I. School district size and capital and debt expenditures per pupil
were not related in six district types.

g. In six cases district size and capital and debt expenditure
correlations were positive and strong.

h. Host of the negative correlations between school district size
and debt expenditures were small.

i. In six cases total expenditures per pupil were not related to
school district size.

j. Fifteen cases showed negative correlations between school dis-
trict size and total expenditures per pupil. These negative
correlations ranged from -.17 to -.71.

k. Positive correlations (9 cases) for school district size and
total expenditures per pupil ranged from .11 to .39.

What is the measurement of variation in per pupil expenditures?

The results of computations using the coefficient of variation its the

statistical ttchnique are shown in Table 4.2 and Table 4.3. Variations
in expenditures per pupil for current purposes and for total expenditures
arc presented in terms of the percent of variation calculated. Are coeffi-
cient of variation was used to measure the degree of equalizatior of expendi-
tures. A large percent of variation in expenditures was associated with a low
degree of equalization. A small amount of variation as calculate) by the
coefficient of variation was interpreted to indicate a high degree of equaliza-
tion.

a. Non-operating school districts showed the largest rarle in total
expenditure, 46.0 to 90.0.

b. Elementary districts registered from 19.4 to 70.37 variation in
current expenditure.

c. Unified districts exhibited a smaller range thin other district
types, ranging from a low in South Carolina current ecpenditures
of 11,47. to a high of 27.27 for Utah current expenditures.
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d, the u. if district type presents a greater degree of homo-
geneity In terms of equalization of expenditures than the non-
operating, elementary and secondary district types.

Table 4.2
Measoiremnt of Variation in Current Per Student

Expenditure' (1967-c8)

State

District

type

Mean Current
Ex enditure

Standard
Peviation

Coefficient of variation 'Li
N1no Elem. Sec. Unif.

Colifornia Elementary :617 335 54.3

Secondary 824 200 24.2

Unified 618 89 14.4

Ccicrado Unified 678 168 2+.8

It.d1 tna Elementary 444 86 09.4

Unified 493 57 11.6

[owe Unified 637 97 15.2

Maine Non-operating 282 251 80.0

Elementary 450 163 36.1

Unified 456 60 14.9

Michigan Elementary 421 19i 46.3

Unified 570 97 11.1

Minnesota Elementary 605 240 39.6

Unified 545 68 12.5

Mississippi Unified 340 49 14.0

Nebraska Non-operating 331 298 90.0

Elementary 599 390 65.1

Secondary 1211 382 31.5

Unified 631 145 23.0

New Hampshire Unified 527 91 17.3

New York Unified 1120 277 24.7

Oregon Elementary 808 568 70.3

Secondary 168 122 15.9

Unified 731 150 20.5

Pennsylvania Unified 601 92 15.2

South Carolina Unified 376 43 11.4

Utah Unified 580 158 27.2

Wisconsin Elementary 566 198 35.0
Secondary 785 151 19.2

Unified ilk 15,6
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Table 4.3
meastranent cf Variation in Total Per stuie

Expenditures (1967.68)

District Mee,' Total Standard
State type Expenditure Deviation

Coefficient of Variation (.111

Non-op Elem. Sec. Unit.

California Elementary $696 $425

Secondary 982 249

Unified 690 107

Colored,' Unified 768 190

Indiana Elementary 675 247

Unified 651 ISO

Iowa Unified 66', 104

Maine Non-operating 698 30
Elementary 118 245

Unified 514 86

Michigan Elementary 458 241

Unified 664 117

Minnesota Elentnlry 60 259

Unified 635 76

Mississippi Uniflea 170 63

Nebraska Non-operating 331 298
Elementary 626 418
Secondary 112 726
Unified 66A ISO

Nev Nampshite Unified 670 164

Nev Toth Unified 1231 354

Oregon Elementary 808 566

Secondary 766 12?

Unified 731 150

Pentisylvar.le Unified 708 115

South Caroline Unified 438 76

Utah Unified 840 228

Wisconsin Elementary 611 217

Secondary 904 1117

Unified 701 134

*The coefficient of variation of a distelbution is the
tatio, expressed as a pet-tentage of the standard deviatie
of the distelbution to the peen of the distribution. The
vise of this statistic patella a toeeselson to be 'Ate
among Aistritutiet.

46.0

90.0

60.9

36.6

14.1

52.6

40.S

66.8

70.3

37.5

25.4

19.6

15.9

21.11

4. As the final t'onsid ttttt on cf data eele%ant to Question 1 en empen-
dilute model was developed and tested in a multiple tegression
esslysis. The model is described as fellow:

COMM EXPENDItt*/ SCDOOL DISTRICT 6121 * ASSESSED VALUATION
* CURRENT TAX kart * POUKDAIION AID a 20721 STATE AID

The hypothesis testing lasing this model was limited to the alerts
states to the swamis milk% contained *sifted district pulite*.

1 3 b

15.5
24.1

21.0
15.7

16.7

17.1

12.0
17.0

21.6
24.5

25.5

20.5
16.2

17.8
27.1

11.5



Table 4.4

TABLE OF F RATIOS AND PROBABILITIES
FOR TESTINC EXPENDITURE MODEL

IN SELECTED STATES WITH UNIF1EJ DISTRICTS

STATE TYPE DISTRICT ^IEE

Utah Unified F a 6.95
P = .01*

Colorado miffed F a 2.43
F a .12

Mississippi Unified F 2.44
P = .12

Iowa Unified I 0 1.05
P so .31

South Carolina Unified F a .10
P= .75

Minnesota Unified F = .43
P a .52

Michigan Unified F 1.69
P = .19

California Unified F .1$

P a .57

Indiana Unifier r = 13.42
P a .00*

Wisconsil Unified F a .64
P = .57

New Pori. Unified I 13.02
P = .00*

* huh hypotheses rejected at .05 level

1 3 9
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Table 4.4 reported the results of the F -teats for the schL.I dis-
trict size variable included in the expenditure model. F-ratios
and the probability (P) associated with the F-statistic were reported
for each test. Asterisks (*) were used to indicate rejection of the
null hypothesis at the .05 significance level. In cases where the
null hypotheses was rejected it was inferred that the variable of
school district size was important in pr-dicting current expenditure
level.

LYPOTHES1S: THERE IS NO RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CARREN7
EXPENDITURE AND SCHOOL DISTRICT SIZE.

The null hypotheses relating current exp'nditure level to school district
size is rejected in only three states, Utah, Indiana and New York. Relatively
low probabilities are noted in two state:" Colorado and 1,.Ississippi. School
district size does not appear to be an important variable in predicting current
expenditure level in unified school districts in the remaining six states.

Question 5 - HAS SCHOOL DISTRICT REORGANIZATION INTROWED
GREATER STABILITY AND EQUITY INTO TAX SIRUCTURES2

Because of the limitations on comparability of the tax data utilized in
the study the summary data presented in Table 4.5 will be examined "within
states" only. the most significant findings are as follows:

1. What is the relationship between school district sire and
total tax rate?

a. In general high total tax rates are associated with larger
districts and by tax rates with smaller districts. Four-
teen cases are presented where correlations were positive
and ranged from .22 to .73. Nine of these district types
were eleiaentary.

b. Nine correlations ranging from -.OS to .10 indicated little
relationship between district site and tax sates. Eight
of these nine cases were for unified districts.

2. What is the relationship between school district site and
current tax rates!

a. in sixteen cases correlations were positive and ranged from
.20 to .60. In general high current tax rates are associa-
ted with large site school districts and by current tax
rates with small district sire.

b. Tv,lve district patterns indicated no relationship between
district site and current tax rates. Ten of these twelve
cases were unified schcJI districts.

c. In two cases negative correlations of small Impact were
noted.
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Table 4.5
Summary Table of Correlation Coefficients

for Siyteer States (1967-68)

State

District
Type

Total

Tax Rate

District Size Correlated Wito
Current Total Current
Tax Rate Effort* Effort*

California Elementary .63 .56 .63 .62

Secondary .54 .46 ,27 .14

Unified -.01 .04 -.01 .03

Colorado Unified .62 .60 .46 .45
Indiana Elementary .4C .28 .18 .10

Unified .05 -.06 .35 .19

Iowa Unified .31 .22 .33 .33

Maine Non - operating .53 .53 .37 -.45
Elementary .32 .25 .20 .07

Unified .09 .04 .01 .03

Michigan Elementary .73 .40 .56 .30

Unified .47 .43 .2' .44

Minnesota Elementary .50 .36 .31 .08

Unified .10 .07 .11 .04

Mississippi Unified -.05 .02 -.25 -.32

Nebraska Non-Cperating .08 .08 -.03 -.03
Elementary .49 .42 .39 .42

Secondary -.40 .01 -.34 -.28
Unified .22 .06 .08 .07

New Hampshire Unified .10 -.15 .30 .19

New York Unified .31 .20 .03 -.09
Oregon Elementary 1 .47 .47 .47

Secondary I .30 .30 .31
Unified I -.04 -.04 -.04

Pennsylvania Unified -.15 .05 -.15 .05
South Carolina Unified .06 .04 -.15 .02

Utah Unified .14 .49 .07 .18
Wisconsin Elementary .36 .37 .39 .37

Secondary -.14 -.12 -.39 -.46
Unified .02 .07 .00 -.09

1fOf definition of effort see glossary of terms.

3. What is the relationship between school distict size and total
local effort?

a. Total local effort was not associated with school district
site in eight instances. 7 of these 8 cases were unified
districts.

b. Five negative correlations are shown ranging from -.15 to -.39.
c. The balances of the cases, 17, showed positive correlations

ranging (roe .11 to .63. All types of districts were represented
in this distribution.
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4. What is the relationship between school district size and
current local effort?

a. Fourteen cases indicated positive correlations ranging
from .10 to .62. All types of district organizational
patterns were included in this array.

b. Twelve cases indicated no correlation between school
district size and current local effort, Nine of these
12 were unified districts.

c. In four instances correlations were negative and ranged
from -.46 to -.28.

Question 6 - AT WHAT LEVEL OF STATE SITPORT FOR EDUCATiON DOES THE
GREATEST AMOUNT OF SCHOOL DISTRICT REORGANIZATION TARE
PLACE?

This question is answered by pointing out the relationship between school
district size and five indicators of state support program levels. The summary
data by district type for the 16 sample states is illustrated in Table 4.6.

I. What it the relationship between school district sire and
foundation aid per student?

a. In 10 instances no relationship was shown between district
sire and foundation and per student. Seven of these 10
were unified district types.

b. Thirteen negative correlations were calculated ranging from
-.54 to -.10. Nine of these 1) were for unified districts.

c. Seven positive correlations were repotted ranging from .10
to .45. One of the correlations, .10, was for unified districts.

2. What is the relationship between school district sire and
transrAtation aid?

a. In most cases negative correlations were shown for transporta-
tion aid and school district sire. The correlation coefficients
ranged from -.67 to -.06.

b. Data was not available on a local district basis in several
cases. Stveral states do not provide a categorical ald for
transportation. Therefore in several instances transportation
aid was included in the basic foundation aid data.

3. What is the relationship between school district sire and total
current state aid?

a. In 8 cases no correlation existed between school district sire
and current aid payments. Five of the 8 were unified districts.

b. Fifteen of the correlations were negative and ranged from ,,.54
to -.10. Nino of these fifteen negative coefficients represented
unified district types.

c. rive positive correlation coefficients were calculated ranging
tr,mo .32 to .48. these cases all vete in the elementary and
secondary district categories.
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Table 4.6
Summary Table of Correlation Coeffitients

For Sixteen States (1967-68)

Site correlated with:

State
Distriteof

int
State Aid to Local Districts/

Foundation Trans *tuition Current Canital-Debt Tote

California Elementary -.06 1 -.06 1 -.OS
Secondary .32 1 .32 1 .31

Unified .00 1 .00 1 .00
Colorado Unified -.17 -.81 -.$1 I -.51
Indiana ,Elementary .11 -.29 .02 .Al .03

Unified -.11 -.S1 -.27 .06 -.20
lova Unified -.03 1 .03 1 -.03
Maine Notopetattng .06 1 .08 1 .01

Elementary 1 -.33 -.OS .32
Unified -.4l 1 .42 .39 -.30

plc/Akan Elementary .42 .06 .37 1 .3?

Unified .67 -.16 1 -.16
Minnesota Elementary .1? .10 .14 1 .13

Unified .10 .6S .06 1 .06
Miesiisippi Unified -.SO I -A? .02 .AO
Nebraska Nom-operating -.13 t -.13 1 -.13

Elementary -.S4 1 -.S4 1 -%
Secondary -.26 t -.28 1 .21
Unified -.10 -.11 1 -Al -.66

r :Hampshire Unified -.14 .AA 1 .31 ..04
Nam York Unified -.10 1 -AC' t -.II
Oregon flameout, -.OS -.16 -.22 1 -.25

Secondary .01 -.41 -.32 t -.11
wile.' .03 -.S6 -.I) 1 -.10

tennsylraois Unified .06 1 .08 1 .08
South Carolina Voified .0) .09 .04 .22 .01

OW' Unified .40 -.62 -.45 1 -.40
ViStOtOill Ilesestary .42 -.14 .11 1 .44

Setooday .45 .44 .48 I .60

Milted -.32 -.I4 -.IS 1 01

4. ylist is tlts relationsllip betimes Oabool dtettict ilea and Rate
aid tot capital and debt porPose

a. rev states provided a eategorital std designated tot espttel-
debt petpe446.

b. C ii time tot thee eases vtote set% state aid 'se paid
What./ 64 relations9ip.

C. Poor wilt,* correlations were betel. The toeffteiests rooted
from .11 to.36.

S. Vliat is the talationalio betvoeo 'Khoo' disttitt site and total
state aid/

a. to aim eases no relationship was laterals*. fotva-to school
ttttt iet site all total elate std.
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b. Correlation coefficients for five district patterns
were positive in value from .31 to .60.

c. In most cases total state aid correlated negatively
with school district size ranging from -.11 to -.54.
Ten of the cases represented unified district patrgIns.

Three models were developed for analysis of relationships between school
district size and state support levels. Utilizing IIHST Program 500 at the
University of Minnesota Computer Center multiple linear regression techniques
were used to calculate multiple correlation coefficients for the models. The

program also calculated Beta weights to determine which predictor element in
the model equations made the most contribution as a predictor of the criterion
variable.

THE EQUATIONS FOR THE THREE MODELS TESTED ARE DESCRIPED BELOW:

MODEL 1: SCHOOL DISTRICT SIZE ASSESSED VALUATION + TAX
RATE + TOTAL EXPENDITURES + TOTAL STATE AID

MODEL 2: SCHOOL DISTRICT SIZE ASSESSED VALUATION + TAX
RATE + CURRENT EXPENDITURES + FOUNDATION AID

YODEL 3: TOTAL STATE AID SCHOOL DISTRICT SIZE + ASSESSED
"ALUATION + TAX RATE + CURRENT EXPENDITURES

Table 4.2 reports the multiple correlation coefficients for the sixteen-
state sample using the three models described above. For purposes of nodel
development total state aid was considered a proxy measure for the state aid
distribation system. Model 1 and Model 2 reflect approximately the same level
of correlation for total expenditures and Current tx,:enditures with school dis-

trict size. Model 3 developed a larger correlation coefficient in most cases
than Model 1 or 2.

Lased on the analysis and interpretation of the data on Tables 4.6 and
4.7 Model 3 was selected for hypothesis testing using Program gegran. The
following hypotheses were developed and tested on a sample of eleven unified
districts and tvo elementary district patterns:

HYPOTHESES I: THERE IS NO RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SCHOOL DISTRICT SIZE
AND THE TOTAL AMOUNT OF STATE AID PAID TO LOCAL SCHOOL
I ISTRICTS.

HYPOTHESIS 2: THERE IS NO RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ?HE TOTAL TAX KATE MD
THE TOTAL AMOUNT OF STATE AID PER PUPIL PAID TO SCHOOL
DISTRICTS.

HYPOTHESIS 3: THERE IS NO RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TOTAL STATE AID PAID
TO LOCAL SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND CURRENT tXPEND1TURES PT
LOCAL SCHOOL DISTRICTS.
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Table 4.7
Table of Multiple correlation Coefficients

State Type Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

California Elementary .66 .66 .38

Secondary .52 .51 .63

Unified .20 .21 .93

Colorado Unified .12 .12 .66
Indiana Elementary .33 .31 .81

tnified .13 .34 .81

ima Unified .54 .54 .62

Maine Non-Operating .72 .74 .42

Elementary .64 .64 .74
Unified .42 .46 .82

Michigan Elementary .61 .56 .63
Unified .49 .5) .93

Minnesota Elementary .48 .46 .42

Unified .08 .21 .85
Mississippi Unified .54 .53 .56
Nebraska Non-Operating .52 .52 .65

Elementary .63 .65 .27

Secondaty .85 .81 .69
Unified .41 .46 .46

Nev Hampshire Unified .44 .44 .61

New York Unified .35 .38 .90

Oregon Elementary .55 .54 .e,s,
Secondary .72 .72 .61
Unified .57 .56 .62

Pennsylvania Unified .50 .49 .97
South Carolina Vilified .34 .32 .56
Utah Unified .12 .78 .96
visconsin Elementary .61 .56 .48

Secondary .68 .66 .72
Unified .38 .38 .9)

table 401 reports the results of the hypotheses testing veins the eultiple
ElVar teg iiiii oh technique employed by Program Reston. the toe of astetists
was employed to illusttate rejection of the null hypotheses at the .05 level.
Where the null hypothesis statement was reject.* it WAS interpreted to mean
that the variable under consideration was important is predicting total stia
aid (state support level). Convetsely, when the null hypothesis statement
vas not rejected it well Willdered that the variable wider examination vas not
impotent it preditting total state sill.

the findlass shown in table 4.8 are described as Colloid:

1. fa eleven of the thirteen state school district patterte the
mill hypothesis related to total State all and overeat mete
Worts by the local school district vett ftlettei. Orly Mist.
Issippi nettled and California mnifte4 school district patterns
presetei probability levels Ate% were not acceptable at the
.03 le,A1. Cutreat expeniitvre level of local school districts
reins to be as importset predictor of total state aid
support) for both tIteentery and vilified School districts.
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Table 4.6
Table of F Ratioa and torobabilities

for Testing model 2

State Type Sits Tax Rate Current Expend! t u ttt

Utah Unified F 16.82 3.15 424.73

1 .0004* .08 .00*
Colorado Unified F 2.83 3.27 15.09

.09 .024 .0004*

Niallialppi Unified F 4.51 6.72 1.818
.0)4 .004 .179

lova Unified F .066 2.47 26.19
.79 .11 .00*

South Carolina Unified F .00/: .056 30.26
.94 .81 .00*

KLItaesota Unified F .06 .007 5.26
P .90 .93 .02*

Michigan Miffed F 2.92 6.71 22.23
.09 .014 .00*

Callforala Unifled F 2.959 2.54 .8)3
.06$ .11 .6)1

Iodises Unified F 3.164 4.60 7.29
.075 .304 .006*

Wisconsin Unified V 1.19 18.97 157.03
.18 .00014 .004

Rev Lott Unified F 4.176 11.071 41.96
.04* .0054 .00*

California Ileeatar, 1 .042 1.464 0.5)7
.6325 .0616 .002*

N1ameota tletetataty t 10.114 .034 8.90
.002* .6118 .001*

* Well hypotheses rejected at .05 level.

1. T14 Soli 111WhOill concerned old total a aid and tax rate of
local school dlatr1eta vu tejeeted le el: of the thitteen 41 ttttt t
patter** totted. Alio the prOlatilit Itateseate let 4 additional
states sere voter .11. Sae sate vevild uea to ha of Iwo valve ae
a otedietet of total state atd is ell 41ettiet pvttetaa 110144
accept Mlameeeta alairtatary and vaifft' di od tooth Coronae
allied dlettitta.

1. School diettlet flee vat as impettaut vatlabl to ptelictleg total
14 111 huh. Mieeleelpl and Rev fork sniffed 41fttleta and

la Pliaaemott leseatat, diettleta. Pb. ptehalllity level via 'meet

.10 le usifle4 dlattieta la Coletale. Itichigly, CaliF0v4144. 1114

louts.. Scheel 41ettlet flee weld sees to have se ptediet1ve
valve 1a the teodileler et the 41 Rattanu and chatty vas
the hilt pevatfel of the predietet wettabla is Model 3.
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SUMMARY

'finis chapter contained an analysis of data gathered by literature review,
questionnaire, and interview. It coveted legislation and financial factors
in sixteen sample states in regard to relationships of state school aids to
local school district organization.

To facilitate the presentation of the findings the analysis was directed
toward response to six questions. A summary of the findings relevant to
Questions 1, 2, and 3 follows:

1. Professional and Personnel Regulations

a. In regard to Retirement, it was reported in ten states newly employed
school teachers in the state were covered by the same program. Nine
out of these ten responses indicated this had no effect on reorganiza-
tion. One of the ten indicated it encooraged. Six of the responses
indicated that retirement laws were different, with large metropolitan
areas under a different program than the rest of the state. Each of
the six responses indicated that this fact had no effect on reorganiza-
tion.

b. In regard to Tenure Laws, in only three of the sample states was it
indicated that tenure laws were not uniform throughout the state and
in each instance, the respondent indicated that this fact had no
effect on t.organitation. Two stater, Mississippi and New Hampshire,
have no state-wide tenure law. Eleven of the sixteen states reported
having a state-wide tenure law, but in o-ly three of these states,
Colorado, Indiana, and Pennsylvania was it indicated that this fact
encouraged school district reorganization.

2, Building Aid Bonded Indebtedness

a. Every sample state where reorganisation has taken place had a pro
vision where the bonded indebtedness of a former district may be
assumed by a newly formed district. The responses from five states
indicate that this feature encourages school district reorganization.
Seven responses indicated that the provision has no effect. Two
responses Indicated the provision discouraged reorganization and one
response indicated the provision both entourages and discourages.

(I) The Michigan law was considered to both entourage and discourage
reorganisation depending on the circumstances of the individual
case. There are variations as to how the assumption issue can
be presented to the people and confusion sometimes results.

(2) Minnesota and Mississippi provisions calling for the mandatory
assumption of debt have discouraged reorganisation.

(3) Features in bonded debt assumption judged to entourage teoreanita
tioa were: Colorado optional procedures for presenting vote to
public which don't hinge on the acceptance or rejection of the
reorganisation election; Malt* state assistance for debt retire-
ment; Nev flaspshire the cooperative school district assumed but
standing debts and obligations of the local district which pertain
to property acquired by the cooperative district tot its lose;

1
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Pennsylvania - debt remains with incurring district; and
South Carolina - randatory assumption of debt coupled with
incentive building aid.

b. It was reported in eight states that there was a provision grant-
ing special state aid on principal or interest incurred for debt
from school building construction resulting from school district
reorganization. In six out of eight states this provision
encourages reorganization and in the other two where it is
present, it is considered to have no effect. In no state hav-
ing a building aid incentive was it considered to discourage
reorganization.

3. Special Fiscal Program

a. In seven states having a fiscal feature providing stete
assistance to local school districts for paying non - resident
tuition costs for their students attending another school
district it was indicated that this provision discouraged
school district reorganization. In no instance did a
response from a state having this provision indicate that
it encouraged reorganization and in only twv, was it con-
sidered to have no effect.

b. It was reported in all sixteen states that state aid was
available to local school districts for special education.
The responses from fourteen of the states indicated that this
specific aid has no impact on teotganiration.

c. Nine of the sample states have a ptovision providing for
special aid assistance for financially distressed districts.

(I) Michigan .as the only one of the nine states in which the
aid was rejected as discouraging reorganization. In this

state, the aid formula provides financial assistance to
districts that should be reorganizing but are able to
exist independently with distressed aids.

(2) Four states have a distressed district aid but the responses
indicate that it has no effect on reorganization.

(3) In the other four states where the aid is reported to exist,
it is considered to encourage reorganiration for fur sep-
arate reasons: I) Minnesota protects viable districts in
temporary trouble; 2) New York minimum standards for
receiving; 3) Pennsylvania helps eliminate debts of dis-
tricts tenting to reorganize; 4) Wisconsin established
minimum mill levy.

d. Only five of the sample states have a supplemental aid designed
to specifically provide bonus money to temianieed districts.
The Califotnia feature tends to both encttcage and discourage
reorganization because of features which threaten the loss of
money once it is received and also a low dollar amount. Maine,
Nev Hampshire, And New York have strong bonus featutes lodged
to encourage reorganization. Pennsylvania has a bonus aid
featute encouragilg teorganitation of districts for vocational-
technical education.
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e. Transportation aid was reported as a part of the financial
r-ogram of every state except sew Hampshire. It was reported
in nine states that tronsportLtIon aid has definitely encouraged
school district reo.ganization, In five states it has ne effect,
and in only cne was it considered to binder the pr,scess.

4. Foundation Aid Programs

a. Eight of the states have a specific feature or oullt in provision
in their foundation aid program guarding against a newly formed
school district receiving less money in foundation ale than the
total amount of money that the districts would have received if
they would have remained independent. It was reported in seven
of these states that this feature encouraged school district re-
otganization. in the ether, Wisconsin, the feature also had pro-
moted reorganization, but of an undesitable kind.

b. It was reported in twelve states that minimum program sta. dards
vere necessary for receiving state aid. In eight of these the
feature had little or no effect on reorganization due to lack of
enforeotent and ways that the provisions could be circumvented.
In the four states where the responses indicated the presence of
program standards that were actually enforced, the feature was
considered to encourage reorganisation.

e. Eight of the sample states have provisions in their foundation
program that specifically contain a correction factor for sparsely
or ler_ely populated areas. The results were inconclusive as to
whether or not this factor encourages or discovvages reorganization.
In those instances where it discouraged, aid for sparse populations
was Just enough to enable the small district to exist. Density
aid for big cities. in Nev York has prevented their reorganisation
with DOM unitt.

d. In not one of the states sampled does there presently exist a
specific provision designed to fln.ncially penalite or punish in
some way districts not meeting some minfmum site standards. Diff
erence in aid payments do exist to a limited extent for different
sites or classes of districts, but no state specifically goes about
the process of adopting measures punitive to small districts.

e. Only four states presently have a financial feature %obese benefits
are based on size or classification. In one state, Indiana. it
has no influence. In three states, Iowa, Minnesota and South Carolina,

it is repotted to discourage reorganization. In lova the program still
provides money for small districts as it also does in South Carolina.
Small districts in Minnesota brie had a means to circumvent the lay.

f. Pennsylvania had a law which was repealed In 1968 for it had "accom-
plished" its purpose which classified districts by population and then
paid supplemental aid on the basis of classification siee. It alto
encouraged reorganization by paying additional amounts when different
mergers, or Jointures took plate.

. 4
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g. Foundation features giving wealthy districts enough basic aid
which allows them to operate on a lower tax rate, is reported co
discourage reorganization with another district if this privileged

position is jeopardized.

h. In Mississippi there is a built in incentive grant in the formula

for determining equalization aids that provide for increased state

aid on a graduated basis if local effort is increased because of

reorganization.

5. Federal Legislation and Court Decisions

a. In three states, California, Mississippi, and South Carolina, federal

court action and legislation pertaining to integration have affected

reorganization

b. Federal and state programs requiring cooperation between districts

have laid the groundwork for later consolidation.

6. Basic Legislation

a. Mandatory legislation providing for the dissolving of non-operating
and/or ungraded one room schools has been an effective measure in

accomplishing school district reorganization.

b. Each of the sample states had periods during the timezpan 1948-1968

where there was more school district reorganization taking place than

others. The findings of this study reveal the following factors as
typical of what one may find during these periods of increased activity:

(1) State, regional, county, of local planning committees authorized

by state legislatures to play a major role in encouraging school

district reorganization;
(2) Studies or master plans being developed by public or private

agencies recommending an appropriate organizational structure

for local districts;
(3) The removal of restrictive voting and petitioning procedures

for acting on reorganization;
(4) Legislation setting up the machinery for effecting reorganization

supplemented by incentive aid features of either a special or .

foundation nature.

QUESTION

1. States with a small number of districts appear to have as much variation

in per student valuation as states with a large number of districts. The

variation is found in states which have adopted a single pattern of unified

districts as well as states which have multiple organization schemes. It

should be noted that states with the multiple organization schemes - non-

operating, elumentary, secondary and unified combinations - the disparity

in amount of valuation per student tends to be greater than in states with

the single plan of organization.
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2. In general, small districts tend to have more valuation per student than
do the larger districts. Small elementary districts dominate the pattern
of negative correlation stated in this generalization.

3. State finance models should recognize that wealth is not equally distributed.
While some forms of district organization patterns - such 's unified dis-
tricts - appear to provide a better distribution of wealth no pattern or
number cf districts is providing anything approaching an equitable distribu-
tion of wealth. Thus, it is imperative that the tax base of the local dis-
tricts be combined through further reorganization or that finance models
actually integrate an appropriate measure of wealth into the formula.

4. Analysis of current expenditures, Appendix E, Table 35, indicates substantial
variation exists in expenditures. The variation exists at all levels of
organization - non-operating, elementary, secondary and unified. ft is as
pronounced for low mean expenditure states as it is for states with high
mean expenditures. States with fewer districts exhibit as much disparity
as those with many districts.

5. In a predominance of cases the findings have shown that small size districts
are spending more money for education than are large districts. This state-
ment is supported by the number of negative correlation

obtained between size
and expenditures.

6. Using the expenditure model the null hypothesis stating that there was no
relationship between expenditure and size of the district was tested. Size
does not appear to be an important variable when predicting expenditures.
This observation is supported by the fact that the null hypothesis was
rejected for three cases out of the total of eleven models tested.

gffscIoN 5

The response to this question has been summarized as a general answer to
the four elements listed in the question.

1. High total tax rates tend to be associated with large districts. Low rates
are associated with small districts. The same pattern was noted for current
tax rates as for total tax rates. It was further noted that elementary dis-
tricts dominated the pattern.

Z. There were a ;Significant number of instances where no relationship existed
between total tax rates and size. Unified districts dominated this pattern.
The same observation could be made for current tax rates.

3. Examination of the relationships between size and the effort index tended
to fall in the same pattern as the observation reported for tax rates above.

4. Little evidence was gathered as a result of this study which would indicate
that stability or equity have been achieved in tax structures. Wide varia-
tion is prevalent within states. In most cases size is the determinant of
the tax rate - low rates tend to be associated with small district size.
The variation in tax rates seems to be less in states with only unified
districts, however, substantial variation still exits.
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QUESTION 6

1. Foundation aid payments per student indicate a wide range of dollars are
provided to local districts. Providing the aid formula is constructed to
recognize difference in ability to pay on the part of the district,this
pattern would be expected. (See table 37, Appendix E).

2. In ten of the cases studied no relationship existed between size and founda-
tion aid. Seven of the ten cases were unified districts.

3. In nearly half of the cases size and foundation aid produced a negative
correlation. In general, large districts received less aid per student
than did small districts.

4. Transportation aid was inversely related to size. Small districts received
more aid per pupil than did large districts.

5. The current aid pattern was similar to the pattern for foundation atd.
One-half of the cases studied showed negative correlation. Again, large
districts received less total current aid then did the smaller districts
on a per pupil basis.

6. Capital and debt categorical aids are not generally paid to the states
included in the study. In about cn.e-half of the cases where OA was paid
the large districts received more aid than did the smaller districts.

7. Observing total state aid paid to local districts the pattern was one of
negative correlation as was found for foundation aid. This finding was
expected since most of the state aid paid to local school districts was
for foundation purposes. In general, large districts received small aid
payments per student white small districts received large payments.

8. Hypotheses testing with the state aid model.

Three null hypotheses were tested using the state aid model. The model
was described as follows;

TOTAL STATE AID s SIZE + VALUATION + TAX RATE + CURRENT EXPENDITURES

The null hypotheses tested included the following;

1. There is no relationship between size and the total amount of
state aid paid on a per pupil basis to local school districts.

2. There is no relationship between the total tax rate and the
total amount of state aid per pupil paid to school districts.

3. There is no relationship between the current expenditures per
pupil and the total amount of state aid per pupil paid to local
school districts.

The following results were obtained:

1. In eleven out of thirteen cases the null hypothesis related to
expenditures was rejected. Current expenditure is xi important
variable in predicting the level of state aid.
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2. In six out of the eleven cases the null hypothesis was rejected stating
that no relationship existed between state aid and tax rates. Tax rate
was an important variable for predicting the level of state aid for the
six cases - it was not as important a variable in general as was current
expenditures.

3. While aize was sa important variable in four cases it was least important
in the general picture.

X53



CHAPTER V

REGIONAL UNITS

School district reorganization is defined in the introduction of Parts
One and Two of this study as any legal restructuring of school units which
include state delegated powers. While the combining of two or more local
districts into a single administrative unit is the most common type of reor-
ganization, other forms have begun to emerge in recent years. Several state
legislatures have created intermediate or regional units and equipped them
with the power co receive state and federal funds, enter into contracts with
local school districts, and levy taxes. While a variety of factors are con-
tributing to this movement, two are most obvious. Sparsity or population in
large sections of the nation make it impractical for local operating units
of reasonable geographies'_ size to provide a full range of educational ser-
vices for all youth of school age. To some extent this is a frank recognition
of the limitations of school district reorganization of the traditional type.
While the case for large local school districts is well documented in many
places, including Chapter III of this volume, the evidence suggests that most
reorganized school districts cannot satisfy the educational needs of all
students. Still larger lccal districts would improve the situation in many
cases. However, such expansion of school district boundaries eventually
becomes dysfunctional, making local participation in school governance diff-
icult in the extreme.

Problems besetting public education in metropolitan areas are also
contributing to a renewed interest in regional approaches to education.

Like their counterparts in the rural areas, many suburban school dis-
tricts cannot independently offer equal educational opportunities for all
children. This is especially true in those metropolitan areas which have
been fragmented into a large number of small districts. However, disparities
in both educational needs and wealth and educational bureauoracies in large
cities are the most important variables which are causing concerned citizens
to examine other forms of school organization. The regional unit is viewed
as a possible solution. It has the potential for preserving or restoring
some measure of local control while mobilizing the resources of the entire
region in support of education. Also, the transferring of all or a portion
of the fiscal management of schools to a regional board would make it
possible to effectively decentralize large city systems, placing responsi-
bility for educational program decisions near the point where the service
is delivered to students. A discussion of the actual operation of regional
intermediate units in 32 states is to be found in Chapter III of Part I of
the report of this study.

The implications of regional units for both rural and metropolitan areas
are examined in this chapter. While it is clear that such units could be
delegated the power to operate some programs, such as special education and
vocational education, and enter into various contractual arrangements with
local districts and private agencies, this study is limited to the equalizing
effect of regional property taxes for education. Regional taxes are sub-
stituted for all or a portion of local taxes in all of the seven models
which are described in this chapter.
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THE SAMPLE

Sixteen states were selected as the sample for Special Study Number 11.
The criteria for the identification of these states are reported in the
Introduction to this volume. Additional criteria were developed to identify
the population and select a sample of regions for analysis in this portion
of the project. Consideration was first given to defining the population as
consisting of all intermediate unite in the nine states having such units
and the economic planning units in the remaining seven states in the sample.
This plan was discussed in interviews with administrators in the state educa-
tion agencies in the sixteen states. Many of the administrators in states
having intermediate units were of the opinion that such units are much too
small and pointed to proposals to enlarge them. In several cases, they
recommended the economic planning region as the most 1,:gicP1 unit for study.
The sample of regions was finally made from regional economic planning units
in eleven states and intermediate or similar units in five states. The
several regions in each state were placed in three groups according to the
number of pupils enrolled. One region was selected from each group to secure
geographic representation throughout the state. The largest region was
selected in every state except New York where the region would have consisted
of but one school district. The Long Island planning region was chosen in
this case. The maps to be found in this chapter provide a visual representa-
tion of the regions included in the sample.

Characteristics of the sample are described in Tables 5.1 and 5.2.
Perhaps the most striking observation about these tables is the enormous
range in size of districts and regions, both between and within states.
Fcr example, Oregon has but five school districts in its smallest region,
while Minnesota has 63. Similarily, the largest region in California con-
tains 216 school districts, whereas Mississippi has only eight. The range
in pupil population, as shown in Table 5.2 is even more impressive. Nebraska
has one school district with two pupils and another with 57,272. The range
in Michigan is from seven to 295,907; in California from eight to 643,128.
Moreover, there is a surprising range in school district size within the
large regions where the major cities are located. For instance, one district
in the large region for California (Los Angeles SMSA) has but 20 students.
Likewise, districts enrolling but 46, 52, 10, 3, 30, and 20 pupils are
located near Denver, Detroit, Minneapolis, Omaha, Portland, Milwaukee,
respectively. Designing a regional mechanism to harness the resources of
this array of districts is complicated in the extreme. Indeed, this problem
demonstrates the need for additional restructuring of local districts as a
prerequisite to regional planning for public education.

Expenditure patterns in the 1966 school districts in the 48 regions are
revealed in Table 5.3. Again, the picture is one of infinite variety. Dis-
counting the extremes and, therefore, limiting the analysis to the tenth and
ninetieth percentile, the variability in ten of the 48 regions exceeds two
to one. The three regions in Colorado are examples. Clearly, the range of
per pupil expenditures within regions exceeds the range between regions with-
in the same states. In other words, most regions seem to have both high and
low expenditure districts. The median expenditure between regions shows
little variation in Indiana, Mississippi, South Carolina, and New Hampshire.
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Table 5.1
The Number of Local Districts and the Pupil Population in

Each of the Three Regions Within the Sixteen States of the Sample

State
Size of
Region

Number of
Local Districts Pupil Population

California Small 56 46,148
Medium 102 245,403
Large 216 2,230,329

Colorado Small 22 14,024
Medium 27 30,108
Large 19 259,189

Indiana Small 12 22,963
Medium 11 54,664
Large 46 233,235

Iowa Small 24 17,009
Medium 14 46,989

Large 58 111,578
Maine Small 45 13,825

Medium 19 21,809
Large 26 51,454

Michigan Small 35 33,049
Medium 24 86,648

large 123 1,062,990
Minnesota Small 63 22,962

Medium 69 41,584
Large 60 439,894

Mississippi Small 13 43,163
Medium 25 . 61,925
Large 8 77,437

Nebraska Small 45 8,369
Medium 21 9,504
Large 84 93,896

New Hampshire Small 11 9,034
Medium 11 12,095
Large 14 22,500

New York* Small 43 67,160
Medium 52 168,778

Large 118 571,162
Oregon Small 5 10,429

Medium 17 11,573
Large 72 180,191

Pennsylvania Small 19 38,191
Medium 42 99,450

Large 74 577,157
South Carolina Small 16 61,766

Medium 9 70,831
Large 15 131,288

Utah Small 8 10,059
Medium 4 34,491
Large 8 126,514

Wisconsin Small 38 34,451
Medium 56 69,604

Large 67 276,488
TOTAL 1966 7,963,410

*The New York City SMSA includes more than one economic planning unit.
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Table 5.2
Range in Size of Pupil Populations Within the Forty-eight Regions

State

Size of
Region

ADA or ADM for 1967-68

Low 10 Percentile Median 90 Percentile His

California S 8 23 371 2,325 5,937

M 9 28 416 4,804 53,185

L 20 260 4569 18,424 643,128

Colorado S 16 58 404 2,303 2,692

M 68 160 665 1,460 8,931

L 46 118 6548 54,404 88,016

Indiana S 717 758 1652 3,851 3,875

M 317 1395 2223 5,975 31,218

L 235 922 2262 8,348 97,573

Iowa S 253 258 516 2,341 2,589

M 348 353 1196 7,208 22,430

L 278 344 735 2,884 46,033

Maine S 9 19 145 879 1,701

M 77 96 395 3,392 4,051

L 34 175 1416 3,914 13,583

Michigan S 7 14 317 2,772 8,079

M 469 641 1896 5,097 32,184

L 52 1198 097 16,696 295,907

Minnesot.1 S 5 12 136 882 3,053

M 5 14 371 1,719 3,656

L 10 39 3135 13,742 76,314

Mississippi S 1368 1491 2370 4,716 11,285

M 1028 1692 3784 9,252 35,571

L 3028 4855 35,572

Nebraska S 2 11 46 406 1,510

M 24 34 106 2,010 4,072

L 3 10 19 1,435 57,272

New Hampshire S 80 190 578 1,657 2,765

M 72 173 437 3,108 3,808

L 165 282 567 2,162 12,448

New York S 279 418 1195 3,449 7,071

M 227 727 1717 6,572 30,058

L* 89 238 3843 10,989 19,518

Oregon S 22 2119 4,291

M 68 81 354 2,347 3,685

1. 30 70 599 4,243 72,066

Pennsylvania S 1011 1077 1856 3,485 3,824

M 92 706 1796 3,475 12,766

L 197 774 4094 10,874 245,701

South Carolina S 480 487 1850 13,485 13,953

M 996 1139 4242 9,579 37,546

L 1889 2099 3931 12,865 51,766

Utah S 204 204 1064 2,973 2,973

M 1807 8490 15,703

L 415 415 6297 57,873 57,873

Wisconsin S 54 76 569 3,086 3,872

M 278 448 901 2,471 9,464

L 20 71 1362 6,469 125,740

* The New York City SMSA includes more than one economic planning region.
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Table 5.3
Range in Current Expenditures Per Pupil

Within the Forty-Eight Regions for 1967.1968

State
Site of
Region Low

10

Percentile

California S 375 423
H 324 404

L 409 464
Colorado S 350 380

H 488 560

L 469 486

Indiana S 437 452
M 413 442

L 293 408
Iowa S 516 615

H 506 539

L 501 542

Maine S 211 306

M 302 311

L 376 404

Michigan S 215 244

M 444 455

L 210 485
Minnesota S 347 418

M 327 439

L 405 469
Mississippi S 269 294

M 265 210

L 265 265

Nebraska S 380 478
H 326 437

L 248 352

New Hampshire S 443 475

M 397 402

L 402 427

New York S 619 858

M 638 813

L 844 992

Oregon S 629 --.....

M 561 603
L 418 483

Pennsylvania S 546 552

M 435 504

L 386 582

South Carolina 8 321 334

M 328 328

L 327 359

11W, S 414 497

M 451 ....

L 449 649
Miscaselft S 3)4 445

M 408 512

L 236 449

a

Medium Percentile High

594 987 1414
543 895 1752

585 814 1468
677 1179 1881

732 1196 1450
590 1080 1274

516 580 595

493 561 611
494 573 698

713 848 855
62J 787 845
635 773 937

441 667 1041
424 457 472
469 587 754

514 676 862

492 711 737

588 733 1392
536 766 1189

557 726 2010

551 634 1031
362 405 412
318 423 481

280 386 386
700 945 4210
524 725 928
482 685 1915

604 63) 675
453 554 627

471 583 590
972 1129 1653
950 1100 1570

1197 1788 2707
743 .......... 1441

109 1024 1328
605 830 1157

613 692 718
561 642 681
652 839 1031

366 413 470
378 447 447

386 416 466
599 1135 1135
417 .... 497

520 5111 581
570 765 919
591 691 819
660 679 1181

1 6 9
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Since the property tax is the principal producer of revenue for public
school operations, an analysis of the tax base in the districts within the
forty-eight regions is useful. in fact, the disparities in ability to
support public education is the primary variable which is examined in the
seven models in this chapter. Some of the basic data for this analysis
are shown in Table 5.4. The relationship of assessed value to market value
is of no particular concern here. The reported figures for each state were
used on the assu.sption that practices within states are somewhat uniform.
However, states differ markedly in assessment practices. Therefore, the
data in Table 5.4 should not be used for making comparisons between states.

Again, comparisons within states at the tenth and ninetieth percentiles
.eem to be most valid. Thus eliminating the extremes, the situation is
still one of greet disparity. In forty-four of the forty-eight regions the
district at the ninetieth percentile has at least twice as much wealth behind
each pupil as the district at the tenth percentile. The median ratio between
the tenth and nintieth percentile is approximately four to one.

The tax rates for current expense are shown in Table 5.5. A comparison
of the spread between the district reported for the tenth percentile and the
district for the ninetieth percentile in each region shows that s vide varia-
tion exists. The spread in twenty-seven regions is more than two-toone and
in fifteen regions the ratio is three-to-one, These observations raise
potential legal questions akin to the "equal opportunity" suits now popular
in several states. In this instance the question here pertains to unequal
application of a state tax. Since cont. uniformly hold that school taxes
are state taxes, regardless of the locus of collection or levy, one can
argue thst such taxes must be uniform on all subjects similarity situated.
this question has never been tested in the courts, but the data in Table
5.5 Suggests that it may be worth asking.

Table 5.6 is a summation and slightly different treatment of the data
which is reported in Tables 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5. A comparison of data was
made between the districts at the tenth and ninetieth percentiles in each
of the forty-eight regions. The range of ratios was greatest for valuation
per pupil and saallest for current expenditure. The medians of the ratios
are shown at the bottai of the table.

Models Tested
The data presented earlier in this chapter demonstrates the problem of

offering equal educational opportunities to all students. Educational needs
And wealth ate not distributed uniformly. Even Herculean efforts by tax-
payers In some districts simply will not compensate for the differences in
Ability to support schools. Moreover, further expansion of local school
districts is but a partial solution. Large sections within states are often
plagued by relative poverty. The tax potential of multi-county regions and
the entire state are needed to achieve equalization.

This section examines seven different approaches to achieving varying
degrees of equalisation it the 1966 school districts in the fortyeieht
regions Oath are included in this study. The Met fogs models test the
impact of tramsfettles all or a portion of the local tax levy to the realm
Each district, regardless of its level of expenditure, well be permitted to
shift a fixed percent of its levy to the region Aire a uniform tax on all

1
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Table 5.4
Range in Assessed Valuation Per Pupil

Within the Forty-eight Regions for 1967.68

State
Sire of
Region Low 10 Percentile Median 90 Percentile High

California S $2,943 $ 5,848 $17,923 523,667 $205,933
H 2,156 8,012 17,301 55,714 229,304

L 2,372 5,939 13,708 50,445 176,895
Colorado S 4,223 4,447 10,019 27,877 88,956

H 5,887 7,985 15,189 38,448 78,492

L 4,299 4,681 8,616 22,296 32,099
Indiana S 5,766 7,263 9,391 12,472 13,978

14 6,001 6,831 9,529 11,671 16,398
L 4,840 5,520 7,797 10,374 15,362

Iowa S 7,024 9,542 14,620 19,248 23,926
M 6,808 7,407 9,290 14,066 27,023

L 4,860 6,746 9,566 14,890 17,756
Maine S 4,238 5,909 11,382 29,966 41,885

H 4,824 6,135 9,532 15,508 21,622
L 4,629 7,292 11,495 21,105 45,451

Michigan S 7,885 10,228 14,910 25,926 41,921
H 5,860 6,117 8,577 20,567 22,289

L 5,260 8,088 12,249 23,589 83,940
Minnesota S 3,188 4,356 8,331 26,759 98,400

H 6,612 8,016 12,692 34,714 212,909
L 2,076 1,848 6,775 27,381 137,600

Mississippi S 1,719 3,069 3,986 6,582 6,601
H 2,523 2,680 3,948 10,008 11,971

L 2,868 2,868 3,378 11,970 11,970
Nebraska S 7,938 10,1)6 21,068 66,511 177,000

M 7,091 7,586 19,536 39,059 49,466
L 3,641 8,688 24,219 56,083 158,846

Nev Hampshire S 24,760 27,411 61,149 91,701 110,075
H 17,927 24,360 29,421 40,559 49,846

L 16,268 21,439 27,611 39,357 40,090
WV York 8 4,755 6,216 12,486 28,033 64,838

14 5,724 8,292 13,648 29,704 11,885
L 12,136 17,332 30,616 74,947 161,174

Oregon S 26,696 67,039 186,318
H 20,418 21,269 40,226 89,566 PN1,893

L 12,035 15,1% 215,892 68,144 127,424
Pennsylvania S 6,541 7,265 8,44 12,319 12,651

M 5,716 6,606 10,242 16,381 24,572

L 13,219 14,872 24,039 43,115 92,178
South Carolina S 769 177 974 1,631 1,549

M 1,0)1 1,011 1,465 5,469 5,469

L 1,248 1,149 1,818 2,567 2,813

Utah S 3,466 3,466 6,117 9,363 5,363
H 4,154 5,20 5,890

L 3,638 3,618 8,114 11,198 11,198
Viteinalk 8 12,264 11,410 21,520 701,610 225,880

74 12,011 14,469 21,524 29,348 63,818

L 3,169 21,572 34,416 79,441 168,215
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Table S.S
lasso to Current Wendituts Tax Rates Within the FortyRight Regions

for 1947.1948

Sits of
State "Wog Low 10 Parcsotils _Median 90 Percintils Biel

Calltorola S 10.0 12.8 17.3 11.1 16.3

M 10.1 13.1 16.4 32.2 44.8
L 1.8 16.1 22.5 19.8 49.9

Colorado 1 9.5 10.0 24.1 31.8 37.0
M 10.0 18.0 26.5 34.2 40.6

L 19.3 21.8 40.1 41.0 47.0
talisss I 16.9 34.9 42.1 49.4 51.6

M 22.0 25.2 11.1 41.2 46.9
L ILI 33.2 40.9 AI.) S1.0

lows I 30.0 30.4 39.0 49.7 53.2
X 38.3 40.1 47.9 56.4 51.9
L 34.9 11.7 47.6 57.1 10.1

WIN I 9.1 14.S 24.7 35.7 44.4
M 19.7 22.8 26.4 31.1 38.3

L 12.1 19.0 30.0 55.1 MS
Mieligto s 4.0 7.5 10.0 14.9 16.0

X 5.2 5,3 10.1 23.5 23.6
L 2.8 1.8 16.1 22.8 29.)

Misessots s 13.0 19.0 $7.0 134.0 165.0
X 5.0 29.0 92.0 110.0 121.0
L 9.0 16.0 101.5 147.0 193.0

Xiatistippi 1 11.0 18.9 21.0 31.0 31.1
M 23.0 21.2 25.0 28.0 11.0

L 21.0 11.0 11.0 11.0 21.0
%frisks I 6.2 14.4 21.7 45.1 54.1

M 15.0 16.0 27.6 61.1 11.9
L 10.9 17.4 ILI 44.1 66.6

00V 104111111111 1 1.1 7.4 11.8 11.0 19.1
M 4.4 7.9 16.1 22.0 12.1
L 1.7 5.0 16.2 19.0 19.4

Dew Teti 8 14.5 32.8 99.3 163.) 191.0
X 21.8 44.9 914 176.9 215.8
L 35.6 91.1 117.6 104.6 333.5

Otero I 4.0 8.1 15.9
M 5.4 7.4 1).) 21.4 24.1
L 6.1 8.2 14.6 11.0 31.3

Plisitsylfrasit I 9.0 9.9 14.1 11.5 20.4
X 5.0 S./ 11.1 11.1 20.1

L 3.9 11,5 11.2 11.4 54.0
Ilse% Cstolisa I 44.0 45.0 57.0 74.0 79.0

M 18.0 38.0 87.0 63.5 OA
L 42.5 47.0 46.0 77.5 81.0

Shah 1 41.6 43.4 49.1 52.6 52.6
X 49.1 53.0 $4.1

3. 44.1 44.4 01.0 59.0 59.0
11Stoests 8 1.0 Le 12.0 16.4 11.0

M 10.5 11.1 15.1 11.0 11.0
L 0 7.4 14.1 11.0 17.9

1 6 u
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table 5.6
Ratio tetuven the District at the Tenth Percentile and the District of the

Ninetieth Percentile Within Each Region on Selected Criteria

rate
Site of Expenditures

Region

Current Current
Expenditures

er Pupil ax Rate

A
Valuation

a

et Pupil

California S to 2.) to 2.4 to 12.6

/4 : 2.) : 2.4 : 7.0

L : 1.6 : 2.4 : 8.5

Colorado S t 3.1 : 3.2 : 6.3

M : 2.1 : 1.1 : 4.8

L : 2.2 : 1.2 : 4.8

Indians S : 1.4 : 1.3 : 2.4

M : 1.1 : 2.1 : 2.7

L : 1.4 : 1,S : 1.1

lova $ 1 1.4 : 1.6 : 2.0

M : 1.7 : 1.4 : 4.0

L : 1.4 1 1.1 : 2.2

Maine s : 2.2 : 2.5 : 5.1

M : 1.1 : 1.6 : 2.5

L 1 1.5 : 1.6 : 2.1

Michigan S : 2.6 : 2.0 : 2.1

N : 1.6 : 4.4 1 3.4

L : 1.S : 2.6 : 2.1

Minnesota I : 1.8 : 3.4 : 6.1

M : 1.1 r 3.7 : 4.1

L : 1.4 t 5.7 : 7.1

M iiiiiii ppi s : 1.1 : 1.6 : 3.6

M : 1.6 : 1.2 2 3.1

L s 1.5 : 1.2 i 4.2

Nebraska 8 : 2.0 : 3.2 s 6.5

M : I./ : 3.6 : 1.1

L : 1.6 : 2.S : 6.3

New Wanpabite I t 1.1 : 1.1 : 4.4

M : 1.6 : $.1 : 2.6

L : 1.1 : $.11 : 2.1

New Tett S : 1.3 : $.0 1 4.1

M : 1.4 : 3.6 : 3.6

L : 1.1 : 2.1 : 4.1

Oregon S : 1.) 1 1.7 : 7.0

N : 1.7 : 3.0 : 4.2

L : 1.7 : 2.1 1 4.1

Peneepliranis 8 : 1.3 1 1.1 : 1.7

M 2 1.3 : 3.0 1 2.1

L r 1.4 t 1.1 : 1.11

loath Carolina S : 1.2 1 1.6 : 1.1

N : 1.4 t 1.7 : 5.1

L : 1.2 : 1.6 s 1.1

Ota s f 1.1 : 1.2 : 2,7

N : 1.1 : 1.1 : 1.4

L : 1.1 : 1.3 : 3.1

Wisconsin S s 1.7 ' 4.8 : 11.6

N : 1.1 r 1.3 : 1.0

L : 2.0 : 2.1 : 3.7

MEDIAN t 1.SS r 1.10 : 3./1
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of the assessed valuation would be levied.

A conceptual weakness of these four models is readily apparent. The
high expenditure districts would shift a greater dollar tax levy to the
region than the districts with more modest costs. However, the high posi-
tive correlation betweey wealth and expenditure levels suggests that the
districts which would receive a higher dollar return from the region would
also contribute more through the uniform regional levy. As shown in Table
1.6 the variability in wealth is far greater than it is in the level of
expenditure. Therefore, the equalising effect of models 1, 2, 3, and 4 is
apparent. Moreover, these models may have more political appeal than "Robin
Hood" plans which simply take from the rich and give to the poor.

Model five examines a slightly different concept. In this case a
uniform regional tax would be levied to produce revenue equal to the
average per pupil unit expenditure for current expense in the several dis-
tricts of the region. Districts wishing to speed more money than the average
for the region would be granted local tax leeway to do so. The average
cost mould be increased annually in this fashion. Of course, districts
that were unwilling or unable to levy local taxes would be allowed to
limit expenditures to the average of the region or a lower level.

Models six and seven are conceptually identical, 14 both instances a
uniform tax would be levied with the proceeds of such tax distributed to
the districts on a flat grant basis. Model six tests the effect of such a
tax of sufficient magnitude to produce $100 per pupil in average daily
attendance. The impact of a one mill uniform tax is tested in model seven.

Analysts of the Seven ?Weis
Models 1,2; 4 provided for a shifting of 25, 10, ?So and 100

percent, respectively, of the local levy for current expense to a uniform
regional property tax. Net current expense was computed as the difference
between reported current expenditure and state aid for the same purpose.
The property tax rate that would be required to raise that amount of money
was calculated for each district. this tax rate was compared with the rate
hich was derived in the fashion described above. The derived tax rate
was the sus of the local and regional tax rates for each of the models.
The impact of models 1, 2, 3, and 4 follows.

pODES, Twenty-five percent tegiooal and Seventy-five
Percent Local Sharing

The potential maximum changes in local tax tales that would result from
a shifting of 21 percent of the current expense levy from the local districts
to the region are shown in Table S.?. The required regional fates were added
to the reduced local rates in computing the anticipated changes.

The regional tax rate necessary to support 23 percent of the cutrent
expense tudgats in the several districts in each region is also shown in
Table S.?. Since assessment practices vary greatly between states, ell
comparisons should be limited to the three regions within a single state.
Geoerally, the variation* in tax rates between the small, medium, and large
regions weld be father insignificant. Nowevet, In most states the highest
regional tax levies weld be in the regions with the largest number of students.
in Wettest*. Mississippi and Soeth Carolina are exceptions to this generalita-
tic..

16?
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Table 5.7
High and Low Tax Rates Within Regions Before and After Alternative
Tax Plan Number One with the Rusher of Dec nd I

State Region

Required
Regional
Rate

Ofghest Rate Lowest Rate
District
Receiving A.agnit_.

Deer. Incr.Before After Before After Dtcr. Incr.

California S 8.3 48.1 44.6 19.3 23.0 8 11 3.5 3.2
N 8.9 34.6 49.8 16.1 21.0 11 23 4.8 4.8

1. 8.3 30.1 46.0 11.2 21.4 60 42 4.1 4.2
Colorado S 11.0 80.7 71.6 19.0 23.3 6 16 9.2 6.3

M 10.2 60.9 56.1 14.1 21.0 10 17 4.8 6.9

L 12.0 68.1 63.1 21.4 29.6 9 10 5.0 6.2

Indiana 8 8.9 42.7 40.9 29.4 30.9 2 2 1.8 1.3

M 8.4 42.3 40.1 20.2 23.3 3 6 2.2 1.3
L 10.3 52.4 49.6 12.1 19.4 11 12 2.8 2.3

lova 3 10.7 82.7 72.8 28.8 32.3 7 12 9.9 3.5

N 12.3 69.8 64.6 26.0 32.4 S 9 5.2 5.6

L 11.1 78.7 72.2 30.3 35.8 17 41 6.3 5.6
Woe S 4.2 37.8 32.9 2.7 6.6 22 20 4.9 1.9

N 6.1 38.6 33.6 3.8 11.0 3 14 3.0 5.2

L 1.3 37.0 15.1 2.4 9.1 13 13 1.9 6.7

Mediae S 4.9 29.1 26.8 3.4 8.9 9 26 2.4 3.6

M 6.0 32.0 30.1 13.0 15.8 7 17 2.0 2.1
L 6.2 49.3 43.2 1.4 7.3 28 63 6.1 2.0

Minnesota 3 9.7 98.2 82.6 3.7 8.8 22 38 14.9 8.0
M 8.4 44.2 41.2 4.6 12.0 24 45 2.7 7.2

L 9.6 134.9 110.0 4.9 13.2 41 19 23.9 8.6

MIWilippl S 9.3 77.4 62.3 23.4 16.9 7 6 10.0 3.4

Pt 7.) 57.6 20.2 20.1 22.4 6 6 1.1 2.3
L 5.2 45.2 19.1 18.2 19.1 6 2 6.1 .6

%Stade S 9.6 71.8 OA 1.0 14.8 16 29 4.3 7.9
M 11.4 67.1 76.2 12.1 20.5 6 II 10.4 8.4

L 11.4 114.7 105.0 4.0 14.4 12 72 19.7 10.4
Rev Saswellti 8 2.2 16.2 14.6 2.6 6.6 6 5 1.6 1.0

It 4.0 20.4 19.2 9.0 10.7 2 6 1.1 1.7

L 3.3 20.3 18.6 11.3 II./ 13 1 1.9 .4

Sew Teti 2 5.6 65.1 S4.5 10.1 13.3 IS 21 10.1 1.0
M 4.2 51.6 43.2 3.4 6.2 39 13 9.0 I./
L 5.5 53.) 46.9 6.0 11.4 26 43 8.3 3.2

Oregon S 3.2 12.9 12.1 6.0 2.6 2 3 .6 1.6

X 3.1 24.9 21.9 5.5 2.3 10 1 3.0 1.2
L 3.1 31.4 26.1 6.2 2.6 SI 21 4.6 1.6

Peessylvests 2 3.3 16.1 12.1 LI Li 1 3 .41 1.2
4 3.3 16.0 15.3 1.4 8.6 1 4 .2 1.4
L 2.0 22.9 12.1 14.3 12.2 2 3 ./ 1.4

teeth Citellsa 2 31.2 233.1 206.3 MS 106.5 11 S 26.6 6.2

4 23.9 110.1 159.0 41.1 54.2 3 4 11.1 11.6
L 13.0 124.6 113.9 45.6 57.1 9 6 14.7 11.2

Mb 2 6.9 45.1 42.6 29.1 31.1 S 1 1.2 1.4
X LS 14.0 32.3 32.9 33.5 1 1 .7 .6

L 6.9 64.2 42.3 18.5 XD.! 4 4 1.2 1.1
Willeolin, $ 3.2 21.9 20.4 3.2 23 19 11 1.2 1.3

X 3.2 IL/ 20.6 10.4 11.5 39 17 1.9 1.1
L 3.9 16.2 13.9 11.2 12.6 ND 2 2.6 .9
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MODEL TWO - flay Percent Regional and
Fifty Percent Local Sharing

The results of the analysis for model two are shown in Table 5.8. The

number of districts that would experience increases and decreases in total
school taxes would be the same as in Model One. As expected, the sire and
percent of the changes were in each instance just double the site of the
corresponding figures under Model One. Also, the necessary regional tax
rate would be two times greater than the rate for Model One.

IODEL THREE - Seventy-five Percent Regional and
Twenty-five Percent Local Sharing

tiler the net local expenditure for current expense was calculated, as
explained earlier, seventy-five percent of that amount was shifted to the
region to be raised by a uniform regional property tax. The required re-
gional levy was the same as combining the levy needed for Models One and Two.
the districts that would experience decreases and increases under this plan
would be the save as those under the two other models. The percents of
increase and percents of decrease under this plan were the same as the com-
bined figures for Models One and Two. Under this plan the total levy in each
district would move rather close to a uniform rte for all districts. A
tabulation ofthe expected results of Model Three are shown in Table 5.9.

MODEL ma - One Hundred Percent Regional Taxation

For this model, all of the net local current expense vould be shifted
to the region and supported by a unifmo tax levy on the total property tax
base. the required regional levy was calculated in the same manner as the
method used in the three previous models. Again, the districts with above
average wealth would experience tax increases while those of less wealth
would teeth's tax decreases. The tax decreases in some districts with this
model vould equal or exceed the calculated regional rate. Also, some dis-
tricts would experience tax increases of over ninety percent of the regional
rate. table 5.10 summarires the changes associated with Model Four.

mu Lin - Intooat Support for Net Current Expense
Xqual to the Kean in the Anion

Model Five corrects some of the conceptual limitations inhere:A in the
first four models. In the earlier models, districts that exceeded mean local
expenditures for the region were permitted to shift a greater dollar levy to
the region than the districts with lower levels of expenditure. Model Five
proposes a uniform regional tax levy to support all districts at the mean
level of expenditure for the region. Districts choosing to maintain higher
levels of expenditure would hate to depend on local taxes for that portion
of their revenue. The equalising impact of this model is apparent because
districts with high valuations would be required to share their wealth with
their less fortunate neighbors. Since these more favored districts would
normally operate at above average costs, and probably choose to increase such
costs annually, the Mean for the region would become higher each year.

1
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Taste 5.6
High and Low tax Rates Within Regions Before and After Alternative
Tax Plan Nunber Tvo With the Somber of Decreases and I

state legion

teivired
Regional
Rate

Highest Rate Lovest Rate
District
Receiving Largest

Deer. Incr.before After before After Deer. Incr.

t Mortars S 17.0 48.1 41.0 19.3 26.6 8 11 7.1 7.3

M 17.7 54.6 45.0 16.1 25.0 II 23 9.6 9.7

1. 16.9 50.1 42.0 17.2 25.5 60 42 6.1 9.3
Colorado S 22.0 80.7 62.4 19.0 31.6 6 16 18.3 12.5

M 20.9 60.8 51.3 14.1 28.0 10 17 9.5 13.8
L 24.1 60.1 MI 23.4 35.8 9 10 9.9 12.6

/Miens S 17.7 42.7 39.1 29.4 32.4 5 7 3.6 3.0

M 16.7 42.3 37.9 20.2 26.8 5 6 4.4 6.6
L 20.6 52.4 46.8 12.1 26.7 11 35 3.3 14.6

Iowa S 21.4 62.7 62.8 35.9 35.9 7 17 19.9 7.1

M 24.6 69.9 59.4 26.9 38.0 5 9 10.1 11.1

L 26.3 78.7 65.6 30.3 41.4 1? 41 13.1 11.1

Maine S 9.1 37.8 33.2 2.7 15.8 22 20 9.8 7.7

M 13.4 38.6 32.7 5.8 16.3 S 14 5.9 10.5
L 14.7 37.0 28.0 2.4 10.4 13 13 3.9 13.5

Michigan S 9.6 19.1 24.4 %.4 12.5 9 26 4.6 7.1

M 12.0 32.0 28.1 13.0 18.6 7 17 4.0 5.5

L 12.5 49.3 37.1 1.4 13.2 58 65 12.2 11.8
Minnesota S 19.4 98.5 68.7 3.7 21.3 25 39 29.8 17.6

M 16.7 44.2 18.8 4.8 19.1 24 45 S.4 16.3

L 19.1 134.9 87.1 6.9 22.1 61 19 47.8 17.2
Mississippi S 18.6 77.4 57.3 21.4 30.3 1 6 20.1 6.9

M 16.7 57.8 43.6 20.1 14,8 8 6 16.2 4.6

L 10.$ 45.2 33.1 18.5 IV./ 6 2 12.2 1.2

Nebraska S 19.1 71.9 55.1 7.0 22.7 16 29 16.7 15.7
M 22.8 97.1 66.1 12.1 26.8 6 13 20.8 16.7

1 22.9 124.7 65.2 4.0 24.9 12 79 39.5 20.1
Rev Raseshire S 4.9 16.2 13.0 5.9 7.8 6 S 3.2 2.0

M 7.9 20.6 16.1 9.0 12.4 5 6 2.2 3.4

L 6.5 20.5 17.6 11.3 12.2 13 1 1.6 AP

Sew York S 11.1 65.1 41.1 10.1 16.3 1$ 18 21... 6.1

M 9.3 52.8 34.1 3.6 10.1 39 13 18.1 6.6
L 10.9 22.1 13.6 1.0 14.9 76 43 16.7 7.0

Oregon S 6.3 15.9 18.9 6.0 9.2 2 3 1.6 3.3

6.5 24.9 14.2 5.5 9.1 10 7 6.0 3.1

L 6.4 31.4 22.1 6.2 9.5 51 21 9,1 5,1

Pennsylvania S 6.5 16.i 14.6 1.1 10.1 2 3 1.5 3.0
M 6.6 16.0 16.6 7.6 10.1 2 4 1.6 2.9

L 10.0 22.9 21.5 16.1 17.2 2 3 1.1 2.9
Senth Carolina S 63.3 213.1 179.9 99.9 113.2 II 5 51.7 13.4

M 41.7 180.2 117.6 41.1 61.3 S 4 62,4 27.2
L 45.9 114.6 111.1 45.6 6E1 1 6 21.4 23.1

Stab 6 17.7 45.3 40.4 29.7 32.6 5 1 4.9 2.9
14 11.4 31.0 18.1 16.1 56.1 3 1 1.4 1.2

L 11.1 44.5 40.1 28.5 12.1 4 4 4.4 1.5
wisconsit S 6.6 12.9 11.9 3.3 1.1 19 II !.0 4.7

M 7.2 22.7 U.S 10.6 12.4 39 17 3.9 1.1
L 7.7 26.7 21.1 11.7 13.6 30 7 5.6 1.9

1 et 0
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Table 5.9
/Ugh and tow Tax Rates WIthin Regions before and After Alternative

Tax Plan timber three with the Rusher of De nd I

Required District

Regional Riehest Rate Lowest Rate Receivini__ Lamest
State Raton Rate Before After Before After Deer. Incr. Deer. Incr.

Califorola S 25.5 48.1 37.5 19.3 30.3 8 11 10.6 11.0
M 26.6 54.6 40.3 16.1 30.6 11 21 14.4 14.5

L 25.4 50.1 37.9 17.2 29.7 60 42 12,2 12.5
Colorado S 33.1 80.7 S3.3 19.0 17.8 6 16 27.5 18.8

/1 )1.4 60.9 46.6 14.1 34.9 10 17 14.3 20.8
I. 36.1 S8.1 53.2 11.4 42.0 9 10 14.9 18.6

Indiana S 26.6 42.7 37.1 26.4 34.0 5 1 5.4 4.6
M 25.1 42.1 35.7 20.2 30.1 5 6 6.7 9.9

t 31.0 52.4 44.1 22.1 34.0 11 35 8.3 21.9
Iowa S 32.2 82.7 52.11 28.11 39.4 7 17 29.8 10.6

X 36.8 69.8 54.3 26.1 4).6 S 1 15.5 16.7

t 39.4 78.7 S9.1 30.3 47.0 17 41 19.6 16.7

Maine S 1).6 )7.8 )1.2 2.7 22.6 22 20 14.8 11.6

X 20.7 18.6 29.7 5.4 21.S S 14 8.1 15.7

L 22.0 )1.0 2).0 2.4 14.) 13 1) 5.8 20,2
MIchigan S 16.7 29.1 22.0 3.4 11.1 1 26 7.1 10.7

18.1 32.0 26.1 13.0 21.) 7 11 6.0 8.)
L 18.7 49.) 31.0 1.4 16.1 S8 6S 18.1 17.6

Minnesota 5 29.1 118.5 33.8 3.7 30.1 25 38 44.7 26.4
M 29.1 44.2 36.1 4.8 21.3 14 45 8.1 21.S

1 29.S 1)4.9 63.2 4.9 30.7 41 If 11.6 25.1
Mississippi S 27.9 17.4 47.2 21.4 3).7 1 6 30.1 10.1

X 22.0 51.8 36.5 20.1 27.1 8 i 21.3 6.9
L 15.2 45.2 21.0 18.3 20.3 6 2 18.7 1.1

Sebtaske 8

m
26.6 11.6 46.8 7.0 )0.6 16 11 25.0 23.6
34.2 li . .9- 12.1 37.2 4 11 31,2 25.1

L 14.1 124.1 65.5 4.0 35.3 12 72 51.2 31.3
Per liasoshire $ 7.4 16.7 11.4 5.8 1.1 6 5 4.7 3.0

f' 11.1 20.4 11.0 9.0 14.2 5 6 3.) 5.2
L 9.6 70.5 14.1 11.) 12.6 1) 1 3.6 1.3

Per York S 16.11 65.3 33.1 10,2 19.) 15 29 32.2 1.1
X 12.5 52.1 25.7 1.4 11.4 If 1) 27.1 1.9
6 16.4 55.1 )0.2 1.0 11.4 16 41 25.0 10.5

Oregon S 9.5 15.1 IL, 6.0 11.1 2 3 2.5 5.0
X 1.7 Mg 11.4 5.5 10.11 10 7 9.0 5.6

L 1.6 )1.4 17.4 6.2 11.2 51 21 11.1 4.1
telsesplessis S 11.4 16.1 13.8 7.1 11.6 2 3 1.) 4.5

It 1.1 16.0 13.1 7.4 11.7 2 4 2.2 4.3
L 15.0 32.6 20.8 14.1 14.6 2 3 2.2 4.3

Soot% C001110 S 95.0 13).1 M.) 99.1 120.0 11 5 711.1 20.1
It 71.6 110.1 116.7 41.1 11.1 5 4 61.6 40.1

L 41.1 134.6 102.5 65.6 40.1 9 6 32.1 34

ttidi $ 21.6 45.) Mg 21.7 34.0 5 3 2.4 .1

ii 16.5 51.0 )6.0 31.9 14.7 3 1 2.1 1.6
1 16.7 44,1 17.4 14.5 11.4 4 4 6.1 5.1

miseenain S 9.6 27.1 15.6 1.5 10.5 11 11 1.5 7.0
X 11.2 22.1 16.9 10.4 1).1 If 17 5.1 7.4

1. 11.6 26.1 111.1 11.7 14.5 )0 7 11.4 2.1

171
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Table 5.10
Nigh sod Loy Model Tax Rates Within Regions before sod After Alternative

Tax Modal Number Tour with the Number of Decreasta and Inc

State Renton

Required
Regional
Nate

Ninhett Nat* Lowest Nate
District

krciattgt Lunge
locr.berets After Betore Atter Derr. Incr. Derr.

California 4 34.0 48.1 34.0 19.3 34.0 8 11 14.1 14.6

M 35.5 54.6 )5.5 16.1 35.5 II 23 19.2 19.3

I. 55.9 50.1 35.9 11.2 31.9 60 42 16.2 16.7

Colorado S 44.1 SO.? 44.1 19.0 44.1 6 lb 36.7 25.1

m 41.8 60.0 41.8 14.1 41.6 10 1? 19.1 27.7

L 44.2 60.1 48.2 22.4 48.2 9 10 19.9 24.0

todiana S )5.5 42.7 55.5 29.4 15.5 5 7 7.2 6.1

51.4 42.5 52.4 20.2 11.4 5 6 8.9 13.2

L 41./ 52.4 41.1 12.1 41.1 II 55 11.1 20.2

lova S 42.1 62.7 42.9 29.4 42.9 7 17 MO 14.1

M MI 69.0 49.1 26.9 49.1 5 9 20.? 22.2

L 52.5 24.7 52.5 10.5 52.5 11 41 26.2 22.3
Maine S 18.1 MO 18.1 2.7 18.1 22 20 19.? 15.4

M 26.1 38.6 38.6 5.8 38.6 5 14 11.8 21.0
t 29.2 12.0 12.0 2.4 37.0 I/ 1) 7.? 26.6

Michigan 3 19.6 29.1 20.1 5.4 29.1 9 26 1.5 14.)

M 24.1 32.0 22.0 1).0 32.0 7 17 8.0 11.0

L 24.9 44.2 49.1 1.4 49.1 58 65 24.4 2).5
Minnesota 3 18.9 18.5 18.2 3.7 98.5 IS IS 59.6 15.2

3).4 44.2 44.2 4.8 44.2 24 45 10.4 28.6
t )9.4 114.9 134.6 4.1 134.9 41 19 MS 14.5

Mississippi $ 12.2 7/.4 7/.4 22.4 22.4 7 S 40.2 11.1
29.4 57.9 52.9 20.1 sra e s 21.5 9.2

L 20.1 45.2 42.2 10.5 45.2 6 2 24.3 2.5

Mehtatka 4 18.5 71.8 71.9 7.0 71.11 16 29 12.4 11.11

M 43.5 87.1 07.1 12.1 ILI I 11 41.6 12.4

t 43.7 126.1 126.7 4.0 124.7 12 72 78.9 41.7

New Nampsbite S CS 16.1 16.2 2.1 16.2 6 5 6.3 4.1

M 15.1 90.4 20.4 9.0 20.4 5 6 4.5 6.9
t 13.0 20.5 20.5 II.) 20.5 13 1 2.5 1.7

Item Toth $ 22.4 65./ 62./ 10.2 65.1 IS 20 42.9 12.1

16.7 52.8 22.1 5.4 52.1 /9 11 IAA 11.2

t 21.9 55.1 25.1 1.0 55.1 26 4/ 51.4 11.1

Oregon 4 12,6 15.9 15.1 6.0 15.1 2 ) J.) 6.6

M 12.9 24.9 24.1 5.5 26.9 10 7 12.0 7.4

L 12.9 11.6 11.4 6.2 31.4 31 21 11.6 6.6

Pennsylvania 4 1).1 16.1 16.1 7.1 16.1 2 3 3.0 5.9
M 11.2 16.0 16.0 7.4 16.0 2 4 2.9 5.1

t 20.1 22.0 22.9 16./ 22.9 2 ) 2.1 LI
Soot% Carolina 4 126.2 22).1 212.1 NCO 11).1 11 5 106.5 26.1

M 95.5 100.1 140.2 41.1 180.2 5 4 84.7 54.)

t 91.9 134.6 114.1 42.6 124.6 9 6 42.11 46.2
Ots1 4 35.5 45.2 45./ 10.7 45.) 5 3 9.11 5.7

PI 25.) )11.0 11.0 12.9 14.0 ) i 4.4 6.2

I. 55.6 44.5 44.5 21.5 44.5 4 4 11.9 7.1

Villtftlil $ 52.9 22.9 21.9 3.5 22.9 If 11 10.0 9.4
M 16.1 12.7 22.7 10.6 22.7 /9 If LI 4.6

L 15.5 16.1 24.2 11.7 26.7 30 ? 11./ J.?

2.
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The tax implications of Model Five are shown in Tattle 5.11. Both
wealth and expenditure levels were factors in identifying districts with
tax increases or decreases. For instance, a wealthy district with a low
expenditure level would experience a greater tax increase than a comparable
district with higher costs. Also, a poor district with a high local tax
rate would get a larger reduction in taxes than such a district with more
modest taxes.

The equalising effect of Model Five would be more pronounced than was
the case in the first four models. Generally, the low expenditure districts
would experience smaller tax increases or even receive tax reductions, often
of a rather sircble nature. This indicates that such districts are now
making a greater than average effort to support schools, yet their costs are
below the mean for the region. Model Five is compared further with other
models later in this chapter.

MODEL SIX - Regional Support for $100 per ADA

Model Six would use the combined regional tax base to raise $100 for
each pupil. This plan would aid the low expenditure districts and districts
with below average valuation for each pupil (generally the same districts).
The $100 would represent a large share of the current expense in such dis-
tricts. Assuming that the revenue from this regional.tax would be in addition
to other income, districts could either increase their expenditures or decrease
local school taxes. Table 5.12 illustrates further the equalizing impact of
Model Six.

MODEL SEVEN - One Mill Regional Tax

This model, like Model Six, would deal directly with the problem of
unequal resources between districts within regions. While the one mill
levy is small, and was used here merely to test the model, it is now clear
that a larger regional tax rate world have a tendency to 'quell:e tau rates
and expenditures within regions. Also, this model clearly reveals the
relative wealth between regions within a state. Such information would be
essential it state aids were to be distributed according to the wealth of
the region.

Since several states are now considering regional taxing proposals with
various charges in state aid formulas, the relationship between the site of
regions, as measured by pupil population, and wealth vete examined in Model
Seven. The large regions, which include the major cities, possess the most
assessed valuation per pupil in California, Mississippi, Neu York, Pennsylvatin,
Utah and Milton:in. The large regions In Indiana, Iowa, Nebraska, and Oregon
have the least amount of ability to support education with the property tax.
The small regions are the most favored in Iowa, Maine, Michigan, Nebraska, and
New Nampahlre. The small regions with the least amount of property valuations
were found in Colorado, Minnesota, Mississippi, New York, Pennsylvania and
South Carolina.

The ratio of the smallest somber of dollars per pupil in ADA raised by
one oil; in a region to the Isrgeet amount produced by the same tax tate is
another region is the SAM Mil wet calculated. this test was sled to
main* the iistributtos of wealth per pupil in ADA %atlas the sixteen states
is the sample. A ratio of one-to-one would indicate that the three regions

1 ; 3
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Table 5.11
Uigh and Low Tax Rates Within Regions Before and After Alternative

Tax Plan Number Five with the Number of Decreases and Increases

State Region

Required
Regional
Rate

Highest Rate Lowest Rate
District

Receiving Largest
Before After Before After Decr. Incr, Dec. Incr.

California S 31.5 48.1 44.7 19.3 31.5 9 10 8.1 18.5
K 31.3 54.6 53.2 16.1 31.3 11 23 21.7 22.5

L 29,7 50.1 53.1 17.2 29.7 58 44 20.4 22.7
Colorado S 38.0 80.7 55.8 19.0 38.0 7 15 42.7 34.1

H 38.6 60.9 54.7 14.1 36.6 9 18 22.3 32.7
L 42.7 68.1 63.1 23.4 42.7 13 6 25.3 28.6

Indiana S 32.4 42.7 42.4 29.4 32.4 7 5 7.7 9.8
ii 32.0 42.3 42.8 20.2 32.0 5 6 10.4 12.5

L 38.8 52.4 57.3 12.1 38.8 12 34 13.3 26.7
Iowa S 39.9 82.7 52.4 28.8 39.9 8 16 38.0 17.0

H 46.2 69.8 59,2 26.9 46.2 5 9 17.0 30.3
L 50.4 78.7 69.8 30.3 50.4 18 40 27.9 25.2

Maine S 14.6 37.8 35.1 2.7 14.6 22 20 23.2 11.9
N 22.8 38.6 30.6 5.8 22.8 6 13 9.5 17.0
L 21.8 37.0 29.5 2.4 27.8 12 14 9.2 25.5

Michigan S 11.6 29.1 33.3 5.4 17.6 10 25 5.3 12.2
M 18.7 32.0 28.7 13.0 18.7 13 11 12.9 5.6

L 21.9 49.3 36.7 1.4 21.9 66 57 27.4 20.5
Minnesota S 34.6 98.5 78.2 3.7 34.6 25 38 55.5 30.9

H 30.6 44.2 44.4 4.8 30.6 23 46 11.2 29.0
L 34.4 134.9 55.2 4.9 34.4 45 15 100.5 32.0

Mississippi S 33.4 77.4 45.0 23.4 33.4 7 6 43.9 10.0
H 26.5 57.8 41.6 20.1 26.5 8 8 31.3 10.2

L 16.7 45.2 22.3 18.5 16.7 7 1 28.5 3.9
Nebraska S 36.0 71.8 58.6 7.0 36.0 14 31 34.4 32.3

H 43.2 81.1 61.8 12.1 43.2 6 15 30.1 32.7
L 44.7 124.7 67.6 4.0 44.7 8 76 80.0 40.4

New Hampshire S 9.2 16.2 10.4 5.8 9.2 4 7 7.0 4.2
Si 14.7 20.4 19.5 9.0 14.7 5 6 3.8 5.7

L 12.7 20.5 16.2 11.3 12.7 11 3 7,8 1.4
New York S 17.0 65.3 45.8 10.2 17.0 30 13 48.3 11.7

M 14.3 52.8 23.7 3.4 14.3 41 11 33,8 IO.E.

L 18.5 55.3 47.4 8.0 18.5 67 52 16.9 14.5
Oregon S 11.9 15.9 20.2 6.0 11.9 2 3 4.0 9.3

K 11.9 24.9 15.5 5.5 11.9 9 8 10.5 9.2
L 12.2 31.4 19.0 6.2 12.2 49 23 12.8 6.,

Pennsylvania S 11.4 16.1 15.5 7.1 11.4 2 3 2.0 4.

K 11.5 16.0 15.4 7.4 11.5 3 3 3.7 4..
L 18.5 22.9 21.8 14.3 18.5 2 3 3.4 4.2

South Carolina S 118.6 233.1 159.5 99.8 118.6 12 4 99.7 18.8
H 86.4 180.2 101.2 41.1 86.4 5 4 93.8 5C

L 87.4 134.6 112.9 45.6 87.4 9 6 47.2 41

Utah 3 32.0 45.3 55.4 29.7 32.0 4 4 7.0 10.1
H 33.7 38.0 40.7 32.9 33.7 1 3 4.4 4.2

L 30.1 44.5 42.3 28.5 30.1 4 4 14.4 9.4
Wisconsin S 11.2 22.9 16.8 3.5 11.2 22 8 11.7 9.5

M 13.3 22.7 22.0 10.4 13.3 43 13 9.4 5.2
L 14.3 26.7 21.8 11.7 14.3 28 9 12.4 5.6

174
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Table 5.12
High and Low Tax Rates Within Regions Before and After Alternative
Tax Plan Number Six with the Number of Decreases and Increases

State Region

Required
Regional
Rate

Highest Rate Lowest Rate
District

Receiving Largest
Before After Before After Decr. Incr. Decr. Incr.

California S 9.9 48.1 47.1 19.1 25.4 8 11 2.9 6.1
M 11.2 54.6 54.0 16.1 24.0 9 25 11.2 8.4

L 9.7 50.1 48.7 17.2 20.6 54 48 15.2 7.7
Colorado S 12.6 80.7 69.6 19.0 12.6 8 14 11.1 11.5

M 9.1 60.9 56.5 14.1 21.9 6 21 7.9 7.8
L 10.6 68.1 63.7 23.4 29.2 11 8 12.7 7.5

Indiana S 11.3 42,7 43.3 29.4 29.7 5 7 6.1 4.1
M 10.5 42.3 40.1 20.2 24.6 6 5 6.2 4.4

L 12.8 52.4 52.2 12.1 21.7 23 21 7.8 6.3
Iowa S 7.8 82.7 76.3 28.8 32.5 6 18 6.4 3.7

M ' 11.4 69.8 66.5 26.9 34.6 4 10 3.3 7.7
L 11.8 78.7 72.9 30.3 36.2 18 40 8.8 6.1

Maine S 6.6 37.8 35.5 2.7 11.8 23 19 10.4 4.2
M 9.1 38.6 37.2 5.8 10.5 13 6 6.7 4.4

L 7.6 37.0 33.6 2.4 7.9 17 9 6.1 5.4
Michigan S 6'.2 29.1 31.1 5.4 7.0 21 14 5.5 3.8

M 7.5 32.0 32.0 13.0 11.4 19 5 9.5 3.0
L 6.6 49.3 36.8 1.4 9.5 77 46 12.5 5.4

Minnesota S 13.5 98.5 83.4 1.7 13.6 26 37 17.8 12.5
M 10.0 44.2 44.4 4.6 12.1 21 48 5.4 9.5

L 11.9 134.9 98.6 4.9 15.2 39 21 36.2 11.2
Mississippi S 20.3 77.4 54.1 23.4 25.3 8 5 37.9 5.1

M 18.0 57.6 40.8 20.1 18.9 8 8 19.3 8.1
L 13.6 45,2 28.7 18.5 14.6 7 1 16.6 5.3

Nebraska S 5.9 71.8 70.Z 7.0 11.6 13 32 6.7 5.4
M 8.8 87.1 82.7 12.1 ,6.9 6 15 5.3 6.7

L 9.2 124.7 106.4 4.0 12.6 11 73 18.3 8.6
%ew Hampshire S 1.8 16.2 13.9 5.8 6.7 4 7 2.2 .9

M 3.6 20.4 20.4 9.0 10.5 4 7 2,1 1.5
L 2.9 20.5 18.7 11.3 11.7 11 3 3.3 .4

New York S 6.5 65.3 51.0 10.2 9.3 28 15 14.3 5.0
M 4.7 52.8 43.9 1.4 5.1 40 12 12.8 2.8

L 3.3 55.3 54.6 8.0 9.4 58 61 4.9 2.6
Oregon 3 2.7 15.9 24.3 6.0 7.3 2 3 1.1 2.1

M 2.3 24.9 14.8 5.5 8.1 10 7 2.6 1.8
L 2.B 31.4 28.7 6.2 7.3 53 19 5.5 2.0

Pennsylvania S 10.7 16.1 16.7 7.1 8.0 3 2 .9 2.8
M 7.9 16.0 16.6 7.4 6.5 4 2 2.3 .7

L 3.9 22.9 23.0 14.3 13.8 2 3 1.5 .7
South Carolina S 73.9 233.1 179.6 99.8 93.3 11 5 56.1 13.3

M 49.2 180.2 136.0 41.1 30.9 7 2 44.2 30.9
L 51.3 134.6 109.8 45.6 57.9 9 6 28.8 15.8Utah S 17.3 45.3 51.9 29.7 27.4 4 4 11.5 6.6

M 20.4 18.0 39.9 32.9 33.3 1 3 3.7 3.4
L 15.4 44.5 41.7 28.5 24.2 3 5 12.1 6.4Wisconsin S 3.5 22.9 19.5 3.5 6.3 21 9 4.7 3.0

M 4.2 22.7 21.8 10.4 8.9 35 21 4.1 1.6
L 2.9 26.7 23.4 11.7 12.9 28 9 3.6 1.3

1
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Table 5.13
Model Number Seven - Proceeds Per Pupil From

A One-Mill Regional Levy

State

Size of
Region

Total Pupil
Population

One-Mill Proceeds
Per Pupil

Ratio of Low
to High Regions
within States

California S 46,148 $10.09
M 245,403 8.88 1:1.2

L 2,230,329 10.31

Colorado S 14,024 7.94

M 30,108 11.03 1:1.4

L 259,189 9.43

Indiana S 22,963 8.87

M 54,664 9.53 1:1.2

L 233,235 7.80

Iowa S 17,009 12.74

M 46,989 8.76 1:1.5

L 111,578 8.50

Maine S 13,825 15.14

!I 21,809 11.03 1:1.4

L 51,454 13.18

Michigan S 33,049 16.18

M 86,648 13.28 1:1.2

L 1,062,990 15.25

Minnesota S 22,962 7.38

M 41,584 10.01 1:1.4

L 439,894 8.37

Mississippi S 43,163 4.93

M 61,925 5.54 1:1.5

L 77,437 7.35

Nebraska S 8,369 16.90

M 9,504 11.41 1:1.6

L 93,896 10.88

New Hampshire S 9,084 55.22

11 12,095 28.87 1:1.9

L 22,500 34.63

New York S 67,160 15.33

M 168,778 21.36 1:2.0

L 571,162 29.96

Oregon S 10,429 37.51

M 11,573 44.00 1:1.2

L 180,191 35.27

Pennsylvania S 38,191 9.34

M 99,450 12.64 1:2.7

L 577,157 25.34

South Carolina S 61,766 1.35

M 70,831 2.03 1:1.5

L 131,288 1.94

Utah S 10,059 5.77

M 34,491 4.91 1:1.3

L 126,514 6.51

Wisconsin S 34,451 28.96

M 69,604 23.72 1:,.4

L 276,488 34.21

1« u
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within a state have equal ability to support schools. Conversely, ratios
above this figure indicate disparity between regions within a state. Such
states have greater needs for state aid formulas that equalize available
dollar amounts. Table 5.13 illustrates such needs in some of the states
in this study,

Comparison of the Seven Models

Comparisons between various models have bee;, made earlier in this chapter
as each succeeding model was added to the 1,st. Therefore, this summation is
limited to the models four, five and six because they h.:e much in common.
Also, these three models have the greatest potential for equalization. The
summation is restric :d further to the three largest school districts in the
forty-eight regions and five districts in each region at the tenth, thirtieth,
seventieth, and ninetieth percentile according to "assessed valuation and
current expenditure."

Tables 5.14, 5.15, and 5.16 summarize the expected increases and decreases
in tax rates in the one hundred forty-four districts that represent the largest
pupil enrollments. If Model Four were used, eighty-seven districts would
experience tax decreases as follows: thirty would decrease from zero to ten
percent; thirty more would decrease between ten and twenty percent; and twenty-
seven decreases would exceed twenty percent. The fifty-seven districts with
expected increases in tax rates would be distributed as follows: twenty-four
increases would be less than ten percent; eleven would be between ten and
twenty percent; and in twenty-two districts the increases would exceed twenty
percent.

The analysis for Model Five shows that a greater number of the large
districts would experience decreases in tax rates than was the case with
Model Four. In ninety-three districts the change would result in decreases.
The size of the changes would be as follows: thirty-one decr-,,:cz would be
less than ten percent; twenty-seven between ten and twenty percent; and the
remaining thirty-five decreases would be more than twenty percent. The
expected tax increases under Model Five would range from less than ten per-
cent in fourteen districts; ten to twenty percent in eighteen districts; and
the remaining nineteen districts could expect school tax increases in excess
of twenty percent.

Model Six is also rather favorable to large school districts. However,
the number expected to get tax decreases is smaller than in Models Four and
Five. Eighty-one of the one hundred forty-four large districts could expect
declines ih tax rates. The decreases would be less than ten percent in
fifty-one districts; between ten and twenty percent in twenty-three districts;
and over twenty percent in seven districts. Sixty-three large districts would
receive tax increases under Model Six. However, these increases would be below
ten percent in forty-four districts. The increase would fall between ten and
twenty percent in thirteen districts. The increase in the remaining six dis-
tricts would exceed twenty percent. The dollar amount shifted to the regional
tax base was smaller for Model Six than for Models Four and Five. For this
reason alone the size of changes in tax rates would be smaller.

1v
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Table 5.14
Changes in Tax Rates Under Models Four, Five and Six

For Districts at Selected Percentiles When Ranked
According to Assessed Valuation Per Pupil

Region

Small

Percentile Model Four Model Five Model Six
of District Decr. Incr. Decr. Incr. Decr. Incr.

Medium

Large

Totals

90 1 15 0 16 0 16

70 6 10 4 12 0 16

50 6 10 6 10 7 9

30 11 5 14 2 14 2

10 10 6 12 4 14 2

90 3 13 1 15 0 16

70 5 11 4 12 4 12

50 . 6 9 7 8 7 8

30 6 10 8 8 12 4

10 11 5 13 3 16 0

90 2 14 0 16 0 16

7L 5 11 4 12 3 13

50 7 9 12 4 7 9

30 10 6 12 4 15 1

10 14 2 15 1 16 0

90 6 42 1 47 0 48
70 16 32 12 36 7 41

50 19 28 25 22 21 26

30 27 21 34 14 41 7

10 35 13 40 8 46 2
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Table 5.15
Changes in Tax Rates Under Models Four, Five and Six
For Districts at Selected Percentiles When Ranked

According to Current Expenditures Per Pupil

Per( ntile Model Four Model Five Model Six
Region of District Decr. Incr. Decr. Incr. Decr. Incr.

90 8 8 7 9 4 12

70 7 9 6 10 5 11

Small 50 6 10 7 9 7 9

30 12 4 12 4 12 4
10 4 12 6 10 11 5

Medium

Large

Totals

90 11 5 8 8 5 11

70 10 6 8 8 7 9

50 8 7 9 6 9 6

30 8 8 9 7 10 6

10 3 13 5 11 10 6

90 7 9 4 12 1 15

70 8 8 7 9 6 10

50 10 6 10 6 9 7

30 8 8 12 4 10 6

10 5 11 7 9 14 2

90 26 22 19 29 10 38

70 25 23 21 27 18 30

50 24 23 26 21 25 22

30 28 20 33 15 32 16

10 12 36 18 30 35 13
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Table 5.16
The Effects of Models Four. Five and Six for Districts
on Selected Percentiles in Each Region for Two Criteria

Percentile
of the
District

Model Four Model Five Model Six
Rate
Decr.

Rate
Incr.

Rate
Decr.

Rate
Incr.

Rate
Decr.

Rate
Incr.

90 6 42 1 47 0 48

70 16 32 12 36 7 41
Criterion One
Assessed 50* 19 28 25 22 21 26

Valuation
Per Pupil 30 27 21 34 14 41 7

10 35 13 40 8 46 2

90 26 22 19 29 10 38

70 25 23 21 27 18 30

Criterion Two
Current 50* 24 23 26 21 25 22

Expenditures
Per Pupil 30 28 20 33 15 32 16

10 12 36 18 30 35 13

*These total 47 or 44 because the medium region in Utah
had only four districts and this percentile was not used.
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The Impact of Models Four, Five, and Six on Selected Districts

Most of the interest in regional taxes to support schools stems from
a concern about the disparity in tax rates and school expenditures. SinceModels Four, Five, and Six appear to have the greatest potential for achiev-ing a higher level of equalization

within regions, they were examined further.These models were applied to districts at the tenth, thirtieth, fiftieth,
seventieth, and ninetieth percentiles

in each region according to assessed
valuation and current expenditure per pupil in ADA. The number of districts
which could expect tax increases and decreases was tabulated for each of theselected percentiles. The results are reported in Table 5.17.
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Table 5.17
The Size of Decreases and Increases in Tax Rates for the Three
Largest Districts in Each Region for Models Four, Five and Six

Region District
Decreases Increases

0-10% 10-2070 Over 20X 0-10% 10-20% Over 20%

Small Largest 0 3 6 4 1 2

M Second 2 1 3 2 3 5

0 Third 3 2 5 2 1 3

D

E Medium Largest 4 7 1 2 0 2

L Second 9 2 1 2 1 1

Third 2 5 4 1 0 4

F

0 Large Largest 5 2 0 4 3 2

U Second 3 5 2 3 1 2

R Third 2 3 5 4 1 1

Total: 30 30 27 24 11 22

Small Largest 6 1 5 0 3 1

M Second 0 3 3 4 3 3

0 Third 2 4 6 2 1 1

D

E Medium Largest 4 5 3 1 1 2

L Second 6 4 2 2 1 1

Third 1 2 5 1 2 5

F

I Large Largest 4 2 2 3 1 4

V Second 3 3 4 0 5 1

E Third c 3 5 1 1 1

Total: 31 27 35 14 18 19

Small Largest 9 1 0 3 2 1

M Second 5 2 0 5 2 2

0 Third 5 5 1 4 1 0

D
E Medium Largest 7 0 0 7 2 0

L Second 6 5 0 3 1 1

Third 3 4 2 5 1 1

S

I Large Largest 3 2 0 10 0 1

X Second 5 2 1 5 3 0

Third C 2 3 2 1 0

Total: 51 23 7 44 13 6
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SUMMARY

Seven regional tax models were examined in this chapter. The stated
purpose of each model was to test the degree of equalization in tax rates
in 48 regions in the 16 states. The first four models provide for a
shifting of a fixed percent of the dollar levy for current expenses to the
region where a uniform tax would be levied. The ac,ual shift would depend
on the level of expenditures, with high cost districts receiving the great-
est benefits. However, since high expenditure districts are generally above
average in wealth, these districts would contribute more than others to the
regional levy.

A slightly different concept was examined in Model Five. In this case,
a uniform regional tax levy would produce revenue equal to the mean per pupil
expenditure. Districts wishing to spend above this level would exercise local
taxing power to do so.

Models Six and Seven test the effect of uniform regional tax levies,
the proceeds to be distributed on a flat grant basis. One hundred dollars
per pupil in ADA is used in Model Six, whereas a one -mill, tax is tested in
Model Seven.

The major findings of this portion of the study are summarized below.
Conclusions relative to regional taxes are included in Chapter VI.

1. As expected, all of the models would result in higher
taxes in some districts and lower taxes in others.
However, the changes under the first three models are
not as great as one might anticipate. This is so
because the wealthy and poor districts alike shift a
fixed percent of their tax levy to the region.

2, Using Model Four, some school districts in eight regions
would have tax decreases greater than the regional levy.
Stated differently, these districts now have tax rates
that are more than double the required uniform rate for
the region. Also, school taxes in some districts would
double under Model Four.

3. Model Five, which would limit the amount that could be
,

shifted 'to the regional tax base, would produce smaller
changes for the high expenditure districts and greater
changes for the low expenditure districts than would be
the case with Model Four.

4. Districts with average expenditures and below average
per pupil wealth would experience the largest tax rate
decreases under Model Five.

175.
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5. Alternative tax plan Number Six, which would raise $100
per pupil in ADA at the regional level, was more signi-
ficant for low expenditure districts than it was for
high expenditure districts. In four regions it would
account for over 60 percent of the net local effort for
education.

6. The effect of the unifurm one-mill tax levy, as proposed
in Model Seven, would be similar to that of Model Six.
However, in most states the impact would be minor when
compared with the $100 per pupil in ADA as proposed in
Model Six.



CHAPTER VI

GENERALIZATIONS TO STATE FINANCE MODELS

This study tests the proposition that there is a relationship between
the pattern of district organization in a state and the financial resources
available for education in local districts. In effect, this is an examina-
tion of the results of the political processes of state legislatures as they
have exercised their constitutional obligation to provide for a system of
public schools. The legislatures have created school districts and provided
for their support through a combination of local taxes and state aids. Since
legislatures retain the power to develop formulas for the discribution of state
monies and delegate taxing authority to local districts, the combination can
be used to accomplish any legitimate educational purpose. Specifically, this
study is a search for those elements in both state and local school finance
which have implications for school district organization. Also included is
an examination of some related provisions for public education which seem to
have an impact on school district structures, and therefore, relevance for
school finance.

The conclusions which follow are organized in the same fashion as the
earlier chapters in this report. Conclusions pertaining to the factors
related to the equalization of educational expenditures are reported first.
The principal thrust of this portion of the study was to determine the relation-
ship between equalization and school district size, wealth, school tax rates,
expenditures and foundation aid. The second portion of the conclusions is
clustered around legislative provisions which are related to school district
reorganization. Of interest here are bonded indebtedness, special fiscal
programs, incentive aids, transportation, foundation aid programs, minimum
program standards, sparsi y factors, special education, legal procedures,
reorganization "package", mandatory legislation, Federal intervention, and
professional provisions. The final section of the conclusions pertains to
the use of regional educational units as taxing agencies to support education.
Seven alternative models were designed and tested. The purpose of these models
was to examine the extent of equalization in tax rates and school expenditures
which could be o'otained through the use of uniform regional taxes to support all
or a portion of that part of current school costs which were derived from local
taxes.

The chapter ends with generalizations to state finance models. This final
portion of the report is designed to be of maximum value to persons interested
in preparing legislative packages which will achieve a high degree of equaliza
tion in tax rates and school expenditures.

FACTORS RELATED TO EQUALIZATION IN EDUCATIONAL EXPENDITURE

1. School District Size. Extreme variation in the size of school dis-
tricts as indicated by the number of students in average daily attendance or
membership was evident in every state in the study. Even states with a small
number of local school districts have not been successful in eliminating the
small school district. For exallple, Utah with but forty districts has one
district with 187 students.

177.
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Small districts tend to incur large per pupil ..xpenditures. The existence
of large numbers of small school districts explains, in part, the variation in
educational expenditures. However, the correlation between school district
size and educational costs is not very high. Of the five variables examined
in the regression analysis, school district size contributed least. The null
hypothesis stating there was no relationship between school district size and
educational expenditures was rejected in only three of eleven tests. Further-
more, in but one case was size found to be the most important variable for the
predicting of expenditures.

2. Wealth. Wealth in the sample school districts as -easured by assessed
valuation also showed great diversity for all types of ercanirational patterns.
The unified district pattern clearly provides for a more equitable tax base
for school purposes. It cannot be concluded, however, that the unified dis-
trict pattern and/or the existence of fewer school districts has eliminated
the unequal distilb-tion of wealth.

In general, assessed valuation was the significet element in predicting
expenditures. This conclusion was derived from the results of the multiple
correlation analysis and also by the application of the F-test to the null
hypothesis stating there is no relationship between assessed valuation and
school expenditures. in ten out of eleven cases the hypothesis was rejected.
In no case was a total absence of relationship found between wealth and expendi-
tures. Further, in no ease was the relationship negative in terms of the
correlation coefficient. Therefore, it vas concluded that wealth of the local
school district was a powerful factor in determining the expenditure level.
It would appear, therefore, that state support systems designed to equalize
the resources available to the local district arc not successful in achieving
their stated purpose.

I. Scheel Tax Rate'. Considerable variation in tax rates was the norm
for all types of districts. However, non-operating and elementary districts
showed the greatest range with relatively hi,h tax rates in sove and absolutely
no stbool tax levies in ethers.

Tax rates of the local school district were second in 1-ortAnee to
valuation in predicting the level of expenditures for the cases studied.
The results of the correlation analysis provided the basis for this conclusion.
Further evidence was shined by testing the pull hypothesis stating there is
no relationship between school tax rates and educational expenditures. in nine
out of eleven cases studied the hypothesis was rejected, indicating the import-
ant* of the variable.

the evidence presented here supports the conclusion that some school dis-
tricts *AA themselves at a high level to maintain a minimal per pupil expendi-
ture. In other cases it is relatively easy lot a district to eatse money for
high per pupil expenditures and still enjoy a low tax tate. However, the tax
rate does not follow the same relationship to expenditure as does wealth.
It can be concluded therefore, that the aspirations of the local commmity
became a decisive factor in determining the extent to which the local wealth
was used for educational purposes.
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4. School Expenditures. Variations in expenditure patterns for local
districts exist to a large degree in all states and for all types of district
organizational structures. However, unified districts are more successful in
reducing the amount of variation in expenditures than are non-operating,elem-
entary or secondary districts.

States, whose overall expenditure per pupil is low do not necessarily
show a high level of equalization. Likewise, states exhibiting a high degree
of equalization are not necessarily spending less per pupil than states with
low expenditures. Predictor models for expenditures were unique for seven
of eleven cases. For the remaining four states - Colorado, Iowa, Wisconsin,
and California - valuation and tax rate( were the most Important variables.
for Colorado and Iowa valuation was the mast important variable while for
Wisconsin and California tax rates were most important.

5. Foundation Aid, Foundation aid did not appear to be influencing
expenditure patterns in any consistent manner and was of less importance in
predicting expenditure patterns than were assessed valuation and tax rates.
In about one-half of the cases the relationship was positive and in the
balance of the cases a negative or little relationship existed. In fact, the
influence of foundation aid programs tended to be different in each state.
The laws reflect the unique qualities of the several states and are the result
of the political processes of the state. State finance programs may provide
s fixed grant or may be based on a foundation formula. Further analysis of
the correlation matrix for all variables in the study indicated that, in
thirteen of the sixteen states, foundation aid was correlated in a negative
manner with valuation. In seven of the thirteen cases the correlation
exceeded -.$5. The foundation aid program In these seven states is therefore
making a contribution tovard providing funds to districts which do not have
access to local resources. How substantial this contribution is depends on
the level in dollar value of this state aid.

LEGISLATIVE PROVISIONS RELATED TO SCHOOL DISTRICT REORCANIZATION

6. 100410 feebtednals. Provisions in state legislation whereby the
bonded indebtednmrs of forcer component districts may be assured by a newly
lotted diaittitt ate most effective in encouraging school district reorganisa-
tion When they provide clmle type of state financial assistance for debt
retirement .nd /or provide optional procedures for presenting the vote for
tssImption of debt tn the public in such a way that the Outcome of such an
election -foes not affect the vote on the reorganisation question itself.
ReorgaAsation is discouraged if legislation make, it oandatory that the
newly forted district accept the bonded debt of the component districts with'
out any state assistant. in retiring such debt. School district reorganisation
Is encouraged in states where there Is a provision granting special state aid
on principal or interest incurred for debt from ttsildtrtg construction resulting
from school district reorganisation.

7. Oftill Fiscal hog: 1W. Special fiscal programs have served to both
encourage and discourage school district reorganisation. Fiscal features
providing state assistance to non-orerating school districts for paying tuition
costs to another district have tended to discourage reorganisation. Also,
provilloes granting special assistance lot financially distressed districts
diseoutege ttorsattiratioft when they Assist small, inadequate districts to exist.

16i
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On the other hand, features providing special aid assistance for financially
distressed districts may encourage reorganization if they are designed: 1)

to protect viable districts in temporary trouble; 2) with minimum standards
for receiving such aid; 3) in such a way as to assist in eliminating the debt
of districts willing to reorganize.

8. Incentive Aidk. Incentive aid providing some type of "bonus" money
to districts willing to reorganize is effective in stimulating reorganization
activity if the dollar amount is sufficiently high to indeed be a bonus and
if it is based on contemporary educational costs. If the reorganized district
is in danger of losing this additional money after a period of time and this
loss would create a financial hardship for the district, the bonus feature may
actually discourage reorganization.

9. Transportation, State money provided for transportation aid generally
encourages school district reorganization. The degree of encouragement depends
to a certain extent upon the levet of reimbursement and the methods used for
the computation of transportation costs. In some states, for example, where
upper limits for reimbursement exist, the transportation aid program tends to
cancel some of the equalizing effect of the foundation aid program. In some
cases neighboring districts may be reluctant to assume this additional obliga-
tion in the event of a merger. Transportation aid seems to be especially
effective in situations where it provides a high percentage of the costs or
where it is specifically designed to encourage certain types of reorganization.
In Maine, for example, where the thrust is to encourage reorganization around
municipal areas, district schools had to pay transportation costs but municipal
schools did not. Colorado, where the state pays up to 70 percent of actual
cost and Michigan, where the state pays up to 75 percent, serve as examples of
where a high percentage support level has a strong encouraging effect on reor-
ganisation.

10, foundation Aid ProtranO. As is true with special fiscal programs,
foundation aid programs have features which tend to both encourage and dia.,
courage school district reorganization. Provisions built into the state's
foundation program guarding against a newly formed district receiving less
money in foundation aid than the total amount that the former component dis-
tricts would have received had they remained independent, encourages school
district reorganization.

Foundation features giving wealthy districts enough basic aid so they
can operate with a low tax levy discourages reorganization with another school
district, especially if this reorganization would jeopardize their favored
financial position. It is also evident that provisions written into the
foundation program specifically designed to financially punish small school
districts are not gent,-ally used to encourage reorganization. She philosophy
seems to be that "punitive" measures ate not the most appropriate for districts
that ate already confronted with a host of financial and otganisational problems.

ll. Minim= Prima. Stamdatia. Minimum program standatds established for
receiving foundation aid are generally ineffective due both to the lack of
enforcement and the provisions written into the 'IN which allow inadequate
school *Mulcts to citcumvent the intent of the standards. Where minimum
program standards for receiving state aid s:e enforced, inadequate school
districts ate encouraged to teotganire into districts which will at least
meet the ctitetia for receiving such aid,
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12. Sparsity Factors. Founeation aid specifically containing a correction
factor for sparsity of population discourages reorganization only when it per-
petuates small, inadequate districts. Where reorganizati n is unrealistic or
impassible, correction factors for sparsity should resul in a large enough
support program so students can receive an adequate education. Financial
incentives benefiting districts of certain size or class generally are not an
effective stimulant to reorganization. One of but four states reporting such
a benefit indicated it had no influence, and in the other three, it was actually
considered to discourage school district reorganization. If this type of fin-
ancial provision is to be utilized as an incentive to reorganization it should
be modeled after the former Pennsylvania provision which not only classified
district by r, pulation and then paid supplemental aid on the basis of classi-
fication, bu, also paid additional amounts when different jointures or mergers
took place.

13. Special EduCatiop. State funds made available to local school districts
for purposes of carrying on special education programs seem to have no impact on
reorganization. The need for special education services is becoming so generally
accepted that the distribution cf such aid Ls usually state-wide and to a great
extent, nondiscriminatory. As a result, it seems to have little relevance for
discussions on school district reorganization.

14. Leeal procedures. State, county, and local planning committees author-
(red by state legislatures to play a major role in planning for school district
reorganization are important in stimulating reorganization activity.

School district reorganization is encouraged also by the removal of
restrictive voting and petitioning procedures. In states where only freed.
holders have been allowed to petition, certain segments of the population
have been effect-I.:el, removed from the. right to stimulate reorganization
activity. State. laws allowing a by percentage of the electors, e.g. ten to
twenty percent, dm petition for reorganisation proceedings tend to encourage
such reorganization. Voting procedures themselves can be a deterrent to
teorganitation. Statutes providing for a majority vote in each component
district are more restrictive and discourage reorganization more than pro-
visions calling for a majority vote of the combined component districts.

15. keorganiting "Packages". Another important conclusion of this study
is that only occasionally Is it a single legislative provision or financial
feature that is given credit for providing major impetus for school district
reorganization. More often, it has been a combination of factors or a total
legislative "package" that has been assembled *filch entourages reoraanieation
activity. It is alto evident that very similar pieces of legislation or
financial features do not have the same impact in one state that they may have
in another. States bust develop legislative ptograut suitable to the situation
of climate in their state.

Another conclusion is that over a period of time a certain provision does
not always have the same impact. Even if a feature has a strong initial impact,
it may lots its effectiveness as conditions change.
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16. mandatory Legislation. Mandatory legislation providing for the dis-
solution of non-operating and ungraded, one room schools has been effective
in accomplishing school district reorganisation. Some states have gone a step
further and have added financial assistance plans to the mandatory legislation
to accelerate school district reorganization.

17. Federal Intervention. Federal legislation and court action dealing
with the segregation issue has influenced school district organization in
certain states. This has been especially true where such issues as the structur-
ing of school district boundary lines and the placement of school buildings with-
in the districts have been involved. The timing of reorganization itself has
also been affected. In instances where states have been forced to comply with
federal regulations by a certain time limit reorganisation has been encouraged.
In a few instances federal action has discouraged reorganisation as people
have been reluctant to submit to changes in school district structure which
would result in differences of a pronounced nature in the racial, social, or
economic composition of their school district. This has resulted in strenuous
effort being expended to circumvent reorganization procedures.

Another example where federal an4 state Legislation has tended to encourage
reorganisation is found in those instances where programs requiring cooperation
between districts have laid the groundwork for later consolidation. For instance,
certain programs established by the'Elementary and Secondary Education Act of
1965 (P.t. 89.10) have required cooperation between districts to receive special
types of funds.

18. Professional Personnel Provisions. :,tote -wile Laws regarding retire-
ment, tenure, and certification tend to encourage school district reorganization.
Conversely, multiple state systems interfer with changes in school district
boundaries, because the earned rights of teachers, such as equity in a retire
went system, may be adversely affected. The problem is especially acute in
Metropolitan areas where large cities have different provisions than the immediate
surrounding districts. Combining all or part of the city with the suburbs in
these cases is especially troublesome. Also, school consolidations across state
boundaries ate extremely difficult because of tenure certification and retirement.
Again, Metropolitan areas are genuinely affected.

Federal monies distributed through programs for impacted areas often
adversely affect school district organisation. In some instances tiny federally
supported districts have been created. In other cases the federal dollars have
given existing districts some financial advantage over their neighbors and thus
discouraged reorganisation.

4410SAL DUCA11014 AGLIOCIEt

19. School district reorganization has been extensive in a Istge majority
of stales since World Vat II with a broader tall base and a linger pupil popula-
tion Si primary objectives. The intermediate school unit has been testructufed
during that *me retiod to broaden the pupil population base for specialized
educational services. After an esnmination of the effects of vatious tax piing
in this study it is cleat that a broader tax base could be utilized through a
regional organization to reduce the disparities in resources available at the
local level that would preserve the identity and the autonomy of the local
district.
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20. Economic planning regions created within states since 1966 are useful
for educational purposes. These regions Escape many of the limitations that
are characteristic of county and intermediate units because they are larger
and include Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas. It seems appropriate
that educational planning for natural socio-economic units should include
complete Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas. For the purposes of this
study it vas judged that the economic planning regions were feasible units
to use as regional tax bases.

21. The greatest variation in assessed valuation per pupil between dis-
tricts within regional areas was found in rural areas in some states and in
urban areas in others. This evidence suggests the existence of tax havens in
both urban and rural regions and that both areas contain serious disparities
in resources available for education. Local districts which were making the
greatest effort to support schools could benefit from regional tax plans as
tested in the six models in this study. An examination of the potential
changes in tax rates indicates that the size of the decreases would exceed
the size of the increases.

22. In Model Five, which permitted a shift to the region of costs that
fell below the weighted mean of the region, a larger number of districts
experienced tax decreases than models one through flour, in which a part or all
local costs were shifted to the regional tax base. Low expenditure districts
were forced to help pay a greater shate of the high levels of expenditure in
other districts under models one, two, three, and four, whereas, the high
expenditure districts, under model five, paid a greater share of the costs
in the by expenditure districts. Without a ceiling on the costs that were
shifted to the region, low expenditure districts experienced increases in
tax rates without any increases in available resources at the local level.

23. Equalisation of resources vas an objective of the examined ea!els
as well as an objective of the existing state aid programs. An analysis of
changes in tax rates on property (the major revenue resource for local
distticts) tar models four, five, and six shaved a greater direct relationship
to assessed valuations than to state aid payments. This seems to indicalt that
state aid payments equalize resources to a lesser degree within a region than
did the tax plans under consideration.

24. Sixty percent, of the U.4 districts representing the three largest
districts in each region, experienced decreases in tax rates for tax plan
number four. Sixty-five percent of these sail* districts experienced decreases
under tax plan five and fifty -six had decreases under tax plan six. Consider-
ing the tetationship of the total pupil populations in these districts to the
total pupil population In the respective regions It appeared that a majority
of the pupils weld be benefited If any one of the three tax plant four, live
or six vete to he implemented.

25. Model five, Which permitted a shift to the region of costs that fell
belay the weighted mean for the region, resulted in greater tax 'relief for
the by expenditure districts than It did for the high expenditure districts.
therefore, it vat determined that the ado;,tion of tax plan five uvula best
achieve the objective of raising the teacart's behind each pupil in the low

____ispeadituseAltstc4cts ikete the needed resoutc:. vete most limited.
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26. The property tax base was not evenly distributed from region to region
within the states. It appears, therefore, that true equalization of resources
for each pupil would have to be accomplished through state aid distribution
systems. These systems, in order to compensate for the existing inequities,
would require minimum and maximum aid payments that would fully recognize the
total range or variation in the combined local and regional resources available
for each pupil.

27. School )istrtct Reorganization in Metropolitan Areas. A vast array of
legal provisions, administrative regulations, and financial factors all but
preclude any district reorganization which combines all or any part of a
large city school district with a nearby suburb. For example, the Constitution
in Colorado states that the City and County of Denver shall forever be one
school district. Since the annexation of incorporated villages and towns in
Colorado is difficult to achieve (especially when school districts are also
affected), a constitutional change would be needed to make major tevisions in
school district boundaries.

Density factors for large cities provide additional tevenue which is often
needed; however, it weakens the case for school district reorganization. Cities
can no longer qualify for density aid in some states when pyre sparsely populated
suburbs are included in the calculations.

inadequate categorial aids for high cost programs, such as compensatory
education, discourage reorganizitions involving central cities. Since there
is normally a concentration of mad for such programs in central cities per
pupil unit costs may be exorbitantly high.

GENERALIZATIONS TD STATE FINANCE MODELS

This study has far ranging implications for educators and legislators
desiring to make intelligent decisions in enacting legislation effective in
stimulating school district reorganization. The findings support the con-
clusion that only oecesionally is it a single legislative provision or
financial feature that is given credit for providing major impetus for school
district reorganisation in those states maintaining any degree of local autonomy
in regard to the reorganization process. Emphasis must be placed on developing
a total legislative program or "package" which includes not only workable and
understandable reorganisation 'ales, but also financial incentives or inducements
appropriate for the specific problems in each state. This last point cannot be
over emphasized. It may be appropriate to adopt **del laws and finance features
judged effective In other states, but it is of utmost Importance that they be
modified to meet the particular needs of a state.

A state wishing to revise its legislative program to encourage school
district reorganization may want to give consideration to the following
guidelines:

1. The current legislative program should be thoroughly examined to
determine its effect on school district reorganisation. Perhaps
the basic framework for a good legislative program already exists
and with just A few modifications can be improved upon to the point
where it stimulates reorgantration. At the very least, those pro-
visions which retard or discourage reorganisation must be revised.
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2. State and local reorganization committees or commissions should be
established to provide leadership and organization to the reorganiza-
tion process. In states where they have been established and given
some actual authority, reorganization has been stimulated. The law
should specifically define the responsibility of such groups as well
as for other people officially involved in the reorganization process.

3. Statewide studies should be undertaken by either established commissions
or professional agencies to determine the extent of the reorganization
problem. From these comprehensive studies a master plan should evolve
taking into consideration state as well as local needs.

4. Legislation should be easily interpreted by all concerned people, lay
as well as professional, and should be easy to implement.

5. The regulations developed for the process of reorganization should be
clearly defined. Criteria and minimum standard should not only be
clearly understood, but must be enforced if they are to be effective.

6. The development of plans, criteria for reorganization, and eventual
legislation should involve maximum citizen participation on a state
and local level.

7. Equitable voting procedures should be established. The criteria should
not discriminate against any group of people nor should it give more
voting strength to certain districts. Principles of the "one man one
vote" concept should be followed.

8. Reorganization should result in an equalization of school support
throughout the state As much as geographically possible.

9. Those states wishing to encourage reorganization through the use of
finance features may want to avoid the following:

a. Non-resident tuition aid which allows non-operating districts to
send their students to district operating schools for less money
than it would take to maintain their own schools;

b. Aid to distressed districts in sufficient amount to allow them to
maintain schools when the question exists as to whether or not
they should continue to operate;

c. Minimum etandards for receiving state aids that are not enforced,
thus providing aid to inadequate school districts;

d. Features that allow insuffitient districts to circumvent the law
and still receive aid;

e. Sparsity correction factors that perpetuate small, inadequate
districts.

10. Those states wishing to encourage reorganization through the use of
finance features may want to utilize in some way variations of the
following incentives:

a. Optional provisions for assumption of bonded debt including some
degree of state support in retiring the debt incurred before
reorganization by component districts;
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b. Building aid for debt incurred from school construction
resulting from reorganization;

c. Distressed district aid designed to assist viable, but financially
troubled districts resulting from reorganization;

d. Bonus aid for reorganized districts based on per pupil allotment;
e. Transportation aid designed to cover a high percentage of the

actual costs or specifically encourage a certain type of reor-
ganization;

f. Provisions written into the foundation program guaranteeing a
newly reorganized district no less aid than the total amount
that would have been received by the component districts had
they remained independent.

11. State governments should exert political pressure on Federal agencies
to have impacted area funds distributed through regular state aid
channels. The present system distorts school district structures,
and upsets equalization plans in affected states.

12. Any legislation involving the use of incentive features must maintain
these features at a high enough support level so they are indeed
attractive enough to encourage reorganization. The dollar amounts
i.:st be based on realistic cost figures and should be increased as
the economy demands. The sane can be said for the basic legislation.
Laws maintain their effectiveness only as they are appropriate for
contemporary conditions. School district reorganization .egislation
must be kept current to be effective; stagnant legislation will impede
the process of reorganization and contribute to the problem of inadequate
school district organization.

13. Caution must be expressed against the use of regional taxes as sub-
stitutes for appropriate levels of state support. This warning is
important because in most instances both local school districts and
regional units will rely upon ad valorem taxes for revenue. Since
this tax is notoriously regressive end badly admitistered, to over
dependence on it would compound existing injustices. It is no taut.
°logy to insist that the purpose of regional taxes is to achieve equality
in tax rates and educational expenditures not a diminution of state
support for schools.

The interaction between state aid distribution systems and the
distribution of the revenue from regional taxes is crucial, if greater
equalization is to be achieved. The models tested in this study ate
based on the atsumption that the revenue from uniform regional taxes
would be distributed to local districts on the numbet of pupils in ADA.
The state aid available to such districts would be calculated in the
same manner as now exists. In other words, the revenue from the regional
tevy would replace a portion of the !oral revenues (1odels 1, 2, 1, 4,

and 5) or would be added to the combination of state aid and local
receipts ("Models 6 and 11. All of the models would thus provide local
school boards with the option of seducing local tax rates or Increasing
school expenditures.
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Other assumptions about the relationship between state aids and regional
taxes are clearly passible. For example, the legislature could establish the
following model:

STATE AID (lOUNDATION FROGRAI - REGIONAL SHARE) x EQUALIZATION FACTOR

Given a foundation program of a realistic level (always a worthy goal) and
a state equalization factor that would insure a genuine local effort (also a
worthy goal), this model would achieve maximm cooperation between the agencies
responsible for levying regional taxes and legislative appropriations for
schools.

RECOMXENDATIONS FOR FATHER STD?

As rentioned previously, shifts in population, changes in economic factors,
and technological advances result in a wide-spread and continuing need for school
district reorganization, As a result, this study merely sheds light on a few
specific dimensions of the reorganization question. the fact that special
emphasis has been placed on the impact of money incentives, aid payments, and
related financial inducements designed to encourage school district reorganiza-
tion in only a sample of states has further delimited the scope of this study.
Not only must continual research be conducted in the area of this study, but
other dimensions of the reorganization process must be examined. For example,
what social and political forces are active in state and local coonunities
that encourage or discourage school district reorganization? It was reported
in the review of the literature that in some political and social factors have
been a real influence in school district reorganization. to what extent and
in what way have these factors encouraged or discouraged reorganization, needs
further exploration?

Another dimension that needs examination is the role played by the various
State Departments of Education in r,gard to school district reorganisation.
Have they played a leadership role in encouraging school district reorganization?
If not, why? What role does the commissioner or state superintendent play? Is

there a need for increased leadership by state department personnel in stiumlat-
int reorganization?

It is easy to recoerend that reorganisation should result in an equaliza-
tion of school support throughout the state as much as realistically possible,
but the problees of accomplishing this seems to bt immense. A worthwhile study
would be to determine how the cost of education can be fairly disttibuted in
order to reduce inequality of tax bytAer and yet assure each student of a
quality education thtough equalitatio. A per pupil expenditures.

Although this study has been prie.arily concerned with hew reorganisation
can be encouraged through permissive and semipermissive legislation, the fact
remains that some states have accomplished reorganisation by mandating out of
existence certain types of distaticts. Other states have mandated a complete
reorganisation by dissolving all of the school districts in the state .stid
imposing a completely new structute. Research Is needed in this area in order
to answer questions such as:

a) Why was this type of legislation adopted?
b) 1y isn't it done more often and by mote states.?
e) What different geogtagesical, social and political condition. exist

between those states Whet, mandatory legislation has been enacted
and those veleta the legislation is wittily* of semlpstmisitive?

t :)"
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d) What type of district structure exists in those states which have
mandated reorganization?

e) What are the distinguishing advantages or disadvantages of the
districts in these states?

One other area of consideration that needs further examination is the role
to be played by the regional unit in further school district reorganization.
Is the regional unit a viable supplement to the local school district structure?
Given taxing power, can the regional unit solve some of the financial problems
of the local district in operating schools or providing certain services?
Research in this area may lead to solutions to some of the financial and
organizational problems of small and inadequate districts that heretofore were
considered solvable only through local school district reorganization.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT - A geographic area which, for specified public school
purposes, is under the supervision or control of a single board of educa-

tion snd/or administration officer. This may be a state, intermediate, or

local basic unit.

ATTENDANCE AREA - An administrative unit or subdivision of it consisting
of the territory from which children legally may attend a given school

building or school center.

COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION A derived statistic fnr use in comparing different

but similarly constructed distributions. It is defined as the ratio of the
standard deviation of a distribution to the mean of the distribution and is

expressed as A percentage.

COMMON SCHOOL - An obsolescent designation for the traditional 8-year public
170etary school providing a foundation program for education.

CONSOLIDATED SCHOOL DISTRICT - A term limited in some states to districts,
usually rural, maintaining a single attendance unit while in other states
it applies to any school district serving territory once served by two or
more districts.

COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT - A unit of school administr:on in which school
affairs of the county :s a whole (sometimes with specified exceptions) are
controlled by a county board of education.

COUNTY SUPERINTENDENT - An elected or appointed administration officer in a
county who is charged with the general supervision of specified schools in
the respective counties of the state in regard to matters of government,
courses of instruction and general conditions of the schools in the county.

DISSOLUTION Of DISTRICT The breaking up of a consolidation through legal
process, with a return of each district that formed the original consolida-
tion to the independent status that existed before the consolidation took
place.

EFFORT This is the difference between expenditures and state aids on a

per pupil basis. In some comes it is expressed as a "sill" rate relative to
assessed value per pupil. Current effort is current expenditure minus current
state aid. Total effort is total expenditure minus total state aid.

SCHOOL DISTRy/ A school district for which no provision is made

ir151111 school work beyond the elementary grades.

AVIALUING hal Aide which are distributed by formulas and procedures
gluing recognition to local financial ability and seek to raise the level of
expenditures for education in the loss wealthy districts while providing
proportionately greater financial assistance to the less wealthy districts.'

CRAM Ajol - Aids which ate usually allocated to all patttelpattne
districts on an equal basis without regard to local financial ability.
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These aids are usually called matching or reimbursement and seek to raise
the level of expenditures in all districts, both rich and poor.3

GENERAL PURPOSE AIDS - Aide which are allocated to boards of education with
very little instruction as to the use to be made of the funds. The local
board of education is at liberty to use the funds for the general program
of education. No exact purpose is specified in the legislation other than
the requirement to use the money for providing a program of education in the
community.]

HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT - A district organized and administered to provide
education in the secondary level only.

INCENTIVE AIDS - A general purpose or special purpose aid which is provided
to districts which reorganize and meet such minimum standards as may be
established by the state as part of the law or through the state department
of educatioa.

INTERMEDIATE ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT - A unit smaller than the state which
exists primarily to provide consultation, advisory, or statistical services
to local basic administrative units or to exercise certain regulatory and
inspectoral functions over local basic administrative units. An intermediate
unit may operate schools and contract for school services, but it does not
exist primarily to render such services. Such units may or may not have

taxing power.4

LOCAL BASIC ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT - An administrative unit at the local level
which exists primarily to operate public schools or to contract for public
school services. Normally, taxes can be levied against such units for
school purposes. These units may or may not be coterminous with county,
city, or town bounlaries. This term is used synonymously with the term
"school distrtct".1

NON-OPERATING SCHOOL DISTRICT - A district which has failed to maintain a
public school for a specified amount of time.

REGULATDRY FUNCTION - A function performed by some level of school administra-
tion to insure that the rules and regulations for the operations of schools
within a state are carried out in the schools operating within the juris-
diction of the respective administrative unit.

REVENUE RECEIPTS - Additions to assets which do not incur an obligation
that must be met at some future date and do not represent exchanges of
property for money.5

SCHOOL DISTRICT REORGANIZATION - The act of legally changing the designation
of a school district; changing the geographical area of a school district or
incorporating a part or all of a school district with an adjoining district.2

SCHOOL SYSTEM - All the schools ll by a given board of education or
central administrative cuthority.

SCHOOL UNION - A joining of two or more local school units (districts, town-
ship, or town for example) for some educational purpose such as maintenance
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of an enlarged attendance unit, supervisory unit, cr administrative unit or
for the provision of special services.'

SERVICE FUNCTION - A function performed by some level of school administra-
tion to enhance or extend the educational services available to schools or
pupils within the jurisdiction of the administrative unit.

SPECIAL PURPOSE AIDS - Identifies the aids approved by laws which indicate
the exact purpose for which money shalt be expended by local beard of educa-
tion or for which the money is provided. Funds may be allocated to local
school boards to help with expenditures for transportation, for the
physically handicapped children, for rehabilitation of school buildings, for,
adult education, for textbooks, for health services, and for school lunches.'

SPECIAL SCHOOL DISTRICT - A school district incorporated by a special act
of the state legislature.2

STATE AID FOR EDUCATION - Any grant made by a state government for the
support of eduZeialw7175

SUPERVISORY UNION - An administrative unit used in the New England states
and New York to permit two or more local administrative units to be served
by the same chief administrative officer. For all practical purposes the
basic units within the supervisory union maintain their separate identities
for all purposes except in this sharing of a school admini.,%rator.'

UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT - A school district providing a public school
program from kindergarten or grade 1 to grade 12.2

WEIGHTED MEAN - As used in this study the weighted mean current expenditure
in a region is the ratio of the total of all monies spent on current expen-
ditures by all districts in the region to the total A.D.A. in the region.
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Rochester, under sponsorship of the National Association of Secondary School
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APPENDIX D

SAMPLING PROCEDURES

Early in the project it was realized that it would be impossible to do
any worthwhile in-depth study of all 48 contiguous states. After collecting
the data reported in Pert I of this two part publication several criteria
were established on which a sample of states would be selected. The following
are some of the primary factors considered:

1. Fiscal provisions including incentive aids for school district
reorganization

2. Fiscal capacity of school districts within states
3. Sparsity and density population
4. Progress (or lack of) in reducing number of school districts within

the state

S. Historical development of school district organization in the state
6. Geographical and topographical considerations
7. Sophistication of regional organisation within the state
8. Level of state support for education
9. Method of allocation of state funds to local districts
10. Availability of data on individual school districts within the state.

With these criteria in mind the following states were selected for inclusion
in the sample:

CALIFORNIA WEBRASXA
COLORADO NEW HAMPSHIRE
INDLANA NEW YORK
IOWA OREGON
MAINE PLHNSYLVANIA
MICHIGAN SOUTH CAROLINA
MINNESOTA UTAH
MISSISSIPPI WISCONSIN

Map DL shows the geographic distribution of these states. Some of the
states were selected on the basis of satisfying only a few of the criterion.
For example, Oregon was included because of the existence of a framework for
collecting taxes on a regional bests. Utah has had the same number of dis-
tricts ever since it became a state and was included for this reason and also
for its foundation aid program. The above average rate of growth of pupil
population and existence of three types of districts, elementary, secondary
and unified were the criteria on which selection of California was made. the
existence of supervisory unions argued for the inclusion of Mew Hampshire and
Maine. Both were included because they satisfied other of the criteria' isted
above.

The project staff were satisfied that these sixteen states provided the
widest possible range of experiences in approaches to organising and financing
education at the Local and state level. Mississippi had a reduction of approxi-
mately 971 in its number of school districts in the period 1948.68. New Hampshire
shows an increase of around 211 in secondary districts over the same period.
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Nebraska has more one-teacher schools than the rest of the sample put together.
Wisconsin has tried all three forma of legislation, mandatory, permissive and
the use of financial incentives.

The state agency in each of the sixteen sample states was visited at least
once by project staff members. Financial reports and other reports were collected
from the agency and the data on each of the school districts considered were com-
piled from these reports.

Selection of Districts Within the Sample States.

For the fiscal year 1967-68, the year that was chosen for the detailed
study, the sample states reported a total of 9,194 districts in existence.
The number in individual states ranged from 40 in Utah to 2172 in Nebraska.
Rather than draw as a sample a fixed number from each state independent of
the total number of districts within the state it was agreed to use the method
normally associated with samples drawn from finite populations for purposes of
extracting information that can be recorded as a proportion.

The formula used is:

E2 t2* P (I-P) (N - n)

Where E is allwable error in sample proportion
t it t-value associated with percentage confidence
P is expected probability
N is population site

and n is required sample

In computing the sample site for each typo of district the following
were used:

E .08t 2
P

Thus E2 t
2

1, (1-P) (N - 0) reduces to no
N Warri

A graph vas developed using the above formula and the necessary sample sites
read off.

Table DI shows the final number of districts used in the analysis in
each state. Each type of district within each state was treated as a separate
population. Thus the minimal acceptant* level of the developed formation is
the same for each of the ID different sub tromps within the 2,701 districts
in the total sample.
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Except for the inclusion of the largest districts (to ensure the maximum
possible student representation within the districts studied) the majority of
Ow districts were chosen at random using a table of random numbers and number-
Ang the districts as they appeared on state agency reports. The largest dis-
tricts were defined to be those above a minimum size. Table D-2 gives these
minimums for each state except Utah where all of the districts were incluOed
frr analysis.

TABLE D-2
Minimum Size - InclLsive for "Large" Districts

State Minimum Sise
% of the sample

above this minimum

talifornia 6000 57
Colorado 1000 30
Tadiana 3000 33
lova 3000 19
Mline 600 31
Aichigan 3000 36
Minnesota 3000 15
Mississippi 6000 19
':ebraska 600 10
New Hampshire 600 65
New York 6000 22
Oregon 3000 12
Pennsylvania 6000 14
'oth Carolina 6000 50
.Asconsin 1200 40

)1 the total sample 28t fell into the group defined as being largest in
the state.

To permit ease of analysis the data gathered from the various state agency
report. were reduced to a dollar amount per pupil unit either A.D.A. or A.D.N.
Within each state the use of A.D.A. or A.D.N. was consistent. The comparison
of data across state lines was done using derived parameters so the use of both
A.D.A. and A.D.N. did not cause problems. The distribution of values of both
the numbers of students in attendance and assessed value behind each pupil was
such that the use of the figures in raw form wculd have caused difficulties in
computation and the evaluation of the correlations and linear regression models.
A proxy measure, the natural logarithm of each value raised to third power was
therefore used.

REGIONAL UNITS

The sample of regional unite was drawn from the same sixteen states as
the abase described sample, Different criteria vete developed to identify
the poptlation within each state. Already existing regional units and/or
economic planning units vete identified in each state and pupil enrollment
was computed for each region. The regions within each state were stratified
into three strata according to site. With the exception of New York state
where the tong Island planning unit was used the largest region in terms of
students enrolled was chosen to represent our stratum. the choice of regions
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from the other two errata was influenced by the need for representation of
different geographical areas within each state. The maps to be found in
Chapter V of this volume give visual representation of the distribution of
the units finally chosen.
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SUMMARY OF VARIABLES
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Table E-1.--California (Elementary)

Standard Weighting

Variables Range Median Mean Deviation Alum.

Students 5-23,902 931 4486 5849

Valuation/Student $535- 416,231 $13,762 $39,469 $80,171 410,314

Total Tax Rate (Mills) .36-5.50 2.29 2.39 .72 2,05

Current Tax Rata (Mills) .36-5.50 2.01 2.06 .64 2.43

Expenditure/Student:
Transportation $0-581 $11 $38 $73 411

Current 231-3130 523 617 335 529

Capital and Debt 0-1333 56 81 146 56

Total 340-4129 503 698 425 584

State Aid/Student:
Foundation $99 -1400 $247 $264 $130 $268

Transportation 0 0 0 0 0

Current Aid 99-1400 247 264 130 268

Capital Debt 0 0 0 0 0

Miscellaneous 0-10 0 25 1.43 .20

Total Aid 99-1400 249 264 130 268

Effort Index
Total .01-6.97 2.70 2.58 1.34

Current .01-6.18 2.12 2.11 1.14

Sample: Sire 131
Total Students 587,654

Table 2.2.--Dallfornie (Secondary)

Standard Waiqhting

variables__ Range Median Mean Deviation MCAfl

Students 211-20038 3127 5605 5634

Valuation/Student $17,083-220,690 $35,210 $47,541 $40,457 32,164

Total Tax Rate Mills .75-3.25 1.94 1.91 .53 2.1P.

Current Tax Rate (Mills) .75-2.74 1.70 1.65 .43 1.14

Expenditure/Student:
Transportation $4-275 $25 $34 $40 419

Current 601-1669 766 824 200 165

Capital and Debt 36-973 139 162 122 159

Total 726-1951 901 986 247 925

State Aid/Student:
Foundation $129-624 $264 4269 $99 4207

Transportation D 0 0 0 0

Current Aid 129-624 214 269 99 297

Capital Debt 0 0 0 0

Miscellaneous 0-36 0 .90 5 .20

Total Aid 129-624 264 270 99 297

Effort Inde,%
Total .68-5.10 1.84 1.86 .61 -

Current .52 -2.24 1.47 1.41 .41

Semple: Sire 61
Total Students 336,357
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Table E.3.--California (Unified)

Variables

Students

Valuation/Student
'total Tax Rate (Mille)
Current Tax Rate (Mills)

Expenditure/Student:
Transportation
Current
Capital and Debt
Total

Range

3569-643128

Median
Standard

Mean Deviation

$3570-26054
2.64-6.69

1.82-6.09

12513 26021 67288

Weighting
Year

Mao ;9474 $4414 $10,389
4.47 4.51 .78 4.32
3.73 3.78 .67 3.66

$2-38 $11 $14 $8 $14
481-1009 597 618 335 (29

3 -199 69 72 36 73
543-1134 671 690 147 702

State Aid/Student:
Foundation $148-387 $289 $275 $64 $262
Transportation 0 0 0 0 0
Current Aid 148-387 289 275 64 262
Capital Debt 0 0 0 0 0
Miscellaneous 0-35 0 .77 4 2
Total Aid 148-387 291 275 63 264

Effort Index
Total
Current

2.47-7.03 4.64 4.64 .97
1.71-6.22 3.67 3.79 .77

Sample: Size 94
Total Students 2,445,971

Table 6-4.--Colorado (Unified)

Variables Range Median
Standard

Mean Deviation
Weighted
Munn

Students

Valuation/Student
Total Tax Rate (Mills)
Current Tax Rate (Mills)

77-88016 690

$2,031-37.651
20.00-61.18
12.60-4704

$9,612
36.71
28.51

4770 12221

$11,984
36.26
28.49

$6,710 $8,877
10.33 46.32
8.61 37.76

Expenditure/Students
Transportation $0-168 $37 $49 $41 $13
Current 380-1273 657 678 168 09]
Capital and Debt 5-316 84 89 51 80
Total 406-1351 751 768 190 671

State Aid/Students
Foundation $16-301 $130 $140 $53 $106
Transportation 0-117 19 29 28 6
Currant Aid 76-424 195 214 70 156
Capital Debt 0 G 0 o 0
Mircollaneous 2-48 5 7 8 8
Tetra Aid 79-424 202 220 69 164

Effort Index
Total 12.50-88.90
Current 11.20-74.70

49.50
42.10

49.84 16.72
42.16 13,96

Samples Size 81
Total Students 386,401

t,
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Table ['S.Indiana (Elementary)

Variables Range Median Mean
Standard
Deviation

We ighted
Mann

Students 140-2645 32 503 526

Valuation/Student $3313-133546 $7760 $13024 $23440 $10,765
'Petal Tax Rate (Mills) .63-5.04 3.60 3.69 1.41 4.31
Current Tax Rate (Mills) .55-5.15 3.60 3.47 1.21 3.04

Expenditure/Students
Trnroportation ;1-132 $62 $65 $28 $51
Current 322-706 442 444 86 439
Capital and Debt 0-281 19 32 54 29
Total 332-1706 617 676 243 670

State Aid/Students
roundation $0-247 $168 $157 $56 $167
Transportation 0-69 34 37 33 28
Current Aid 0-208 204 194 7U 105
Capital Debt 0-47 43 41 11 42
Miscellaneous 3-65 8 11 11 10
Total Ald 63-349 255 245 68 247

Effort Index
Total 1.18-9.98 4.54 4.63 2.21
Current .52-6.62 2.81 2.95 1.22

Samples Size 29
Total Students 14,951

Table [-6.--Indiana (Unified)

Standard Weighted
Variables Range Median Mean Deviation Mean

Students 178 -97573 2366 5859 11146 -

Valuation/Student $3642-32610 $8261 $0698 $3319 $8996

Total Tax Rate (Mills) 2.82-7.53 4.94 5.00 .95 4.99
Current Tax Rate (Mills) 2.20-6.04 4.04 4.10 .79 4.07

Expenditure/Studenti
Transportation 80-142 $34 $35 $24 $20

Current 357-689 487 493 57 516

Capital and Debt 0-690 68 106 119 151

Total 421-1172 609 651 150 730

State Aid/Students
Foundation $0-250 $175 $175 $30 $173

Transportation 0-74 15 17 13 6

Current Aid 0-323 190 191 37 181

Capital Debt 0-49 42 42 4 42

Hiscellaneoun 3-31 15 15 5 19

Total Aid 73-370 247 249 35 242

Effort index
Total 1.05-9.96 4.17 4.50 1.71
Current 1.96-6.21 3.57 3.59 .71

Samples Size' 105
Total Students 6)5,184
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Table f-7.--Iowa (Unified)

Variables Rargis_ Median Mean
Standard
Daviation

Weighted
Maan

Students 258-46033 931 2843 5858

Valuation/Student $4718-23926 $1059G $11193 $3555 $8735
Total Tax Rate (Mills) 31.64-80.32 48.92 48.00 8.09 52.83
Current Tax Rate (Mills) 29.22-80.14 43.72 43.54 7.93 47.21

Expenditure/Student'
Transportation $3-110 $46 $44 $22 $21
Current 460-945 626 637 97 587
Capital and Debt 4-134 22 27 18 24
Total 476-989 656 664 104 611

State Aid/Students
Foundation $107-205 $159 $157 $19 $160
Transportation 0 0 0 0 0
Current Aid 107-205 159 157 19 160
Capital Debt 0 0 0 0 0

Miscellaneous 0 0 0 0 0
Total Aid 107-205 159 157 19 160

Effort Index
Total 28.68-88.00 45.90 47.83 11.02
Current 26.70-79.70 43.40 45.27 10.17

Sample' Size 117
Total Students 332,646

Table 1-8.--Maine (Non-Operating)

Standare
Variables Range Median Mean Deviation Mean

Students 1-210 16 27 34

Valuation/Student $4054-340,000 $26988 $49941 $80415 $15,918
Total Tax Rate (Mills) 0-45.20 13.84 16.34 11.65 25.01
Current Tax Rate (Mills) 0-45.20 12.88 16.20 11.65 24.92

Expenditure/Students
Transportation $0-768 $133 $205 $280 $107
Current 0-2147 168 262 251 134
Capital and Debt 0-33 0 4 11 5
Total 0-1427 630 606 501 519

State Aid/Student'
Foundation $0-685 $175 $201 $190 $257
Transportation 0 0 0 0 0
Current Aid 0-685 175 201 190 257
Capital Debt 0 0 0 0 0
Miscellaneous 0-167 0 15 44 4
Total Aid 61-685 253 248 195 261

Effort Index
Total .10-42.80 15.20 17.23 11.52
Current .10-6.20 .10 2.33 2.96

Sample' Size 24
Total Students 683
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Table 4-9.....Maine (Elementary)

Standard Weighted
Variables Range Median Mean Deviation Mean

Students 9-1555 128 163 214

Valuation/Student $4205-45451 $10446 $13986 $9639 $11,323
Total Tax Rate (Mills) 9.30-46.41 25.93 27.75 8.68 30.30
Current Tax Rate (Mills) 9.30-44.44 25.10 25.11 7.82 27.03

Expenditure /Students
Transportation $0-348 $66 $81 $57 $62
Current 211-1043 407 450 153 391

Capital and Debt 0-194 27 30 24 39

Total 316-1505 662 719 243 542

State Aid/Student:
Foundation $0-786 4235 $238 $292 $204
Transportation 0 0 0 0 0

Current Aid 0-786 235 238 292 201
Capital Debt 0-24 0 .40 3 .40

Miscellaneous 0-8 0 .27 1 .70
Total Aid 0-786 235 242 295 206

Effort Index
Total 7.40-86.10 40.10 40.93 16.59
Current .10-37.70 14.10 14.48 8.34

Samples Sire 58
Total Students 9588

Table E-10.--Maine (Uniflad)

Standard Weighted
Variables Range Median Mean Deviation Man

Students 155-13503 1361 1971 2177

Valuation/Student $3697-50167 $11446 $14312 $9071 $13,964
Total Tax Rate (Mills) 11.15-50.92 32.47 3t.02 8.28 31.81
Current Tax Rate (Mills) 8,83-43.92 27.40 27.03 6.95 27.66

Expenditure/Student:
Transportation $3-93 $24 $28 $18 $21
Current 292-662 461 456 68 456
Capital and Debt 0-146 51 48 32 52
Total 323-747 519 514 86 512

State mostwaeat.
Foundation $45-352 $92 $115 $66 $92
Transportation 0 0 0 0 0
Current Aid 46-352 97 118 65 96
Capital Debt 0-33 1 5 8 8
Miscellaneous 0-6 0 1 2 1
Total Aid 47-352 102 125 66 105

Effort Index
Total 9.60-57.80 32.00 31.79 9.50
Current 4.50-55.10 28.70 27.63 8.96

Samples Simi 58
Total Students 114,290
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Table E.11.--Michigan (Elementary)

Variables Medlar, Ktaln

Standa.rd

D{VWCi6,
Weighted
Mn.311

Students 7-5050 31 204 659

Valuation/Student $4,692-83,540 412,613 414,693 $11,432 5,542
Total Tax Rato (Mills) 3.20-30.51 12.20 12.81 4.40 22.18
Current lax Arta (Mills) 2.18-23.51 11.00 11.78 16.92

Expenditure/Student'
Transportation $0-377 $5 $42 $67 $37
Current 171-1392 389 421 195 511
Capital and Debt 0-449 10 31 63 90
Total 179-1841 422 465 242 101

State Aid/Students
Foundation $61-373 $197 $180 $87 $297
Transportation 0-243 18 30 34 19
Current Aid 0-380 228 218 90 315
Capital Debt 0 0 0 0 0
Miscellaneous 0 0 0 0 0

Total Aid 0-380 228 210 90 315

Effort Index
Total .10-48.10 15.60 16.99 10.64
Current .10-39.80 12.90 14.12 8.70

Sampler Size 73
Total Students 15,237

Table 2.12..-Michigan (Unified)

Variables Range Median Mean
Standard
Deviation

Weighted
Mean

Students 179-295907 2820 5710 20678

Valuation/Student 5250-54741 12240 13993 6737 $15,334
Total Tax Rate (Milts) 10.00-32.60 18.50 19.25 5.13 21.43
Current Tax Rate (Mills) 4.00-29.32 14.40 14.37 5.32 17.40

Expenditure/Students
Transportation . $0-89 $32 $31 $19 $16
Current 404-951 556 570 97 630
Capital and Debt 16-331 110 106 82 104
Total 491-1153 658 681 124 733

State Aid/Studentr
Foundation $13-409 $256 $257 $57 $254
Transportation 0-39 14 14 10 6

Current Aid 14-410 270 270 56 260
Capital Debt 0 0 0 0 0

Misceltaneous 0 0 0 0 0

Total Aid 14-410 270 270 56 260

Effort Index
Total 13.33-78.40 30.30 31.56 8.88
Current 8.60-49.30 21.40 22.08 6.05

Samples Site 220
Total Students 1,474,930
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Table t-13.--Minnesota (Elementary)

Standard Weighted
Variables Range Median Mean Deviation Mean

Students 6-219 ' 19 35 39

Valuation/St:plant' $3,077-253,188 $18,395 $25,913 $32,113 19,061
Total TAX Rate (Mills) 0-165.00 42.00 48.10 27.00 6.25
Current Tax Rate (Mills) 0-165.00 40.00 441 238 5.29

Expenditure/Student:
Transportation $0-660 $105 $118 $92 $119
Current 322-2,010 567 606 240 590
Capital and Debt 0-389 0 19 58 41
Total 304-2,000 587 644 276 667

State Ald/Students
Foundation $10-653 $186 $20C $95 $225
Transportation 0-182 63 67 35 71
Current Aid 41-502 251 266 108 295
Capital Debt 0 0 0 0 0
Miscellaneous 0-195 15 20 43 10
Total Aid 41-508 274 275 117 313

Effort Index
Total .10-86.90 16.50 19.69 14.01
Current .10-91.00 15.50 18.41 12.69

Sarples Size 134
Total Students 4,780

Table 1 -14. -- Minnesota (Unified)

...=1=1Mb,
Variables Range Median Mean

Standard
Deviation

Weighted
Mean

Students 159-76314 1100 5211 10179

Valuation/Student $2,004-18,743 $6,529 $7, 118 $3,147 $8,141
Total Tex Rate (Mille) 89.00-190.00 152.00 157.20 46.60 149.55
Current Tax Rate (Mills) 42.00-356.00 108.00 114.66 42.60 109.15

Expenditure/Student:
Transportation $2-80 $38 $34 $17 $21

Current 412-848 538 545 68 544

Capital and Debt 23-194 87 90 31 84

Total 494-890 621 635 76 628

State Aid/Students
Foundation $124-307 $220 $214 $48 $204
Transportation 0-48 26 24 12 12

Current Aid 125-145 243 237 49 216

Capital Debt 0 0 0 0 0

Miscellaneous 0-179 28 33 29 42

dotal Aid 151-481 272 270 60 258

Effort Index
Total 10.20-93.20 51.40 51.85 )5.76
Current 10.50-91.80 45.00 45.90 14.34

Samples Size 107
Total Students 557,623
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Table 6-15.--Mississippi (Unified)

Variables Range Median mean
Standard
Deviation

weighted
Mean

Students 739-35572 3028 4262 4449

Valuation/Student $1,719-11,971 #3,727 $4,557 $2,066 $5,630Total Tax Rate (Mills) 20.75-42.00 31.00 30.37 4.37 30.20Current Tax Rate (Mills) 18.00-32.00 25.00 25.27 2.37 25.12

Expenditure/Student.
Transportation $0-75 $27 $26 $17 $19Current 259-484 334 340 49 345Capital and Debt 1-128 25 30 24 35Total 269-591 364 370 63 380

State Aid/Students
Foundation $133-223 $171 $173 $21 $164Transportation 0 0 0 0 0Current Aid 159-238 185 188 19 183Capital Debt 0-44 2 6 9 7Miscellaneous 1-52 5 8 10 6Total Aid 179 -270 199 201 23 195

Effort Index
Total 14.20-83.79 36.60 38.91 13.45Current 16.30-17.30 32.20 36.36 13.47

Sampler Size 77
Total St,ijents 328,140

Table E-16.--Nebraska (Non-Operating)

Standard Weighte,1
Variables Range Median Mean Deviation Mean

Students 1-157 12 18 21

Valuation/Student $7671-357,000 $23.786 $33,770 $39,478 $22,533
Total Tax Rate (Mills) 2.50-41.90 16.80 17.79 8.18 17.88
Current Tax Rate (Mills) 2.50-41.90 16.80 17.79 8.18 17.05

Expenditure /Students
Transportation $0-1771 0 $50 $177 $20
Current 0-3028 281 331 290 243
Capital and Debt 0 0 0 0 0
Total 0-3028 281 331 298 243

State Aid/Studenti
Foundation $0-243 0 $15 $33 $11
Transportation 0 0 0 0 0
Current Aid 0-243 0 15 33 11
Capital Debt 0 0 0 0 0
Miscellaneous 0 0 0 0 0
Total. Aid 0-243 0 15 33 11

Effort Index
Total .10-36.20 11.00 12.01 7.17
Current .10-36.20 11.00 12.01 7.17

Samples Size 115
Total Students 2,029

'
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Table I-17,--0sbraska (Elementary)

MIMMEdi

Variables Range Mullen Mean
Standard
Deviation

weighted
Yosan

Students 2-141 16 27 26

Valuation/Student $8718-177000 $36,727 $42,761 $25,227 $32,677

Total Tax Rate (Mills) 6.16-57.72 22.32 23.02 7.63 26.85

Current Tax Rate (Mills) 6.16-51.72 22.23 22.56 7.67 25.73

Expenditure/Students
Transportation $0-148 $0 $15 $30 $20

Current 0-4210 518 S99 390 512

Capital and Debt 0 0 0 0 0

Total 200-4213 516 626 418 530

State Aid/Students
Foundation 0-320 $44 $53 $39 635

Transportation 0 0 0 0 0

Current Aid 0-320 44 53 39 35

Capital Debt 0 0 0 0 0

Miscellaneous 0 0 0 0 0

Total Aid 0-320 44 53 19 35

Effort Index
Total 4.20-45.20 13.80 15,28 7.38

Current 3.90-43.50 13.20 14.78 7.15

Samples Size 141
Total Students 3,782

Table 1-18.--Nebraska (Secondary)

Standard Weighted
Variables Barge Median Mean Deviation Mean

Students 35-473 92 138 113

Valuation/Student $46,612-285,478 $86,608 $100,966 $55,019 $86,067
Total Tax Rate (Mills) n/a n/a n/a n/a 15.38
Current Tax Rate (Mills( 8,00 -28.66 12.25 14.30 6.46 12.24

Expenditure/Students
Transportation $0-304 0 $27 $73 $25
Current 569-2050 1167 1211 182 1014
Capital and Debt 0-333 49 85 92 68
Total 647-3851 1273 1422 726 1149

State Aid/Students
Foundation $0-130 $49 $56 $40 $46
Tranaportation 0 0 0 0 0

Current Aid 0-130 49 56 40 46
Capital Debt 0 0 0 0 0

Miscellaneous 0 0 0 0 0
Total Aid 0-130 49 56 40 46

Effort Index
Total 7.60.32.40 13.50 14.90 6.79
Current 5,60 -35.90 11.90 13.75 7.90

Samples Size 19
Total Students 2,626
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Table r.19.--Hebreska (Unified)

Variables Range Median Mean
Standard
Deviation

WeighteJ
Mean

Student& 97-57272 391 1729 6214

Valuation/Student $3641-49,466 $11,359 $13,267 $6,952 $10,457
Total Tax Rate (Mills) 16.00-80.80 48.00 49.23 12.67 55.79
Current Tax Rate (Mills) 14.03-74.10 43.08 43.52 11.81 45.32

Expenditure/Student:
Transportation $0-132 $28 $34 $29 $ 9
Current 399-1174 597 631 145 550
Capital and Debt 0-112 16 23 21 12

Total 428-1162 639 664 150 582

Stato Aid/Students
Foundation $4-62 $19 $21 $10 $22
Transportation 0 0 0 0 0
Current Aid 4-62 19 21 10 22
Capital Debt 0 0 0 0 0
Miscellaneous 0 0 0 0 0
Total Aid 4-62 19 21 10 22

Effort Index
Total 11.50-97.70 51.00 50.44 18.49
Current 10.30-96.90 48.70 48.80 17.76

Samples Site 107
Total Students 184,993

Table I.20.--New Hampshire (Unified)

Standard Weighted
Variables Range MedIsn Mean Deviation Mean

Students 23-12448 991 1432 1872

Valuation/Student $14268-122,351 $30,160 $37,958 $20,799 $35,098
Total Tax Rate (Mills) 7.10-36.36 19.39 18.98 6.25 18.89
Current Tax Rate (Mills) 3.25-30.02 15.36 15.10 5.66 13.30

Expenditure/Students
Transportation $9-160 $31 $40 $31 $26
Current 364-858 513 527 91 520
Capital and Debt 0-925 101 153 159 201
Total 412-1429 639 679 184 721

State Aid/Students
Foundation 0-170 $5 $35 $45 $23
Transportation 0 0 0 0 0
Current Aid 0-170 $5 35 45 23
Capital Debt 0-60 13 17 14 19
Miscellaneous 0 0 0 0 0
Total Aid 0-180 35 52 47 41

Effort Index
Total ..70-43.00 18.50 18.87 7.62
Current 5.70-25.90 14.90 14.71 4.43

Samples Size 77
Total. Students 109,852

s
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Table E21.--rew York (Unified)

1:1.,==-.!=arJ-M71111,
Vei;117
:tanVariables Range Median Moan

Standard
Deviattun

StudentsStudents 89-1,014,762 2192 8143 65051

Valuation/Student 44,755-161,174 $21,087 $28,663 $23.639 $35,759
Total Tax Rate (Mills) 6.64.17.79 17.51 17.85 4.50 17.44
Current Tax Rate Drills/ .27 -)S.35 12.87 12.90 5.07 1).30

Expendittre/Studenti
Transportation. $0-259 $48 $53 Ill $14
Current 638-2,707 1,048 1,120 277 1.129
Capital and Debt 0-788 101 111 76 125
Total 693-3,001 1.172 1,231 31) 1.254

State Aid/Students
Foundation 455-1511 $547 $535 $338 $450
Transportation 0 0 0 0 0
Current Aid SS-1521 S47 535 218 450
Capital Debt 0 o 0 0 0
Miscellaneous 0-S2) 31 40 42 20
Total Aid 166-1,570 58) 574 187 470

Effort Index
Total S.20-79.20 24.10 25.63 9.85
Current 3.40-72.2a 22.00 22.37 B.05

Carpi*: Sire 247
Total Students 2.018,415

Table 1.12. -- Oregon (Elementary)

Standard Vaightg5
Wriables Mama Median__ Mean Deviation Mean

Students 2-14711 97 354 739

Valuation/Student $8.711.1181,2/7 $34,894 $15.114 1110.200 410.595
Total Tan itate (Mills) Na Na ftlb Na ft/a

Conant Ti. Ante (aline)

tapanditoreiStodents

2.20-11.28 11,01 Mel 3.86 16./1

Trantponation $0-687 $38 $77 $110 $31

Current 380-4,411 611 906 S68 604
Capital and Debt ri/a Ns Na n/e Ws
Total 110.4.411 611 800 568 604

State Alt/Students
Prondatien $34.653 MI $161 186 $141
Transportation 0-4)0 11 41 61 IS

Current Aid 14-986 179 101 111 1S1

Capital Debt 0 0 o 0 0
Mireallami,e4 0-43 1 1 10 4
Total kid 16-996 179 203 110 160

Effort laden
Total (Pot Coveted)
Carrera .10-11.10 11,10 12.74 6.01

llee 84
Total tte8eate 10.421

a/a net available
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Table t.23.-- Oregon (Secondary)

Mnfte..MMIMOIM

Variables Range Median Mean
Standard
Deviation

Weighted
Mean

Students 29-3949 654 1016 1089

ViNation/Student $22,804-201,762 $18,419 446,009 222,405 635.529
Total Tax Rate C411111 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Currant Tax Rate (Mills) .89-19.41 13.04 11.22 3.42 13.92

FopenditureiRtudents
Transportation $10-172 440 652 $35 $35

Current 612-1100 159 168 122 703

Capital and Debt n/a n/a n/a n/a a/a
Total 612 -1100 7S9 168 121 703

State A14,01tudentr
Foundation 149 -331 6691 $188 $63 1193

Transportation 5-621 244 46 114 18

Current Aid 54-920 212 235 145 211
Capital Debt 0 0 0 0 0
Miscellaneous 0.42 7 10 9 10

Total Aid 54-920 222 244 144 221

Mort index
Total (2got Computed)
Current .80-20.00 13.20 13.52 3.41

Sappiest Site 29
Total Students 29,457

n/a not availsbit

Table /44...Oregon COn111441

11110144 RkpSd__..___RtStan Mean

Sto4eats 9342044 1170

Valaatloa/Stadent $14.470-100,1111 111.499
Total tax Pate (Mills) a/a nia

3397

141.159
n/a

Cement fax Rota Wills/

txpenditateAtadentr
ttanspovtatlen

1.116-11.95

40-144

15.72

$15

15.60

$40
Cement 4811.1.110 400 111
Capital and Debt 4/0 via
Total 491.1,3211 600

State Ald/Stooeatr
PoubdatIon
evanspo

4.114
104

11,

IS

136

11
Cart-oat 214 5 -323 149 111
Capital Debt 0 0 0
Wevellanetee 1.21 1 4
Total Aid

titan index
total

5-215 171

(sot Coapets4)

191

torrent 3,9049.40 1S.9C 15.44

1110.....10.11

taiplas Slam 72
total Stodeatil 141.541

n/a net available.

.111111.1.

OMMME1110,0WRIOMMOMMA
Standard Weighted
Deviation__ Mean

9131

01.124 $15.073
A/a n/a
5.11 14.1

$15
ISO

via
150

49
14

411

0

4
4'

5.11

419
436

n/a
63a

$649
10
III

2

160
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Table E-25...fennitylvania (Unitiol)

Standard
Variables Ranee Median Mean Deviation

Students 51-245701 2339 5793 23406

lealuationiltudent
Total Tax Rate (Mills)
Current Tsx Rata (Mills)

04,935-60,078
5.54-12.11
.48-56.04

$15,414 $17,341 810.536
20.99 11.17 5.23
14.27 14.33 5.49

Weighted
Mean

$21,458
19.10
14.40

Exponditure/Studenti
Transportation 07-118 $13 $36 ill $23
Currant 471-1031 587 607 92 717
Capital and Debt 0 -315 90 101 136 82
'total 471-1147 697 695 182 1100

State Atd/Mudento
foundation 80-638 $169 $350 $170 $402
Transportation 0 0 0 0 0

Current Aid 0 -638 369 365 l78 401
Capital Debt 0 0 0 0 0
Miscellaneous 0 0 0 0 0

Total Aid 0 -638 369 365 178 402

Effort Index
Total
Current

S.50-31.10
3.90-24.60

11.00 11.4( 4.71
14.10 14.01 1.SS

Sonfles Sire 100
Total Students 634,711

Table 1.26.- -South Carolina (Wilton

At4410ies 04004 Health Mean

Student,

VeloationiStodent
total tax Rate 1141110)
Current fax Sate (Mills)

Standard Weighted
Deviation dean_

487 -51766 8950 7667 8542

$469-3617 $1489 $1548 $884 $1673
13.00.83.00 60.00 60.03 14.11 63.55
17.00.70.00 SS.00 54.57 11.69 56.16

Expenditore/Modento
Manoportation $0-10 $6 $5 $3 $4
Current 201-470 MS 376 41 3t0
Capital and Debt 4-131 40 4$ 18 S6
Total 305.6111 424 417 77 460

id/MA.0+1,10

foondation $143-110 $176 $173 $14 $175
transportation 060 1 1 3 3
Current Aid 172-261 209 203 20 210
Capital Debt 0.11 0 3 9 4
Maceilvveoes 0 0 0 0 0
total All 101-201 121 225 21 220

Effort Index
total 10.00-1111.70 10.20 31.22 27.75 .
Cs ttttt 10.00 -98.00 21.10 40.42 34.61 .

Sayler Sire 61
total !Went* 464.130
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table T-27.--11ti3 (unload)

variables Mn. a Median Mean
Standard
Deviation

Weighted
Mean

Student 187-57813 2303 7055 11485

ValuationAtudent #2,83145.573 15.90 $6.947 01.825 $5.728
Total Tax Rate (Mills) 33.80 -59.00 50.98 50.25 4.77 53.48

Currant Tax Mate (Mills) 23.04-34.87 28.45 29.37 2.56 30.48

Expainiiture/Students
transportation 22-75 $18 224 217 $12
Current 449-1.177 545 580 158 SOO
Capital and Debt 10-290 105 102 56 101
Total 381-1.586 799 840 228 736

State Aid/Students
Foundation 24-467 $306 $315 2120 $277
Transportation 1-51 11 17 11 e
Currant Aid 40-711 319 338 117 189
Capital Debt 0 0 0 0 0

Miscellaneous 2-25 6 8 S 6
Total Aid

effort Index

55-735 327 346 129 295

Total 22.70-99.60 67.50 541.82 26.70
Currant 10.00,56.20 15.60 36.44 6.60

Sample. Site 40
?WI Stodentn 182.215

Va610 1,111...414consin (tlesoftary)

Variables Pape. 1064166 111166_____Ilftriatto6

Standard
.e......emmaa
wfieit44
Man

Students 32.1956 1St 331 434 .

1/11042100111041424 $12.004.111.180 416.271 111,411 473.016
Total fix Rats (Mills) 3.0111.0) 9.64 1.82 4.61 13.60
Claw/ fix Rate (141116/w
txpenditera/Itedents
ft/n oon/Wm

1.10,17.33

40,146

I.4f

411

8.49

$16 114

10.07

01
evrrent 216-1.167 119 164 111 610
Capital end test 04)1 SO 43 70 91
Total 1U.1,M 111 611 131 720

State 2414dStedeati
tomodatloo $06114 $14 233 411 $44
traosportalitta 0-41 11 I) 11 11
evrtent Aid 06127 47 49 20 SS
Capitol Debt 0 0 0 0 0
xisefIlanfogo 0-16 4 4 7 10
Total Aid

tt/ott India

0-119 11 14 11 64

Total 1.60-19.10 0.40 9.36 4.81
Current 1.60-11.90 1.60 8.44 4.04

1104.101 11ta 42
total 14.8.41.0 14.161

235

Immis010116141.
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Table 2-29.-Alisconsin (Secondary)

Variables Rama Median Mean
Standard
Deviation

Weighted
Mean

Students 24-2209 673 754 523

Valuation/Student 229.072-201,610 282,827 $96,236 243,842 2105,630

Total Tax Pate (Mills) 4.32-17.53 9.27 9.28 3.18 8.90

Current Tax Pate 3.59-17.19 7.74 8.23 3.18 7.91

Expenditure/Student)
Transportation 26-147 $60 $61 $30 $63

Current 559-2.101 774 705 15l 802

Capital and Debt 0-200 118 116 65 132

Total 616-1.284 873 904 197 739

State Aid/Studenti
Foundation $6 -IS $55 2$1 22 651

Transportation 0-26 20 18 7 19

Current Aid 12-81 7S 69 13 72

Capital Debt 0 0 0 0 0

Miscellaneous 0-16 7 8 6 10

Total Aid 34-16 ill 77 16 81

[Elect Index
Total 3.40-18.90 9.50 8.94 3.71

Current 3.40 -11.10 8.20 8.64 3.49

Saroplel Sire 16
Total Students 12.460

Table t.30.-- Wisconsin illalried1.

Standard Weighted

Variable. Meg. MINOR maim Deviation Mean

Student, 67-125740 1142 3150 10371

Valuation/Student $11610-186,776 $21.920 125.621 111.817 $31,018
Total Tan Sate (Mills) 9.00-10.20 18.00 18.28 3.14 18.21

Current tax late (frills)

tapenditereittudentl

0.61-17.14 15.14 14.92 1.61 15.02

Transportation $0-194 253 is) *29 121
Cmrtitt 400-119 601 616 96 616
Capital and Debt 0 -149 41 04 61 t2

Iota) 449-1144 672 702 134 71/

State Aid/Stedanto
foundation 111.761 $209 MI 1101 $134

Transportation 0-44 l? 16 1
Cerro/at Aid 22.761 22S 220 112 141

Capital Debt 0 0 0 0 0

nisellaneovs 0-10S 9 10 9 15

Total Aid 11-666 231 230 114 156

Mort India
Total 10.30-3E90 18.60 18.21 4.67
Currant 0.40-26.20 15.70 16.22 S.11

22 ki
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Table E-31.--Analysis of Student Variable

Type and State
Range

(Students)
Median
(Students)

Mean
(Students)

Non-Operating
Maine 1-210 16 27

Nebraska

plementarx

1-157 12 18

California 5-23,982 931 4,486
Indiana 140-2,645 320 503
Maine 9-1,555 128 163
Michigan 7-5,050 31 204
Minnesota 6-219 19 35

Nebraska 2-141 16 27

Oregon 2-5,179 97 354
Wisconsin 22-1,956 156 338

Secondary
California 211-20,038 3,127 5,609
Nebraska 35-473 92 338
Oregon 29-3,949 654 1,016
Wisconsin 29-2,2,09 673 754

Unified
California 3569-643,128 12,513 26,021
Colorado 77-88,016 690 4,770
Indiana 178-97,573 2,366 5.859
Iowa 258-46,033 . 931 2,843
Maine 155-13,583 1,361 1,971
Michigan 179.295,907 2,820 5,710
Minnesota 159-76,314 1,100 5,211
Mississippi 739.35,572 3,028 4,262
Nebraska 97-57,272 391 1,729
New Hampshire 23.12,448 991 1,432
New York 89-1,024,762 2,192 8,143
Oregon 93-72,066 1,170 3,597
Pennsylvania 51-245,701 2,332 5,793
South Carolina 487-51,766 5,950 7,667
Utah 187-57,873 2,303 7,055
Wisconsin 67-125,740 1,142 3,350

Sourceu Appendix Tables C1 -C30.
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Table E-32.--Analysis of Valuation Variable

Type and State Range Median Mean

Non-Operating
Maine $4,054-340,000 $2E,988 $15, 918

Nebraska 7,671-357,000 23,786 22,533

Elementary
California 535-416,231 13,762 39,469
Indiana 3,313-133,546 7,760 10,765
Maine 4,205-45,451 10,446 11,323
Michigan 4,692-83,940 12,663 9,542
Minnesota 3,077-253,188 18,395 19,061
Nebraska 8,718-177,000 36,717 32,677
Oregon 8,711-881,277 34,894 30,595
Wisconsin 23,006-225,880 56,773 73,076

Secondary
California 17,083-220,690 35,210 32,164
Nebraska 46,612-285,478 86,608 86,067
Oregon 22,804-201,762 38,419 35,529
Wisconsin 29,872-201,610 82,827 105,639

Unified
California 3,578-26,054 8,580 10,389
Colorado 2,031-37,651 9,612 8,877
Indiana 3,642-32,610 8,261 0,996
Iowa 4,718-23,926 10,596 8,735
Maine 3,697-50,167 11,446 13,964
Michigan 5,250-$4,741 12,240 15,354
Minnesota 2,004-18,743 6,529 8.141
Mississippi 1,719-11,971 3,727 5,630
Nebraska 3,641-49,466 11,359 10,457
New Nerpshire 16,268-122,351 30,160 35,098
New York 4,755-161,174 21,087 35,799
Oregon 16,670 - 208,893 31,698 35,875
Pennsylvania 4,935-60,078 15,414 21,458
South Carolina 469-5,617 1,489 1,673
Utah 2,831-25,573 5,993 5,728
Wisconsin 3,169-96,776 23,928 31,018
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Table E-33.--Analysis of Total Tax Rate

Type and State
Range
(Mills)

Median Weighted
(Mills) Mean

(Mills)

Non-Operating
.00-45.20

2.50-41.90
13.84
16.80

25.01
17.88

Maine
Nebraska

Elementary
California .36-5.50 2.29 2.85
Indiana .63-5.84 3.60 4.31
Maine 9.30-46.43 25.93 30.30
Michigan 3.28-30.51 12.20 22.18
Minnesota .00-165.00 42.00 6.25
Nebraska 6.16-57.72 22.32 26.86
Oregon n/a n/a n/a
Wisconsin 3.01-21.03 9.66 11.60

Secondary
California .75-3.25 1.94 2.18
Nebraska n/a n/a 15.38
Oregon n/a n/f n/a
Wisconsin 4.32-17.53 9.27 8.90

Unified
California 2:64-6.69 4.47 4.32
Colorado 20.00-61.18 36.71 46.32
Indiana 2.82-7.53 4.94 4.99
Iowa 31.64-80.32 48.92 52.83
Maine 11.15-50.92 32.47 31.81
Michigan 10.00-32.60 18.50 21.43
Minnesota 89.00490.00 152.00 149.55
Mississippi 20.75-42.00 31.00 30.20
Nebraska 16.00-80.80 48.00 55.79
New Hampshire 7.10-36.36 19.39 18.89
New York 6.04-27.79 17.53 17.44
Oregon n/a n/a n/a
Pennsylvania 5.54-32.12 20.99 19.10
South Carolina 23.00-93.00 60.00 63.55
Utah 33.80-59.00 50.98 51.48
Wisconsin 9.80-30.20 18.00 18.21

*0
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Table E-34.--Analysis of Transportation Expendi%ure
Variable ....-

/ype and State Range Median
Weighted
Mean

Non-Operating
Maine $ 0-768 $133 $107
Nebraska 0-1771 0 20

Elementary
California 0-581 17 11

Indiana 1-132 62 51
Maine 0-348 66 62
Michigan 0-377 5 37
Minnesota 0-660 105 119
Nebraska 0-148 0 20
Oregon 0-667 38 31
Wisconsin 0-148 51 53

Secondary
California 4-275 25 19
Nebraska 0-304 0 25

Oregon 10-172 40 35
Wisconsin 6-147 60 63

Unified
California 2-38 11 10

Colorado 0-168 37 13

Indiana 0-142 34 20
Iowa 3-110 46 21
Maine 3-93 24 21
Michigan 0-89 32 16

Minnesota 2-80 38 21
Mississippi 0-1S 27 19
Nebraska 0.132 28 9
New NaMpahire 9-160 31 26
New York 0-259 48 34
Oregon 0-146 35 19
Pennsylvania 2-113 33 23
South Carolina 0-10 6 4
Utah 4-75 18 12

Wisconsin 0-194 53 28
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Table E-35.--Analysis of Current Expenditure Variable

Weighted
Type and State Range Median Mean

Non-Operating
Maine $ 0-2147 $ 168 $ 134
Nebraska 0-3028 281 243

Elementary
California 231-3130 523 529
Indiana 322 -706 442 439
Maine 211 -1043 407 391
Michigan 111-1392 389 511
Minnesota 322-2010 567 590
Nebraska 0-4210 518 512
Oregon 380-4412 617 606
Wisconsin 236-1187 539 670

Secondary
California 601-1669 166 765
Nebraska 569-2050 1167 1014
Oregon 611-1100 759 703
Wisconsin 559-1101 774 802

Unified
California 481-1009 597 629
Colorado 300-1273 657 591
Indiana 357 -689 487 516
Iowa 460-945 626 587 -

Maine 292-662 461 456
Michigan 404 -951 556 630
Minnesota 412-848 538 544
Mississippi 259-484 334 345
Nebraska 399-1174 597 550
New Hampshire 364-858 513 520
New York 638-2707 1048 1129
Oregon 489-1328 680 636
Pennsylvania 471-1031 581 717
South Carolina 287-470 375 385
Utah 449-1177 545 500
Wisconsin 408-989 601 616
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Table E-36.--Analysis of Total Expenditure Variable

Type and State Range Median
Weighted
Mean

Non-Operating
Maine $ 0-1,427 $630 519
Nebraska 0-3,028 281 243

Elementary,
340-4,129 583 584California

Indiana 332-1,706 617 670
Maine 316-1,500 662 642
Michigan 179-1,841 422 601
Minnesota 304-2,000 587 667
Nebraska 200-4,213 516 530
Oregon 380-4,412 617 606
Wisconsin 236-1,364 591 770

Secondary
California 726-1,957 901 925
Nebraska 647-3,851 1,273 1,149
Oregon 611-1,100 759 703
Wisconsin 616-1,286 873 939

Unified
California 543-1,134 671 702
Colorado 406-1,351. 751 671
Indiana 421-1,371 609 730
Iowa 476-989 656 611
Maine 323-747 519 512
Michigan 491-1,153 658 733
Minnesota 494-890 621 628
Mississippi 269-S91 364 380
Nebraska 428-1,162 639 582
New Hampshire 412-1,429 639 721
New York 693-3,001 1,172 1,254
Oregon 489-1,328 680 636
Pennsylvania 471-1.717 697 800
South Carolina 305-689 426 460
Utah 581-1,586 799 736
Wisconsin 445-1,144 672 703
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Table E-37. Analysis of State Foundation Aid Variable

T1222pd State Range Median
Weighted
Mean

Non-Operating
Maine $0-685 $175 $257
Nebraska 0-243 0 11

Elementary
California 99-1400 247 268
Indiana 0-247 168 167

Maine 0-786 235 204
Michigan 61-373 197 297
Minnesota 10-653 186 225
Nebraska 0-320 44 35

Oregon 34-653 132 143
Wisconsin 0-124 34 44

Secondary
California 129-G24 264 297
Nebraska 0-130 49 46
Oregon 49-331 191 193

Wisconsin 0-58 55 53

Unified
California 148-387 289 262
Colorado 16-301 130 106
Indiana 0-250 175 173
Iowa 107-205 159 160
Maine 45-352 92 92
Michigan 13-409 256 254
Minnesota 124-307 220 204
Mississippi 133-223 171 164
Nebraska 4-62 19 22

New Hampshire 0-170 5 23

New York 55-1521 547 450
Oregon 4-316 137 148
Pennsylvania 0-638 369 402
South Carolina 143-230 176 175

Utah 4-667 306 277
Wisconsin 21-761 209 134
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Table E-38.--Analysis of Total State Aid Variable

Weighted
Type and State Range_ Median Mean

Non-Operating
Maine $ 61-685 253 261
Nebraska 0-243 0 11

Elementary
California 99-1400 249 268
Indiana 63-349 255 247
Maine 0-786 235 206
Michigan 0-380 228 315
Minnesota 41-508 274 313
Nebraska 0-320 44 35
Oregon 36-996 179 160
Wisconsin 9-129 51 64

Secondary,

129-624 264 297California
Nebraska 0-130 49 46
Oregon 54-920 222 221
Wisconsin 34-96 81 81

Unified
California 148-387 291 264
Colorado 79-424 202 164
Indiana 73-370 247 242
Iowa 107-205 159 160
Maine 47-352 102 105
Michigan 14-410 270 260
Minnesota 151-481 272 258
Mississippi 179-270 199 195
Nebraska 4-62 19 22
New Hampshire 0-180 35 41
New York 166-1570 583 470
Oregon 5-325 171 160
Pennsylvania 0-638 369 402
South Carolina 181-281 223 228
Utah 55-735 327 295
Wisconsin 29-866 233 156

2 4 11
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Table E-39.--Analysis of Total Effort Index

. .

Typo and State
Range
(Mills)

Median Mean
(Mills)

Non-Operating
Maine .10-42.80 15.20 17.23

Nebraska .10-36.20 11.00 12.01

Elementary
California .01-6.92 2.70 2.58

Indiana 1.18-9.98 4.54 4.63

Maine 7.40-86.10 40.10 40.95

Michigan .10-48.10 15.60 16.99

Minnesota .10-86.90 16.50 19.69

Nebraska 4.20-45.20 13.80 15.28

Oregon (not computed)
Wisconsin 1.60-19.30 8.40 9.56

Secondary
California .68-5.10 1.84 1.86

Nebraska 7.60-32.40 13.50 14.90

Oregon (not computed)

Wisconsin 3.40-18.90 9.50 9.94

Unified
California 2.47-7.03 4.64 4.64

Colorado 12.50-88.90 49.50 49.84

Indiana 1.05-9.96 4.17 4.50

Iowa 28.88-88.00 45.90 47.83

Maine 9.60-57.80 32.00 31.79

Michigan 13.33-78.40 30.30 31.56

Minnesota 10.20-93.20 51.40 51.85

Mississippi 14.20-83.70 36.60 38.91

Nebraska 11.50-97.70 51.00 51.44

New Hampshire 5.70-43.00 18.50 18.87

New York 8.20-79.20 24.10 25.63

Oregon (not computed)
Pennsylvania 5.50-32.10 21.00 21.40

South Carolina 10.00-99.70 19.20 32.22

Utah 22.70-98.60 67.50 58.82

Wisconsin 10.30-38.80 18.60 19.23

2 4 5
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Table E-40.--Analysis of Current Effort Index

Type and State
Range Median

(Mills)

Mean
(Mills)

Non:Operating.
Maine .10-8.20 .10 2.33
Nebraska .10-36.20 11.00 12.01

Elementary
California .01-6.18 2.12 2.11
Indiana .52-6.62 2.81 2.95
Maine .10-37.70 14.10 14.48
Michigan .10-39.80 12.90 14.12
Minnesota .10-91.00 15.50 18.42
Nebraska 3.90-43.50 13.20 14.78
Oregon .10-31.30 13.10 12.74
Wisconsin 1.60-15.90 7.60 8.46

Secondary
California .52-2.24 1.47 1.41
Nebraska 5.60-35.90 11.90 13.75
Oregon .80-20.00 13.20 13.52
Wisconsin 3.40-17.10 8.20 8.64

Unified
California 1,-1-1' .22 3.67 3.79
Colorado 11.k:..-74.70 42.10 42.16
Indiana 1.96-6.21 3.57 3.59
Iowa 26.70-79.70 43.40 45.27
Maine 4.50-55.10 28.70 27.63
Michigan 8.60-49.30 21.40 22.08
Minnesota 10.50-91.80 45.00 45.90
Mississippi 16.30-77.30 32.20 36.36
Nebraska 10.30-96.90 48.70 48.80
New Hampshire 5.70-25.90 14.90 14.71
New York 3.40-72.90 22.00 2.37
Oregon 3.90-29.60 15.80 15.66
Pennsylvania 3.90-24.60 14.20 14.02
South Carolina 10.00-99.80 21.20 40.42
Utah 10.00-56.20 35.60 36.44
Wisconsin
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Variable 1 a 3

Table C.41
California Secondary Districts

4 5 t. 7 a 9 to 11 13 11

239.

14

I. Sins 1.00

2, Valuation -.47 1.00

3. total Tax
lit.

.14 -.67 1.00

4. Current Tax .46 -.63 -.95 1.00

Rate

5. Transportation .52 .75 -.50 -.49 1.00
Expenditure

6. C
txponditure

-.35 .65 -.48 -.42 .75 1.00

7. Capitol 6 Debt .01 .11 .08 .01 .10 .14 1.00

Expenditures

a. Total
lapeudituras

-.27 .75 -.34 -.33 ,61 .67 .60 1.04

6. Foundation Aid .32 -.56 .19 .54 -.12 -.38 -.33 1.00

10. Transportation 1.00

Aid

11. Current Aid .32 .58 .19 .54 ..13 -.38 -.33 1.00 1.00

12. Capital 6 Debt -* 1.00

Aid

11. Total lists .31 -.58 .59 .53 -.12 .,38 -.04 -.33 1.00 -- 1.00 -- 1.00

Aid

14. Total Local
effort

.27 -.44 .55 .54 -.41 ...111 .37 .13 -.03 -- -.03 -- -.05 1.00

IS. Current Local .14 -.55 .16 .22 -.39 .08 .0l -.07 -.31 -.31 -.30 .75

Mort

Table 6.42
California Blesontary Di ccccc to

Variabla 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 9 10 11 12 13 14

1. Sias 1.00

2. Valuation -.16 1.00

3. Total Tax .63 -.61 1.00
Rate

4. Currant Tax .56 -.51 .95 1.00
Rats

5. Tranaportatita -.38 .58 -.42 -.17 1.00
Expenditure

6. Current -.31 .66 -.33 -.24 .61 1.00
Expenditure

7. Capitol 6 Debt -.17 .34 -.10 -.10 .48 .48 1.04
Expenditures

I. Total -.31 .66 -.30 -.23 .65 .91 .72 1.00
Expooditurse

9. Foundation Aid -.06 .21 .02 .07 -.10 .35 .01 .28 1.00

10. Transportation 1.00
Aid

11. Current Lid -.06 .21 .02 .07 -.10 .35 .01 .26 1.03 1.00

12. Capid tal 6 Debt -a - - 1.00
Ai

13. Total State .46 .21 .02 .07 -.10 .35 .01 .28 1.00 1.00 1.00
Aid

14. Total Local
Effort

.63 -.77 .61 .51 ..34 .la -.32 -,04 1.00

15. Current Local .62 -.75 .59 .52 -.33 -.30 -.13 -.31 -.03 -.03 ...03 .98
Effort

g;



Table 6.43
240. California Unified Districts

4 3 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14
Variable 1 2 3

I. Site 1.02

2. Valuation .06 1.00

3. Total Tax -.In -.48 1.00

Rate

4. Current Tax .04 -.29 .94

Rate

S. Transportation -.39 .01 -.26

Expenditure

6. Current .09 .61 .19

Expenditure

7. Capital A Debt -.07 .37 .02

Expenditure.

8. Total .05 .63 .16

Eapendituram

9. Foundation Aid .00 -.94 .50

10. Transportation
Aid

/I. Current Aid .00 -.94 ,SD

12, Capital 6 Debt
Aid

13. Total State .00 -.93 .51

Aid

14. Total Local -.DI -.62 .71

Effort

15. Current Local .03 -.48 .66

Effort

Variable I 2 3

1. Site 1.00

2. Valuation -.51 1.00

3. Total Tax .62 -.43 1.00

Rate

4. Current Tax .60 -.35 .96

Ism

S. Transportation -.63 .70 -.48
Expenditure

6. Current -.SI .84 -.34
Expenditure

7. Capital A Debt -.15 .44 -.01
Erpanditucem

8. Total -.49 .86 -.30

Expenditures

9. Foundation Aid -.37 .14 -.31

10. Transportation -.61 .70 -.49
Aid

11. Current Ali, -.53 .40 -.43

12. Capital 6 Debt
Aid

13, Total State -.51 .39 -.43
Aid

14. Total Local .46 -.51 .69
Effort

IS. Current Local .45 -.51 .68
Effort

1.00

-.26 1.00

.36 -.17 1.00

-.OS -.12 .36 1.00

.28 -.18 .95 .64

.32 -.02 -.56 -.27

.32 -.02 -.56 -.27

.33 -.02 -.56 -,28

.61 -.24 .14 .10

.65 -.22 .32 -.14

Table 8.44
Colorado Unified District.

4 5 6 7

1.00

-.SS

-.SS

-.56

.15

.22

8

1.00

1.00

1,00

.40

9

1.00

--

--

--

10

1.00

1.00

11 12

1.00

.SS

.39

13

1.00

.92

14

1.00

1.00

-.22 .72 1.00

-.10 .30 .31 1.00

-.22 .71 .97 .55

-.30 .36 .31 -.07

-.45 .93 .72 .28

-.41 .65 .53 .05

-.41 .64 .52 .08

.68 -.48 -.43 -.02

.70 -.49 -.39 -.21

1.00

.25 1.00

.71 .40 1.00

.48 .93 .71 1.00

1.00

.48 .92 .71 .99 -- 1.00

-.38 -.23 -.SO -.38 .37

-.40 -.22 -.SO -.37 -.36 .87
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Variable 1 2 3

Table E-45
Indiana Elementary rIstrints

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

241.

14

1, Site 1,00

2, VaLuatioa -.07 1.00

3. Total Tax .40 ..51 1,00

Rate

4. Currant Tax .28 -.56 .95 1.00
Rate

5. Transportation .60 .21 -.21 -.22 1.00
Expenditure

6. Current -.08 .65 -.21 -.31 .25 1.00
Expenditure

7. Capital 6 Debt -.11 .73 -.36 -.45 .50 .47 1.00
Expenditures

9. Total -.04 .78 -.35 -.47 .35 .83 .77 1.00
Expenditures

9. Foundation Aid .11 -.89 .57 .61 -.06 -.54 -.47 -.61 1.00

10. Transportation -.29 -.62 ,28 .24 .46 -.35 -.09 ..29 .65 1.00
Aid

11. Current Aid .02 -.88 .54 .56 .07 -.53 -.41 -.57 .58 .79 1.00

12. Capital 6 Debt .11 -.17 .28 .28 .00 -.16 .10 -.05 .27 .33 .31 1.00
Aid

13. Total State .03 -.19' .53 .54 .12 -.48 -.27 -.48 .95 .19 .97 .41 1.00
Aid

14. Total Local .18 ..44 .54 .44 .05 -.00 -.12 -.02 .38 .44 .42 .04 .36 1.00
Effort

15. Current Local .10 -.56 26 22 -.10 .20 -.42 -.06 .52 .35 .52 .06 .46 .48
Effort

Table E -46
Indiana Unified Districts

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

I. Site 1.00

2. Valuation .18 1.00

3. Total Tax .05 ..32 1.00

Rate

4. Current Tax
late

-.06 -.32 .84 1.00

5. Transportation -.52 -.10 -.03 .04 1.00

Expenditure

6. Current .50 .52 .17 .17 -.03 1.00
Expenditure

7. Capital 6 Debt .16 .00 .29 .11 .1113 .17 1.00
Expenditures

B. Total .25 .17 .37 .22 -.04 .53 .88 1.00
Expenditures

9. Foundation Aid -.11. -.94 ,28 .27 .05 -.47 .02 -.13 1.00

10. Transportation -.53 -.43 .07 .09 .81 -.15 -.08 -.07 .37 1.00
Aid

11. Current Ald -.27 -.92 .25 .25 .31 -.44 -.01 -.13 .95 .65 1.00

12. Capital 6 Debt .07 .17 -.05 -.14 .22 .17 .09 .16 -.04 .19 .03 1.00
Aid

13. Total State -.20 -.157 .26 .23 .29 -.38 .04 -.07 .63 .67 .98 .17 1.00

Aid

14, Total Local .35 -.26 ,36 .31 -.28 .14 .15 .35 .23 -.25 .10 -.04 .12 1.00

Mort

15. Current local .19 -02 .49 -.09 .29 .15 .31 .46 .07 .40 -.11 .39 .34

Effort



242. Table 1.47
lows Unified Districts

Variable 1 2 3 4 3 6 7 a 9 to 11 12 13 14

1. Sise 1.00

2. Valuation -.52 1.00

0. Total Tax .31 ..64 1.00
Rots

6. Current Tax .27 -.58 .96 1.00
Rate

9. Transportation -.69 .46 -.18 -.09 1.00
Impendltura

6. Current .65 -.07 .03 .56 1.00
Ispanditure

7. Capital 6 Debt -.12 .19 .03 .07 .10 .24 1.00
Ispandleures

8. Total -.43 .64 .06 .04 .54 .99 .44 1.00
Ixpenditures

9. Foundation Aid -.03 -.07 .42 .44 .30 .41 .05 .39 1.00

10. Transportation 1.00
Aid

11. Current Aid -.03 -.07 .42 .44 .30 .41 .05 .39 1.00 1.00

12. Capital 6 Debt 1.00
Ald

13. Total State -.03 -.07 .42 .44 .30 .41 .05 .39 1.00 1.00 -- 1.00
Aid

14. Total Local .33 -.77 .76 .77 -.21 -.06 .13 -.03 .32 .32 .32 1.00
Mort

15. Current Local .33 -.76 .77 .78 .22 -.07 .01 -.06 .32 -- .32 .32 _op
Mort

Table I.48
Milne Iono0paratins Districts

Variable 1 2 3 4 9 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

1. Ilse 1.00

2. Valuation -.67 1.00

3. Total Tax

late

.33 -.68 1.00

4. Currant Tax .33 -.66 1.00 1.00
Rate

5. Transportation .45 .35 -.32 -.31 1.00
Ispenditure

6. Currant -.52 .63 -.44 -.44 .94 1.00
Zapenditure

7. Capital 8 Debt .17 -.22 .41 .41 -.20 -.24 1.00
Ispanditurae

8. Total -.49 .76 -.34 -.34 .66 .73 -.06 1.00
Iapendltures

9. Foundation Aid .08 .26 -.02 -.03 .06 .09 -.17 .34 1.00

10. Transportation 1.00
Aid

11. Current Aid .08 .26 -.02 -.03 .06 .09 -.12 .34 1.00 1.00

12. Capital 6 Debt 1.00
Aid

13. Total Stets .01 .29 -.09 -.10 .05 .10 -.17 .39 .96 -- .96 -- 1.00
Aid

14. Total Local .37 -.62 .81 .80 -.23 -.30 .47 -.09 -.17 -- -.17 -.19 1.00
Iffort

15. Current Local -.45 .38 -.35 .65 .70 -.25 .S4 -.27 -.11
Iffort
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Variable 1 2 3

Table S-49
Maine ilementary Districts

4 S 4 1 a 9 10 11 11 1)

243.

14

1. Sias 1.00

2. Valuation -.36 1.00

3. Total Tan .32 -.65 1.00
LAO

4. Currant Tax .25 -.55 .93 1.00

Rat.

S. Troop:. ttttt on -.37 .54 -.31 -.26 1.00
Sapanditure

4. Currsot -.49 .59 -.14 -.05 .70 1.00
Ispeaditurs

1. Capital 6 Debt .36 -.19 .21 .04 -.02 -.24 1.00

Ixpenditures

S. Total -.41 .44 -.12 .OS .67 .65 -.03 1.00
Ixpenditursi

9. Foundation Aid .30 -.44 .25 .26 -.06 .11 -.16 .50 1.00

10. Transportation 1.00

Aid

11. Currant Aid -.33 -.41 .24 .26 ..00 .16 -.20 .34 .99 1.00

12. Capital 6 Debt -.03 .02 -.12 -.14 -.02 -.05 .11 -.15 .ps -.04 1.00

Aid

13. Total State -.32 -.41 .24 .26 -.00 .16 .20 .33 .99 -- 1.00 -.01 1.00

Aid

14. Total Local .20 -.60 .60 .51 -.13 -.15 .38 .20 .42 .41 .20 .41 1.00

Sflort

13. Currant Local .01 .21 .19 .25 .17 .43 .01 .19 -.41 -- -.40 .02 -.40 .01

Mort

Table 11-50
Mains Vail tad District,

Tastable 1 2 3 4 S 6 1 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

1. Ilse 1.00

2. Valuation .14 1.00

3. Total Tax .09 -.64 1.00
Sate

4. Current Tax .04 -.70 .93 1.00
Sat*

S. Transportation -.27 .01 .07 1.00
Ixpenditurs

6. Current
ispenditure

.05 .45 .08 .01 .36 1.00

7. Capital 6 Debt
iinpandituxes

.31 .43 .05 -.15 -.07 .37 1.00

8. Total
txponditures

.09 .49 .05 -.07 .35 .91 .61 1.00

9. Foundation Aid -.41 -.60 .24 .29 .31 -.20 -.40 -.14 1.00

10. Transportation 1.00
Aid

11. Current Aid -.42 -.60 .24 .29 .32 -.16 .41 -.14 .99 1.00

11. Capital 6 Debt .39 -.1$ .14 .02 .10 .02 .26 .08 .22 2.00

Aid

13. Total State -.34 -.67 .24 .27 .32 -.17 .37 -.12 .99 .99 .33 1.00
Aid

14. Total Local -.01 -.10 .82 .12 -.10 -.04 -.04 -.04 .41 .40 .13 .40 1.00
Iftort

15. Current Local .03 .74 .77 .79 -.19 41 -.13 -.16 .00 .24 .13 .73 .91

Slfest

11 \



244.
Table 1-51

Michigan Ilementery Districts

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 9 10

1. Stem 1.00

2. Valuation -.22 1.00

3. Total Tax .13 -.39 1.00

Rate

4. Current Tax .40 -.26 .83 1.00

Rate

5. Transportettca .11 .20 .16 .15 1.00

Expenditure

6. Current .21 .63 .15 .10 .52 1.00

Expenditure

7. Capital A Debt .41 .41 .12 -.11 .29 .63 1.00

Expenditures

8. total .26 .63 .15 .05 .50 .96 .18 1,00

Expenditure(

9. Foundation Aid .42 -.42 .55 .40 -.04 .00 -.05 -.01 1.00

10. Transportation -.06 .11 .09 .13 .85 .42 .01 .34 -.05 1.00

Aid

11. Current Aid .37 -.35 .55 .43 .31 .11 .13 .91 .36

12. Capital S. Debt
Aid

13. total Scats .37 -.35 .55 .43 .31 .11 -.04 .13 .91 .36

Aid

14. Total Local .56 -.05 .53 .33 .38 .56 .39 .55 .07 .30

Effort

15. Current Local .30 .04 .38 .31 .31 .57 .11 .51 -.11 .34

Effort

Tabla 1-52
Mtchigan Unified Districts

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1. Site 1.00

2. Valuation .16 1.00

3. Total Tax .47 -.09 1.00

Rate

4. Current tax .43 .14 .88 1.00

Rate

5. Transportation -.65 -.17 -.46 -.43 1.00

Expenditura

6. Current .46 .60 .53 .60 -.45 1.00

Expenditure

7. Capital & Debt .01 .12 .12 -.12 .02 .16 1.00

Expenditure

5. Total .39 .55 .50 .44 -.37 .90 .57 1.00

Expanditurea

9. Foundation Aid -.04 .17 -.05 .01 -.44 -.09 -.41 1.00

10. Transportatton -.61 -.19 -.53 -.46 .88 -.51 -.04 .06 1.00

Aid

11. Current Aid -.16 -.95 .07 -.13 .22 -.51 -.10 -.41 .98 .25

12. Capital A Debt
Aid

13. Total State -.16 -.95 .01 -.13 .22 -.Si -.10 -.41 .98 .25

Aid

14. Total Local .24 -.50 .63 .34 -.25 .21 .45 .31 .55 -.31

Effort

15. Currant Local .44 -.24 .60 .66 -.41 .53 .08 .48 .31 -.49

Effort

11 12 15 14

1.00

1.00

1.00 -- 1.00

.18 -- .18 1.00

.04 .04 .92

11 12 13 14

1.00

1.00 1.00

.48 .48 1.00

.22 .22 .81
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1.

Table 0.53

Mtnnallota Elementary District"
245.

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 9 10 11 12 23 14

L. Site 1.00

2. Valuation -.29 1.00

3. Total Tax .50 .35 1.00
Bats

4. Current Tax .36 -.38 .69 1.00
Rate

5. Transportation -.03 ,50 ..pi ..09 1,00

Expenditure

6. Current -.09 .59 .06 .06 .73 1.00
Expenditure

7. Capital 6 Debt .37 .02 .25 -.02 .03 .06 1.00
Expanditurea

8. Total .09 .56 .13 .06 .71 .90 .33 1.00
Expenditure'

9. foundation Aid .37 -.44 .27 .25 .06 -.10 .09 -.02 1.00

10. Tranopertation .10 .31 -.06 -.09 .45 .27 .12 .34 .26 1.00
Aid

11. Current Aid .34 -.26 .21 .18 .23 .02 .12 .11 .94 .58 1.00

12. Capital 6 Debt
Aid

13. Total Stitt" .33 -.18 .22 .21 .31 .12 .11 .21 .89 .56 .96 -- 1.00
Aid

14. Social Local .31 -.47 .48 .44 -.13 .05 .26 .18 .14 -.18 .06 .04 1.00
Effort

15. Current Local .08 -.45 .43 .46 -.13 .16 -.04 .03 .00 -.32 -.II . .16

Effort

Table 6-54
Minnesota Unified Districts

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

1. Site 1.00

2. Valuation -.06 1.00

1. Total Tar .10 -.55 1.00
Rote

4. Current Tan .07 -.33 .91 1.00

RIMS

5. Transportation -.65 -.05 .11 .12 1.00

Expenditure

6. Current -.05 .22 .36 .45 .16 1.00
Expenditure

7. Capital & Debt .09 .05 .06 -.02 .02 .05 1.00
Eurenditures

8. Total -.01 .21 .35 .39 .17 .92 .65 1.00

Expenditures

9. foundation Aid .10 -.98 .51 .29 .07 -.23 -.07 -.24 1.00

10. Transportation -.63 .02 .21 .25 .80 .30 -.03 .25 -.02 1.00
Aid

11. Current Aid -.06 -.95 455 .35 .26 -.16 -.07 -.17 .97 .22 1.00

12. Capital 6 Debt 1.00
Aid

13. Total Stets .06 -.65 .54 .36 .17 -.04 -.13 -.09 .66 .13 .87 -- 1.00
Aid

14. Total Local .11 -.27 .19 .01 -.05 .16 .16 .20 .30 -.09 .27 .. .11 1.00
Effort

15. Current Local .04 -.56 .25 .03 .03 .28 .02 .26 .54 -.03 .52 -- .50 .47

Effort
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246.

variable

1. Site

1

1.00

2 3

Tibia 6 -35
malsiseippi Unified Districts

4 S 6 7 6 9 10 11 12 13 14

2. Valuation .41 1.00

3. Total Tax -.03 -.06 1.00
Rate

4. Currant Tax -.02 -.14 .69 1.00
Rate

5. Transportation -.56 -.11 -.05 1.00
1000iture

6. Current .01 .52 -.16 -.14 .02 1.00
1xpenditure

7. Capital 6 Dabt
lapanditures

.16 .70 .26 .10 -.34 .39 1.00

6. Total .07 .69 -.03 -.07 -.11 .93 .69 1.00
Expendituras

9. Foundation Aid -.66 -.12 -.06 .73 -.13 -.45 -.29 1.00

10. Transportation 1.00
Aid

11. Carew Aid -.37 - 46 -.15 -.16 .62 -.03 -.29 -.13 .93 1.00

12. Capital 6 Debt .02 .24 -.04 -.12 -.12 .06 .21 .14 -.16 -.12 1.00
At6

13. Total !Rats -.40 -.39 ..21 -.23 .65 -.03 -.27 -.12 .77 .62 .29 1.00
Aid

14. Total Local -.23 -.43 .21 .23 .31 .34 -.13 .22 .22 -- .06 -.30 -.11 1.00
Mort

15. Current Local -.32 ..57 .03 .12 .44 .26 -.39 .07 .31 .14 -.20 .10 .92
Iffort

Table 6.56
limbresks Non-Operation Dist.icte

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 9 10 11 11 13 14

1. no 1.00

2. Valuation -.47 1.00

3. Total Tax .0C -.52 1.00
Rata

4. Current Tax .09 -.52 1.00 1.00

Rate

5. Transportation
lapenditure

-.20 .49 -.12 -.12 1.00

6. Curreot
txpanditure

-.30 .53 .05 .03 .66 1.00

7. Capital 6 Debt *- 1.00
Ezpanditure

S. Total -.30 .53 .05 .05 .66 1.00 1.00
Ispanditoras

9. Foundation Aid -.13 .44 -.10 -.10 .68 .63 -- .63 1.00

10. Transportation
Aid

11. Current Aid -.13 .44 -.10 -.10 .69 .63 .63 1.00 -- 1.00

12. Capital 6 Debt .. 1.00
Aid

13. Total State -.13 .44 -.10 -.10 .68 .63 .63 1.00 1.00 1.00
Aid

14. Total Local -.03 -.47 .75 .75 -.04 .23 .23 -.12 -.12 ...12 1.00
Lffort

15. Curreat Local -.03 -.47 .75 .75' .23 .23 -- -.12 -.12 1.00
Iffort
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Tabla 1-57
Nebramke Elamentery !Markt,

247.

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 4 7 9 9 10 11 12 13 14

1. Oise 1.40

2. Valuation -.52 1.00

). Totel Tex .49 1.00
Rata

4. Currant 'an .42 -.61 .99 1,00
Rita

5. Trenaportation .21 .06 .13 .11 1.00
Expenditure

6, Current -.26 .57 -.16 -.15 .11 1.00
Expenditure

7. Capitol 6 Debt 1.00

Expenditures

6. Total ..29 .59 -.16 -.15 .17 .94 1.00
Expanditursa

9. Voundation Aid -.54 .56 -.2) -.22 -.11 .66 .66 1.00

10, Transportation -- 1.00
Aid

11. Currant Aid .58 -.23 -.22 -.11 .66 .66 1.00 1.00

12. Capital 6 Debt
Aid

1). Total !luau -.54 .56 -.23 -.22 -.II .66 .66 1.00 1.00 -- 1.00

Aid

14. Total Local .40 -.57 .69 .70 .19 11 .18 -.15 -- -.15 1.00

Effort

IS. Currant Local .42 -.62 .00 .71 .11 .11 .06 -.18 -- -- -.16 .94
Effort

Table 9.58
Nebramlut Secondary Diotricte

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 9 10 11 12 %I 14

1. Sias 1.00

2. Valuation -.15 1.00

3. Total fax -.40 .36 1.00
Rata

4. current Tax -.49 -.10 .95 1.00
Sate

5. Transportation .01 .03 -.03 .03 1.00
Expenditure

.6, Current -.71 .22 .61 .65 .46 1.00
Expenditura

7. Capital 6 Debt -.20 .57 -.15 -.10 .35 .36 1.00
ExprAitures

6. Total -.51 .66 .29 .26 .20 .71 .56 1.00
Expenditurem

i. Foundation Aid -.28 .30 -.31 -.13 .39 .29 .55 .14 1.00

10. Transportation 1.00
Aid

11. Current Aid -.28 .10 -.31 .23 .38 .29 .55 .14 1.00 1.00

12. Capital 6 Debt -- 1.00
Aid

11. Total State -.28 .30 -.31 -.13 .39 .29 .55 .14 1.00 -- 1.00 1.00

Aid

14, Total Local -.34 -.54 .89 .91 .12 .62 -.13 .22 -.18 -- ..18 -- -.16 1.00
Effort

IS. Current Local -.29 -.67 .88 .64 .11 .51 -.20 .01 -.23 -- -.23 -.21 .96
Effort
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245. Sable E-99
!tabula. Unified Dietricte

Varieble 9 2 1 4 S 6 7 1 9 10 11 12 13 14

1. 61111 1.00

2. volution -.30 1.00

2. Total Tax

lets

.22 -.71 1.00

4. Current Tax
late

.06 -.76 .96 1.00

S. itansportetion -.47 .54 -.34 -.29 1.00
Expeoditure

6. Current -.44 .67 .30 -.23 .60 1.00
Expend1ture

7. Capital & Debt ..22 .11 .0? .06 .13 1.00

Expeod1turee

S. Total
toyealtures

.1$ .60 -.26 .21 .49 .19 .26 1.00

9. YoundatIon 41d .11 .34 .12 .l2 .39 .44 -.OS .36 1.00

10. Transpottattou 1.00
All

11. Carrera At/ -.12 .14 -.12 -.12 .09 .44 -.OS .311 1.00 1.00

12. Capital & Debt ' " " " -- 1.00
Aid

U. Total Stets -.11 .34 -.12 .12 .39 .44 -.Of .31 1.00 1.00 1.00

A*

14. total total .06 -.42 .26 .54 -.11 ..16 .01 ..12 -.13 ..13 1.00
[Stott

11. Carus boat
tifott

.01 -.49 .64 .63 .24 -.II -.02 -.11 -.10 -AO .10 .62

MI* 640
lloo lostobite Outflow, 11ottitto

0101111 1 2 1 4 $ 4 7 1 IP 10 II 12 11 14

1. SW 1.00

9. 441.4tles -.II 1.00

2. total tax
tats

.10 .11 1.00

4. Cutest tax
tats

.41 .64 2.00

1. triallottet1o2
lapoolltntit

.60 .42 -.19 .01 1.00

6. Outut
ltorpoolttut

.06 .41 -.01 .01 .43 1.00

9. Capital 6. Debt .41 -.II .91 .41 .21 .04 1.00
14041turres

S. led
trp4.217.tos

If .11 .11 -.16 .02 .$9 .11 1.00

O. 24.62ot1.4 Aid ...14 .41 .17 ".1) -.09 .01 ..11 1.00

IS. timisottat1.4 SO 00 flio 4.4 dod. 1.00
Aid

11. twat 014 -.14 ..641 .49 .17 -.11 -.11 -.0) -.11 1.00 1.00

11. lop1tol 1 002 .11 .19 .11 -.01 -.11 .29 .46 .$1 .117 .4? 1.00
Al2

14. total State .04 -.11 .14 oft .011 .04 .11 JO .15 - .11 .14 1.00
014

11. total total
tlfett

.* -.01 .11 .01 .01 .74 .00 .12 .. .11 .24 .30 1.00

11. Cum! total .10 -.11 .0. .13 -.11 .00 .14 .11 .* 09 .12 .41 JO
022rot

9 ft



imbIe E-6I
New York Unified Districts

249.

tastable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 9 10 11 12 12 14

1. Site 1.00

2. valuation .03 1.00

3. Tots] Tax
tats

.31 -.09 1.00

4. Cu rrrrr Tax .20 .2i .69 1.00
Rate

S. Troup* ttttt on
taponditura

-.45 -.04 -.2i .18 1.00

6. Curtest -.22 .62 .06 .21 .46 1.00
Eaponditurs

7. Copttal I DCA .10 .05 .11 .04 .16 .39 1.00
Exponditurso

8. Total
tapanditursa

.12 .5/ .11 .19 .44 .17 .51 1.00

9. foundatfoo All -.00 -.If .06 .25 .11 -.60 .32 .27 1.00

10. traosportstloo 1.00
Aid

11. Current Aid AO -.85 .06 -.15 .11 -.40 .32 -.27 1.00 1.00

12. Capital 1 Debt 1.00
Al'

11. total 'tate -.17 -.67 .0i -.21 .16 -.01 .20 -.26 .97 .97 1.00
Aid

IA. total Inca .03 ..31 .39 .13 .11 .14 .45 .32 .16 .36 1.00
Iffort

1$. Correa! total -.02 .30 .17 .24 .23 .93 .17 .31 .16 .16 .23 .11
Mott

tells 0-62
OTOIM ItssootarT Districts

'oilskins 1 1 2 4 1 6 7 0 9 10 11 12 13 I4

t. 1144 1.00

1. Volution .19 1.00

3. total to
tat

1.00

6. tstlest to
tato

.14 -.14 1.00

9. 114642611stles
tarasattsas

-.18 .6S -.39 1.00

6. Cellos(
tapes/14sta

-.11 .74 -.24 .60 1.00

7. Capital 6 belt 1,00

ItaposAtalle

1. total
tsposiltstra

-.11 .71 .41 1,00 .6 1.00

O. tosmdstioe 111 .01 -.11 .11 .11 .10 1.00

le. trasapostatlas .14 -.13 .71 .14 .11 .11 1.00
£11

11. 01/t0s4 A14 .22 .13 .04 .46 .60 .61 .111 .21 1.00

It. Capital 6 D.144

111

12. total Hatt
aid

-.15 .11 .12 .13 .71 .1) .94 1.00

11. total local .41 .9t 1.011 .$ -.21 -.21 .29 -.31 .04 .412

Moat

IS. tome toast .67 ..21 -6 .01 .11 A/ .11 .01 ..1t .11 ..05 .92

Moat 4 t4



130.

2 3

Table 143
Origin Secondary Districts

4 S 6 7 6 4 10 11 11 11 14

1. Stu 1.00

1. Viliattort .55 1.00

3. Total ras 1.00
Rate

4. Cottoot Tax .30 .17 I.no
Rate

1. sssss pottetion
ragoodttuto

.71 .51 1.00

6. Carrera -.71 .71 -- -.34 .07 1.00
Empanaiture

7. Capitol 4 Debt
lapendlturee

1.00

1. Total
lastr3

..71 .71 .34 .62 1.00 1.00

6. r000detloa £14 .01 .22 .12 .22 .11 .11 1.00

10. haaapottattoo ..61 .00 -.11 .75 .00 .00 .24 1.00
All

II. Currant All .SI .53 .47 .64 .01 .12 .16 .61 1.00

12. Copltol 6 Cott
414

13. Total State .33 .13 .CI .66 .13 .13 .40 .61 1.00 1.00
All

14. Total Local
tflott

.30 -.07 1.00 .16 -.34 .14 .16 -.71 -.47 -.41 1.00

11. Cutout total .11 -.17 1.00 .S6 .34 .11 -.11 .41 -.41 1.00
Myatt

Table 444
Mom Velfted 0 tttttt 22

Tattablo 1 a 3 4 S 6 6 1 6 10 It 01 11 14

1. Ilse 1.00

1. eateatles -.11 1.04

Total Tie
late

1.00

4. Curtest to
lets

.16 1.00

S. temeepettAtlea
topoolltut2

-.SI 1.00

6. Cattiest ..54 .67 -.00 .70 1.00

Atpmelltsee

7 . Capitol I Debt . . 1.00
Ispeel

1. total
trpoollteeto

.61 -.06 .70 1.00 1.00

9. foeslattee 414 .01 -.43 .1711 .14 ..11 1.04

10. ttabileeetAtles .Si .ti .113 .61 .70 .60 .30 1.04
Alt

11. tutiva All a.11 .10 .01 .011 .00 .11$ .04 1.00

13. t g 2222

414
. . . . 66 . 1,00

13. Total tutu .111 .00 .01 .DI .04 .61 .11 .111 1.00

414

14. total Local .00 ..74 . 1.00 .II ..0 -.04 .t -.SI .11 .09 1.00

Illeel

IS. Mtn/ tees' ..74 1.00 .3% .04 -e -.09 .19 ..01 12 .2, 1.04



2.61a 1-63
Vmmurivaais Unified Districts

251.

Variable 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 1 1 10 11 12 12 14

I. Ilse 1.00

1. Wattle& .11 1.00

3. total Sas
late

-.11 .411 1,00

4. Curtest tat
tate

.03 .17 .111 1.00

3. Vresaportaties
tspeeditere

-.11 -.1) .16 -.13 1.00

6. Current
treeeditese

.16 .40 .24 .40 .02 1.00

7. Capital & Debt .03 .02 .43 .04 .01 .36 1.00
Ispeediteses

1.5.141
leperlitere

.20 43 .31 .14 -.06 .04 .46 1.00

11. feamdatiee lid .01 .64 .16 .32 .01 .01 .01 1.00

10. Triteeportaties 1.00
Aid

11. evrreet kid .04 .16 .12 .01 .07 -01 1.00 -m 1.00

II. Capital & Debt
kid

13. 1o4e1 Irate .01 -.14 .16 .40 .31 .05 .01 -.01 1.00 mm 1.00 1.00
Aid

4. fetal Loral
iiteer

.31 .411 1.00 .111 .16 At .43 .31 .14 mm .36 .36 1.00

1 . Cana. Loral
littett

.01 .111 .10 1.00 .11 .40 .00 .36 .30 mm .30 .14

table 1-66
lied Corollas 9.111411 Illottlete

Variable 11 2 4 $ 611010 11 11 I) 14

I. Ilse 1.00

1, Vele/live .1? 1.00

3, total tat
tats

.06 .00 1.00

4. evrtaeltes .04 .OS .04 1.00

1st&

0. tresepeetetive .11 .11 .t. -.11 1.00
Ibressiltere

6. timer .14 .12 .11 .11 .41 2.00
Ilaptidlitvre

P. Capital 6 talk .11 .11 .21 .34 .11 .13 1.00
Impesfitruie

0. Total
torefirvrot

.16 .44 )4 .11 .01 .11 .71 1.00

0. teesdatiee kid .01 .46 .31 .11 .01 .111 .SI 1.00

20. trekilpserstle6 -.01 .14 -.11 -.11 .11 ..110 -.IA .04 -.11 1.00

Aid

11. Cortese lid .14 .64 .00 .14 .6/ .16 ./I .20 .11 .01 1.00

II. ta)1143 I tali .12 .16 .011 .01 .00 .10 .10 .11 .10 .11 .20 1.00

111

IS. Petal Stet* .64 .11 .20 .11 .01 .66 .)6 .61 .16 .21 .13 .11 1.00

Alf

16. 1.4111 total

ttfeet
..11 .11 .41 -.41 .00 .6) .12 .11 ..0! .54 .61 .1111 .00 1.00

11. comma Ural
tliste

.111 011 .13 ..11 .111 .t/ .27 .11 .411 .14 .011 .43

nett



152.

Varlabli

I. 61:11

2. valuation

3. Total Tait

late

1

1.00

.35

.14

2

1.00

-.10

5

1.00

Table E-47
Utah Unified Diatricts

4 5 6 7 9 10 11 12 13 14

4. Current Tam
late

.41 -.52 .65 1.00

3. Transportation
tipenditurd

-.63 .3$ -.34 -.41 1.00

6. Cuttent
taponditure

-.57 .34 .01 -.35 .64 1.00

7. Capital I Debt
twat t

-.02 .12 .22 .23 -.11 .15 1.00

0. Total -.46 .31 .02 -.IS .46 .75 .36 1.00
Deceit it

9. Inundation All -.40 -.34 .11 .05 .31 .73 .06 .53 1.00

10. Transportatioa -.42 .34 -.35 .46 .49 .42 .01 .56 .19 1.00
All

II. Currant All -.63 .12 .44 .74 .07 .57 1.00 .41 1.00

12. Capital L Debt 1.00
Aid

13. Total Stave .46 .20 .12 -.02 .44 .77 .06 .$0 .61 .49 1.00 1.00
Aid

14. total Local
if

.01 .II .11 .05 .01 .04 -.04 -.22 .02 .03 1.00

16. Carnet local
if

.11 .if .111 .15 .02 .31 .01 .65 .51 .14 .61 .64 .01

Tall' 6-64
Visessilt tlastatary District'

Vatiabla 1 1 3 4 3 6 1 1 9 10 11 11 IS 14

1. Sia4 1.00

1. Veleatlee -.IS 1.00

3. Total tun
late

.74 -.71 1.00

4. carnet las .57 .12 .17 1.00
Rita

S. Traespertetier
tapealtate

..l6 .41 -.11 -.11 1.00

6. Cattast
tsperd ttttt

.26 .45 .11 .16 .10 1.00

7. Capital L Debt .34 -.01 .31 .22 .65 .42 1.04
Cspeaditurs"

6. fetal
tsperiltetst

,61 .57 .11 .11 .26 .14 .45 1.00

9. /suriatise Alt .61 .IS .67 .65 -.IS .11 .14 .14 1.00

16. trerePreteller -.14 .11 .211 -.15 .11 .11 -.11 .11
Ail

11. Catlett Ali .11 .11 .11 .11 A/ .04 .04 1 .12 Al 1.44

II. Capital 6 Debt
Ali

11. Tetet Stine .44 -.02 .14 .14 .16 .14 .14 .14 .79 .33 .14 1.00
Ali

14. Total laical .13 .14 .13 .11 .00 .11 all .47 ..), .26 .25 1.60Matt

IS. eeriest Lita1 014 .14 .17 .11 .111 .14 .14 .25 .61 .10 .45 .24 .40
Ittipte

OIL Ilk INS



Table 1-69
tiacommin Unified Dietricte

213.

Variable 1 2 / 4 S 6 7 1 t 10 11 11 13 14

I. Site 1.00

2. Taunton .30 1.00

2. foes' Tax
tate

.02 .40 1.00

4. Current/a .07 .11 .74 1.00
Sete

S. Trinitarian**
gapenditate

-.At
.

-.11 .00 .04 1.00

6. Current .04 .28 .06 .42 .02 1.00
Expenditure

7. Cople6l 6 Debt
gapandituree

.14 .21 .1) .10 .01 .40 1.00

1. Inn
txpenditotee

.01 .34 .41 .11 .01 Al .74 1.00

9. lauodatio* Aid .$1 -.1) .41 .01 .11 .10 ..01 .02 1.00

10. Trasepottation 04 ..20 .00 -.01 ,45 -.13 -.07 -.14 .34 1.00
Alt

11, Cartent Aid -.00 .46 .10 .36 .06 ..0$ .01 1.00 .41 1.00

12. Clefts' A Debt 1.00
Aid

1). fetal Stott -.1) ..1$ .47 .10 .14 .10 -.01 .02 1.00 .40 1.00 1.00
Aid

14. total teen .ol .41 .73 .6) .OS .49 .31 ,S1 .44 ..11 .41 .41 1.00
Wert

IS. Comet ',scat -.00 ..44 .00 .44 -.11 .47 .01 .31 .6S -.11 .41 .47 .01
Wert

table 1.00
Sitconsle Secondary linnet*

Totten* 1 2 1 4 1 6 7 1 0 10 11 11 I) 14

1. lite 1.00

1. Viavostioe .11 1.00

). total tax
late

.14 ..90 1.00

4. Correa' tae -.1) .tt 1.00
Sete

S. ttentpattatlen
gapeedttute

01 .67 .$1 .$1 1.00

6. Cauca
gapeollture

.11 .41 .11 -.1) .0) 1.00

7. Capital 6 Belt
txpeolltane

.10 .11 .OS -.It .15 1.00

1. tetel .14 .46 .t0 -.IS ..00 .06 .76 1.00
1sponditeree

0. teaseattlee Aid .40 .00 -.47 .47 .41 .110 .4) .61 1.10

10. Tresepenallen .44 .31 -.16 -.10 .S4 .11 .10 .11 .16 1.00
444

11. Cone et Ali .40 .31 .)4 .)) .14 .44 .16 .66 .04 .01 LOS

II. Capital A 001 1.00
Aid

IS. fetal hate .64 .14 -.41 -.44 .11 .11 .$1 .11 .91 .11 .94 1.00
Aid

14. total teen .ft 30 .90 .01 -.71 .11 .IS -Ai -.00 -.12 -.43 .011 1.00
Of

15. Cortese total .46 .10 A* .911 -.17 -.09 -.17 .17 ..11 .. a. ea
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Table E-71

The following tables present a compilation of he responses to a

questionnaire on Reorganization Legislation. After reviewing the legislative
profiles for each state (reported in Part 1 of this study), this questionnaire
was developed to gather information regarding specific types of legislation
having an impact on school district reorganization.

The information is tabulated in the following manner. For the first

six items specific question was asked calling for a Yes or No answer. This
was followed by a second question calling for an opinion as to whether the
statutory feature encouraged, discouraged or had no effect on school district

reorganisation. Some respondents indicated that the feature both encouraged
and discouraged. The reply to the first six items is tabulated by writing
out the question, the answers Yes or No, and the opinion choice indicated.

Question Number 7 calls for a Yes or No answer but also requests a
written response from those states answering Yes. For tabulation purposes,
the written response will be presented for those states answering Yes.

Question Number 8 also calls for written response regarding pertinent
legislation or State Department regulations that encourage or discourage
school district reorganization, not covered by the questionnaire. Answers to
this question are presented in narrative fashion for those states specifically
citing such provisions.



Table E-71 Continued

Question Number I
Are all newly employed public
school teachers in the state
covered by the sate Retirement
Program? In your opinion what
effect has your state's retire-
ment law had on school district
reorganisation?

Question Number 2
Is the Tenure or Continuing
Contract Law for teachers
uniform throughout the state?
In your opinion what effect
has your state's tenure law
had on school district
reorganisation?

255.

California No No Effect Yes No Effect

Colorado Yea Encouraged Yes Encouraged

Indiana Yes No Effect Yes Encouraged

Iowa No No Effect Yes No Effect

Maine Yea No Effect Yes No Effect

Michigan No No Effect Yes No Effect

Minnesota No No Effect No No Effect

Mississippi Yes No Effect No lento., Law

Nebraska Yes No Effect Yes No Effect

New Hampshire Yes No Effect No Tenure Law

New York Yes No Effect Yes No Effect

Oregon No No Effect No No Effect

Pennsylvania Yes No Effect Yes Encouraged

South Carolina Yes No Effect Yes No Effect

Utah Yes Po Effect Yes No Effect

Wisconsin No No Effect No No Effect
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Table E -71 Continued

Question Number 3
Are teacher certification
laws uniform throughout the
state? In your opinion,
what effect has your state's
certification laws had on
school district reorganiza-
tion?

Ivstion Number 4
Dots your state have a provi-
sion where the Bonded
Indebtedness of a former
district may be assumed by
a new district? In your
opinion what has your
state's laws on the assump-
tion of bonded indebtedness
had on school district
reorganization?

California

Colorado

Indiana

Iowa

Maine

Michigan

Minnesota

Mississippi

Nebraska

New Hampshire

New York

Oregon

Pennsylvanis

South Carolina

Utah

Wisconsin

Yes No Effect Yes No Effect

Yes Encouraged Yes Encouraged

i Yes No Effect Yes No Effect

Yes Encouraged Yes No Effect

Yes No Effect Yes Encouraged

Yes No Effect Yes Encouraged and
Discouraged

Yes No Effect Yes Discouraged

Yes No Effect Yes Discouraged

Yes No Effect Yes No Effect

Yes No Effect Yes Encouraged

Yes No Effect Yes No Effect

Yes No Effect Yes No Effect

Yes No Effect Yes Encouraged

Yes No Effect Yes Encouraged

Yes No Effect Yes No Effect

Yea No Effect Yes No Effect
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Table E-71 ContInled

Question Number 5
Is there any provision in
yoJr state's Foundation
Program for Equalization
that specifically applies
to school reorganization?
In your opinion what effect
has your states Foundation
Program had on school district
reorganization?

257.

Question Number 6
Does your state have any
provisin.ln that would grant
special state aid or princi-
pal or interest incurred for
debt from School Building
Construction resulting from
school district reorganiza-
tion? In your opinion what
effect has your state's law
or building aids had on
school district reorganization?

California Yes Both incouraged
and Discouraged

Yes No Effect

Colorado Yea Encouraged No No Effect

Indiana Yes Encouraged Yes Encouraged

Iowa No No Effect No No Effect

Maine Yes Encouraged Yes Encouraged

Michigan No Discouraged No Discouraged

Minnesota Yes Discouraged No No Effect

Mississippi Yes No Effect Yes Encouraged

Nebraska No No Effect N' No Effect

New Hampshire Yes Encouraged Yes Encouraged

New York No Encouraged Yea Encouraged

Oregon No No Effect No No Effect

Pennsylvania No Both Encouraged
and Discouraged

No No Effect

South Carolina NO NO Effect Yes Encouraged

Utah No Encouraged No No Effect

Wisconsin Yes Encouraged No Discouraged

2 A 5
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California

Michigan

Missicsippi

Pennsylvania

South Carolina

Table E-71 Continued

Question Number 7
Has any Federal Legislation or Court Decisions had
an influence on school district reorganization in
your state?
(Only Yes answers recorded)

Supreme Court decision on integration. The State Board of
Education considers integration an important factor in
reorganization, especially in territory where it Is
proposed to divide a high school district into two or
more unified districts.

Not directly. However, some programs (i.e. Title III,
Summer School, Media Centers) which required cooperation
between districts, laid the groundwork for later consoli-
dation.

The contact person felt that Federal decisions nn integra-
tion had little effect on reorganisation itself up to this
tire but predicted more influence in the future.

The State Supreme Court declared Act 299, which is the
state's school district reorganization law, constitutional.

Civil Rights Act of 1964.
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Table E-71 Continued

Question Number 8
In your opinion has any pertinent legislation or State
Department regulation been omitted in this questionnaire
that has either encouraged or discouraged school district
reorganisation?

California A. Other legislation encouraging reorganization: None

B. Other legislation discouraging reorganization: Legisla-

tion discourages reorganization in territory vhere
districts are wealthy and at the same time are given
basic aid hence able to operate on less than average
tax rate.

Colorado A. Other legislation encouraging reorganization: Chapter
123, Article 25, Colorado Revised Statutes 1963.
School District Reorganization Act.

S. Other legislation discouraging reorganization: None

Indiana A. Other legislation encouraging reorganization: School
Reorganization Act of 1959 had big' st impact.

S. Other legislation discouraging reorgaateation: None

lova A. Other legislation encouraging reorganleationl None

S. Other legislation discouraging reorganieatiom None

Maine A. Other legislation encouraging reorganisation: None

S. Other legislation discansgirg reorganisation: None

Michigan A. Other legislation encouraging reorganization: Governor's
Educational Reform Commission.

S. Other legislation discouraging reorganization: None

Minnesota A. Other legislation encouraging reorganization: Ch. 769,
Lave of 1967, Subd. 2, sub-paragraph one, at least below
holding tuition for maintenance to cost or 14% of the
"A" formula amount.

S. Other legislation discouraging reorganisation: Ch. 71,
Lave of 1959, Section 1$ (M.11. 124.15). On reduction of
all permitted by the Commissioner for violations of
regulation!. this lair sale it nearly impossible to
anspeo4 aid sins repeated verbiage vete required as
well as tine to correct say violation. this has been
wed by diltriets toll their school via too small to
keep operating year atter year is the force of repeat..
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Table E-71 - Question 8

Minnesota
continued

warnings. M.S. 124.18 - Permitted high school
districts to collect "full cost" for tuition
students. High school districts have been able to
collect more in tuition from a non-resident student
than the aid that would be received if the student
became a resident.

Mississippi A. Other legislation encouraging reorganization: None

B. Other legislation discouraging reorganization: None

Nebraska A. Other legislation encouraging reorganization: None

B. Other legislation discouraging reorganization: Class
II districts have grown to provide grades 9-12 for
Class I, rural districts. These are often inadequate
high schools that umbrella inadequate elementary
districts.

New Hampshire A. Other legislation encouraging reorganization: Incentive
aid provision for formulation of supervisory unions.

Oregon

B. Other legislation discouraging reorganization: None

A. Other legislation encouraging reorganization: ORS 335.495
- Unification of Union High School by extending program
of tae high school downward to include all grades, 1 thru
12. ORS 330.587 - Same voting procedure as extending
program downward where Union High School is proposed as
administrative district. (Old law required majority
vote in each district and a plurality of combined
districts only).

B. Other legislation discouraging reorganization: None

Pennsylvania A. Oyler legislation encouraging reorganization: None

B. Other legislation discouraging reorganization: None

South Carolina A. Other legislation encouraging reorganization: None

B. Other legislation discouraging reorganization: None

Wisconsin A. Other legislation encouraging reorganization: Section
22.05 of Chapter 211, Laws of 1967 authorized the esta-
blishment of a Department of Local Affairs and Develop-
ments which functions in an advisory capacity in coor-
dinating local community development programs. Although
this department has no direct relationship or responsibi-
lity concerning the status of school district organization,
there exists a close interdepartmental relationship
between the Department and the Reorganization Division in
interpreting and assessing the potential educational
development of a community. This has added a new
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Table E-71 - Question 8

Wisconsin
continued

dimension to the thrust advancing the reorganization
movement in Wisconsin.

B. Other Legislation discouraging reorganization: Section
24 of Chapter 209, Laws of 1967 had a marked effect on
school district reorganization by assuring the same
classification status for state financial support for
the 1967-68 and 1968-69 school years as it received
for the 1966-67 school year.

269
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Table E-72

This table was developed from the responses given to the interview

questions on Financial Factors. Basically each question was asked in terms

of whether or not a certain factor was present in the state. These responses

have been reported as Yes or No. Next, the respondents were questioned as

to whether the factor encouraged or discouraged school district reorganiza-

tion in tl,e state. In some instances the
respondents chose to respond by

indicating that the factor had no effect or that it both encouraged and

discouraged reorganization depending on certain circumstances.

In tabulating this section, the factor will be listed with a Yes or

No response. The opinion as to its effect on
reorganization will be tabu-

lated as Encourage, Discourage,
No Effect or Both Encourage and Discourage.

Special attention is given to those responses indicating that the same

factor may Encourage and Discourage reorganization.

2 70
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Table E-72 Continued

"No

Factor 1 Factor 2

Sparsity-Density

Factor 3

Loss Clause" Minimum Program
Standards Resulting in
Loss or Gain in Aid

Factor

California No No Effect Yes No Effect Yes Discourage

Colorado No No Effect Yes Encourage Yes No Effect

Indiana Yes Encourage Yes No Effect No No Effect

Iowa No No Effect Yes No Effect Yes Discourage

Maine Yes Encourage No No Effect No No Effect

Michigan Yes Encourage No No Effect No No Effect

Minnesota No No Effect No No Effect No No Effect

Mississippi Yes Encourage Yes No Effect Yes No Effect

Nebraska No No Effect Yes Encourage Yes Too early
to tell

New Hampshire Yes Encourage Yes No Effect No No Effect

New York Yes Encourage Yes No Effect Yes Discourage

Oregon No No Effect Yes No Effect Yes No Effect

Pennsylvania Yes Encourage No No Effect Yes Both
Encouraged
and

Discouraged

South Carolina No No Cffect Yes Encourage No No Effect

Utah No No Effect Yes No Effect No No Effect

Wisconsin Yes Discourage Yes Encourage No No Effect

2 7 1
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Table E-72 Continued

Factor 4 Factor 5 Factor 6

Snail District Minimum Size Tuition Payments

Penalty Standards Resulting in
Loss or Cain in Aid

California No No Effect No No Effect Yes No Effect

Colorado No No Effect No No Effect Yes Not
Available

Indiana No No Effect Yes No Effect Yes No Effect

Iowa No No Effect Yes Discourage Yes Discourage

Maine No No Effect No No Effect Yes Discourage

Michigan No No Effect No No Effect Yes Discourage

Minnesota No No Effect Yes Discourage Yes Discourage

Mississippi No No Effect No No Effect No No Effect

Nebraska No No Effect No No Effect Yes Discourage

New Hampshire No No Effect No No Effect Yes Discourage

New York No No Effect No No Effect No No Effect

Oregon No No Effect No No Effect Yes Discourage

Pennsylvania No No Effect No No Effect No No Effect

South Carolina No No Effect Yes Discourage No No Effect

Utah No No Effect No No Effect No No Effect

Wisconsin No No Effect No No Effect No No Effect
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Table E-72 Continued

Factor 7 Factor 8

Distressed District'
Aid

Transportation

Factor 9

Special Education
Aid Aid

California Yes No Effect Yes No Effect Yes No Effect

Colorado Yes No Efiect Yes No Effect Yes Encourage

Indiana Yes No Effect Yes No Effect Yes Discourage

Iowa Yes No Effect No No Effect Yes Encourage

Maine Yes No Effect Yes No Effect Yes Encourage

Michigan Yes No Effect Yes Discourage Yes Encourage

Minnesota Yes No Effect Yes Encourage Yes Encourage

Mississippi Yes No Effect No No Effect Yes No Effect

Nebraska Yes No Effect No No Effect Yes No Effect

New Hampshire Yes No Effect No No Effect No No Effect

New York Yes Discourage Yes Encourage Yes Encourage

Oregon Yes No Effect No No Effect Yes Effect

Pennsylvania Yes No Effect Yes Encourage Yes Encourag..,

South Carolina Yes Encourage No No Effect Yes Encourage

Utah Yes No Effect No No Effect Yes No Effect

Wisconsin Yes Effect Yes Encourage Yes Encourage
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Table E-72 Continued

Factor 10 Factor 11 Factor 12

School Building Supplemental Aid Preferential
Aid for Reorganized For Reorganized Treatment of

Districts Districts Certain Classes of
Real Property

California Yes No Effect Yee Both No No opinion
Encouraged and asked
Discouraged

Colorado No No Effect No No Effect Yee No opinion
asked

Indiana Yea Encourage No No Effect No No opinion
asked

Iowa No No Effect No No Effect No No opinion
asked

Maine Yes Encourage Yes Encourage No No opinion
asked

Michigan No Discourage No No Effect No No opinion
asked

Minnesota No No Effect No No Effect Yea No opinion
asked

Mississippi Yes Encourage No No Effect Yea No opinion
asked

Nebraska No No Effect No No Effect No No opinion
asked

New Hampshire Yes Encourage Yes Encourage Yes No opinion
asked

New York Yes Encourage Yea Encourage No No opinion
asked

Oregon No No Effect No No Effect Yee No opinion
asked

Pennsylvania Yes No Effect Yes No Effect No No opinion
asked

South Carolina Yes Encourage No No Effect No No opinion
asked

Utah Not Applicable Not Applicable No No opinion
asked

Wisconsin No Discourage No Discourage No No opinion
asked
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Table E-72 Continued

Factor 13

Other Financial Factors

267.

California None

Colorado None

Indiana Yes Transfer policy both encourages and discourages

Iowa None

Maine Yes Indicated the very fact of inflation has
encouraged reorganization.

Michigan Yes Vocational education programs have promoted
reorganization of small districts.

Minnesota None

Mississippi Yes Incentive grant in equalizing costs. Because of
reorganization, if local effort is increased
more state aid is given.

Nebraska None

New Hampshire None

New York None

Oregon None

Pennsylvania None

South Carolina None

Utah None Utah has had no reorganization activity.

Wisconsin None
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Special Study Satellite Projects
Special
Study No.

1. EARLY CHILDHOOD AND BASIC ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY
EDUCATION Needs, Programs, Demands, Costs

William P. Mc Lure and Audra May Ponce

2. EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS FOR EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN:
Resource Coreigurations and Costs

Richard A. RossmIller, James A. Hale and Lloyd E. Frohrelch

3. EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS FOR THE CULTURALLY DEPRIVED --
Need and Cost Differentials

Arvid J. Burke, James A. Kelly and Walter I. Garms

4. FINANCING VOCATIONAL EDUCATION IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Erick L. Llndman and Arthur Berchin

6. ADULT AND CONTINUING EDUCATION: Needs, Programs and Costs
J. Alan Thomas

O. THE COMMUNITY JUNIOR COLLEGE: Target Population, Program
Costs, and Cost Differentials

James L. Wattenbarger, Bob N. Cage and L. H. Arney

7. FINANCING PUBLIC ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOL
FACILITIES IN THE UNITED STATES

W. Monfort Barr, K. Forbls Jordan, C. Cale Hudson, Wendell J.
Peterson and William R. Wilkerson

8. SCHOOL FOOD SERVICE AND NUTRITION EDUCATIONStatus,
Needs, Projections, Costs

Robert J. Garvue, Thelma G. Flanagan and William H. Castlne

9. PUPIL TRANSPORTATION
Dewey H. Stollar

10. FISCAL CAPACITY AND EDUCATIONAL FINANCE: Variations
Among States, School D18410'18 and Municipalities

Richard A. Rossmiller, James A. Hale and Lloyd E. Frohrelch

11. THE RELATIONSHIP OF SCHOOL DISTRICT REORGANIZATION TO
STATE AID DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS

Clifford P. Hooker and Van D. Mueller


